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ABBREVIATIONS

Grammatical, geographical and language abbreviations
1st
2nd
3rd
A
adj.
adv.

anim.
c

c.
CSlk
Cz
D
dim.
dUe

e
ESlk
f.
Fren
fut.
G
Ger
I
imp.
inane
inf.
ipv.
L

= first person
= second person
= third person
= accusative case
= adjective
= adverb
= animate
= central (geographically) (distinguishable from c.

=century

by context of
discussion)
= century (distinguishable from c = central by context of discussion)
= Central Slovak dialects
= Czech literary language
= dative case
= diminutive
= dual
= eastern
= East Slovak dialects
= feminine
= French
= future tense
= genitive case
= Gennan
= instrumental case
= imperative
= inanimate
= infinitive
= imperfective aspect
= locative case

Lat

= Latin

I-part.
m.
MHG
MSlk
N

= I-participle
= masculine
= Middle High Gennan
= Moravian Slovak dialects
= nominative case
= northern (distinguishable from n. = neuter by context of discussion)
= neuter (distinguishable from n = northern by context of discussion)
= non-past tense
= cardinal numeral
= old (as in OCz = Old Czech)
= Old High Gennan
= past active participle
= past tense
= plural
= Polish literary language
= possessive

n

n.
n-p.
num.

a
OHG
PAP
past
pl.
Pol
pOSSe

12
PPP
PrAP
prep.
pres.
prone
pv.
refl.

s
Slav
Slk
sg.
V
w

WSlav
WSlk

= past passive participle
= present active participle
= preposition
= present tense
= pronoun
= perfective aspect
= reflexive
= southern
= Slavic
= Slovak
= singular
= vocative case (distinguishable from V = vowel by context of discussion)
= western
= West Slavic
= West Slovak dialects
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Phonological symbols

<
= derives from
>
= develops into
<- or -> = yields (e.g., in paradigmatic derivation of fonns:
*umeti (inf.) -> *umem (1st sg. n-p.))

= alternates with
= phonetic transcription

[ ]

/ /
< >
#

*

v
C
D

b

1? or

~

or

~

~

o
Ii
a"

e
y
c
C
C
j
I
f
S
S
x

Z
Z
3

3

3

= phonemic transcription
= actual graphemic shape (as recorded in text(s))
= word boundary
= historically reconstructed fonn
= hardness of preceding consonant (see, however, U below)
= softness of preceding consonant (including r' ,!' - see Chapter ITI,
note 3 for further explanation)
= vowel length (see, however, c,'§, i ,3 below)
= syllabicity of consonant (e.g., r) (see, however, l' , ~ below)
= semivowel portion of a diphthong (e.g., ie) (see, however, '!! , k below)
= nasality of vowel (e.g., ~)
= vowel (distinguishable from V =vocative by context of discussion)
= consonant
= "back jer", short higher mid back vowel « * ii) (also: "reduced vowel")
= "front jer", short higher mid front vowel « * i) (also: "reduced vowel")
= "strong jer" (developed qualitatively into various vocalic reflexes)
= "weak jer" (generally produced a zero reflex, although retained in some
environments)
= zero reflex of weak jer
= short low front vowel (i.e., fronted [ a ] )
= long low front vowel (i.e., fronted [ a] = long [ Ii ] )
= "jat''', Proto-Slavic front vowel whose exact phonetic value is uncertain;
this symbol indicates ['e] in contemporary Czech orthography
= long high back vowel in contemporary Czech orthography (i.e., [ U] )
= high central (unrounded) vowel in Proto-Slavic and modem Polish;
this symbol indicates [ i ] in contemporary Slovak/Czech orthography
= voiceless dental affricate
= voiceless alveopalatal affricate
= palatalized voiceless alveolar affricate
= "jot", voiced palatal semivowel
= voiced labiovelar semivowel (i.e., [w] )
pronounced together)
= trilled voiced fricative (essentially trilled [r] and [
= voiceless alveopalatal fricative
= palatalized voiceless alveolar fricative
= voiceless velar fricative
= voiced alveopalatal fricative
= palatalized voiced alveolar fricative
= voiced dental affricate
= voiced alveopalatal affricate
= palatalized voiced alveolar affricate

z]
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Abbreviations for dialect divisions cited in this work and correspondences between
abbreviations and dialect names/geographical regions!
abbreviation

dialect namelieographical region

=Moravian Slovak
sMSlk =southern Moravian Slovak

- (includes Kelecsky dialect)

MSlk

- Podluzsky dialect
- southern tip of MSlk

wMSlk =western Moravian Slovak

- Dolsky dialect
- westernmost region of MSlk

seMSlk = southeastern Moravian Slovak

- Kopanicarsky dialect
- south of the towns Vh. Ostroh, Vh. Brod

sWSlk = southern West Slovak
w-sWSlk = western - southern West Slovak

- Zahorsky dialect
- westernmost region of sWSlk

c-sWSlk = central - southern West Slovak

- Trnavsky dialect
- region around the town Trnava

e-sWSlk =eastern - southern West Slovak

- Hlohovsky dialect
- region around the town Hlohovec

ne-sWSlk = northeastern - southern West Slovak - Piest'ansky dialect
- region around the town Piest'any

nWSlk

=northern West Slovak

s-nWSlk = southern - northern West Slovak

- Dolnotrenciansky dialect
- region around the town Trencfn

n-nWSlk =northern - northern West Slovak

- Hornotrenciansky dialect
- region around the town Pov. Bystrica

nCSlk

= northern Central Slovak

- Oravsky, Turciansky, Liptovsky
Hornonitriansky, Tekovsky,
Zvolensky dialects
- the regions of the former jrlitical districts:
Orava, Turiec, Liptov, Nitra (northern
area), Tekov, Zvolen

1 The dialect divisions and names employed in this investigation (as outlined in this list of abbreviations
and on the accompanying map) follow those in Krajcovic 1988. Any departures from Krajcovic 1988 are
specifically outlined in the notes to this list of abbreviations. I have not distinguished what Krajcovic terms
"border areas" (pomedzne arealy), but rather have included each of these smaller areas in the larger dialect
regions on which they directly border. This does not affect the present study in any way since none of the texts
investigated here lie in these border areas. The geographical borders for the dialect divisions (except MSlk)
presented in the maps of this study were drawn on the basis of the Slovak dialect map on p. 4 of Stole, et al.
1968a. The MSlk dialect borders were drawn on the basis of information supplied in Bartos 1886. Havranek
1934, Travnicek 1926.
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sCSlk

=southern Central Slovak

w-sCSIk =western - southern Central Slovak2

c-sCSIk

=central- southern Central Slovak2

e-sCSIk =eastern - southern Central Slovak2

wESlk

- Hontiansky, Novohradsky dialects 2
- the regions of the fonner jrlitical districts:
Hont, Novohrad (except eastern area)
- Ipel'sky, Zapadogernersky dialects 2
- eastern region of the fonner political
district: Novohrad (along the Ipel' river)
and western region of the fonner political
district: Gerner
- Stredogernersky, Vychodogernersky
dialects 2
- central and eastern regions of the fonner
political district: Gerner

=western East Slovak

s-wESIk =southern - western East Slovak3

- (southern areas of) Spissky, Sarissky
dialects; and Abovsky dialect3
- southern regions of the fonner political
districts: Spis, Saris; the entire region of
the fonner political district: Abov

n-wESIk = northern - western East Slovak3

- (northern areas of) Spissky, Sarissky
dialects3
- northern regions of the fonner political
districts: SpiS, Saris

eESlk =eastern East Slovak

- Zernplfnsky, Sotacky, Uzsky dialects
- the regions of the fonner jrlitical districts:
Zemplfn, Uzhorod

2 A division of the sCSlk dialect area into western, central and eastern regions is a simplification of a rather
complex dialect situation. However, according to Krajcovic "The isogloss boundary [of the Hontiansky dialect
area] with the neighboring Novohradskj dialect area is not sharp" (1988, 261). Thus it is not entirely
unjustified to group these dialects together into one (w-sCSlk) region. The same can be maintained for the
coupling of the Ipel'sky and Zapadogemersky dialects into a c-sCSlk region, since again Krajcovic states: "The
isogloss boundary [of the Zapadogemersky dialect] with the Ipel'sky dialect is not sharp, because several
characteristic traits of the Ipel'sky dialect, especially in the south, penetrate to the banks of the Rimava river,
indeed even beyond them" (1988, 268). The grouping of the Stredogemerskj and Vychodogemersky dialects
into an e-sCSlk region is more problematic. It should be stressed here, therefore, that the divisions - w-sCSlk,
c-sCSlk, e-sCSlk - cited in this work were chosen on the basis of the phonological traits investigated in this
study (not on the basis of the entire sCSlk dialect picture), and at times they represent mere geographical
designations and not strict dialectal divisions.
3 A division of the wESlk dialect area into northern and southern regions is not generally valid in terms of
the overall ESlk dialect picture. The abbreviations n-wESlk and s-wESlk are used in this study only as
geographical designations in the discussion of the reflexes of long 6 and long 'e.
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divisions
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....- ..
•

33
(liptovsky)

a

major dialect group - e.g.,

MORAVIAN SLOVAK

major dialect division - e.g.,

northern WEST SLOVAK

regional dialect division employed in the present study - e.g., c-sCSlk
individual dialect - e.g., (zempUnsky)
(kopaniMrsky)

///////

area of mixed and non-Slk dialects (within the borders of modem Slovakia)

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
It is generally accepted that the present-day Slovak literary language was codified in its
basic fonn in the mid 19th century by the Slovak scholar L'udovft 8mr (1815-1856)1. It is also
generally acknowledged that prior to 8mr and his codification, a similar, but unsuccessful,
attempt to create a standard Slovak language was made by Anton Bernolak (1762-1813) in the
lat~ 18th century2. There is not general agreement, however, on the degree or type of

standardization, or better, nonnalization, exhibited by Slovak texts before the codifying efforts
of Bernolak, Stur and their followers. As might be expected, the disagreement on this issue is
greater the earlier the time period under consideration. The present study focuses on the 16th
century and the degree and type of standardization/nonnalization exhibited in a corpus of
administrative-legal texts written in the Slovak language territory during that period3 •
Essentially two basic models have been proposed in various configurations by scholars
investigating the situation in 16th century administrative-legal texts from the Slovak language
territory. Some scholars have claimed that 16th century Slovak speakers continued the 14th
15th century practice of using closely related Czech as their means of written interdialectal
communication. These scholars hold that during the 16th century the appearance of Slovak
features in such Czech texts is essentially random and unsystematic. Others have asserted that
the 16th century Slovaks wrote in a language displaying distinct interdialectal Slovak nonns.
These scholars consider that, although this language was either based on or modeled after the
1 Stur's Nauka reef slovenskej (1846) represents the initial description and codification of what is today the
standard Slovak literary language. This codification (sometimes referred to in Slovak as sturovcina) was based
primarily on the language of the educated class in the Central Slovak dialect region. Less than enthusiastic
reactions to Stur's codification by some of his peers resulted in an agreement in 1851 on several changes
(primarily in orthography, phonology and morphology) as proposed by Michal Miloslav Hodza (1811-1870)
and codified by Martin Hattala (1821-1903) in his Grammatica linguae slovenicae col/atae cum proxima
cognata bohemica (1850) and Kratka mluvnica slovenska (1852). This compromise-codification closely
resembles modern literary Slovak in orthography, phonology and morphology and underwent only relatively
minor changes in its further development toward the standard language in use today. (See Durovic 1980;
Pauliny 1983, 175-199; Stankiewicz 1984, 25-32.)
2 Bernolak's codification (sometimes referred to in Slovak as bernolakovcina or bernolactina) is considered
to be based on the language (especially spoken usage) of the educated class in and around Tmava (not the local
West Slovak Trnava dialect, see especially Pauliny 1983, 163-169). His work was published in several
volumes, Dissertatio philologico-critica de literis slavorum, de divisione illarum, nec non accentibus (1787);
Linguae slavonicae per regnum hungariae usitatae compendiosa simul, et facili orthographia (1787);
Grammatica slavica (1790); Etymologia vocum slavicarum sistens modum multiplicandi vocabula per
derivationem et compositionem (1791); Slavicae nomenclaturae diversarum rerum latine, hungarice, et
germanice redditae (1791); and Slowar Slowenskf, Cesko-Latinsko-Nemecko-Uherskf (published after his death,
1825-1827). Bernolakovcina was the chosen language of composition of the writer Jur Fandli (Juraj Fandly)
(1754-1811) and the poet Jan Holly (1785-1849). However, due to both socio-historical and linguistic
circumstances it failed to gain universal acceptance as the Slovak literary language. (See Durovic 1980; Pauliny
1983, 160-174; Stankiewicz 1984, 25-32.)
3 A full description of the textual corpus for this investigation, including the reasons behind the choice of
period (16th century) and text type (administrative-legal texts), is presented in detail in Chapter II of this study.
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Czech literary language (alongside Polish in the east), it exhibited consistent use of distinctly
Slovak features under the influence of regional Slovak dialect systems.

The major Slovak dialect regions
The Slovak language territory and the major Slovak dialect regions

Czech
Republic

Poland

Hungary

The Slovak language territory is traditionally divided into four major dialect regions:
Moravian Slovak (MSlk), West Slovak (WSlk), Central Slovak (CSlk), East Slovak (ESlk).
(See, for example, Cunn, et ale 1977; Havranek 1934; Krajcovic 1988; Lehr-Splawinski and
Stieber 1957; Stanislav, 1967a; Vazny 1934.) There are several points, concerning the
relationship of these Slovak dialect regions to the neighboring Slavic languages and to one
another, that must be mentioned here as background infonnation for this investigation.
The MSlk dialects fonn a transition zone between the Czech language territory to the west
and the rest of the Slovak language territory to the east. As such, they share phonological traits
both with the Czech dialects on their western border, as well as with the Slovak dialects on their
eastern border.
As might be expected, the WSlk dialects (particularly the westernmost Zahorsky dialect)
share several phonological traits with Czech and MSlk to the west. Somewhat unexpectedly
however, the WSlk dialects are, in their basic phonological structure, closer to the
geographically more distant ESlk dialects than to the immediately neigtlboring CSlk dialects to
the east.
The CSlk dialects have many phonological traits in common with WSlk and ESlk.
However, there are a number of phonological traits that clearly distinguish the CSlk dialects
from the WSlk and ESlk dialects. Interestingly, many of these divergent traits in CSlk closely
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resemble traits of the South Slavic language group.
As mentioned above, the ESk dialects stand phonologically closer to WSlk than to CSlk.
However, at the same time it is important to note that the ESlk dialects display a number of
phonological traits in common with Pol, which directly borders on the ESlk region in the
north4 .
This four-region dialectal arrangement of the Slovak language territory provides the general
framework within which the differentiation of the individual Slovak dialects, as well as the
development a 16th century standardized/nonnalized Slovak language fonn, must be
considered.

The sociolinguistic situation in the Slovak lands before 1500
It is often the case that dialect divisions within a language arise along natural geographical
boundaries in the territory where the language is spoken. It is also common for artificial
political/administrative boundaries to play a role in dialect development. Both types of
4 The dialect divisions and relationships outlined here have been explained as the result of the early
linguistic contacts and early patterns of migration of the Slavic peoples who settled the regions in question.
Regarding the relationship WSlk-ESlk vs. CSlk:
"The East Slovaks are a part of that Czechoslovak [linguistic] group from which the West Slovak and
Moravian Slovak dialects were also formed. They arrived in their present-day areas of settlement approximately
at the same time as the West Slovaks, only they crossed the Carpathian Mountains by way of the East
Slovakian passes and the West Slovaks, along with the Moravians, went by way of the Moravian gate....
The ancestors of the Central Slovaks probably penetrated from the south [where they had first settled (see
Pauliny 1963, 17-19)] up to Orava, Turiec and Liptov and divided the East Slovaks from the West Slovaks. It
is difficult to determine if this happened soon after arrival in the present-day areas of settlement or first after
retreat from the Magyar advance in the 10th century. However, it is certain that it was earlier than the 13th
century. Thus the East Slovak dialect was divided from its closer West Slovak counterpart and became the
neighbor of the less close Central Slovak dialect" (Pauliny 1963, 50-51).
Regarding the divergent features in CSlk and the relationship CSlk-South Slavic:
"[T]hese features [resembling South Slavic] arose in Slovak as a result of South Slavic-Slovak contiguity.
. . . some of the so-called South Slavisms in Central Slovak, or at least the basis for them, arose already in the
Slavic proto-homeland" (Pauliny 1963, 38). "[I]t is necessary to assume that the ancestors of the Central
Slovaks were settled contiguous to the ancestors of the South Slavs already in the proto-honleland and took
some linguistic traits from them already there. As regards the positioning of the Central Slovak dialects among
the Slovak dialects it is necessary again to assume ... that the Proto Central Slovaks moved from the proto
homeland first out of all the Slovaks. They probably followed the South Slavs, with whom they were probably
neighbors in the proto-homeland, and settled probably between the Tisza and the Danube, south of the present
day Slovak territory and in present-day south Central Slovakia on the lower course of the Ipel' and Hron rivers.
From there they probably then moved to the north into the present-day region of Central Slovakia" (Pauliny
1963, 18).
Regarding the relationship ESlk-Pol:
"Tharlks to its marginal geographical position, East Slovak underwent separate development in many
features.... The contiguity of Polish and Ukrainian [with ESlk] was not without significance for this
development, but to speak of Polish influence in the sense of some sort of non-organic interference in
connection with some parallel Polish-East Slovak features would not be correct. For example, the loss of
quantity, stress on the penultimate, softness of consonants, the change t', d' > C, 3 and some other features
developed organically in East Slovak, parallel to Polish, but not under Polish influence. Of course, the
contiguity of Polish was not without meaning here. For some other features for which the necessary conditions
also exhisted in East Slovak, Polish served as a model for concrete resolution" (Pauliny 1963, 51). See also
Kotulic 1963 regarding the issues of the relationship ESlk-Pol.
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boundaries were relevant in the early formation of the Slovak language and its dialect divisions,
but the political/administrative boundaries are more important for the discussion here. With the
rise of the Hungarian kingdom in the 10th century, a political border arose between the MSlk
dialect region, which came under the control of the Czech kingdom (Bohemia-Moravia within
the Holy Roman Empire), and the remaining three Slovak dialect regions, which fell under the
rule of the Hungarian kingdom. This political border, separating out the MSlk dialect region
while bringing together the rest of the Slovak language territory, caused that "Conditions were
also created for convergent linguistic development of all the Slovak linguistic regions [within
the Hungarian kingdom, i.e. not MSlk] despite dialectal disunity, thus, for example, the West
Slovak dialects from that time onward had closer [ties] to the Central Slovak dialects than to the
Moravian Slovak dialects, although before the 10th century it was the opposite" (Pauliny 1950,
42).
The role of politicaVadministrative boundaries in Slovak dialect formation was even more
significant as regards the differentiation of individual dialects within the West, Central and East
Slovak regions. Many of the Slovak dialect divisions within the West, Central and East Slovak
regions follow the natural geographical divisions in those parts of the Slovak language territory.
However, these same geographical divisions mark the boundaries of many of the internal
political districts established for the governing of the Slovak lands within the Hungarian state5 •

In those areas where there are no natural geographical boundaries, but there were internal
politicaVadministrative boundaries, the borders of the individual Slovak dialects run roughly
along the political borders of those former Hungarian administrative districts. Pauliny states
that the political boundaries "left deep traces in the dialectal division of the Slovak region"
(1950,41). Krajcovic in discussing 13th-ISh century phonological developments, remarks that
"The isoglosses of older traits in many places follow the old political district borders" (1971,
97). Habovstiak (1972) makes the claim (primarily on the basis of lexical data) that even in
instances where geographical boundaries coincided with political boundaries, the Slovak dialect
divisions were influenced to a greater degree by the political boundaries6 .
The division of the Slovak lands into smaller administrative districts within the Hungarian
5 Opinions vary on the actual origin of the political divisions of Slovakia within the Hungarian state,
however, it is generally agreed that they date from the beginnings of Hungarian rule and that they lasted until
the period following World War I. For a synopsis of views on the issue and further references see Habovstiak
1972, esp. 120.
6 "Not only the borders of the individual administrative districts ran along the region of these mountains and
mountain ranges, but also isogloss bundles arose in these same places. In such cases it is difficult to say with
certainty which factors were decisive in the emergence of dialectal divisions, Le., whether the geographical
factor was primary, or whether the socio-economical factor is to be given priority. The geographical factor had,
however, only secondary importance, that is through the intermediary of the political factor" (Habovstiak 1972,
121). Further, "Mountain ranges and mountains are places where linguistic isoglosses converge primarily
because the political border runs along these areas" (Habovstiak 1972, 126).
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state was the political status quo for several centuries leading up to the time period in question.
According to Pauliny, "One can then say that before the Tartar invasion (1241-1242) the entire
present day Slovak territory (within the defense lines and outside the defense lines) was already
integrated into the Hungarian state administration" (1983, 50). Only for a brief period at the
beginning of the 14th century was there a different arrangement of political administration when
the Slovak areas of the Hungarian kingdom came under the rule of regional oligarchs, the most
powerful of which were Matyas Csak, who held most of West and Central Slovakia, and the
Omode family which ruled much of East Slovakia. Because each of the Hungarian
administrative districts developed into a politically and economically more or less independent
unit, the individual dialects that arose within each of these districts remained somewhat isolated
with respect to one another. More importantly, because of this relative independence of the
districts there was little opportunity for anyone city or region within the Slovak lands to
develop into an interregional economic, political, or cultural center whose dialect could quickly
rise to the level of a prestige dialect and serve as the basis for the formation of a broader
interregional, interdialectal norm (as happened, for example, with the Central Czech dialect
around Prague). Thus, as stated by Pauliny, "This [relative independence of districts] brought
about the result that the Slovak language, developing within the framework of these districts,
for a long time did not display any distinct convergent features, or convergent features in
development were for a long time offset by divergences in development. This affected the
dialects and the form of the language for the entire society. It is thus possible to explain the
slow and uneven formation of the Slovak nationality and people and the late emergence of a
literary language form for the entire society" (1983, 48).
During the 15th century, the growing importance of the cities and their wealthy classes and
the increasing contact on many levels among the members of the upper classes in the respective
administrative districts brought about a greater need for a means of interdialectal written
communication that would be more widely accessible than Latin (which was at that time the
official language of legal and administrative affairs in the Hungarian kingdom). Because no
prestige dialect or other indigenous interdialectal formation that might have served as a nascent
Slovak literary language prevailed, the way was left clear for the implementation of the closely
related and already highly standardized Czech literary language as a means of written
communication among the Slovak upper classes7 .

7 For a detailed presentation of the socio-historical as well as linguistic variables that played a role in the
introduction of Czech as the vehicle of written communication in the Slovak language territory in the 14th-15th
centuries see among others: Decsy 1955; Kiraly 1958; Pauliny 1956a, 1966, 1972, 1983 (esp. 76-78); Varsik
1956c, 11-69.
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Czech in Slovakia
The early standardization of Czech and its influence at that time beyond the borders of the
Czech lands is well-documented. Extant examples of 14th century Czech religious and secular
prose and poetry, as well as late 14th century administrative and legal records in Czech, show
that the language was in use in most areas of written production in the Czech lands by the start
of the 15th century. The period of the Hussite movement, which arose at the beginning of the
15th century around the religious reformer and scholar Jan Hus (1371-1415), was marked by
the increased use of Czech in both religious and secular affairs in the Czech lands. According
to Auty, "By the time the Hussite wars ended in the 1430's the Czech language was in use in
most spheres of national life. . .. When we consider that the relative uniformity of the
phonological and morphological structure of the language remained unimpaired, and that its
orthography was in the process of consolidation, we can establish the mid-fifteenth century as
the period of origin of the Czech literary language as a normalized, polyvalent, nationally
recognized idiom" (1980,169-70)8.
The influence of this 14th-15th century Czech literary language beyond its borders is clearly
evident in early Polish religious manuscripts. Polish scribes often used Czech models as
reference sources for their work. To cite only one example, the translators of the earliest
complete Polish Bible, the "Queen Zofia Bible" completed in 1455, made use of a Czech
translation in their work from a Latin original (see Wydra and Rzepka 1984, 60). The early
influence of literary Czech on the development of Polish is also seen in the Polish lexicon,
where a substantial number of lexical items, particularly specialized terminology from various
cultural spheres, was borrowed from Czech9 .
8 In the history of many European languages, the translation of the Bible played a major role in the early
development of the literary language. The same is true for the development of literary Czech in the 14th and
15th century Czech lands. The first complete Czech translation of the Bible is dated to the 1380s, and a
number of Czech Bible manuscripts were produced during the period around the Hussite movement (see Auty
1980, 166-7; Merell 1956, 7-29). It is interesting to note that what might be considered the first translation of
the Bible into Slovak is not accomplished until the mid 18th century when the Camaldolite monks, in their
efforts to standardize the language used by the Slovak Catholics, produced the Swate Biblia Slowenske aneb
Pjsma Swateho castka I., II. The earliest extant copy of this translation dates from the years 1756-59 (see
Pauliny 1983, 146).
9 Klemensiewicz concludes that "It is an indisputable fact, which must be kept in mind in the history of the
development of the Polish lexicon, that the Polish Middle Ages were subject to the very strong appeal of of
Czech culture, literature, and also indeed language. . .. Our workers in the field of the written word had to
look to the Czech models, our translators wanted and had to take advantage of already finished Czech
translations" (1985a, 134).
Havranek states that "If we take a look at the Bohemisms that already at that time make up the permanent
assets of literary Polish, we see that Polish borrowed from Czech above all specialized terms of cultural and
civilized life that were necessary for the tasks of a literary language. These are religious and theological as well
as other specialized terms (from education, medicine, botany, etc~) .... Many legal and administrative terms
are of Czech origin .... During the Hussite period, Czech military terms arrive ... " (1963,295-6).
For an overview of the early influence of Czech on Polish with references to further literature on the topic see
Havranek 1963.
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Czech also exerted strong linguistic influence in the Slovak language territory at an early
stage. Whereas in Poland literary Czech served as a model and supplemental source of lexical
material for the nascent Polish literary language, in the Slovak lands the Czech literary language
itself served for a time as a means of written expression. Early Czech manuscripts, especially
religious writings, were being used and reproduced on a limited basis in the Slovak lands
already in the 14th centuryl 0. By the 15th century Czech began to be used on a broader scale
for the production of written documents of many different·types, first in West Slovakia and
later throughout the Slovak language territory. "Czech began to take root and be used
systematically in letters and documents among the landed gentry, the city gentry, the military
commanders, the sovereigns and also in the contact of the royal chancellery with addressees in
Slovakia" (Pauliny 1983, 77). Administrative and legal records also began to be written in
Czech during this time 11.
As stated initially, there are some scholars who consider that this situation persisted into the
next century. They assert that Czech was used in a relatively unadulterated fonn for the writing
of documents and correspondence of an administrative and legal nature in the Slovak lands in
the 16th century as well. L'udovit Novak considers that the language of 15th-16th century texts
from the Slovak lands reflected the contemporary Czech nonn with greater or lesser numbers of

10 According to Pauliny, "It can be concluded that at least in the West Slovak capitular schools Czech was
already in use at the end of the 14th century. Czech was cultivated there in connection with the education of the
next generation of priests, precisely so that the priests could use it in their pastoral practice" (1983, 72). He
goes on to say that "In the 14th century Czech was only used in monuments of a literary nature in Slovakia: its
use was thus limited rather one-sidedly. This limited use of Czech in Slovakia in the 14th century shows that
it is not possible to consider Czech as a literary language in Slovakia before the 15th century. As our currently
very incomplete knowledge concerning this issue informs us, the fruits of Old Czech literature arrived in
Slovakia, they were copied there, that is they were copied by Czechs born in the Czech lands and in Moravia (it
is possible that there were also Slovaks among them) who were living in Slovakia, and who thus acquired
certain Slovak traits in their language. But evidence, as it seems, shows that in the 14th century Czech did not
yet have any more prominent social binding force in Slovakia. It was used within the circles of Czech clergy
working in Slovakia, that is those clergy used it within their surroundings, it is also possible that Slovak
clergy in West Slovakia used it in their writing, but it was not yet a literary language of the general public"
(1983, 72).
11 The best example of the 15th century use of Czech in administrative and legal record keeping in Slovakia
is the Zilina Town Book (Zilinskd mestskd kniha). This town book contains a German edition of the
Magdeburg law code from 1378 and entries starting in the late 14th century in German and Latin. The first
entry recorded in Czech appears in 1451, and after 1462 the entries are recorded exclusively in Czech. In 1473 a
Czech translation of the law code is added to the book, and by 1561, the date of the last entry in the book, the
total number of Czech entries is 72. (See Chaloupecky 1934.) The fact that Czech began to be used in town
administration and record keeping in the 15th century is usually attributed to the increasing percentage of
Slovak inhabitants in the towns, and thus the increasing presence of Slovaks in town governance, during the
15th century (see Dorul'a 1984, Varsik 1935a, 1935b, 1956c).
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Slovakisms l2 . N. A. Kondrasov holds essentially the same opinion stating that "up until the
18th century the majority of the Slovak monuments maintain a Czech character" (1960, 8)13.
Branislav Varsik states that his research showed no evidence of conscious "Slovakization" of
the literary Czech norm except in the use of specific legal and administrative terminology14.
More recently Robert Auty expresses the view that the language of texts written in Slovakia
before about the 17th century must be considered a form of Czech - that it would be
"exaggerated" to consider the language of such texts as Slovak15.

Cultural Slovak
Such a view concerning the use of literary Czech in 16th century Slovakia is disputed by the
majority of those who have worked on the question of the linguistic nature of 16th century
Slovak administrative-legal texts. The general assertion of this majority is that already in the
16th century the language attested in many Slovak administrative-legal texts exhibits a relatively
stable, linguistically mixed form incorporating the consistent use of Slovak linguistic features
alongside features of literary Czech. This linguistically mixed language is considered to have

12 "When we compare with the analyzed material from the 15th century for example only the Slovakisms
from the linguistically analyzed monuments from the second half of the 16th century, town records and upper
class documents and letters from Central and East Slovakia, we ascertain an incontestable growth in the number
and variety of Slovakisms. Because the knowledge of Czech was actively spread in Slovakia during this period
by means of indigenous schools, this increase in the number and variety of Slovakisms can be explained first of
all through the greater areal broadening and deeper social penetration of literary Czech into public and private
life in Slovakia" (Novak 1938,219).
13 In discussing 16th and 17th century writings from the Slovak lands he states: "In the works of many
authors, and even in private and official documents, there appear Slovak peculiarities explainable as involuntary
mistakes of Slovaks using Czech for writing purposes. These local Slovak phonetic and morphological
peculiarities, which penetrated for various reasons into the Czech literary norm on Slovak soil, are called
Slovakisms. ... Thus, in Old Slovak manuscripts, and less often in printed monuments, we find a greater or
lesser number of Slovakisms.... However, up until the 18th century the majority of the Slovak monuments
maintain a Czech character" (KondrliSov 1960,7-8).
14 "In the 15th century there were still relatively few people who knew how to write, and the documents that
have been preserved from those times were written for the most part only by highly educated people, especially
scribes, and for that reason are stylistically and linguistically relatively well-written and contain relatively fewer
dialectal traits. But in the 16th century, in the period of the Reformation, the number of those who knew how
to read and write greatly increased, and there are many extant documents from the 16th century written in Czech
which were already written not only by scribes but also by simple city gentry and landed gentry, indeed such
documents even arise in the villages. For that reason it is only obvious that the further [removed], the more
dialectal traits penetrate into such documents.... However, it is necessary to state that I have not found
anywhere a conscious effort to disturb the literary norm and thus to Slovakize the literary language used in
Slovakia in the 15th and 16th centuries. Conscious use was made only of several special terms for offices and
officials and similar items which had other, different names in Slovakia ..." (Varsik 1956c, 85).
15 "Czech texts written in the Slovak dialect-area are found from the fourteenth century, and in the fifteenth
century the use of Czech for administrative purposes was fairly widespread in the towns, especially in western
Slovakia. In the course of time many Slovak features found their way into the language of the texts. These
Slovakisms are often sporadic and haphazard, but some, especially r for f and e for
are found fairly
systematically. However, before about 1600 it would be exaggerated to describe these texts as Slovak: they are
aberrant specimens of the Czech literary language" (Auty 1978,200).

e,
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exhibited interdialectal tendencies in its use of specific linguistic features l6 . The term
commonly used by scholars for this relatively stable Slovak-Czech interdialectallinguistic form
is "Cultural Slovak" (kulturna slovencina)17. There is not complete agreement on whether 16th
century Cultural Slovak is the result of Slovak adaptation and reworking ("Slovakizing") of a
Czech literary language base or whether it is based on Slovak spoken interdialectal tendencies
worked out in written form merely on the model of literary Czech. Indeed, some scholars
consider that both processes contributed to the array of Cultural Slovak formations that are
extant in the texts 18. The first view involves the reworking of the literary Czech norm through
the relatively consistent penetration of Slovak linguistic features ("Slovakisms") into that nonn.
It is sometimes claimed that these consistent Slovakisms were consciously introduced into the
texts by their authors, but this is by no means a universally held view. Whatever the motivation
behind the introduction of Slovak features into the Czech nonn, it is held that the presence of
these consistent Slovak traits represents a systematic restructuring of the Czech norm,
producing a more or less stable "Slovakized Czech" interdialectal norm. The second view is
based on the existence of spoken interdialectal forms of Slovak that were the vehicles of oral
communication among the Slovak intellectuals of the time. It is held that these spoken
interdialectal forms of Slovak fonned the linguistic base of written Cultural Slovak, with the
syntax and style modeled on the written style of literary Czech. Again, the end result of this
process is considered to be a relatively stable, linguistically mixed, Slovak-Czech interdialectal
nonn.
16 See Lehmann 1982 and 1988 for theoretical views on language contact and interaction in the formation of
interdialectallanguage forms during the periods before the development of a standard literary language, and the
role of these interdialectallanguage forms in the development of standard literary languages, especially in the
Slavic world.
17 According to Kondrasov (1969, 37 and 1974, 24), the term "cultural language" was first used by the 19th
20th century Polish linguist Aleksander Bruckner to designate the "transitional form between the Polish dialects
and literary Polish", and then became consistently employed by another Polish linguist, Kazimierz Nitsch, and
his students. I have been unable to locate the reported origin of the term with Bruckner. However, its greater
acceptance in Polish linguistic circles seems to have arisen from Nitsch's formulation of the term and concept in
his 1913 article on the origin and development of literary Polish: "0 wzajemnym stosunku gwar ludowych i
jctzyka literackiego" (= Nitsch 1954) (cf. Auty 1964, 155; Kondrasov 1967,215 & 226 note 2; Kotulic 1969,
352 note 25). Karel Horalek is credited with introducing the term into Czech and Slovak linguistic circles (in
Horalek 1954), where the Slovak linguist Eugen Pauliny is chiefly responsible for bringing it into common use
in the study of Slovak (cf. Kotulic 1969, 352).
The term was originally applied essentially only to spoken language forms but gradually came to be applied
to written linguistic manifestations as well, especially through the use of the term by Slovak linguists to refer
to the language of early Slovak documents.
18 Because of the large number of scholars holding to the existence of 16th century Cultural Slovak and
because of the quite extensive literature by these scholars on the issue, the specific theories of individual
scholars will not be dealt with separately here, but will rather be summarized into several main points. The
most prominent among those who hold to the existence of various forms of a relatively stable, lingusitically
mixed, interdialectallanguage in 16th century texts are: Jan Dorul'a, Katarfna Habovstiakova, Izidor Kotulic,
Rudolf Krajcovic, Eugen Pauliny. Most of the major writings from these scholars on the issue of Cultural
Slovak are listed in the bibliography of this study.
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Many of the scholars who posit a written 16th century Cultural Slovak also state that
administrative-legal texts from Slovakia displaying essentially "pure" Czech as well as such
texts showing essentially "pure" Slovak occur throughout the 16th century alongside texts
exhibiting Cultural Slovak 19. Instances of 16th century "pure" Czech administrative-legal texts
are said to occur especially in the regions of Bratislava and Tmava, where socio-economic ties
with the Czech lands were the strongest (see Pauliny 1983, 118). The "pure" Slovak texts are
said to occur most often where spoken use was recorded in a manner true to the usage of its
speaker (e.g., recorded testimony of witnesses - see Dorura 1967a, 25). The argument is
made, however, that such texts exhibiting "pure" language usage are in the minority (cf. note
19), and that even the "pure" Czech texts often display certain Slovakisms (see Krajcovic 1962,
71-74 and 1978,185), while the "pure" Slovak texts also frequently show a certain number of
Bohemisms (see Dorura 1967a, 25).
As previously stated, the Cultural Slovak manifested in 16th century administrative-legal
texts is considered to show relative stability in form and fairly high consistency in use of
specific features. Scholars investigating these texts draw attention to the frequent occurrence of
individual linguistic features in the specific texts with which they are working and cite these
features as typical for Cultural Slovak. Some have even drawn up lists of the features that they
consider characteristic of Cultural Slovak generally and/or in its specific regional variants (see,
for example, Dorura 1967a, 30; Pauliny 1983, 123). However, as cautioned by Dorura, "These
features do not always occur altogether in one text, but together they are characteristic for [the]
Czech [used] in Slovakia in administrative-legal documents, giving it an individual character"
(1967a,25-6). Hence, although Cultural Slovak is considered to be marked by a certain
relatively stable norm, this norm may not always be present to the same degree in every text in
which Cultural Slovak is said to be attested2o.
Cultural Slovak is considered to have existed in regional variants incorporating specific
dialectal features of each region in which it was used. Hence, the narrower terms Cultural West
19 According to Kotulic, "It is true that some preserved texts show that the indigenous cultural language
[i.e., an indigenous, interdialectal, purely Slovak linguistic form] as well as borrowed Czech in many instances
maintain their own linguistic character, almost completely unmarked or only little marked by the influence of
the other cultural language. That is the exception rather than the rule, but it is necessary to assume that
alongside that new hybrid and significantly complex linguistic formation, which we know from numerous
attested texts and which is the result of the interference of the indigenous cultural language and Czech, both the
indigenous cultural language as well as borrowed Czech maintain their independence and continuity for the
whole period of their existence and use as cultural linguistic formations of the Slovak nationality" (1968, 144
145). In this regard see also Krajcovic 1962 where he illustrates, with specific examples of texts, the concurrent
use of these different written language forms during the 16th century.
20 Habovstiakova states: "The linguistic character of the writings in Slovakia oscillates between two poles:
between Czech in almost its purest form and manifestation~ written in Slovak (with a tone very close to the
local dialect of the author of the text). Between these two extreme poles is found an entire gamut of
intermediate forms from Czech mixed with greater or lesser numbers of Slovakisms up to Slovak marked
sporadically with only certain Bohemisms" (1972, 128).
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Slovak (kulturna zapadoslovencina), Cultural Central Slovak (kulturna stredoslovencina) and
Cultural East Slovak (kulturna vychodoslovencina) are often used in the scholarly literature on
the subject. The dialect features exhibited by these regional variants of Cultural Slovak are
considered to have been manifestations of regional interdialectal nonn development. Thus, the
regional variants of Cultural Slovak are considered to show not only narrow, micro-dialectal
features from the specific dialect of the text's author, but also broader, interdialectal features that
had currency on a broader regionallevel 21 . Because of socio-economic conditions in the
I-Iungarian kingdom, Cultural West Slovak and Cultural Central Slovak are considered to have
been more developed than Cultural East Slovak in the 16th century22. As regards Cultural East
Slovak it is also necessary to remember that, because of strong socio-economic ties between the
East Slovak regions and Poland in the 16th century, the Polish literary language23 often filled

21 "The basic characteristic feature of the pre-literary cultural language of the Slovak nationality is on the one
hand its close connection with the Slovak dialects, at the same time however, on the other hand, the effort to
rid itself of clear local dialectal traits (for example cekanie, dzekanie), and thus to achieve a certain superdialectal
validity" (Habovstiakova 1970,202).
In speaking specifically about Cultural West Slovak Krajcovic states: "From a linguistic point of view, the
early phase in the formation of Cultural West Slovak is marked by the broader use of indigenous dialects (more
exactly the dialect around Tranava) in written manifestations. . .. But what is more important in the
evaluation of the entire development of Cultural West Slovak is the realization that this early phase is
simultaneously characterized by an opposing tendency: the tendency to paralyze typical traits of the indigenous
dialects by means of such traits as had a superdialectal nature as regards the entire system of the language in use
(the dialect around Trnava)" (1964, 172).
22 "In the 16th and 17th centuries, West Slovakia was relatively the most peaceful region of Slovakia. In
connection with this, the conditions were also created here for the rise and development of the formation that we
call Cultural West Slovak. Central Slovakia (that is the districts that were not under Turkish control, thus not
Gerner, Novohrad, and part of Hont) had intensive solidarity during the period of the anti-Turkish battles. It
seems that it was during this period that the basically uniform type of the Central Slovak dialects was fixed in
the districts of Turiec (with northern Nitra), Liptov, Zvolen, Tekov, and the western part of Hont. This region
as a unit very actively participated in the battles against the Turks in defense of the mining cities.... This
unity is striking especially in the Zvolen, Tekov, and Hont districts. This Central Slovak dialectal type
[created in these unified districts] was the basis for the formation that we call Cultural Central Slovak. . ..
The integration of West and Central Slovakia as a whole is clear and relatively strong at this time. The
integration of East Slovakia into the Slovak whole in the 16th and 17th centuries was weaker. Numerous
factors were at work here. It was significant that between Central and East Slovakia there was the Spis German
barrier in the north and the territory occupied by the Turks in the south. Besides that the East Slovak districts
leaned toward Transylvania in questions of power and toward Poland in trade contacts at that time" (Pauliny
1983, 103-4).
"In the 16th and 17th centuries Cultural Slovak also gains validity in East Slovakia. However, as a rule it
is strongly marked by local dialect" (Pauliny 1983, 122).
23 The Polish literary language underwent rapid development during the 16th century in Poland. It became
increasingly used in Polish adminstrative-Iegal documents of all types (diplomatic correspondence, court
records, guild records, etc.) Its use in belles-lettres reached such grand proportions that this period is often
referred to as the Golden Age of Polish literature. Klemensiewicz summarizes: "We close our survey of the
history of Middle Polish with the assertion that its primary essence was the formation of the literary language
as a powerful means and co-factor in the multi-sided development of the national culture.... The Middle
Ages imparted the tendencies, needs and initial achievements of the standardizing and normalizing of a general,
superdialectal Polish language. In the 16th century these tendencies intensified and in the relatively short
period of several decades yielded excellent results: a literary language suitable and competent in various areas of
writing ..." (1985b, 433). See also Schenker 1980.
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the same role in East Slovakia as Czech did in all the Slovak regions. Thus investigators of
administrative-legal writing from East Slovakia make claims for the existence of documents
written in essentially "pure" Polish (with Slovakisms), a mixed Slovak-Polish and essentially
"pure" Slovak (with Polonisms)24.
The above discussion of the sholarly views on 16th century Cultural Slovak are perhaps
best summed up by Pauliny when he states:
"Cultural Slovak is the relatively fixed linguistic fonnation that was used first in
administrative-legal records, later, but still in the 16th century, also in other genres. Its
literary superdialectal starting point , that is the framework, was literary Czech, but its
communicative validity in phonology, morphology, and in the lexicon was determined
to a significant degree by Slovak. Its primary support from Czech was in the area of
syntax. Cultural Slovak did not directly incorporate local Slovak dialects, but rather
such a form of Slovak as was in use in superdialectal contact in individual economic or
administrative areas. Thus the fonns of cultural Slovak were varied according to which
area its users belonged to." (1983,118-119)25

The present investigation
It is the question of the existence of such a 16th century Slovak interdialectallinguistic
fonnation in administrative-legal texts that is the focus of this investigation. Most of the
previous studies in this area have concentrated on individual texts or groups of texts from
specific regions, investigating in detail the nature of the language of these individual texts (cf.,
for example, West Slovakia: Krajcovic 1961a, 1962; Simovic 1941; Central Slovakia: A. D.
Dubay 1946-48 & D. A. Dubay 1939/1940; Kotulic 1961; Kuchar 1969; Lehotska and
Orlovsky 1976; Mihal 1936; Novak 1937; Skladana 1984; StoIc 1951; East Slovakia: Dorura
24 Dorul'a states: "The data that we have assembled here witness to the fact that Polish was a commonly
used language in documents in East Slovakia in the 16th century. We have documents in which only isolated
Polonisms are found and Polish texts with Slovakisms" (1966, 73).
"After the study of further accessible archival material from the 16th century it is shown that Polish was
commonly used in documents in East Slovakia, that it had an influence on the language of documents with a
dialectal linguistic base or documents written entirely in Czech" (1966, 74).
"The influence of Polish, the Polish cultural sphere, appears in the majority of the documents that to this
point are known to us from 16th century East Slovakia. ... It can be said that between literary Polish and the
indigenous dialects, both of which were used alongside Czech in documents, there developed a relationship
analogous to that which existed between those same dialects and Czech" (1966, 75).
"In summary it can be said that Polish was used in documents from the 16th-18th centuries in a large region
of East Slovakia in the same way as Czech was used in all of Slovakia. Its use there was detennined in the
given socio-historical situation by the same factors as determined the use of Czech. The Slovaks adapted
Polish, the same as they did Czech, to the needs of their written contact, although it is true that the extent of
the use of Polish in Slovakia is more limited than the extent of the use of Czech" (1977b, 53-4).
25 See also the short encyclopedic articles on "Cultural Slovak", "Cultural West Slovak", "Cultural Central
Slovak", and "Cultural East Slovak" in Krajcovic and Zigo 1994,87-89, for a concise summary of the concept
"Cultural Slovak".
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1961a, 1961b, 1966, 1969b; Kotulic 1959a & 1959b). Previous textual studies that have been
larger in scope have focused chiefly on the lexicon, less on phonology, morphology and syntax
(cf. especially the immense lexical project for the production of the Historickj slovnik
slovenskeho jazyka (Historical Dictionary ofSlovak) and articles derived from this project:

Habovstiakova 1966, Kuchar 1964, 1974, 1982; as well as a series of works by Dorul'a:
1967a, 1967b, 1968, 1977a, 1977b, 1977c, 1982). Habovstiakova (1968a) deals with the
phonology, morphology and lexicon of an extensive sample of data, however, she draws this
data in isolation from the catalogues of the Historical Dictionary ofSlovak and not from the
direct investigation of a textual corpus.
In contrast to these previous studies, the present work undertakes a detailed phonological

investigation of an extensive mid 16th century corpus of administrative-legal texts representing
all four major Slovak dialect divisions (Moravian Slovak, West Slovak, Central Slovak, East
Slovak). The individual reflexes from 9 phonological developments are examined in the texts
of the corpus to detennine whether they exhibit any consistency or unifonnity in distribution.
The intent is to detennine whether the language of 16th century Slovak administrative-legal
texts exhibits interdialectal phonological patterns or nonns. If such interdialectal patterning is
found to exist, an attempt will be made to ascertain the geographical scope and the linguistic
basis of the attested interdialectal consistency.

CHAPTER II: THE CORPUS
The corpus under investigation in this study is a set of 152 Slavic l administrative-legal texts
from throughout the Slovak language territory written between the years 1530 and 15902 .

Geography
For the purposes of this study, the "Slovak language territory" is defined geographically as
those regions of the present day Czech and Slovak Republics where, both historically as well as
presently, dialects of the Slovak language have been the means of oral communication among
the indigenous population. The Slovak dialect regions included in this definition are those that
are generally presented in standard historical and dialectological treatments of Czech and Slovak
and that were sketched out in Chapter I of this study: Moravian Slovak (moravskoslovenske
narecia), West Slovak (zapadoslovenske narecia), Central Slovak (stredoslovenske narecia),
East Slovak (vychodoslovenske narecia). The geographical extent of these four regions can be
seen again in the map below.
The Slovak language territory and the major Slovak dialect regions

Poland

Czech
Republic

Hungary

1 The tenn "Slavic" is used throughout this description of the corpus to denote texts from the Slovak
language territory written in a Slavic language (be it "pure" Cz or Pol, Cz or Pol with Slk features, Slk with Cz
or Pol features, or "pure" Slk dialect) as opposed to Latin, German or Hungarian (i.e., the other languages
commonly used for written expression during the time period and in the region in question). Since the very
purpose of this investigation is to shed light on the nature· of the written language of the corpus, the tenn
"Slavic" (instead of "Czech" or "Slovak") was chosen to avoid passing judgment on the linguistic fonn of the
language employed in the texts under investigation.
2 A complete listing and technical description of the texts is presented in Appendix B at the back of this
work.
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In the process of selecting the corpus, texts were considered to be "from ... the Slovak

language territory" when their place of origin (composition) as well as their place of destination
were both within the geographical area described above. Since place of composition was used
as the primary localizing factor for determining the dialect region to which each text belonged, it
was also necessary to consider the background of each text's author(s) (to the extent that this
was possible). Every attempt was made to choose texts where it was probable that the author's
linguistic background represented to some degree the dialect region where the text was
composed (e.g., a Slovak writing a text from within his native dialect region; a non-Slovak, or a
Slovak from a different region, in residence in a given Slovak region for a significant period of
time prior to writing a text). An effort was made to exclude texts where the linguistic
background of the author might not have been representative of the region of composition (e.g.,
a Slovak from one dialect region writing a text from a place of temporary residence within
another region; a non-Slovak writing a text from a place of temporary residence in the Slovak
territory; a non-Slovak, or a Slovak from a different region, having taken up residence in a
given Slovak region only a short time prior to writing a text)3. These criteria of place of origin
and destination of the text and background of the author are traditionally used as guidelines for
selecting Slovak corpora such as the one under investigation here. (See, for example, Macurek
1958, 215; Novak 1941, 130-31; Pauliny 1983, 79-80; Pranda 1948, 189; 1950, 163; Ratkos
1953, 168)

Chronology
The specific time period of the mid 16th century was chosen for this study for both socio
historical and linguistic reasons. From the tenth through the fourteenth centuries, Latin was the
dominant language of administrative and church affairs in the Hungarian state of which the
Slovak lands were a part4. Thus before 1400 there is a general lack of Slavic written records
from the Slovak language territory. The few complete pre-15th century Slavic manuscripts
3 Because the present corpus is composed of documents of legal importance, the texts are often officially
signed by the author(s) and/or scribe(s) responsible for their production. In cases where the texts are of a more
general nature and are not directly signed (e.g., court/city council records, town book entries), there are often
separate records indicating the succession of court/city officials responsible for record keeping during any given
period. Thus the identity of the author(s)/scribe(s) of the texts in the present corpus is well-documented in
most instances, and their background is usually traceable from other historical documentation (in the case of
nobility or wealthy landowners - property deeds and family records, in the case of scribes or other educated
officials - employment records, records of schooling). The majority of the text editions used in this
investigation present not only names but also personal data and historical background of the author(s)/ scribe(s)
of the texts, thereby greatly simplifying the task of matching linguistic background of author/scribe to location
of production of text.
4 Latin remained an official language of administration in the Hungarian state until the end of the eighteenth
century when Hungarian began to assume a more important role in state affairs (see Pauliny 1958, 40; 1983,
138-9).
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extant from the Slovak language territory are generally Czech literary and religious works that
were first composed and written in the Czech lands and were then brought into the Slovak
territory as finished works and simply copied there5 . In the 15th century the use of literary
Czech (as a means of written communication more widely accessible to Slovak speakers than
was Latin) spread in the Slovak language territory, due primarily to an increased presence and
interaction of Slovaks at higher (literate) levels of the social/class structure of the Hungarian
state and to increased contact on various levels (political, military, religious, economic, cultural)
between the Czech and Slovak lands (see especially Pauliny 1983, Varsik 1956c). The number
of extant 15th century administrative-legal texts written in Czech in the Slovak language
territory is significant6 , however such texts are somewhat restricted geographically, especially
as regards the CSlk and ESlk dialect regions 7.
Finally in the early part of the 16th century, several major historical events occurred which
caused the use of literary Czech in written communication to increase throughout the Slovak
language territory. The arrival of the Turkish annies and the defeat of the Hungarians at the
battle of Mohacs in 1526 brought Czech soldiers into the Slovak lands for extended periods of
time to help stop the advance of the Turkish forces. The Turkish invasion and occupation of all
but the northern (Slovak) portions of the Hungarian kingdom led to the annexation of the
Slovak lands into the Habsburg Empire. This caused a general weakening of border
distinctions between the Czech and Slovak lands and increased contact on all levels between the
two areas. Also, the Refonnation arrived in the Slovak lands in the first quarter of the 16th
century, bringing with it the concept of the appropriateness of native languages in religious
worship and church affairs. Literary Czech (already in place as a means of written
communication in the Slovak language territory since the early 15th century) was chosen as the
linguistic vehicle of the Refonnation in the Slovak lands. The Refonnation, and thus the
5 "As our currently very incomplete knowledge concerning this issue informs us, the fruits of Old Czech
literature arrived in Slovakia, they were copied there, that is they were copied by Czechs born in the Czech
lands and in Moravia (it is possible that there were also Slovaks among them) who were living in Slovakia, and
who thus acquired certain Slovak traits in their language. But evidence, as it seems, shows that in the 14th
century Czech did not yet have any more prominent social binding force in Slovakia. It was used within the
circles of Czech clergy working in Slovakia, that is those clergy used it within their surroundings, it is also
possible that Slovak clergy in West Slovakia used it in their writing, but it was not yet a literary language of
the general public" (Pauliny 1983, 72).
6 Pauliny (1983, 87) estimates the number to be approximately 230. See Chaloupecky 1934, 1937 (and
corresponding dictionaries: Rysanek 1954; Vazny 1937); Huscava 1939/1940; Kniezsa, et al. 1952; Novak
1941 for editions of such 15th century administrative-legal texts written in Czech in the Slovak language
territory.
7 "As B. Varsik showed (1956, p. 27 and following), literary Czech first reaches Central and East Slovakia
systematically during the period of Jan Jiskra z Brandysa (1440-1462). He also showed with detailed evidence
(op. cit. p. 55) that after Jiskra's departure the use of Czech further developed chiefly in West Slovakia and
northern Central Slovakia (Liptov), but before the Reformation the use of literary Czech is more weakly attested
in the mining regions of Central Slovakia and in East Slovakia" (Pauliny 1982, 162). See also Varsik 1956c as
referred to by Pauliny.
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written use of literary Czech, gained ground rapidly in the 1530s throughout the Slovak
language territory. The period of the Refonnation also saw an increase in the number of
schools and hence an increase in literacy in Slovakia, particularly among the middle classes of
society8. This increase in literacy, coupled with the rise of new socio-economic structures in
the Hungarian state that necessitated greater use of written records, brought about increased
production of Czech texts toward the middle of the 16th century9. These socio-historical events
suggest a beginning date around 1530 for the corpus of this investigation lo .
The choice of a mid 16th century corpus is also justified linguistically. Some scholars
examining the history of Slovak place the beginnings of written cultural Slovak language fonns
as early as the 15th century depending on the dialect region in question. However, most of the
scholars who have investigated the issue hold the opinion that various regional versions of
cultural Slovak are manifested in texts from throughout the Slovak language territory by the
second half of the 16th century. (See, for example, Blanar 1964, 123; 1990, 103-104; Dorul'a
1967a, 23-24; Kotulic 1968, 147-48; 1969,367-68; Krajcovic 1962,80; Krajcovic and Zigo
1994,87-89; Lifanov 1989,43 & 47; Pauliny 1983, 118-30.) This view is based on the greater
frequency with which Slovak linguistic elements (primarily phonological, morphological and
lexical) appear in the Czech texts from this period. It is also based on the assessment that these
Slovak elements appear in 16th century texts with greater regularity and in a more structured
manner than previously. Thus, a corpus that begins toward the end of the first half of the 16th
century and continues into the second half of that century seems linguistically appropriate for an
investigation of the early existence of written fonns of cultural Slovak.

Corpus size
The general geographical and chronological distribution of the texts chosen for this
investigation is shown in the following table ll .

8 "[I]n the 16th century, in the period of the Reformation, the number of those who knew how to read and
write greatly increased, and there are many extant documents from the 16th century written in Czech which were
already written not only by scribes but also by simple city gentry and landed gentry, indeed such documents
even arise in the villages" (Varsik 1956c, 85).
9 "[Native languages] came to the fore above all in that area of life where they represented economic need to
the greatest degree - on the estates. And since in the first half of the 16th century the system of great estates
arose, writings that were to serve the economic needs of the great estate followed in the middle of the century.
Development in the second half of the 16th century transferred these writings from Latin to the native
languages" (Fiigedi 1955, 203).
10 For a more complete presentation of the various political, military, religious, economic and cultural
factors involved in the changing relationship between the Czech and Slovak lands and the increasing use of
Czech in Slovakia during the 14th-16th centuries see among others: Bokes 1943/44, Macurek 1956, Pauliny
1983, Varsik 1956c.
11 A more detailed picture of the geographical and chronological distribution of the texts can be found in the
tables and maps in Appendix B at the back of this work.
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General geographical and chronological distribution of the corpus

MSlk

WSlk

CSlk

ESlk

Totals

1530-39

12

14

4

2

32

1540-49

11

11

4

0

26

1550-59

0

8

4

6

18

1560-69

0

6

14

4

24

1570-79

0

7

11

5

23

1580-89 (+1590)

0

6

9

10*

25

1500s
(uncertain date)

0

0

0

4

4

23

52

46

31

152

Totals

*This figure also includes two texts from the early 1590s (see Appendix B for more specific infonnation).

The upper chronological limit was set based on the availability of texts for the study. The
intent in the selection of the texts for the corpus was to have maximal geographical distribution
within a minimal time span in the mid 16th century. As can be seen in the table, each dialect
region and each decade is reasonably well-represented in the total figures. Apart from the
distribution in MSlk where additional texts in the later decades might have presented a more
complete picture, the number of texts and their distribution geographically and chronologically
in each of the regions provide a statistically adequate corpus for this investigation 12.

Text type
In describing the corpus of the Historickj slovnfk slovenskeho jazyka (Historical
Dictionary ofthe Slovak Language), the editors define administrative-legal texts as follows:
"Documents of a legal nature (charters, articles, testaments, court records, town books, land
registers, etc.), documents of an administrative nature (official letters, deeds, inventories,
administrative registers, administrative instructions, etc.) and personal correspondence" (Majt<in
1991, 17). This definition was followed in assembling the textual corpus of the present
investigation. The corpus consists of city council records, court records, town book entries,
12 The disparities and gaps evident in the distribution of texts from region to region within a given decade
and from decade to decade within a given region represent more a lack of material available for this
investigation than a historical break in actual production of written texts in anyone region during any period
under consideration.
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statements from witnesses, official administrative correspondence, official oaths, testaments,
personal administrative correspondence, personal/family records, and accounting records l3 .
Administrative-legal texts were chosen for this investigation in part for purely pragmatic
reasons. Such texts represent the most numerous and readily available group of Slavic texts
from this territory during the period in question. It would have been impossible to assemble
such an extensive corpus of Slavic religious or belletristic texts from the 16th century Slovak
language territory. Only administrative-legal texts present a sufficiently wide-ranging
geographical distribution of Slavic texts within the narrow time-frame required by this type of
investigation.
The choice of administrative-legal texts was also based on the fact that many of the different
text types of this genre fulfilled, by their very nature, interregional administrative or legal
functions. Thus they logically present a possible source of interdialectallinguistic development.
In addition, the style and fonnat of many of these administrative-legal text types was relatively
fixed (often based on older Czech and Latin models). Thus, if the establishment of an
uncodified Slovak interdialectal norm were to occur in early written works from the Slovak
language territory, it would be likely that such an uncodified nonn would be fixed in an already
relatively standardized textual environment such as that presented by administrative-legal
writings 14.

Orthography
A phonological study such as this, that relies on a corpus of written texts as its sole source
of data, must take into account the orthographic system(s) of the texts. This is especially
important if the orthography of the period when the corpus was written was not fully
standardized. Such is the case in the Slovak language territory during the 16th century.
When the use of literary Czech spread as a means of written expression in the early 15th
century in the Slovak lands, the use of Czech orthography spread along with it. Czech
orthographic practices were based on the Latin alphabet, adapted in various ways to represent
Czech phonemes for which there were no Latin equivalents. These were chiefly the palatal
consonants

Ie, S , Z , r I; and palatalized I d', t', n', b', p', m', v' I.

The means of adaptation

most common by the 15th century was the use of what is often termed "compound
orthography" (zloikovy pravopis) which employed digraphs to represent the Czech phonemes

13

For a summary description of the contents of the individual texts, see Appendix B at the back of this

work.
14 For more discussion on the use of such an administrative-legal corpus in this type of linguistic study see:
Decsy 1956; Habovstiakova 1968b; Krajcovic 1978; Lifanov 1989; Pauliny 1956b. Usually the argumentation
is directly based on the immediate goals of the individual investigation and does not bear upon the overarching
aims of the present study.
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for which there were no Latin graphemes. Decsy (1953,354-55) gives the following sketch of
the most commonly encountered Czech orthographic symbols for the palatal and palatalized
consonants at the beginning of the 15th century (the non-palatal sibilants have been included for
comparison):
Early 15th c. Czech graphemes for palatal and palatalized consonants (Decsy 1953)

phoneme
c
C
s

S
z

z
r

grapheme
cz
cz
s
ss

phoneme
d'
t'
n'

b'
p'

z
z

m'

rz

v'

grapheme
di, (dy)
ti, (ly)
ni, (ny)
bi, (by)
pi, (py)
mi, (my)
wi, (wy)

The first "diacritic orthography" (diakritickY pravopis), commonly attributed to Jan Hus in
the early 15th century, was designed to replace the use of digraphs in Czech orthography with a
system of diacritic markings on certain of the Latin graphemes. This orthographic practice did
not spread as a system in the 15th-16th centuries, but it did exert some influence on the existing
systems of compound orthography, so that in the course of the 15th century mixed systems
developed employing both digraphs and diacritics in various combinations. Gebauer (1871,
254-66) lists the following possible Czech orthographic representations for the palatals at the
end of the 15th century (again the non-palatal sibilants have been included for comparison)15:
Late 15th c. Czech graphemes for palatal consonants (Gebauer 1871)

C
s

grapheme
c, cz, tz
cz,c
s, I, (Is)

S

II, 1, Is,

z

z
z,z
rz, r

phoneme
c

z
r

S

15 Gebauer's data is based on a representative corpus of texts and is not intended to be an exhaustive listing
of all possible graphemes (see Gebauer 1871,9-10). It does, however, present a reasonable picture of the variety
of possibilities available in the orthographic practice of the period.
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This was the orthographic situation that was maintained throughout the 16th century in both
the Czech and Slovak lands16. Various mixed systems existed using combinations of single,
digraphic and diacritic graphemes. For those Czech and Slovak phonemes for which there
existed a close Latin equivalent, there was often a one-to-one correspondence between phoneme
and grapheme in the Cz/Slk systems. However, for those Czech and Slovak phonemes for
which there was no Latin equivalent the situation was less clear. There often existed several
graphemes to represent a single phoneme. Inversely, it was often the case that a single
grapheme could represent several phonemes (e.g., <cz> = / c / ,/ c/; <z> = / z / ,/ z /).
Authors of texts in the Slovak lands not only had the variety of Czech graphemes at their
disposal, but they also borrowed from the other orthographic traditions represented in the
Slovak language territory (i.e., Gennan, Hungarian and Polish), thus adding to the lack of
standardization inherited with the Czech systems. The situation was further complicated by the
fact that there were certain specific Slovak phonemes for which even Czech orthography did
not supply a grapheme (e.g., / a/, /3 /). Czambel (1890) illustrates the orthographic situation
of the palatals (and non-palatal sibilants) in 16th century documents from the Slovak lands as
follows (the most frequently used symbol in Czambel's corpus is listed first in each group
followed by the other variants in random order)1?:
16th c. graphemes for palatal consonants in texts from Slovakia (Czambel 1890)

phoneme
c
C
s
S
z
Z
3

3
r

grapheme
cz, c
cz, cz, c, c
s , ss , sz
S , ss , s , sz
z
z, Z, zi
dz
dZ
rz

16 "It is not unfounded to suggest that various versions of systems with compound graphemes, i.e. mixed
systems, formed during the period preceding the publication of the Kralicka Bible, continued to be preserved to
a significant degree in the 16th-17th centuries in both the Czech and Slovak lands, especially in hand-written
documents" (Decsy 1953, 357).
17 Like Gebauer (1871), Czambel (1890) derives his data from a limited, representative corpus of texts.
Thus his listing of graphemes, like Gebauer's, is not a complete register of all 16th century orthographic
possibilities, but only a reasonable representation thereof. It should be noted that Czambel mentions the
"Swabian" (svabach, a type of Gothic script) style variants of the sibilants: J, ~ (= s); , (= z), but does not
give specific information regarding the frequency of their use or their use with diacritics or in diagraphs in 16th
century Slovak texts. Hence these symbols have not been included in this table.
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This is, for the most part, the orthographic picture encountered in the corpus of this
investigation 1 8. The lack of a standardized orthography and the multiple interpretations
possible for a number of graphemes in the 16th century texts of this study might be seen as
problematic as regards the accuracy of a phonological investigation. Scholars have warned
against an oversimplified or uncritical phonological interpretation of the spellings in early
Slovak texts (see especially Porak 1982). A closer look at the orthographic representation of
the specific phonological features under investigation here shows that the vacillations in
orthography present only minor problems of interpretation in a few instances.
The possibility of representing / a/ as either <a> or <e> could cause difficulty in
distinguishing possible instances of a > ii in CSlk from instances of a > e in Cz. However,
because of the restricted environment ( a > ii I soft labial_ in CSlk), there are only four
lexical items attested in the CSlk corpus with the environment expected to produce the reflex

/ a/ , and they show near unifonnity of orthography for each lexical item:
with <a>;
sv~tDjh -

pam~th- all

9 fonns have <e>;

p~th- 12

dev~th -

one form

forms have <e>, 2 forms have <a>;

all 9 forms have <a>. Thus, this problem of orthography does not significantly

affect the analysis here, especially when it is noted that the attested reflexes for these lexical
items are nearly identical to those found in modern Czech. It is necessary to note that the
development a > ii occurred in all environments in the Oravsky dialect of nCSlk and in
e-sCSlk. However, orily 7 of the 46 CSlk texts are located in these two areas. Thus any
problems in interpretation of <a> and <e> in these few texts can be handled individually.
The use of the grapheme <cz> to indicate / c / , / c/ ,or / 3 / might initially cause
confusion when investigating the assibilations d> 3 I_j; d > 3 I_front vowel;

t > c I_front vowel . The multiple use of this grapheme does not pose any problems for the
present investigation. It is always etymologically/lexically obvious whether voiced /3/ or
voiceless / c / is being represented. In addition, in instances where it might be necessary to
draw the distinction between (Slk) d , t + front vowel> 3 , c (dental affricate) and
(Pol) d , t + front vowel> 3, c(palatalized alveolar affricate) , the phonetic make-up of the
remainder of the lexical item in which the digraph <cz> occurs or the further use of the
digraph in the remainder of the text generally points to the more plausible interpretation.
Problems of a different type arise when factoring in the chronology of orthographic
changes. It has generally been observed that orthographic change (even when the orthography
is not standardized) lags behind phonological change. Thus, what may appear orthographically
to be an instance of a specific phonological reflex may only be the archaic representation of a
phone that has already undergone further change. Examples of this would be the Czech
18 A complete table of the vocalic and consonantal phonemes of Slovak and Czech listing the most common
graphemes encountered in the texts of this study is found in Appendix A at the back of this work.
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phonological changes 6 > y6 >

u; 'e > je > (; u > ay > oy

and their orthographic

representations. It is commonly maintained that all three of these phonological developments
had been completed in Czech by the end of the 15th century, however investigations of texts
from the Czech lands from the 15th and 16th centuries indicate that the Czech orthographical
changes <0> -> <uo> -> <u/u>; <e> -> <ie> -> <i> ; <u> -> <au/ou> proceeded at a
slower pace. Thus, at times it might be difficult to detennine whether the spellings <uo> ,
<ie> ,<U> in a 16th century text from the Slovak language territory are simply archaic
spellings of the Czech phonemes / 1.1 / , / i / , / 01J. / or whether they actually reflect the Slovak
phonemes / 1J.o / , / ie / , / 1.1 / •
Porak (1982, 177-78) maintains that such difficulty in interpreting the phonological value of
the grapheme <ie> presents problems in the analysis of texts from the Slovak lands from the
first half of the 16th century only. He states that by the second half of the 16th century only the
graphemes <ij> , <j> , and <i> are found in Cz texts, allowing for the interpretation of <ie>
as "the influence of the indigenous phonological system of the writer"! 9. This indicates that
there should be few problems with the interpretation of <ie> in a corpus starting in the mid
16th century, such as the one assembled here. In fact, the earlier texts of the present corpus
from the 1530s and 1540s (where, according to Porak, difficulty in orthographic analysis might
be anticipated) exhibit proportionally few examples of the possibly ambiguous <ie> grapheme
and a predominance of the <i> grapheme. Thus the overall analysis of the phonological
development

'e > je > (

in the corpus of this investigation should not be greatly affected by the

orthographic ambiguity.
The same is not true for the analysis of 6 > y6 >

u.

In this case, Porak (1982, 182-84)

maintains that not only did the grapheme <uo> remain in Czech orthographic use throughout
the 16th century, but also <0> is commonly encountered in Czech texts from this period in
environments where the final stage of the change 6 > y6 >

u is expected.

Porak's conclusions

regarding texts from the Slovak language territory indicate that all three Czech graphemes
representing / 1.1 / «0>, <uo> , <u> ) are to be anticipated in the corpus under investigation

19 "The grapheme -ie- in texts of Slovak origin from the first half of the 16th century can scarcely be
interpreted as the influence of the indigenous language (as long as, of course, it does not occur in a text with a
number of further Slovak traits).... The situation is different from the second half of the 16th century and in
later periods, when in Czech, in both printed and handwritten documents, we find only the graphemes -ij- , -j- ,
or -i- (length was never marked) and when the grapheme -ie- must be interpreted as the int1uence of the
indigenous phonological system of the writer. Also, in the first half of the 16th century the situation would be
different, if the text in question were written by a Slovak writer not in Czech but in his native language; in
addition, in such a text other Slovak traits would occur (phonological, morphological, lexical, and often
narrowly dialectal traits, possibly also the influence of orthographic systems of other languages)" (Porak 1982,
177).
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here 20 . The situation described by Ponik for Czech texts toward the middle of the 16th century
is seen in the MSlk corpus (which includes texts only from the 1530s and 1540s). The
grapheme <0> is chiefly found "in instances when this -0- could correspond to the state [of
occurrence of the phoneme / o/] in some Czech dialects, e.g., in the dative plural nominal
ending -om" (1982, 182), and the grapheme <uo> competes with <u> in all instances.
Thus in the MSlk corpus, the three attested graphemes could potentially all represent simply the
one phoneme / u/ , and therefore neither <0> nor <uo> can be considered indicative of
dialect features present in the MSlk texts of this investigation. Given this situation in the pre
1550 MSlk corpus, a more effective analysis of the phonological change 0> yo> U in the
WSlk, CSlk and ESlk corpora might be obtained by examining only texts from the second half
of the 16th century, at which time (according to Ponik (1982, 182)) the grapheme <0> was
only rarely used to represent / u/, and the use of the grapheme <uo> to represent / u/ was
on the decline in Cz orthographic practice.
The analysis of the phonological development

u> ay > oy

and its orthographic

representation <u> -> <au/ou> in the corpus of this investigation is slightly less problematic.
Ponik (1982, 179-81) indicates that the grapheme <au> already prevails over <u> by the mid
16th century in Czech printed documents (with the progress being slightly slower in
handwritten documents). His conclusions concerning texts from the Slovak language territory
indicate that, as with the interpretation of <ie> , special caution must be exercised in the
interpretation of the grapheme <u> only when examining texts from the first half of the 16th
century21. Since, as noted above, the MSlk corpus in this study consists only of pre-1550
texts, it is there that problems in the interpretation of <u> might be most anticipated. Indeed,
the MSlk data show a somewhat random distribution of both graphemes, <u> and <au>,
which, according to Ponik, may simply reflect vacillation in orthographic practice. On the other

20 "The grapheme -0- in texts of Slovak origin can thus only with difficulty be interpreted as a Slovak
feature in the 15th century and the first half of the 16th century, because it conforms to Czech scribal and
printing practice, but -0- in the second half of the 16th century and -uo-, -vo- from the 17th century onward are
already specifically Slovak; this is because at that time they already depart from Czech orthographic practice.
Also involved here, it seems to me, is the fact that -u- (written and printed also -u-) is rather common and
current in a number of texts of Slovak origin, so that it is possible that (somewhat simply stated) this grapheme
sometimes is used simply to denote that Slovak phoneme, for which the grapheme 0 was created at a much later
time" (Porak: 1982, 182-83).
21 "We can scarcely simply posit the forms wstupenf, klobuk, pawuk, tzelu noc, mrznuti, zdwihnuti as
Slovak- over against "Czech" kausliti in the above-mentioned dictionary of Gabriel Mizser from 1538 ... ,
because a similar state [i.e., the use of <u> alongside <au> to designate al!:/ol!:] also exists in contemporary
printed documents of Czech origin. '" It would be necessary to evaluate in a similar fashion the state in
some documents of Slovak origin from the first half of the 16th century, especially from West Slovakia (as
long as, of course, they also show a small number of Slovak traits in other facets). For the second half of the
16th century and for the following periods, however, the occurrence of -u- instead of -au- is evidence of the
pronunciation of the writer" (Porak: 1982, 179).
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hand, the WSlk, CSlk and ESlk corpora all show essentially only the grapheme <u> 22. Since
the use of <u> to represent the final stages of

u> a~ > o~

was on the decline in Czech texts

already by the mid 16th century, it is unlikely that such a high consistency in the use of <u> in
these WSlk, CSlk and ESlk texts could be due simply to retention of an archaic orthographic
practice (especially in the later texts from 1550 to 1590). Thus, there would appear to be a high
level of dialect influence on this feature in these texts, and orthographic ambiguity should not
greatly affect the overall analysis of the development

u> a~ > o~

in the corpus of this

investigation (excluding perhaps in MSlk).

22 The frequency level of the appearance of <au/ou> in each of these three corpora remains around 10%
whether considering only pre-1550 texts, only post-1550 texts, or all texts in the corpus.

CHAPTER III: INTRODUCTION TO THE PHONOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION
The next series of 5 chapters investigates selected phonological features of the corpus. The
investigation concentrates on a number of phonological processes that operated throughout the
region or in portions of it, and examines the nature and distribution of the reflexes resulting
from these processes. Each of the phonological developments under investigation was chosen
based on several criteria: (1) it produced at least two different reflexes (both innovations and
archaisms) distributed among the different dialect groups; (2) it had reached its end-stage in Cz,
Slk and Pol by the time period in question (the mid 16th century); (3) its reflexes are readily
distinguishable in the orthographical practices of the period. The phonological processes
investigated in this study are as follows:

Phonological developments investigated in the present study

vocalic:
1) vocalization of strong 'b and b
2) development of syllabic !' and J (and related Cr'bC and Ci'bC)
3) fronting and raising of long and short
a / C'_C' , C'_#
4) fronting of long and short
u / C'_
5) diphthongization of long 6 and 'e
6) diphthongization of long u/ C

a,

u,

0_

consonantal:
7) assibilation of d /_j
8) assibilation of d , t /_e , i , e , b ,~ (i.e., all front vowels)
9) palatalization of r /_e , i , e , b , ~ ,j (i.e., all front vowels and J)

What follows first are general sketches of the 16th century distribution patterns of the
reflexes for each of the phonological processes outlined above. These sketches are based on
historical reconstructions and the contemporary dialect picture and are meant to give an idea of
the reflexes that might be expected in the 16th century in the geographical areas covered by the
corpus. The reflexes are presented for each of the Slovak dialect divisions as well as for
literary Czech and literary Polish. Each sketch contains a general discussion of the 16th century
reflexes and their distribution patterns, as well as a discussion of the relative diagnostic value of
the reflexes for the present investigation. This general discussion is followed by a more
detailed table of the reflexes including modem dialectal examples illustrating each of the 16th
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century reflexes presented l . The discussions and tables present only a generalized outline of
the reflexes and their distribution and are not intended as an exhaustive presentation of the
historical phonology of Slovak, Czech or Polish. Further details are presented in notes
following each table when such additional infonnation is considered necessary for this study.
A map illustrating the geographical distribution of the reflexes outlined in the tables also
accompanies each sketch. Again, the maps are intended to give only a general picture of the
16th century distribution of reflexes. A more detailed geographical presentation of present-day
microdialectal variation is available in Stole, et al. 1968a, 1968b. The phonological
developments are discussed according to a rough relative chronology as well as according to
convenience of presentation. It is immediately apparent that a true relative chronological
ordering could not be carried out here because each development is considered in all of the
regions, and the timing and duration of the processes in some cases differs from region to
region.

1 The sources used to compile the reflex pattern sketches presented here are: Bartos 1886, 1895, 1906;
Belie 1954; Buffa 1978, 1981; Cunn, et al. 1977; Dostal 1967; Gebauer 1958, 1960, 1963; Greenberg 1988;
Habovstiak 1965; Havranek 1934; Kalal and KaIa11923; Klemensiewicz, Lehr-Splawinski, Urbanczyk 1981;
Komarek 1962; Krajeovie 1961b, 1963, 1975, 1988; Kuraszkiewicz 1981; Lamprecht, Slosar, Bauer 1986;
Lehr-Splawinski and Stieber 1957; Orlovsky 1975; Pauliny 1951, 1963, 1990; Ripka 1975; Stanislav 1932,
1967a, 1967b; Stieber 1973; Strutynski 1991; Stole 1978, 1981; Stole, et al. 1968a, 1968b; Travnfeek 1926;
Vazny 1934, 1964. The data for the modem dialect examples are also derived from these sources.
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1) vocalization of strong

7J

and

b

This section examines the reflexes from the development of strong jers into full vowels.
Only the CSlk and ESlk reflexes from

'b, b

show significant differences in vocalic quality

from the exclusive e reflex found elsewhere. An

0

CSlk and ESlk, however the distribution of this

reflex is not identical for both areas.

Differences in the distribution of the

0

0

reflex is present alongside e in both

reflex within the respective CSlk and ESlk regions also

partially delineate nCSlk from sCSlk and wESlk from eESlk. Thus, an

0

reflex attested in the

texts of this investigation would be a marked Slk feature - specifically CSlk/ESlk, with
narrower regional detennination possible depending on the lexical items in which it occurs.
CSlk also exhibits a distinctive a reflex, the presence of which in a text would clearly indicate
CSlk phonological influence. The only other difference among the regions is the retention of
softness before e < b in some areas, however this is not relevant for this discussion and will
be dealt with in section 9) assibilation of d , t /_e , e , i , b,

~

(i.e., all front vowels). The

distribution of the reflexes resulting from jer vocalization can be summarized as follows (the
left-hand column shows e-vowel reflexes, the right-hand column - non-e reflexes)2:

2 As mentioned previously, the reflexes listed in the tables, notes and maps of this chapter represent the 16th
century stage of phonological development. Further developments that have altered this 16th century
distribution are at times mentioned in the tables and notes but are generally not presented. Because only
phonological processes that had reached a fairly stable end-stage by the 16th century were chosen for this
investigation, the general dialect picture presented by these tables and maps often resembles the general modem
Slovak dialect picture. The examples used to illustrate the reflexes are, of course, modem dialect examples.
These examples have been given in a phonemic transcription that reflects the underlying morphological structure
and therefore does not reflect phonological changes resulting from such processes as word-final devoicing or
voice assimilation (e.g., the standard Slk lexeme t'azkY (N sg. m. adj. 'heavy') is transcribed as t'aiki
« tt:ibk'bjb) not! t'aiki (with regressive voice assimilation z -> S I_k).

'b>e
> 'e (> e)

WSlk

i

*V'b> ve
*dbnb> den, 3en'

*V'b> vo
*m'bX'b, *m'bxa > max , maxu (not *mxu)
*dbnb> d'en'
*Ibn'b , *Ibna > l'an , I'anu (not *l'nu) iv
*V'b> vo
*dbnb> d'en'

*V'b> ve , vo
*dbnb> 3en'

- palatalization lost everywhere before 'e < b ,
including d' , t' , n' , l' > d, t, n, I in sWSlk;
nWSlk retains 3« d'), c « t'), n', l'
before 'e < b

- a, 'a found generally where potential V-~
alternations would have caused unallowable
C-clusters

- palatalization lost before 'e ('a) < b, except
d', t', n', I' are retained in both nCSlk and
sCSlk
- palatalization lost before 'e < b, except
3 « d'), c « t'), n' , l' are retained;
(see notes d and e below for 'b, b > 0)

iii

(N,G sg. m. 'moss') ; iv (N,G sg. m. 'flax')

*V'b> ve
*dbnb> fen'

*V'b> ve
*dhnb> den; (seMSlk: d'en')

- palatalization lost everywhere before 'e < h ,
including d', t', n' > d, t, n (except
seMSlk retains some d', t', n')

- palatalization retained everywhere before
'e < b (incl. assibilation d' > f and t' > C)

*V'b> ve i
*dbnb> den

- palatalization lost everywhere before 'e < h,
including d', t', n' > d, t, n
ii

examples

commentary

(prep. 'in', 'inside') ; ii (N sg. m. 'day');

I>

'b>e
> 'e

'b>o

> 'a (> a)

1J

Pol

> 'e (> e)

I>

'b>o
'b>a

and

('b >0)
'b>e
I> > 'e (> e) (I> > 0)

I>

~

ESlk

sCSlk

I>

> 'e (> e)

'b>e
I»'e>e

MSlk

nCSlk

'b>e
I»'e>e

Cz

I>

reflex

area

1) vocalization of strong

iii

~

00

7.,.b

reflexes:

*dOm'bCbk'b> domcek> domcok (N sg. m. dim. 'house')

*v'bn'b> von (adv. 'out(side)')

N.B. this is also the distribution found in ESlk G pI. f. and n. noun forms:
wESlk: -CeC
*dev'bk'b > Jjevek (G pI. f. 'girl')
eESlk:
-CoC
*dev'bk'b > Jivok (G pI. f. 'girl')

e) ESlk also exhibits the following distribution:
-'bk'b , -bk'b > -ek - *p~t'bk'b > piatek (N sg. m. 'Friday') ; *dOm'bCbk'b > domcek (N sg. m. dim. 'house')
wESlk:
eESlk:
-'bk'b , -Lk'b > -ok - *p~t'bk'b > piatok (N sg. m. 'Friday') ; *dOm'bCbk'b> domcok (N sg. m. dim. 'house')

d) ESlk very often has: 'b > 0; b> 0/ labial_ and I_labial -

c) nCSlk and sCSlk have variant reflexes in G pI. f. and n. noun forms (reflexes listed here include both 'b and b):
area
reflex
commentaIy
examples
-VCOaC
- this is a reasonable (though highly simplified) *sliV'bk'b > sl'ivak (G pI. f. 'plum')
-VC'ieC
nCSlk:
(-V6eC) -VCoC
picture of the general distribution in the
*grusbk'b > hrusiek (G pI. f. 'pear')
CSlk regions, there are many variations
*storn'bk'b> stranok (G pI. f. 'page')
and deviations from area to area and even
*svecbk'b > svieCok (G pI. f. 'candle')
(*jabl'bCbk'b> jabfcek (G pI. n. 'apple'))
from form to form; the sCSlk areas have
a particularly complex distribution
*grusbk'b> hrusljok (G pI. f. 'pear')
sCSlk:
-VC~oC
*storn'bk'b> stranok (G pI. f. 'page')
-VCoC

b) sCSlk underwent:
-eLk'b, -sbk'b, -zbk'b > -cek, -sek, -zek > -cok, -sok, -zok -

a) nCSlk and sCSlk often show the redistribution 'b > 0 > e and b> e > 0 as follows:
'b > 0 > e I_C' - *olk'btb> lakot' > laket' (N sg. m. 'elbow')
b> e > 0 I_CO (except in c-sCSlk and e-sCSlk) - *OVbS'b> oves > ovos (N sg. m. 'oats')
also often: b> e > 0/ labial_ and I_labial *s'bpravbd-I-iv'bjb> spravedlivj > spravodl'ivf (N sg. m. adj. 'just')
*sluzbbbn'bjb> sluzebny > sluzobnf (N sg. m. adj. 'service')

notes on distribution and redistribution of

\0

~

1) vocalization of strong

~

and

'b>o
L>e

'b>e
b>e
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L>e; 0

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of mixed and non-Slk dialects
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2) development of syllabic

r and I

(and related CT'b C and Cl'b C)

This section examines the reflexes not only from original syllabic rand !

C'bIC)3 but also from the related sequences Cr'bC and CI'bC ('b

« C'brC and

=either jer here and in the

discussion that follows). The inclusion of the liquid+jer sequences in the discussion of the
syllabic liquids is necessitated by the interrelation of the two features in their development in
certain of the dialect areas. The distribution of these reflexes is the most variegated of any
under investigation here and cannot easily be summarized according to larger geographical
patterns.
It can be noted that ESlk and Pol, in contradistinction to the other areas, lost syllabic liquids
entirely, resolving original r and ! along with Cr'bC and CI'bC ,into liquid+vowel or

vowel+liquid combinations in all instances (except Pol

r~, l~

which produced non-syllabic

r , I , I). Hence, a text displaying no instances of syllabic liquids would indicate ESlk or Pol
phonological influence, with the quality of the vowels in the Vr / rV , VI/IV combinations and
certain instances of palatalized liquids at times distinguishing Pol from ESlk. On the other
hand, WSlk (except w-sWSlk) and CSlk for the most part retained the original syllabic liquids
while reducing the liquid+jer sequences to syllabic liquids as well (with substantial! > (l)u
and l'b > ! > (l)u in nWSlk). Thus, a text with exclusively syllabic liquids would indicate the
influence of the WSlk or CSlk phonological system, with subtle reflex differences in specific
phonological environments and instances of ! > (l)u' distinguishing WSlk from CSlk. Finally,
Cz, MSlk and w-sWSlk exhibit similarities in the development of r ,! and Cr'bC, CI'bC. In
these areas, a tendency to retain the original syllabic liquids (with substantial! > (l)u), while
developing the liquid+jer sequences according to nonnal patterns of jer vocalization and loss
(with

l~

> ! > (l)u in MSlk, w-sWSlk), produced a distribution of both r,! and rV, IV

reflexes. A text exhibiting both syllabic liquid and CV reflexes would require further analysis
on the basis of the distribution of the two reflex types in order to detennine whether the reflexes
follow the pattern of Cz, MSlk or w-sWSlk, or whether they present evidence of two
competing phonological systems creating a different or random pattern. Because the detailed
patterns are quite complex, the distribution of the reflexes from these developments is first
3 The syllabic liquids referred to in this study as "original syllabic r, I " developed in West Slavic from the
Proto-Slavic sequences C"hrC ,C"hIC ("h = either jer). There is some debate as to whether r ,I were ever
present in the Lekhitic branch of West Slavic (which includes Polish). Some scholars (see, for example,
Carlton 1991,151-52) maintain that the Proto-Slavic sequences C"hrC, C"hIC developed directly into
CVrC ,CVIC sequences in Lekhitic, without passing through an intermediate CrC , C IC stage. However,
this debate has no bearing on the present discussion, as this study focuses on the 16th century reflexes of the
Proto-Slavic sequences C "hrC , C "hIC (after the CrC , C IC stage had undergone further development).
Therefore, in keeping with Polish linguistic tradition and for ease of presentation, the syllabic liquid notation
r ,I has been used throughout this work for all etymologies, including Polish. The original Proto-Slavic
sequences jer+/iquid can be reconstructed from the forms cited here by noting the following correspondences
in notation: r < "hr , I < "hI and r' < b r , l' < b I ·
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summarized below according to the generalized groupings outlined above (this same
generalized pattern is also presented on the reflex maps). The detailed distribution is then laid
out in the reflex tables that follow (in the detailed tables, the left-hand column shows syllabic
liquid reflexes, the right-hand column - reflexes other than syllabic liquids):

Generalized groupings of reflex patterns for

Cz, MSlk, w-sWSlk

r, I

(and related CnC, CI'hC)

r>r

l1' > rV ; tv (in seMSlk, w-sWSlk only rV)
~ > r; t (in seMSlk, w-sWSlk only r)
WSlk (not w-sWSlk), CSlk

r>r

l1' > r
~>r

ESlk

r> Vr
l1' > rV
~>Vr

Pol

r > Vr; VZ
l1' > rV; zV
~ > r ; z (non-syllabic)

Cz, MSlk, w-sWSlk

1> lu ; u ; 1 (in Cz only
l~
l~

lu;

J)

>IV
> lu ; u (MSlk, w-sWSlk);

sWSlk (not w-sWSlk), CSlk

1>1
l~ >1
l~ >1

nWSlk

I> lu ; u ; 1
l~ > lu; u
l~ > lu; u

ESlk

I> IV; VI
l~ >IV
l~ > IV; VI

Pol

I> IV; VI; VI
l~ > IV; IV
l~ > I ; I (non-syllabic)

1 (Cz)

CSlk

WSlk

MSlk

w-s:

r>r

Cz

0

0

>r

rn > r

r>r

~>r0>r

In

r>r

'"

11' > re

11' > re , (fe)
In >r0 >r ,(f)

r>r

'"

Cn, C and CI'b C)

cr- > cer- ; zr- > zer- ;

r

0

v

o

0

- reduced to

0

/

v'"
(but
cer-;
v

v

zr- > zr- ;

r

r before jer vocalization/loss

v

cr- > cer-

scr- > str-)

- except

0

r before jer vocalization/loss

- normal jer vocalization
- normal jer loss> new syllabic

- reduced to

o

scr- > scr-)

o

- except cr- > cer- / cer- ; (but zr- > zr- ;

- including cr-; zr- ; scr- ; (except wMSlk
v
v
v
v
vv
VV)
has cr- > cer- ; zr- > zer- ; scr- > scer
- normal jer vocalization
- nonnal jer loss> new r, (f)

- nonnal jer vocalization
- nonnal jer loss> new syllabic
(or non-syllabic f)

scr- > st'er

- except

commentary

I (and related

11' > re ,fe

rn >r0 >r ,(f)

reflex

area

a) syllabic f (and related CrbC)

2) development of syllabic f and

o

,

,

0

*krk'b> krk ; *scr'bina > strbina
*Cr'n'bjh> cierni
*kr'bVh> krv ; *kr'bve > krvi

*krk'b> krk ; *scr'bina> scrbina
*Cr'n'bjh> ce- , ce- , cie- , cie- , cfrnf
*kr'bVh> krv ; *kr'bve > krvi
*kr'bVh > krev
*kr'bve > krvi

*krk'b> krk ; *scr'bina> scrbina
(wMSlk: krk; but: scerbina)
*kr'bVh > krev
*kr'bve > krvi

o

examples
*krk'b > krk i
*scr'bina > st'erbina ii. *cr'n'bih>
cernf
:J
*kr'bVh> krev iv; *krhst'b > kfest v
*kr'bve > krve vi. *krhsta > kftu vii

III

U\

W

i

ll? > r0 >

reflex

r

labial or velar
other

0

*kr'DVh> krev ; *krhst'D > xzest
*kr'hve > krvi ; *krhsta > xztu

*scr'bina
> scerbina ·, *vr'ba > v'ezba
o
*S'hmr'th> sm'erc ix

r)

-I
-I

z

developed similar to original

-I_hard dental

r

*kr'hVh> krev (see note c below)
*kr'Dve > kervi (see note c below)

examples
*krk'D> kark
*Cr'n'hjh> carni
*scr'bina > scerbina

*krk'D> kark
*Cr'n'Djh> carny

(new

- nonnal jer loss> new syllabic r

> re , ze ; - nonna! jer vocalization
ll? >r0 >r , z - nonnal jer loss> non-syllabic r,

~

'er/'ez
> ir > 'er

r' > ar
r' > ir/iz >

r'

-I_other

-I_hard dental

> re , (ro) - nonnal jer vocalization

rO > ar

~

r' > yr > ar
r' > ir > er

fO > yr > ar

commentary

(N sg. m. 'neck') ; ii (N sg. f. 'crack') ; iii (N sg. m. adj. 'black') ; iv (N sg. m. 'blood') ; v (N sg. m. 'baptism')
vi (G sg. m. 'blood') ; vii (G sg. m. 'baptism') ; viii (N sg. f. 'willow') ; ix (N sg. f. 'death')

Pol

ESlk

area

viii

~

U\

nWSlk

c, e, ne:

sWSlk w:

MSlk

Cz

area

or

I'b > I

1>1

l'b > I

!>l

l~ > 10 > 1

!>l

l~ > 10 > I

!>l

l~ > 10> I

!' > I

reflex

I

! > lu (> u)

I)

- reduced to ! before jer vocalization/loss
(developed similar to original I)

I/ labial_

I before jer vocalization/loss

- any I except
-/labial_

- reduced to

- every position

- nonnal jer vocalization
- nonnal jer loss> new syllabic I
(new I developed similar to original

11j > Ie

I/ labial_

- any I except
-/labial_

! > lu (> u)

*jabl'hk'h > jabuk ; *jabl'hko > jabuko

*d!g'h > dluh , duh
*p!'n'hjh > pint

t ; *jabl'hko > jab!ko

*d!g'h > d!h ; *p!'n'hjh> pint

*jabl'hko > jabluko ,jabuko

t

*d!g'h > dluh , duh
*p!'n'hjh > pint

*jabl'hk'h > jablek
*slhza > s!za v ; *jabl'hko > jabuko ,jabko

- nonnal jer vocalization
- nonnal jer loss> new syllabic I
(new I developed similar to original

11j > Ie

I)

*d!g'h > d!h , dluh , duh

*jabl'hk'h > jablek iii
*jabl'hko > jab!ko iv

- great regional variation (see note a below)

- nonnal jer vocalization
- nonnal jer loss> new syllabic

*d!g'h > dluh i
*p!'n'hjh > pint ii

- any I except
-/labial_

I' / labial_

examples

commentary

! > lu , u

11j > Ie

! > lu

b) syllabic! (and related Cl'bC)

Ul
Ul

- nonnal jer vocalization
- nonnal jer loss> new syllabic !
(new ! developed similar to original

!)

- nonnal jer vocalization
> Ie , Ie
l~ > 10 > I , 1 - nonnal jer loss > non-syllabic I, I

l~

0

- / dental_ ; any !
- / velar_ ; any ! , but: k{' > eel > col,
g!' > iel > io/
1 > 01, ul, el -/labial_
- / labial_hard dental
I' > el
/ labial_other
I' > il

I>lu
1>el

> Ie , (10)

*jabl'hk'h > jablek
*jabl'hko > jablko

*d!g'h> dlug
*k{bh> kielb vii
*k{'gati > co/gac (sit;) viii
*p[k'h > pulk ix
*p!'nnjh > pelny
*m!'cati > milcec x

*jabl'hko > jabluko (see note c below)

t (see note c below)

*jabl'hk'h > jab{k ; *jabl'hko > jab!ko

l~

before jer vocalization/loss
*d!g'h> dluh
*p['n'hjh > polni , pulni
*s'hp!'niti > speln'ic vi

!

*d!gn> d!h ; *p!'n'hjh > p!ni

examples

- / dental, velar_
I> lu
1>yl >01 (>ul) - / labial, c, s, z_Co
- / labial, c, s, z_C'
I> il > el

- reduced to

commentary
- but differing regional tendencies in sCSlk

(N sg. m. 'debt') ; ii (N sg. m. adj. 'full') ; iii (G pl. n. 'apple') ; iv (N sg. n. 'apple') ; v (N sg. f. 'tear') ; vi (inf. 'to fulfill')
vii (N sg. m. 'gudgeon') ; viii (inf. 'to crawl') ; ix (N sg. m. 'regiment') ; x (inf. 'to be silent')

l~ > 10 > 1

In > 1

1>1

reflex

t no clear examples of CI~C available for sWSlk and ESlk

i

Pol

ESlk

area
CSlk

0\

Ul

r, I (and related Crb C , CI'b C) reflexes:
a) The MSlk regional variations of the reflexes of I can be delineated roughly as follows:

*d{gn > d{h , doh; *p{'nnjh> p!ni ,pone
*d!gn> d{h, dluh ,dluh; *p!'nnjh> p!ni ,polni ,pollni (cf. ESlk above)

!>!;6,0
! > 1; 16 , lu ; 01 , o~

c-sCSlk:
e-sCSlk:

Similarly, when 11J (> IV) and l'k (> l~ > I > IV / VI) occurred altematingly in paradigms, the resulting forms often
underwent analogical leveling in one direction or the other. Thus various reflexes exist for one form depending on the
direction of the leveling, e.g., *bl¥a > bluxa, blixa, bl'ixa, bolxa (N sg. f. 'flea'); *sl~za > sluza, sleza, sliza, solza, selza
(N sg. f. 'tear') - the alternating form with 11J is supplied in both instance by the G pl.: *bl'IJXn; *sl~zn .

c) In ESlk when r'¥ (> rV) and r'k (> r~ > r > Vr) occurred altematingly in paradigms, the resulting forms often underwent
analogical leveling in one direction or the other, e.g. *kr~stn, *kr~sta > krest, *krsta > krest, kerstu > kerst, kerstu
(*kr1Jvh, *kr'kve is regionally represented by all three possible combinations: krev, kervi ; krev, krevi ; kerv, kervi)

examples

reflex

I « I and ClnC) (depending on various factors

area

b) c & e-sCSlk have a variegated and somewhat unclear picture for the reflexes of
including geographical region, phonological environment and length):

!>u

- in the region between the towns Vsetin and Vb. Brod
- north of the town Vsetin; also all of wMSlk
- south of the town Vh. Brod

!>!

! > lu

commentary

reflex

notes on distribution and redistribution of

Ul

....J

2a) development of syllabic

r

> Vr

ITill

~>r;z

'1' > rV : zV

r > Vr ; Vi

I'}

I1' > rV ; fV (in seMSlk. w-sWSlk only rV)
> r ; f (in seMSlk. w-sWSlk only r)

r>r

I'}

I
I I I I I

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of mixed and non-Slk dialects

II

[III]

I1' > rV

Vr

~>r

'1' > r

~ r>

r>r

(and related CrDC)

Ul
00

I} > I; I

I" > lu ; u
1~>lu; u
I
I>IV;VI;VI
I I I I I 11- > IV ; IV
[]

o

1>lu; u; 1

I > lu ; u ; I (in Cz only lu; I)
11->IV
I~ > lu ; u (MSlk, w-sWSlk); 1 (Cz)

I~>IV;VI

I>IV;VI
Il- > IV

I~>I

H

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of mixed and non-Slk dialects

II

[[ill

~

Il- > I

1>1

2b) development of syllabic / (and related CI'hC)

Vl

\0
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3) fronting and raising of long and short

a, a / c'_c', C'_#

This section examines the reflexes from the process of fronting and raising of the low
central vowel between soft consonants and in word-final position following a soft consonant.
This process was carried out consistently in Cz, but was more restricted in MSlk and w-sWSlk,
and is only sporadically present in the remainder of Slk and Pol. The MSlk and w-sWSlk
regions appear to be transitional between consistent fronting and raising (a > (; a > e) in Cz
and complete lack of it in much of Slk and Pol. wMSlk (closest geographically to Cz) exhibits
fronting and raising in almost all environments, while the rest of MSlk shows slightly more

a, a in word-final position), and w-sWSlk, although resembling MSlk
in most instances of long a> ( , has almost no fronting and raising of short a. Consistent

restrictions (especially

fronting and raising of long
produced

ei

and

a is also found in c-sCSlk and e-sCSlk, however there it

a reflexes respectively.

Finally, CSlk exhibits short

a > ii (> e) / labial_ and ESlk shows short a > e when a < C'aC' , ~ , but in both areas all
other environments retained short a .
Thus the textual presence of long or short a reflexes in palatal environments would be a
marking of Slk or Pol phonological influence. Exclusive long and short a reflexes would
clearly indicate WSlk (except w-sWSlk) or Pol, while the presence of fronted and raised
reflexes alongside a reflexes would possibly allow for a narrower delineation within the
remainder of Slk, depending on the type and distribution of the fronted and raised reflexes. A
distribution of the two reflex types that did not reflect that of one of the Slk regions would
present evidence of two competing phonological systems creating a different or random pattern.
Consistent fronted and raised reflexes from both long

a and short

a in all positions would

indicate the influence of the Cz phonological system. It should be noted that the
diphthongization that occurred with
a

a > ia

in parts of nWSlk and CSlk (and with certain

> ja in specific phonetic environments in other Slk dialects) is not taken into account here,

since the central issue in this section is the vocalic quality of the reflexes. The distribution of
the reflexes from these developments is listed in the following tables (in both tables, the righthand column shows the various fronted and raised reflexes):

(inf. 'to take') ; ii (N sg.

a> f:l (> a)

ffi.

'friend') ; iii (3rd pl. n-p. 'to sit') ; iv (3rd pl. n-p. 'to bear') ; v (N pl. n. 'grain')

- a < a , VjV; q, (close) > a finalized in 18th c.; *s'bbozhja > zboza
length lost in Pol

v

*V'hZeti > viae; *prhjateljh > praeel'

- a < a , <; , VjV ; length lost in ESlk

Pol

*V'hZeti > vzat' ; *prhjateljh> prff!'el'

- a < a , ~ , VjV

a > a"

e:

a> a

*V'hZeti > zveit'i ; *prhjateljh> preit'el'

- a < a , ~ , vjV

ESlk

i

iii> ia see note b below) *V'hZeti> vziat' ; *prhjateljh> priat'el'

*V'hZeti > vziae ; *prhjateljh > priaeel

*V'hZeti > vzat' ; *prhjateljh > prat'el

*V'hZeti > vzat ; *prhjateljh > pratel

*V'bZeti > vzit ; *prhjateljh> pritel
*trpe(th) > trpia iv

- a < a , ~ , VjV ; (for iii > ia see note b below) *V'bZeti > vziat' ; *prhjateljh:> priat'el'

- a < a, <; , VjV ; (for

- a< a, <; , VjV
- a< a, <; , VjV

- a< a, ~, VjV

-a<a,C'~#

- a< C'~C' , VjV

a > e > ei

a> iii (> ia)

sCSlk w:

a>e>1

*V'bZeti> vzit' ; *prhjateljh> pritel
*sede(th) > sed'a iii

*prhjateljh > pritel ii

- a< a, C'~C' , VjV
-a < C'~#

i ;

examples
*v'hzeti > vzit

commentary
- a< a, ~, VjV

a, a / c'_c' , c'_#

c:

a> iii (> ia)

a> ia

n:

nCSlk

a> a

a>a

a>a

nWSlk s:

c,e,ne:

sWSlk w:

a>a

a>e>1

MSlk

reflex

a>e>1

a

area
Cz

a) long

3) fronting and raising of long and short

~

0\

a>a

a>a

a>a

sWSlk w:

e, ne:

MSlk

a>a

a>a

ESlk

Pol

a>e

a>a(>e)

(a >e)

a>e

a>e

examples
*ulica> ulice
i ;

*devt;.th> devjet
ii

*ulica> ulica ; *devt;.th> devat
*ulica > ul'ica ;*devt;.th > d'evat' , 3evac
*ulica > ul'ica ; *porst;. > prasa
*devt;.th> d'eviit' , d'evet'
*ulica> ul'ica ; *zajt;.ch> zajac iv
*jasenh > jesen' v; *devt;.th> 3evec
*ulica> ulica

-a<a,t(
- a < a , <t , (but not / labial_)
- / labial_ ; further ii > e is 16th c. onward
- a < C'a# and some <t (often -jt;.-)
- a < C'aC' , <t , (but some t;. > a)
-a<a

*ulica > ulica ; *porst:, > prasa
*devt;.th> deviet

-a<a,<t

-a<a,tt
- (a > e only in some cases of a < C't;.C' )

- a < a, C'<t# (except in wMSlk C't;.# > a > e) *ulica > ulica ; *porst:, > prasa iii
- a < C'ttC' , (wMSlk also has C't:.# > a > e)
*devt;.th> devjet ; (wMSlk: prase)

commentary
-a<a,<t

(N sg. f. 'street') ; ii (N num. 'nine') ; iii (N sg. n. 'pig') ; iv (N sg. m. 'hare') ; v (N sg. m. 'ash tree')

a>a

CSlk

i

a>a

nWSlk

C,

reflex

area
Cz

b) short a

tv

0'\

a,
a reflexes:

*V'hZeti > vzm' ; vzet ; vzat'
*prhjateljh > prm'el' ; prat'el'
*ulica> ul'icii ; *deveth> d'eviit' ; *porst:, > prasii

a> a", e , a , ia , a
a > a (in all environments)

d) e-sCSlk often has a > ii (> e) in all environments: *deveth> d'eviit' ,d'evet' ; *porse > prasii ,prase; *zajeCh> zajiic , zajec

c) In nCSlk, Orava exhibits differing reflexes:

b) It is assumed that the change a > iii > ia in nCSlk and w-sCSlk was centered in the Tekovsky, Hontiansky and Zvolensky
dialects in the 15th century and that it then spread to the remaining nCSlk and w-sCSlk dialect regions in the course of the
16th century (see Pauliny 1963, 280). Thus both iii and ia reflexes are to be anticipated in these regions during the 16th
century, with a gradual shift to a ia reflex majority by the end of the century.

a) Analogical leveling began fairly quickly in paradigms that developed a - e alternations as a result of this process. Thus
a -> e is found in some instances where it would not be expected, and it is not found in some where it would be expected.

notes on distribution and redistribution of

w

~

(slIOIt a in
ESlk, Pol)

8> 8; 1

8>1

8> 8

D

~

~

j
===
_

t

8>a'

8>ei

8> ia

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of mixed and non-Slk dialects

II

[Ill]

~

3a) fronting and raising of long Ii / C'_C' , C'_#

~

a>a

a>a;e

t===j

a>a;a

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of mixed and non-Slk dialects

II

[ ] ] ] a>e

~

3b) fronting and raising of short a / C'_C', C'_#

Vl

0\
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4) fronting of long and short

u, u / C'_

This section examines the reflexes from the fronting of the long and short high back vowels
following a soft consonant. This was primarily a Cz process, although a later separate
development produced essentially the same results in c-sCSlk. It also occured on a restricted
basis in MSlk, where it is found consistently in A sg. and I sg. soft-stem adj. endings and
sporadically in some nominal stems. MSlk again appears to be transitional between Cz with
consistent u > i and most of Slk and Pol with complete lack of this change. w-sWSlk also
shows

u> ( in A sg. and I sg. soft-stem adj. endings, but this is considered to be the result of

morphological developments and not the results of a phonological process like that in Cz and
MSlk (see Pauliny 1963,247).
Thus a text exhibiting exclusively an i reflex would be marked as Cz (or perhaps
c-sWSlk), while the presence of u reflexes would clearly indicate Slk or Pol phonological
influence. A text exhibiting both u and i would have to be further analyzed on the basis of
distribution of the two reflexes to determine whether it reflected MSlk (or possibly w-sWSlk)
distributions or other patterns resulting from competing phonological systems. However, a text
showing exclusively an u reflex would be clearly marked as Slk or Pol. Because long

u and

short u followed similar developments, they are represented in the following table and map by
a single symbol "u" for conciseness of presentation. Likewise the single symbol "i"
represents both long i and short i in the table and accompanying map. The distribution of the
reflexes from this development is as follows (the right-hand colllmn shows the fronted reflex):

u>u

u>u

u>u

MSlk

WSlk

CSlk

u> i

u >i

u >i

u;

«
u , Q , VjV)

u;

«
u , Q , VjV)

- u and
u;

«
u); length lost in Pol

u; « u , Q , VjV) ;
length lost in ESlk

- u and

- u and

examples
*plutja > pllce i; *dusQ > dusi
*bozQjQ> bozl iii

*plutja > pluca

in A sg. and I sg. f. soft-stem adj. endings, but only occasional

u, u > l , i

elsewhere.

*plutja > pl'uca ; *mojQ > moju
*bozQjQ > bozu

*plutja > pl'lca ; *dusQ > dusi
*bozQjQ> bozl

*plutja > pl'uca ; *dusQ > dusu
*bozQjQ> bozu , boziu

iv

*plutja > pluca , pl'uca ; *dusQ > dusu
*bozQjQ> bozu , boziu ; bozl (see note b below)

b) w-sWSlk has u> l , but only in the A sg. and I sg. f. soft-stem adj. endings. Pauliny (1963, 247) explains this as primarily a
morphological development and not a regular phonological process.

u> l

notes on distribution and redistribution of C'Ii/u reflexes:

a) MSlk has consistent

ii

u; « u , Q , VjV)
*plutja > pluca ; *dusQ > dusu
u< VjV in A and I sg. f. soft adj. *bozQjQ> bozl (see note a below)

u; « u , Q , VjV)
everywhere but c-sCSlk

- u and

- u and

- chiefly

- u and

commentary
- u and u; « u , Q , VjV)

(N pl. n. (f. in Cz) 'lungs') ; ii (A sg. f. 'soul') ; iii (A sg. f. adj. 'God's') ; iv (A sg. f. pOSSe adj. 'my')

u>u

Pol

i

u >u

ESlk

c-s:

reflex

area
Cz

4) fronting of long and short Ii, u / C'_

0\
.......:J

u>u;i

u>i

u > U (in ESlk. Pol onl)l shon u )

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of milled and non-Slk. dialects

III

[!ill

~

4) fronting of long and short Ii, u / C'_
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5) diphthongization of long 6 and

'e

This section examines the reflexes from the development of the long mid vowels 6 and
(i.e.,

e following a soft consonant).

'e

The two vowels are discussed together here because of the

common tendencies in their development in most of the regions. The general process of
diphthongization (6 > yo , 'e > je) was carried out in all of the areas in question with the
exception of Pol and the 6 in parts of sWSlk. It is in the further development of the
diphthongs that the individual dialect areas became differentiated from one another. The
easternmost and westernmost regions (including Cz) underwent monophthongization, while the
central dialect areas either retained the diphthongs or change them to CV sequences, where the
C reflects a natural development of the initial semi-vowel of the diphthong:

I)

> v , j > j. The

process of monophthongization generally involved raising of the vowel (> u , i). In those
instances where the diphthong developed into a monophthong reflex withollt raising (> 0 , e ),
the reflex is the result of the absorption of the semi-vowel portion of the diphthong by the
preceding consonant (labial+1) ,palatal sonant+i ) without a change in the quality of the
following vowel.
Thus there are three basic reflex types that might serve to differentiate among the dialect
influences in the texts under investigation: 1) monophthong, raised u , i; 2) monophthong,
non-raised 0, e ,(also a in Pol); 3) diphthong and CV sequences 1)0, vo ,je ,je. (The
diphthong and CV reflexes are grouped together for the purposes of textual analysis because of
difficulties in interpretation due to 16th century orthographic practices where both / u / and / v /
could be represented by < U , v , W >, and both / i / and / j / could be represented by

< i , Y ,j >.) The presence of u and i reflexes in a text would indicate phonological influence
from the western or eastern regions: u = Cz, MSlk (except seMSlk), w-sWSlk, n-wESlk,
eESlk, Pol; i =Cz, MSlk (except seMSlk),
CVreflexes attested from 6 and

'e

W-, C-,

e-sWSlk, n-wESlk, eESlk. Diphthong and

(a marked Slk feature) would indicate phonological

influence from the central regions: 1)0, vo = seMSlk, nWSlk, CSlk, s-wESlk;

je ,je = seMSlk, ne-sWSlk, nWSlk, CSlk, s-wESlk. The non-raised, monophthong

0

and e

reflexes have geographically more restricted distributions. Attestation of these reflexes in a text
would help to determine more narrowly the source of phonological influence within the
west/east and central regions, depending on the phonological environments in which they were
attested. Presence of the monophthong a reflex would clearly indicate Pol (or possibly
marginal e-sCSlk) influence. The distribution of the reflexes from these developments is listed
in the following tables (in both tables, the left-hand column shows diphthong, CV, or
monophthong non-raised reflexes (non-u, -i ), the right-hand column shows monophthong
raised reflexes (u , i ):

i

0> Q (> u)

> u starts in 16th c., finalized

in 18th c.; length lost in Polish

- Q (close)

- yo > u still in progress in 16th c.?

(N sg. m. 'horse') ; ii (N sg. m. 'table') ; iii (N sg. m. adj. 'my')

Pol

n-w, e:

o > ~o > u

*stol'h> stul ; *mojh> muj

*konjh> kun' ; *stol'h > stul

*konjh> kvon' ; *stol'h > stvol
*mojh>moj

s-w:

- any 0 except 0 / labial_
- / labial_; length lost in ESlk

0 > ~o > YO,
6 > ~o > 0

ESlk

(~o)

*konjh> laJon' ; *stol'h > styol

O>~o

CSlk

n:

*konjh> laJon' ; *stol'h > styol

o> ~o > 0

- any 0 except 0 / labial_
-/labial_

ii

*konjh> kun' ; *stol'h > stul , stuy

*konjh > kvon ; *stol 'h > stvol
*mojh> moj iii

u still in progress in 16th c.?

o > ~o > VO, (~o)

- yo >

*konjh> kon' , laJon' , kvon'

*konjh> kon; *stol'h > stol

o > ~o > U

- variation within the region

0>0

0> 0, ~o, VO

o> ~6 > ~o

nWSlk s:

c, e, ne:

sWSlk w:

se:

*konjh> kun' ; *stol'h > stul

o> ~o > U

MSlk

examples
*konjh> kun' i; *stol'h > stul

commentary

o > ~o > U

reflex

'e

area
Cz

a) long (}

5) diphthongization of long (} and

---.J

o

i

'6> a

'6 > ~ (> e)

'6> ie > i

(N sg. f. 'faith') ; ii (N sg. ffi. 'bread')

Pol

n-w, e:

'6 > ie > je, ie
'6> ie > e

ESlk

s-w:

'6> ie

'6> i6 > ie

CSlk

n:

'6 > i6 > j6 , i6

nWSlk s:

'6> i6 > i

e:

'6 > i6 > j6 , i6

'6> i6 > i

c:

ne:

'6> i6 > i

'6 > ie, i6, j6

sWSlk w:

se:

'6> i6 > i

MSlk

reflex

'6> i6 > i

'e

area
Cz

b) long

'a, VjV ,(but:

'e > e/ 1_C)
*xleb'h > xleb

*vera > viera; *xleb'h > xleb
*vera > viera; *xleb'h > xljeb
*vera > viera; *xleb'h > xlleb
*vera > viera; *xleb'h > xl1eb
*vera > viera, viera
*xleb'h > xl'eb

-'6<~,VjV

-'6<~,VjV

- '6 < ~ , VjV , (see note d below)
- '6 < ~ , VjV ; any 'e except 'e / n' , l' , r'_
- / n', 1', r'_; length lost in ESlk

- '6 < ~ , VjV ; any 'e except 'e / _ hard dental; *xleb'h > xleb
~ (close) > e finalized in 19th c.
*vera > v'ara
-1_ hard dental ; length lost in Polish

- '6 < ~ , VjV; je > i still in progress in 16th c.? *vera > vira ; *xleb'h > xl'ib

*vera > vira ; *xleb'h > xlfb

- '6 < ~ , VjV; je > i still in progress in
16th-cent. W-, C-, e-sWSlk?
- '6 < ~, VjV, (but: 'e> e/ Cr_, Cl_)

*vera > vira ; *xleb'h > xleb

(wMSlk: xlfb)
*xleb'b > xlieb , xlieb , xljeb

*vera > vira ; *xleb'h > xleb

'e > e/ 1_)

i ;

*vera > vira ; *xleb'h > xleb

examples
*vera > vira

- '6 < ~ , VjV ,(but: 'e> e / 1_)

- '6 < ~ , 'a , VjV ,(but:

'e> e / 1_,
except wMSlk)
- '6 < ~ , 'a , VjV; variation within region

- '6 < ~ ,

commentary
- '6 < ~ , 'a, VjV ,(but:
ii

~

--....J

'e
reflexes:

parts of e-sCSlk have:

In CSlk, the phonological continuation of the -bje ending was replaced fairly early by an entirely new ending 'li. This
ending underwent the development 'li > -ja in most of CSlk, with some of the same regional differences as seen in the
development of other instances of 'li. Scholarly opinions vary on the exact origin of this 'li ending (cf. Pauliny 1990, 77-9):
*S'hdorvbje -> zdravja (most of CSlk); zdrava~, zdrave (Orava in nCSlk); zdravej (c-sCSlk); zdrava~(e-sCSlk) ('health')

In ESlk, the phonological development of 'e < -bje differs slightly from the expected development in that it does not produce
an i reflex in n-wESlk and eESlk, but rather shows an jete reflex throughout all of ESlk:
*S'hdorvhje > zdravje , zdrave ('health')

d) 'e from contraction of -hje in the N/A sg. of neuter nouns of the -(b)jo declension followed the expected phonological
developments in Cz, MSlk, WSlk, Pol:
*S'hdorvbje > zdravi (Cz) ('health'); *pbsanbje > pslini (MSlk) ('letter'); *S'hbOzbje > zbozje , zbozie (seMSlk) ('grain')
*S'hdorvbje > zdravi (w-, C-, e-sWSlk); zdravje (ne-sWSlk; s-nWSlk); zdravje (n-nWSlk); zdrov'e (Pol) ('health')

*konjb> kon' ; *stol'h > stol ; *mojb> moj
*vera > vera; *xleb'h > xl'eb

*konjb> laj,an, kvan; *stol'h> st!Jal, stval; *mojb> maj
*vera > vjara , vjara ; *xleb'h > xljab

*konjh> kon' ; *stol'h > stol ; *mojh> moj
*vera > vera; *xleb'h > xl'eb

6 > yo > ya , va (> a / labial_) 'e > ie > ia , ja
-

e-

parts of c-sCSlk retain: 6 -

c) In ESlk, many areas of s-wESlk show: 6 > 0 (in all positions) 'e > e (in all positions) -

b) In sCSlk:

a) It is possible that the final stages of development, !Jo > U; je > i in sWSlk and !Jo > u ; je > i in n-wESlk, eESlk, might still
have been in progress during the 16th century (see Pauliny 1963, 242-7 & 262-7).

notes on distribution and redistribution of 6,

-.....J

N

Sa) diphthongization of long 6

6>u

6>\10

ESlk. Pol)

(short u in

D

o

D

6>6

\'0;

~o ; 0 in ESlk)

0> vo; yo; 0
(short

NOle: diagonal shading indicales areas of mixed and non-Slk dialecls
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5b) diphthongization of long
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(shon i

D



'e > i

_- _

t---j
ne-sWSlk, s-nWSlk)

'c> ie

(je; ie in seMSlk,

'c>e;a

'e > je ; ie ; e

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of mixed and non-Slk diaJects
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6) diphthongization of long Ii /

co_

This section examines the reflexes from the diphthongization of the long high back vowel
following a hard consonant (cf. fronting of this vowel following a soft consonant described in
section 4 above). Also included here are instances of the long high back vowel in word-initial
position. This was primarily a Cz process, but did occur in the westernmost portion of MSlk
as well. The occurrence of

u > o~ (> u)

in the wMSlk area again illustrates the position of

wMSlk as a transitional dialect between the Cz dialects with

o~

to the west and the Slk dialects

with u to the east (cf. especially section 3) fronting and raising of long and short

a, a / C_C', C'_#, also section

4) fronting of long and short

transitional nature of the MSlk dialect region). Hence, an

o~

u, u / C_

regarding the

reflex attested in the texts of this

investigation would clearly indicate Cz (or possibly wMSlk) phonological influence, while an

u reflex would be a clear marker of Slk or Pol influence.
Because this phonological process did not result in a distribution of several different
reflexes among the various Slk dialect regions, its inclusion in this study was not based on its
value as a means of determining the extent of regional phonological influence in the formation
of interdialectal norms. It has been included here because of the clean isogloss that it draws
between Cz and Slk (except wMSlk). Such a clean division allows for the determination of the
degree of Slk versus Cz phonological influence present in the texts under investigation. In
addition, because there is a single reflex for all of the Slk regions, the relative degree of Slk
influence in the texts can be measured comparatively from region to region. The fact that the
Pol reflex is identical to the Slk reflex should have little effect on this analysis since the

u> u are limited to the original oral vowel *u, and the majority of the
attested instances of u in the texts derive from the original nasal vowel *Q (which in Pol

instances of Pol

developed further as a nasal vowel). The distribution of the reflexes from this development can
be summarized as follows (the right-hand column shows the diphthong reflexes):

U>U>u

U>U>u

ESlk

Pol

ii

*kupil'h> kupil , kupiy ; *mQka > muka
*dobrojQ > dobru
*kupil'h> kupiy , kUpil ; *mQka > muka
(*dobrojQ > dobroy , see note c below)
*kupil'h> kupil , kupilJ: ; *sQsed'h> sused , susid
*dobrojQ > dobru
*kupil'h > kupil

- U < u, Q, VjV

-U < u, Q, VjV

- U < U , Q, VjV; length lost in ESlk

- U < u; length lost in Pol

*dobrojQ > dobru

- U < u, Q, VjV; everywhere but wMSlk *kupi(tb) > kupf v ; *mQka > muka

*kupil'h > kupfl ; *mQka > moyka , muka
*starojQ > staroy iv

examples
*kupil'h> koypil i ; *mQka > moyka
*dobrojQ > dobroy iii

(m. sg.l-part. 'to buy') ; ii (N sg. f. 'flour') ; iii (I sg. f. adj. 'good') ; iv (I sg. f. adj. 'old') ; v (3rd sg. n-p. 'to buy')
vi (N sg. m. 'neighbor')

U>U

CSlk

i

U>U

WSlk

U>U

U> a"9 > 0"9 (> u) - u < U , Q, VjV; regional variation

w:

MSlk

commentary
- u < u, Q, VjV

u> a"9 > 0"9

reflex

co_

Cz

area

6) diphthongization of long Ii /

vi

.......:J

0\

«
u , Q) there are also some instances of 0 > lJO > Ii > alJ > olJ :

c) In CSlk, the ending -ojQ in the I sg. of feminine nouns, pronouns and adjectives followed a development separate from Cz and
the rest of Slk. According to Pauliny (1963, 97-100; 1990, 64) and Vazny (1964, 114) the development of these I sg. f. forms
in CSlk was as follows: *dobrojQ> *dobroju > dobrou > dobrolJ - i.e., first denasalization, then loss of jot (but no contraction);
while in Cz and the rest of Slk the development was: *dobrojQ> *dobrQ > dobru (> dobrolJ (Cz & wMSlk)) - i.e., loss of jot
(with contraction), then denasalization. Thus, in CSlk there never was a long u in this position. Instead there existed from early
on an original OlJ desinence (not! OlJ < alJ < u). In much of e-sCSlk, this OlJ underwent the same further development as olJ
from other sources: *dobrojQ > dobrolJ > dobro .

*VOZ1J > *voz > *vlJoz > *vuz > *valJz > vOlJZ (N sg. m. 'wagon, cart')

b) In the regions of wMSlk that show olJ

a) The modem Cz literary language, as a rule, shows no diphthongization of long u in word-initial position (although such word
initial diphthongization of long u is present dialectally). Komarek (1962, 166) attributes this lack of diphthongization in the
literary language to the influence of identical forms with short u- that frequently co-existed alongside the forms in long u- :
udolf / udolf; utery / utery; unor / unor; usta / usta; etc.

notes on distribution and redistribution of Co Ii reflexes:
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7) assibilation of d /_j
This section examines the reflexes from the Proto-Slavic "jot palatalization" of the voiced
dental stop. This process produced two reflexes, the fricative z and the affricate 3, in the
regions under investigation. The isogloss dividing these two reflexes runs roughly along the
border separating MSlk and WSlk, although the line is not sharp since sMSlk and seMSlk
exhibit some instances of 3 alongside the majority reflex z , while w-sWSlk shows instances
of z alongside the more frequent 3.
Thus, a text exhibiting exclusively a z reflex would be marked as Cz or MSlk (except
sMSlk and seMSlk), while the presence of 3 reflexes would clearly indicate other Slk or Pol
phonological influence. A text exhibiting both z and 3 would require further analysis on the
basis of the distribution of the two reflexes to determine whether it reflected sMSlk, seMSlk, or
w-sWSlk distributions or other patterns resulting from competing phonological systems.
However, a text showing exclusively a 3 reflex would be clearly marked as Slk (except
sMSlk, seMSlk, w-sWSlk) or Pol. The distribution of the reflexes from this development is
listed below (the left-hand column shows the affricate reflex, the right-hand column - the
fricative reflex):

dj >3

Pol

-

or dj > 3 > Z

regional variation (see note a below)

dj > 3in isolated fonns in s & seMSlk

- everywhere but w-sWSlk

-

dj > 3 > Z

dj > 3 > z

commentary
i ;

*gOVt:.djbjb> hovjez(
ii

*medji > m't:.3Y

*medji > me3i; *gOVt:.djbjb> hove3i

*medji > me3i; *gOVt:.djbjb> hovii:)f, hove:)f

*medji > me3i; *goVt:.djbjb> hova:)f

*medji> me3i; mezi
*goVt:.djbjb > hovla:)f; hovlaz( , hovlez(

*medja > meza iii; *gOVt:.djbjb> hovjez(
(seMSlk: me3a; hova:)f)

examples
*medji> mezi

b) The fonn meji appears quite prominently in portions ofESlk (particularly in eESlk).

a) The development dj > 3> z occurs in the western regions of w-sWSlk along the border with MSlk. There is not a sharp
boundary dividing the instances of the two reflexes ( z ; 3) in w-sWSlk, since different lexical items exhibit different
geographical distributions of z vs. 3 . (For example, mezi occurs in a more restricted area of w-sWSlk than
hovlaz(/hovlez( (Krajcovic 1963, map 6).)

notes on distribution and redistribution of dj reflexes:

(prep. 'between') ; ii (N sg. m. adj. 'beef, bovine') ; iii (N sg. f. 'balk, boundary')

dj >3

ESlk

i

dj >3

CSlk

dj >3

dj > 3

WSlk

w-s:

(dj > 3)

reflex

MSlk

Cz

area

7) assibilation of d /_j
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8) assibilation of d, t

/_e, j, e, b ,~

(i.e., all front vowels)

This section examines the reflexes resulting from the effects of front vowels on preceding
dental stops (both voiced and unvoiced). In some of the regions, two different reflexes arose in
complementary distribution conditioned by the specific front vowel(s) involved in the process.
In other regions all front vowels produced the same reflex. Hence the pattern of distribution of
these reflexes is rather uneven and cannot easily be described in tenns of larger geographical
groupings of individual regions4 .
It can be noted that nWSlk, ESlk and Pol show consistent assibilation before all front
vowels, though differing in the final phonetic nature of the reflexes (dental affricates 3, c in
nWSlk and ESlk vs. palatalized alveolar affricates

3, c in Pol).

Thus a text showing

exclusively assibilated reflexes before all front vowels would be clearly marked as nWSlk,
ESlk or Pol, with the difference in the phonetic nature of the affricates (in so far as this is
discernible in the textual orthography) distinguishing the Slk dialects from Pol. On the other
hand, Cz, MSlk, e-sWSlk and CSlk exhibit no assibilated reflexes before any front vowel.
Hence, a text displaying no instances of assibilation would indicate the influence of the Cz,
MSlk, e-sWSlk or CSlk phonological systems. The remaining sWSlk dialect areas show two
patterns of complementary distribution of both assibilated and non-assibilated reflexes, with
neither area showing assibilation before e or

b.

A text exhibiting both assibilated and non

assibilated reflexes would require further analysis on the basis of the distribution of the two
reflexes in order to detennine whether the reflexes follow the complementary pattern of w-,

C-,

or ne-sWSlk, or whether they present evidence of two competing phonological systems
creating a different or random pattern. The distribution of the reflexes from the development of
the sequence d, t+front vowel is listed below. Because of the similarities in their development
in each of the regions, d and t have been included together in a single table (the left-hand
column shows non-assibilated reflexes, the right-hand column - assibilated reflexes):

4 Although the palatalized reflexes d' ,t' have been listed in the reflex table following this discussion, the
issue of the softness of d and t in this environment will not be addressed here, the only concern of this
section being the presence or absence of assibilation. The softness of consonants was not consistently marked
in the texts of this period. It would therefore be difficult to deternline accurately the extent to which the
presence or absence of softness in any given text was due to phonological changes or simply to inadequacies of
orthography.

CSlk

nWSlk

e:

c, ne:

sWSlk w:

*deti > d'et'i ; *jhdete> id'et'e
*dhnb> d'en' ; *t~zhk'bjh > t'azkf
*tbrna > trna vii

-I_~C

d>d; t>t

/_~)

-I_e, i, e, b, ~ (except

d>d'; t>t'

d>d; t>t

*deti > 3eci ; *jbdete> i3ece
*dhnb> 3en' ; *t~zhk'bjh > cazkf, (cazkf)

*deti > 3eci
*jhdete> idete ; *dhnh> den
*t~zbk'bjh > tazkf

*deti > 3eci ; *t~zhk'bjh > cazkf, (cazkf)
*jhdete> idete ; *dhnh> den

*jhdete> idete ; *dhnh> den ; *t~gati > tahat

-I_e,i,e,b,~

-I_e,b,~

-I- e, i

(> a)

*deti > deti ; *jhdete> idete
*dhnb> den ; *t~zhk'bjh > tazkf

d>3; t>c

d>3 ; t>c

-I_e, b

-I_e,i,~

, ~

-I_e,i,e,b,~

d>d; t>t

d>d; t>t

d>3 ; t>c

-I_e , b

in the 15-16th c. on the Cz model

-I_e , i , ~ (> e); assibilation reversed

vi

*deti > d'et'i ; *t~zhko > t'ezko

-I_e , i , ~ (> e)
-I_e , b , ~ (> a)

d>d'; t>t'
d>d; t>t

d>3 ; t>c
->3 > d'; c > t'
d>d; t>t

examples
*deti > d'et'i i ; *t~zhk'bjh > t'ezkf ii
*jbdete> (j)dete iii; *dhnh> den iv
*t~gati > tahat v

commentary

/_e, j, e, h , ~ (i.e., all front vowels)
and b) t /_e, j , e, b , ~

reflex

/_e, j , e, b ,~

MSlk

area
Cz

a) d

8) assibilation of d, t

00

w

d>3; t>c

-!_e,i,e,b,«

commentary
d>3; t>c -!_e,i,e,b,«
*deti > feci; *jhdete > ifece
*dhnh> fen' ; *t~zhk'hjh > cezki

examples
*deti > 3eci ; *jhdete> i3ece
*dhnh> 3en' ; *t~zhk'hjh > cezki , (cezki)

(N pl. n. 'children') ; ii (N sg. m. adj. 'heavy') ; iii (2nd pl. n-p. 'to go') ; iv (N sg. m. 'day') ; v (inf. 'to pull')
vi (adv. 'hard, with difficulty') ; vii (N sg. f. 'darkness')

reflex

!_~

-

(N sg. f. 'village')
*platiti > placic (inf. 'to pay')
*radosth> radosc (N sg. f. 'joy')
*S'hCesthn'Djh (> st'astni) > scasni
(N sg. m. adj. 'happy')

*deti> deti ; *jhdete> idete ; *dhnh> den; *tezhk'hjh> tiizki

some areas have: d > 3 ; t > c !_i - *deti> deci ; *dedina > deJina
c also developed consistently in these areas from: word-final -t' word-final -st' C-cluster -st' - -

c) In e-sCSlk: some areas show consistent hard reflexes -

b) In a small area of w-sWSlk around the town Skalica and in a larger area of s-nWSlk around the town Trencln there was
consistent reversal of assibilation: 3> d' ; c > t' (also some hard d; t around Trencin)
Skalica: *deti > 3eci > d'et'i ; *t~ > ca > t'a (A sg. prone 'you')
Trencin: *deti > 3eci > d'et'i; *jhdete> i3ece> id'et'e; *dhnh> 3en' > d'en' ; *t~zhk'hjh> cazki> t'azki

*jhdete > id'et'e ; dhnh> d'en'

*koSth> kost' (N sg. f. 'bone')

seMSlk shows regional: d> d' ; t > t' !_e , b -

a) MSlk often exhibits: d > d' ; t > t'

notes on distribution and redistribution of d', t' reflexes:

i

Pol

area
ESlk

~

00

8a) assibilation of d /_e, i , e, ], ,
~

d>d;3

d> 3

d > d; d'

I

I

I

I

I

[8]

(ine-sWSlkonly d)

d > 3'

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of mixed and non-Slk diaJects
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(i.e., all front vowels)
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8b) assibilation of t

/_e, i , e, D , ~

t> t;

C

>t;C

t>c

t

8J]

(in e-sWSlk only I)

t>C

Note: diagonal shading indicates areas of miled and non-Slk dialects
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9) palatalization of r /_e , j, e, b

, ~,j

(i.e., all front vowels and J)

This section examines the reflexes from the softening of r when followed by a front vowel
or jot. Cz and MSlk (except seMSlk) in the west, along with Pol in the east, show a palatal

z in Pol) in this position, while the seMSlk, WSlk, CSlk and ESlk dialect
areas exhibit a hardened r as the reflex. Thus, a palatal f / z reflex attested in the texts of this

consonant f (>

investigation would clearly indicate Cz, MSlk or Pol phonological influence, while a hard r
reflex would be a clear marker of WSlk, CSlk, or ESlk influence. The distribution of the
reflexes from this palatalization process is as follows (the right-hand column shows the
softened reflexes):

r> r' > r

r> r' > r

CSlk

ESlk

iii;

*remenh> remen'

*brezina > breiina
*remenh> remen' , remin'

*brezina > brezina ; *remenh> remen'

*brezina > brezina

*breza > breza ; *remenh> remen'

*breza> bfeza ; *remenh> femen'

examples
(*berza » *breza > bffza
*remenh> femen ii

Similarly Pol shows r > r' > r in the sequence

- Cz and MSlk show r > r' > r in the sequence
r~+c, 1, I

c, n', s:

, n , n' , s :

r~+hard dental, C ,

*starhCh > stazec but *starhca > starca
(N sg. m. 'old man') (G sg. m. 'old man')

*starhCh> stafec but *starhca > starce (Cz)

z) - f > z starts in 14th c., finalized in 17th c. *breza > bzoza ; *remenh> zem'en'

(N sg. f. 'birch tree') ; ii (N sg. m. 'strap') ; iii (N sg. f. 'birch grove')

r > r' > f (>

commentary

notes on distribution and redistribution of r' reflexes:

i

Pol

r> r' > r

WSlk

r> r' > r

r> r' > f

MSlk

se:

r> r' > f

reflex

Cz

area

9) palatalization of r /_e, i , e, b , f, j (i.e., all front vowels and J)
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As the purpose of this study is to attempt to detennine whether distinct patterns of
regionally varied interdialectal nonn development can be discerned in the written language of
16th century Slovakia, the analysis of the phonological data will be presented within the
framework of the major dialect regions of MSlk, WSlk, CSlk and ESlk. The entire set of 9
phonological processes will be investigated for each major dialect region before moving on to
the next region. This type of incremental geographical analysis of the entire set of features
should reveal any developing interdialectal nonns more accurately than a feature by feature
analysis of the entire Slk territory. By investigating the entire set of processes for a single
region, any similarities in the reflexes of the individual texts will first become apparent in a
smaller, regional context. It will be possible to detennine the extent of individual or regional
dialect influence on the phonology of the texts and the degree to which these individual or
regional dialect influences are responsible for any consistent reflex patterning detected in the
texts. (For example, is there evidence for the development of a smaller sWSlk interdialectal
norm, or for a larger WSlk nonn? To which dialect influences does the sWSlk or WSlk
interdialectal nonn owe its consistent phonological patterns?) Then the regional patterns of
reflexes can be compared for possible interregional consistency. As the texts are analyzed in
successively larger dialect groupings, from individual to regional to interregional, it will become
possible to detennine the scope of consistency in usage. If instances of interregional
consistency are found, it should also be possible to determine to which regional interdialectal
nonn the interregional pattern can be ascribed (For example, is there evidence for the use of a
WSlk interdialectal nonn in the CSlk region?). The analysis will begin with the MSlk texts and
will continue in a west -> east geographical order through WSlk, CSlk and ESlk.

CHAPTER IV: INVESTIGATION OF THE MORAVIAN SLOVAK CORPUS
Analysis of the textual data
1) vocalization of strong

and

f»

(103 fonns ('b and

b

h

together))

The analysis in this section considers jer vocalization in roots, prefixes and suffixes, but
does not take into account nominal desinences 1. Analogical leveling and paradigmatic shifts
often obscured the original distribution of jer reflexes in such desinences, thus rendering them
ambiguous for the purposes of tracing phonological development.
The data collected for this development show, with only one deviation, the expected
developments of 'b > e and
Examples:

«
«

h

> 'e > e .

'b)

<nadepsany> 2 , <patek>, <przede>

h )

<den>, <konecz>, <spravedlivie>

The one deviation is the preposition k'b > ku , which is found in this fonn three times
throughout the MSlk territory. However, k'b > ku occurred throughout the entire area of this
investigation and exists to this day in the standard Slk, Cz and Pol literary languages. It
therefore has no bearing on this investigation.

2) development of syllabic r and
(76 r-forms, 22 i-forms)
a) syllabic

r

I

(and related Cn, C and Clf» C)

(and related Cn, C)

The textually attested reflexes of syllabic
the expected MSlk patterns of
Examples:

« r)
« r'b)

r > r and

r, Cr'bC

r~ >

exhibit almost complete agreement with

re , r'k > r~ > r .

<cztvrtek>, <drzeti>, <nayprv>, <smrti>, <svrchu>
<opatrnym>, <opatrnoste[m]>, <oppatrny> (The only instances
of Cr'bC available in the MSlk texts are forms from *opatr~n-.)

1 Nominal desinences that included strong jers are the following (cited in their Proto-Slavic forms based on
Klemensiewicz, Lehr-Splawinski, Urbanczyk 1981,266-311; Pauliny 1990,28-32; Vcizny 1964,21-95):

I sg. m. & n. of all stem classes (except alja-stems): -'bmb I
D & L pI. m. & f. i-stems: -bm'b (D) and -bX'b (L)
D & L pI. m., f. & n. C-stems: -bm'b (D) and -bX'b (L)

-bmb

2 Complete grammatical, lexical, etymological and referential information for each of the textual examples
cited in this and the following three chapters can be found in the "Index of cited forms" and the "Glossary" at
the back of this work. It should be noted that the examples throughout this work are cited exactly as they
appear in the text editions that were used for this investigation (see Appendix B for the secondary source of each
of the texts of the corpus). It should also be noted here that personal names (both given names and surnames,
and their derivatives) and city names (and their derivatives) were not included among the data collected for this
investigation.
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There are only two exceptions to the expected reflexes: <teprova> « *-PfV-) (Vh. Brod
1531); <czyrkvy> « *cf'k-) (Veself n. Mor. 1549a) (however, the contemporary Slk and Cz
forms are also cirkev / cfrkev ).

b) syllabic

I (and related

CI'hC)

The development of J is expected to produce a regionally varied distribution of J, lu , U
reflexes in MSlk, but the pattern attested in the texts is consistent for the entire territory and is
more like that expected for Cz than for MSlk. As in Cz, the reflexes here show:

l' > I / labial

o

0



:

Examples: <naplnite>, <plnu>

J> lu elsewhere:
Examples: <dluh>, <dluzen>, <mluviti>, <nadluze>, <smluva>

The only clear example of CI'bC in this section follows the development expected for both
Cz and MSlk CI'!!C> CJC: <dobromysl[n]e> (Veself n. Mor. 1549b).

3) fronting and raising of long and short

a, a / C'_C', C'_#

(112 long a-forms, 129 short a-forms)

a) long

a

In the investigation of the textual reflexes in this section, long

a from contraction in soft

stem adjectival desinences is not considered3 . The influence of morphological and paradigmatic
factors on the development of adjectival paradigms usually affected the expected phonological
development to such a degree that the discussion of the development of such desinences is
better left to morphological analysis. Such is the case here.
The most common sources of long

a in the MSlk texts are:

a) contraction in the G sg., N pl. and A pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-bje,
e.g., *S'bdOrvbja (same form for all three cases)
b) contraction of *-bja- in certain noun and verb stems, e.g., *prbjateljb, *prbjati
c) long

~

in certain stems, e.g.,

*pen~dzb, *v~tje

d) long ~ in PrAP forms of i-stem verbs (and deverbal adj's. based on PrAP forms),
e.g., *pros~ci (N sg. f. PrAP), *pros~ce (N pl. m. PrAP)

a in a soft environment is expected to produce a fronted and raised reflex a> e> i
in all instances in MSlk, except for word-final ~ > a> a.
Long

3 a from contraction occurred in the following soft-stem adj. desinences (examples are cited in their non
contracted Proto-Slavic forms based on Klemensiewicz, Lehr-Splawinski, Urbanczyk 1981,327-8; Pauliny

1990,117; Vazny 1964, 112-5):
N sg. f.
N/A pI. n.

pesaja
pesaja

(= 'walking, foot-')
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The textually attested reflexes for the neuter noun fonns ending in *-hja, are in agreement
with those expected for MSlk. They illustrate without exception the narrowing and raising

-a > -e > -{. The single slight deviation appears to illustrate the intermediate stage
-e, which is not surprising since the spelling <ie> in this position was in use until the

*-hja>
with

mid 16th century in Cz orthography.
Examples: <poruczeni> (G sg.), <psany> (G sg.), <Zdravy> (G sg.)

except: <Zdravye> (G sg.) (Vh. Brad 1547)

The data for word-internal *-hja- consist entirely of forms derived from the root *prhja- .
Gebauer asserts (1963, 99-100) that in the suffix of the noun *prhjateljh the 1 is soft only
in the singular « *-tel-j-), while in the plural it is hard « *-tel-). Further, it is proposed (see,
for example, Lamprecht, Slosar, Bauer 1986, 60) that in Cz dispalatalization of C' occurred in
the combination C'eC where Co was a hard dental. Hence in the singular fonn of the suffix
0

«*-tel-j-) the t would remain soft because of the soft 1 following the e, while in the plural
fonn

« *-tel-) the t would become hard because of the following hard 1. Therefore the

fronting and raising

*hja > a> e > { would be expected in Cz only in those fonns that

preserved the softness of the t - i.e., all forms of the singular, those fonns of the plural that
had endings beginning with a softening vowel (NN and L), derivatives (which according to
Gebauer, lac. cit., always had soft *-tel'-).
Contrary to the developments outlined above, the data from the texts consistently exhibit the
development *prhja- > pfa- in all plural forms of the noun *prhjateljh (no instances of the
sg. are attested) and in the various derivations from this stem such as *prhjateljbstvol-hstvije
and *prhjateljhSk'hjh.
Examples: <przatele> (N pl.), <przatele> (V pl.), <przatel> (G pl.),

<przatelom> (D pl.), <przately> (I pl.), <przatelstvi>, <przatelsky>
The infinitive *prhjati and the pI. form of its I-part. *prhjali constitute another source of
possible *-hja- >

a> e> { in the root

*prhja-. There are no examples in the texts of the

infinitive, but all examples of the pl. I-part., like the examples for *prhjateljh, show an a
reflex.
Examples: <przalj>, <przaly>

It should be noted here that Cz, through analogical leveling, reordered the distribution of a
and i in the fonns from the root *prhja-, so that the present-day standard paradigms show an
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a reflex: 1) in all pl. and some derived forms of *prbjatel- ; 2) in the infinitive and all past
tense forms of *prbjati. The attested textual distribution described above follows this
reordered distribution almost completely.
The reflexes deriving from long ~ in sterns exhibit without exception the expected fronting
and raising

~

> a>

e> {.

Examples: <narzyzenymi>, <penize> (A pl.), <vicz>, <vicze>, <vzyti>

Likewise, the i-stern PrAP fonns (and deverbal adj's. derived from them) with long ~ all
contain the fronted and raised reflex.
Examples: <chticze>, <naleziczy>, <przistaupicz>

b) short a

Unlike the textual reflexes of long

a, which do not present a completely uniform picture,

the reflexes of short a in the texts exhibit the fronting and raising process a > e with only
five exceptions. However, this is not what is anticipated for the MSlk dialectal region, where
a > a is the expected development and only non-word-final ~ is expected to develop
~

> a > e (with some divergence in wMSlk showing word-final

~

> a > e). The consistent e

reflex found here is more reminiscent of Cz.
Examples: «~)

except:

Examples:

except:

«

a)

<Kniez>, <maje> (PrAP), <pamiet>, <Poczeti>,
<se> (refl. pron.), <urzednika>, <znaje> (PrAP)
<svatey> (Brumov-BylniceI539); <svatem> (Bfeclav 1539);
<svattem> (Veself n. Mor. 1549a)
<drzeti>, <krale> (G sg. m.), <peczeth>, <rychtarze> (G sg. m.),
<slysseti>
<miessczane> (Valas. MeziffcfI541);
<Miessczane> (Velka n. Vel. 1548)

It is interesting to note that there are also textual examples of an e reflex where it is not
supported by the phonological environment in Slk or Cz (i.e., in fonns with C'_C 0). Cz
paradigms that contained alternating hard C'_C

0



soft C'_C' environments, and thus

alternating a - e as a result of the a > e process, often underwent analogical leveling in favor
of one or the other of the alternating reflexes. The attested examples with the unwarranted e
reflex are most likely due to such analogical leveling causing a -> e , since in most cases other
forms related to the exceptional forms do support the e reflex (i.e., forms with C'_C' ).
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Examples: <nenalezelo> (cf. nalezeli), <slyssela> (cf. slyseli)

(the fonn in parenthesis indicates an OCz form with a > e in the soft
C'_C' environment that could have served as a possible basis for
o
analogical a -> e in the hard C'_C fonn attested in the texts)
With this in mind, it is also possible to explain all five textual exceptions that exhibit a
despite the soft C'_C' environment as instances of analogical leveling in the other direction:

e -> a. For example, of the forms of the adjective

*sv~t'hjh , only those forms whose

desinence begins with a softening (front) vowel would have the necessary soft C'_C'
environment to support

~

> a > e - i.e., only DIL sg. f., L sg. m./n., N pl. m. amm. The other

forms would show an unchanged a reflex due to a hard C'_C ° environment. In the
instance of the textual forms, <svatey> (L sg. f.), <svatem> (L sg. m.), <svattem> (L sg. m.),
the leveling was in favor of the unchanged a reflex. Interestingly, all such instances of
possible analogical leveling seen in the texts (both a -> e and e -> a ) are identical to the
patterns found in modem Cz.
4) fronting of long and short Ii, u / C'_ (72 forms (u and u together))
In the MSlk texts, the fonns containing the sequences C'U and C'u show without

exception the development u > i. However, this development is expected only for Cz and
c-sCSlk, not for MSlk where the expected reflexes are

u and

u, with only the A and 1 sg. f.

soft-stem adj. desinences (and occasional other instances) showing u > i ·
Examples: <ji> (A sg. f. pron.), <jiz>, <lepssy> (A sg. f. adj.), <lidy>,

<majicz> (PrAP), <nemaji> (3rd pl. n-p.), <Psani> (D sg. n.),
<praczujycz> (PrAP), <rychtarzy> (D sg. m.), <slibil>
<spravedlnosti> (I sg. f.)
Note that in the PrAP fonn <praczujycz> the u in the sequence <-czuj-> also falls under
the conditions for the change u > i. Such was the case for all verbs with n-p. stems in -C'uj-.
Fonns containing the change -C'uj- > -C'ij- are attested in Cz in the 14th and early 15th
centuries, but they later gave way in favor of the original sequence with u as found in the
example <praczujycz> quoted above (see Gebauer 1963, 274). There are no instances of this
development -C'uj- > -C'ij- in n-p. verbal stems in the entire Slk corpus.
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5) diphthongization of long 6 and
a) long 6

'e

(35 o-fonns, 57 'e-fonns)

As in the section on strong jer development, in this section nominal desinences are not
considered in the analysis of instances of long 0 4. Again, analogical leveling and paradigmatic
shifts obscured the original distribution of reflexes in these desinences, thus rendering them
ambiguous for the purposes of tracing phonological development.
The reflexes of long 0 in MSlk are expected to exhibit diphthongization and raising

o > !!o > U , everywhere but in seMSlk. The seMSlk region is expected to show variation
among three reflexes, O,!!O, vo. The textual examples are fairly evenly divided between

uo

and u reflexes with 16 (46%) showing an uo reflex, and 18 (51 %) showing an u reflex.
Both the fonns in uo and the fonns in u are fairly evenly distributed throughout the MSlk
territory. There is only 1 fonn in the texts that exhibits an

0

reflex.

Examples: (> uo) <Buoh>, <muoy>, <muozte>, <vuole>, <zuostali>

(> u)
(> 0)

<Buh>, <muj>, <dopomuziete>, <vule>, <pozustal>
<doviernosti> (Uh. Brod 1530)

As stated in the section in Chapter lIon orthography, there is a problem of ambiguity in
16th century Cz orthographic practices regarding the representation of the reflexes of long

o.

Although the development 0 > !!O > u was completed in Cz by the end of the 15th century, the
spellings <0> and <uo> were in use alongside <u> in Cz orthography until well into the
16th century. Thus, <0> could represent both 0 and U, and <uo> could represent both
and U ,in addition to <u> =

u in texts from this period.

!!o

This problem of ambiguity is

especially acute in the MSlk corpus, since the MSlk texts are all from the first half of the 16th
century when the orthographic instability was greatest. It is therefore difficult to ascertain
whether the distribution of reflexes from long 0 outlined here is a reflection of dialectal
variation in the phonology of the MSlk texts, or merely a reflection of random variation in the
orthography of the texts. The <uo> grapheme is present in nearly 50% of the fonns, and only
a close orthographic analysis of each individual text would provide some (limited) insight into
the phonological value of the individual instances of this grapheme.

4 Nominal desinences that included long 6 are the following (cited in their Proto-Slavic forms based on
Klemensiewicz, Lehr-Splawinski, Urbanczyk 1981,226-7,266-311; Pauliny 1990,28-32; Vazny 1964,21-95):

I sg. m. & n. o-stems: -omb
D pI. m. & n. o-stems: -om'b
G pI. m. u-stems (later generalized to other m. stems):

-OV'b

(Also of note here as a nominal form containing long 6 is the N sg. m. pOSSe adj. form:

-OV'b)
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'e

b) long

As in the section on long
long

'e

a, in this section adjectival desinences that originally contained

from contraction are not considered. This includes

'e

from contraction in both the

hard-stem and soft-stem adjectival declension classes5 • Again, the influence of morphological
and paradigmatic factors on the development of the adjectival paradigms affected the expected
phonological development to such a degree that the discussion of the development of these
desinences is better left to morphological analysis.
The most prevalent sources of

'e

in the MSlk texts are:

a) contraction in the N/A sg., D pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-hje, *-hstvije ,
e.g., *S'bdOrvhje (N/A sg.), *S'bdOrvhjem'b (D pl.)
b) long
c) long

i
i

in nominal and infinitival stems, e.g., *delo , *jhmeti, *mesto , *vera
in the n-p. stems of several verbs, e.g., *vemh

«- *vedeti), *ume(m) «- *umeti)

Diphthongization and subsequent monophthongization and raising are expected from

'e > ie > i is expected in all instances, with the
exception of 'e> e/ 1_ (wMSlk exhibits 'e > ie > i everywhere including 'e / 1_). Only
seMSlk retains the diphthong stage in various forms (ie ,ie ,je ).

long

'e

in most of MSlk. The development

The reflexes found in the neuter noun forms in *-hje, *-hstvije correspond completely to
the development
Examples:

'e > ie > i.

<poruczenstvi> (N sg.), <psani> (A sg.), <zdravy> (A sg.)

The textual examples of long

i

in nominal and verbal (inf. and n-p.) stems show only 3

exceptions to the raised monophthong reflex.
<dyla>, <mistie>, <miti>, <neodpirali>, <nevime>, <rozdylu>,
<vyminek>, <virzu>, <vyte>, <zny>
except: <viery> (Bfeclav 1539); <vye> (2x) (Vh. Brod 1547)

Examples:

5 'e from contraction occurred in the following hard-stem and soft-stem adj. desinences (examples are cited
in their non-contracted Proto-Slavic forms based on Klemensiewicz, Lehr-Splawinski, Urbanczyk 1981,327-8;
Pauliny 1990, 117; Vazny 1964, 112-5):
(= 'good')
dobrejemh
hard stem:
L sg. m.
dobreji
DIL sg. f.
dobrejemh
L sg. n.

soft stem:

L sg. m.
A pI. m.
G sg. f.
N/A pI. f.
N/A sg. n.
L sg. n.

pesijemh
peseje
peseje
peseje
peseje
pesijemh

(= 'walking, foot-')
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As discussed in the section in Chapter lIon orthography, Cz orthographic practices were
conservative in the representation of the reflexes from this phonological development in texts
from the first half of the 16th century. The grapheme <ie> was still in use at the beginning of
the 16th century (alongside <i» despite the completion of the phonological change

'e > je > (

in Cz before the end of the 15th century. Thus it would be possible to interpret <ie> either as
an archaic representation of i or as an accurate representation of je in the MSlk corpus under
investigation here (which includes only pre-1550 texts). The possible ambiguity of the
grapheme <ie> does not playa crucial role in this portion of the study, however, since the
attested MSlk forms show with only three exceptions the unambiguous symbols <i>, <y> .
6) diphthongization of long Ii /
The diphthongization process

co_ (183 fonns)
u> a~ > o~ (with further

o~

>

u in certain areas) is only

expected in wMSlk, while the remainder of the territory is expected to retain the original

u.

The textual data show both an au and an u reflex. The data from wMSlk (the town
Kromeffz) and from the towns nearest wMSlk (Uh. Hradiste and Uh. Ostroh) do exhibit a
majority of the diphthong reflex expected for the region - out of 44 forms, 31 (70%) contain
the au reflex. Elsewhere, the distribution is more strongly in favor of the u reflex with two
thirds (93) of the 139 fonns showing this non-diphthongized reflex. In fact, of the 17 texts
outside the wMSlk region, there are six that contain only fonns in u. In general, there is no
completely clear pattern to the distribution of the reflexes, although there seems to be a
grammatical bias toward fonns in u for A sg. and I sg. f. adj's. and I sg. f. nouns (only eight
fonns (15%) out of 54 contain a diphthong).
Examples: (> u)

<budu-li>, <ma[n]zielku> (I sg. f.), <mudrzy>, <neysu>,
<slussnu> (A sg. f. adj.), <svu> (I sg. f. adj.), <utery>,
<vezmucz> (PrAP)
(> au) <cztaucz> (PrAP), <maudrzy>, <nemohau>, <radau> (I sg. f.),
<slussnau> (A sg. f. adj.), <sau>, <sauseda>, <autery>

It is again necessary to consider the Cz orthographic practices of the 16th century when
analyzing the reflexes of long

u as recorded in the MSlk corpus.

in Chapter lIon orthography, the change

u> a~ > o~

As mentioned in the section

was completed in Cz by the end of the

15th century, but the grapheme <au> did not prevail over <u> in the representation of aLJloLJ
until the middle of the 16th century. Thus the grapheme <u> could denote both

u and

aLJloLJ

in texts from the first half of the century. This issue is especially important for the MSlk
corpus, since all the MSlk texts are pre-1550. Therefore it is difficult to ascertain whether the
MSlk textual distribution of reflexes from long U, as outlined here, is a reflection of dialectal
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variation in the phonology of the texts, or merely a reflection of random variation in the
orthography of the texts. In the extreme case, all instances of <u> in the texts could actually
represent al)/ol) , however, only a close orthographic analysis of each individual text would
provide some (limited) insight into the phonological value of the individual instances of <u>.
7) assibilation of d /_j (10 forms)
The MSlk data for this feature are quite limited, however, they do present a fairly wide
spread geographical and chronological distribution with fonns from Straznice 1532, Uh. Brod
1540b, Uh. Ostroh 1533, Valas. Mezirfcf 1541 and Veself n. Mor. 1549b.
MSlk is expected to exhibit dj > z throughout the entire territory, with isolated instances of
dj > 3 in seMSlk and sMSlk. Unfortunately there are no fonns containing dj attested in the

texts from seMSlk and sMSlk, hence the distribution picture furnished by the textual evidence
is somewhat incomplete. The attested textual forms show exclusively dj > z as expected for
the geographical regions 'in which they occur.
Examples: <mezy>, <narzyzenymi>, <nesnazy>, <przirozena>, <urozeny>

/_e, j, e, b , ~ (i.e., all front vowels)
a) d /_e, j, e, b ,~ and b) t /_e, j, e, b , ~

8) assibilation of d, t

(89 d-forms, 361 t-forms)

As discussed in the initial summary table of expected reflexes from this phonological
process, the assibilated reflexes 3, c were present for a time in MSlk, but were later
reanalyzed according to the Cz model, reverting back to non-assibilated d', t' by the 16th
century. This is the state that is found in the texts. There are no textual examples of d> 3 or

t> c.
Examples:

«

d) <viedieti> (-de-), <przihodila> (-di-), <budethe> (-de-),

<den>
Examples:

«

t)

(-d~-),

<lidmi> ( -d~-), <vdieczne> (-d~-)

<miestie> (-te- ; L sg. n.), <dopustiti> (-ti-), <przatele> (-te-),
<svatostmi> (-t~-), <tiezky[m]> (-t~-)

The issue of the softness of d and

t

in this environment will not be addressed here, the

only concern of this section being the presence or absence of assibilation. The softness of
consonants was not consistently marked in the texts of this period. It would therefore be
difficult to determine accurately the extent to which the presence or absence of softness in any
given text was due to phonological changes or simply to inadequacies of orthography.
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9) palatalization of r /_e , j, e, 11 , f, j (i.e., all front vowels and J) (266 forms)
The change r > r' > f is expected for the entire MSlk region with the exception of
seMSlk, where r > r' > r is the expected development. In the texts, the data show a f reflex
consistently, even in the seMSlk texts.
Examples: <dobrze> (-re- ; adv.), <maudrzy> (-ri- ; V pl. m. anim. adj.),
<neberzeme> (-re-), <porzadek> (-rt:.-), <stvorzeny> (-rj-)

There is only one example where a f reflex is expected but is not present: <nahore>
(Valas. Mezifici 1541).
When examining Slk texts from this period, it is not uncommon to find a f reflex in
environments where it was phonologically unjustified or had already been removed by analogy
(in Cz and/or Pol). This is more common in the other regions (as will be shown later), and is
only attested once in the MSlk texts: <virzu> (A sg. f.) (Roznov p. Radh. 1535).

Summary analysis of the attested MSlk reflex patterns
1) vocalization of strong 'b and

b

The reflex e is expected everywhere in MSlk and that is what is found in the texts.
Because a uniform reflex is expected for the entire territory and that is what is attested, this
feature would appear to reflect the natural development of a MSlk phonological nonn. Since
the expected Cz reflex is also e, it is also possible that the textual distribution reflects the Cz
nonn.
2) development of syllabic
a) syllabic

r

r (and related

and J (and related Cr'bC and Cl'bC)
Cr'bC)

The textually attested reflexes of

r

and Cr'bC exhibit the unifonn distribution expected

everywhere in MSlk. Again, since a consistent reflex pattern is expected for the entire territory
and that pattern is attested in the texts, this feature would seem to indicate the natural
development of a MSlk nonn. The expected Cz reflexes are identical to those expected for
MSlk (for the forms attested in the texts). Thus the textual distribution may also indicate the
presence of the Cz nonn.
b) syllabic J (and related Cl'bC)
The distribution pattern of reflexes from J and Cl'bC is expected to be regionally varied,
however, the reflexes attested in the texts present a uniform picture for all of MSlk along the
model of the complementary distribution expected in Cz. This would seem to indicate the
presence of the Cz norm in the MSlk texts.
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3) fronting and raising of long and short

a, a / C'_C' , C'_#

a
For long a, complementary distribution of { and a reflexes is expected throughout the
a) long

entire MSlk territory. A complementary distribution of i and a is attested in the texts, but not
the same one as anticipated. It is unlikely that the phonologically restricted

a reflex that

developed naturally in MSlk spread to other environments to create the the attested distribution.
This attested distribution appears to reflect the distribution attained in the Cz nonn after
analogical leveling reordered the original reflexes.
b) short a
For short a, a pattern of complementary distribution of a and e reflexes is expected
throughout the MSlk territory (with slight variation in wMSlk). What is attested, however, is a
consistent e reflex everywhere. This could indicate that the e reflex spread to all positions in
the entire territory. However, since a single e reflex is the expected development for Cz, it
could also indicate the presence of the Cz norm.
4) fronting of long and short

u, u / C'_

This development is expected to produce a consistent u reflex throughout the MSlk
territory (with an i reflex appearing only in two desinences and occasional isolated fonns).
The textual data present a consistent reflex throughout, but it is an i reflex as expected for Cz.
This would seem to indicate the presence of the Cz nonn.
5) diphthongization of long 6 and

'e

a) long 6
Long 6 is expected to produce

u consistently throughout MSlk except in seMSlk where

several reflexes are expected. The attested examples present uo and u reflexes throughout the
entire territory. There is no apparent geographical, chronological or grammatical pattern.
Unfortunately, orthographic considerations call into question the validity of the analysis of this
particular feature in the MSlk corpus, and the results are therefore of limited diagnostic value.
b) long
Long

'e

'e
is expected to produce a nearly consistent { reflex everywhere except seMSlk,

where variation is expected between

ie ,ie ,je.

The textual data show consistent i reflexes

everywhere including seMSlk. This could indicate that the more prevalent i reflex spread to
become the standard for the entire territory. However, the expected Cz reflex is also (.
Therefore it is also possible that the textual distribution reflects the presence of the Cz nonn.
6) diphthongization of long

u/ C

Regional variation between

0_

u and

o~

reflexes is expected in MSlk. The texts exhibit this

regional distribution to a limited degree, but for the most part the distribution of the two reflexes
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appears to be random. An argument can be made for semi-consistent grammatical patterning,
but the data do not consistently support this. Unfortunately, orthographic ambiguity casts
doubt on the validity of the analysis of this particular feature in the MSlk corpus, and the results
are therefore of limited diagnostic value.
7) assibilation of d /_j
The expected regional distribution of 3 and z reflexes appears to be reflected in the textual
data, although the lack of examples from the regions where the 3 reflex is expected renders the
data inconclusive in this regard. The consistent z reflex presented in the texts could represent
the natural development of a MSlk nonn. However, it could also represent the presence of the
Cz norm where a uniform z reflex is expected.
8) assibilation of d , t /_e , i , e , h,
a) d

~

(i.e., all front vowels)

/_e , i , e , h , ~

A non-assibilated d reflex is expected throughout MSlk, and that is what is attested in the
texts. Since a uniform reflex is expected for the entire territory and that reflex is attested in the
texts, this feature seems to show the natural development of a MSlk nonn. The expected Cz
reflexes are identical to those in MSlk. Thus the textual distribution may also indicate the
presence of the Cz norm.
b)t/_e,i,e,h,~

A non-assibilated t reflex is expected and also attested throughout the MSlk territory.
Again, since a uniform reflex is expected for the entire territory and that reflex is attested in the
texts, this feature appears to show the natural development of a MSlk norm. The expected Cz
reflexes are again identical to those in MSlk. Thus the textual distribution may also indicate the
presence of the Cz norm.
9) palatalization of r /_e , i , e , h , ~ ,j (Le., all front vowels and J)
Regional variation between f and r reflexes is expected, but the attested textual reflexes
show a uniform f throughout the MSlk territory. This could indicate that the more prevalent
f reflex spread to become the standard for the entire territory. However, it is also possible that
the textual distribution reflects the presence of the Cz norm, since the expected Cz reflex is
also f.
The nine short analysis sections above have been summarized in tabular form below.

X

3b) a

X - MSlk*
(X - MSlk)t

X

X

8b) t'

9) r'

pattern)

(X)

(X)

follows regional
MSlk dialectal
patterns

X

X

no clearly
discernible
pattern(s)

( ) possible alternative to X

follows other
regional dialectal
patterns

* MSlk development naturally created a unifonn pattern; t possible leveling within MSlk to create a unifonn pattern;
** certain factors considerably limit the diagnostic value of this particular feature in the MSlk corpus (see text)

X - MSlk*

X

8a) d'

(X - MSlk)t

(X - grammatical

(X - MSlk)t

(X - MSlk)t

X - MSlk*

X - MSlk*

follows other (nonCz, non-Pol) unifonn
interdialectal pattern

X

X

X

follows unifonn
interdialectal
Pol pattern

7) dj

6) COu **

5b) '6

5a) 6 **

4) C'u/u

X

X

3a)

2b)

2a)

X

X

follows unifonn
interdialectal
Cz pattern

r
!
a

1) nIb

phonological
feature:

attested reflex
pattern:

Synopsis of reflex patterns in the Moravian Slovak corpus

~

o

w
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As can be seen in the table, there is definite evidence for a developing interdialectal
phonological nonn in the texts from the MSlk territory. However, there is also limited evidence
against it.
For the 11 phonological features that exhibit a consistent pattern of reflexes throughout the
territory, the question is to what that consistency should be ascribed. The reflex patterns of
'bIb,

r ,d', t'

could have been produced by the natural MSlk development, or the patterns for

each of these four features could have come from Cz. The reflexes of a , 'e ,r' show uniform
distributions that could have arisen by internal leveling within MSlk. Again, however, these
distributions could be the result of the external influence of Cz. The reflexes of dj seem to fall
into the same category, but cannot be placed there with complete surety because of insufficient
geographical scope of evidence. The reflexes of dj do, however, show a uniform distribution.
Finally, the reflexes of

! , a,C'ulu

appear to show complete dominance of the Cz nonn over

the regional MSlk variations.
There is also evidence against a developing interdialectal phonological norm in the MSlk
texts. This evidence is seen in the reflexes of 6 , C au. The reflexes of 6 , C au do not show
any clearly discernible patterns, however C au may show redistribution on a grammatical basis.
It should be remembered, however, that the reflexes of both 6 and C au provide questionable
data in the MSlk corpus due to orthographic inconsistencies in their representation.
Thus, of the 11 features that show consistent interdialectal reflex patterns, all 11 can be
explained by reference to the Cz model, and anywhere from 4 to 8 can be explained by
reference to the MSlk model (depending on the degree of certainty). There are only 2
phonological features that do not exhibit clear, unifonn reflex patterns for the entire MSlk
territory, and their diagnostic value is limited due primarily to orthographic considerations.

CHAPTER V: INVESTIGATION OF THE WEST SLOVAK CORPUS
Analysis of the textual data
1) vocalization of strong

7J

and

b

(316 forms ('b and

h

together»

As in the MSlk chapter and for the reasons presented there, this WSlk analysis examines
the vocalization of jers in roots, prefixes and suffixes, but not in nominal desinences.
The WSlk textual data for this development show the expected 'b > e and h> 'e (> e)
reflexes, with only nine exceptions.
Examples:

« 'b) <cztwrtek>, <predewssymi>, <ve>
« h) <den>, <otecz>, <sluzebnikom>

Of the nine exceptions, five are instances of the fonn ku < k'b which, as stated in the MSlk
chapter, has no bearing on this investigation since it occurred throughout the entire area and
exists to this day in the standard Slk, Cz and Pol literary languages. It is interesting to note,
however, that unlike the MSlk corpus, the WSlk texts do show examples of the expected

k'b > ke as well. The only other exceptions to the expected development are four fonns of a
single lexeme with two different suffixes, one illustrating 'b > 0 , the other
Examples:

h

>

0 .

« 'b) <statok> « *stat'bk'b) (Dobra Voda 1538a and Tmava 1577a)
« h) <statczoky> « *stat'bChky) (Chtelnica 1531 (2x»

The expected 'b > e fonn, <statek>, is found elsewhere in the texts and even occurs in the
same text groups as <statok> (Dobra Voda 1538a; Tmava 1577b, e). Moreover, Hlohovec
1550 contains the fonn <statczeku> with the expected h> 'e> e development in this suffix.

2) development of syllabic r and
(127 r-forms, 57 i-fonns)
a) syllabic

r

I (and related

Cn, C and CI7J C)

(and related CrIJ C)

In most ofWSlk the phonological development of both

produce a single

r

and Cr'bC is expected to

r reflex everywhere except in the sequence cr- > cer-.

The w-sWSlk region

differs slightly, where the sequence Cr'bC is expected to develop according to nonnaljer
development for the region, Le., rl> > re ; r'k > r@ >

r . However, since there are no examples

in the texts of the sequence with the strong jer (Crl>C), the data should show exclusively the

r/ cer

complementary distribution. The textual examples reflect this expected development

with only three exceptions.
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«

<czerveny> « *cr'v-), <cztwrty>, <krczmy>, <potvrdyla>,
<prve>, <trch>, <zwrchupsany>
« r'h) <oppatmemu>, <oppatmostmi>, <wopatmy> (The only
instances of Cr'hC available in the WSlk texts are forms
from *opatrkn-.)
except:
<sstuertek> (Senica 1539); <oppaternim> (Cachtice 1544);
<teprova> (Pov. Bystrica 1547)

Examples:

r)

It should be noted that one of the two alternate reflexes represented here (-ro-) is also found
in the exceptions in the MSlk texts.

I

b) syllabic

(and related CI'hC)

There are unfortunately no examples of the sequence CI'hC in the texts from the WSlk
territory. In considering only the expected reflexes of

J, it is possible to divide the WSlk

territory into two regions: 1) w-sWSlk and nWSlk should exhibit the distribution

J> J/ labials_; J> lu (> u) elsewhere; 2) the remainder of sWSlk is expected to show

J> J in all environments. The entire set of textual data appear to support the complementary
distribution expected for the w-sWSlk and nWSlk regions, the exceptions being fonns from the
root *mJv-. Despite the preceding labial in this root, the J shows consistent development to

lu in the textual examples. This is not surprising, however, since this root is not productive in
Slk and all forms containing it are presumed to have been borrowed from Cz, where J > lu in
this environment is the anticipated development.
Examples:

(J> J) <vplnost>, <wyplnil>, <wlczy>, <zuplna>
(J> lu) <dluh>, <dluheho>, <dluzien> (The only instances of J> lu
available in the texts are fonns from *dJg- and *dJ'g-.)
(*mJv-) <mluviti>, <od-mluuati>, <rozmluveny>, <smluva>

3) fronting and raising of long and short Ii, a / C'_C', C'_#
(147 long a-forms, 283 short a-forms)

a) long Ii
For the same reasons discussed in the MSlk chapter,

a from contraction in soft-stem

adjectival desinences is not considered here. Thus, as in the MSlk chapter, the most common
sources of long

a in the WSlk texts are:

a) contraction in the G sg., N pl. and A pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-bje,
e.g., *S'hdOrvbja (same fonn for all three cases)
b) contraction of *-bja- in certain noun and verb stems, e.g., *prbjateljb, *prbjati
c) long
d) long
e.g.,

~

in certain stems, e.g.,

*pen~dzb, *v~tje

e in PrAP forms of i-stem verbs (and deverbal adj's. based on PrAP forms),
*pros~ci

(N sg. f. PrAP),

*pros~ce

(N pl. m. PrAP)
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The expected reflex of long 6 is long 6 (ja in n-nWSlk) in all regions of WSlk, except
w-sWSlk where a pattern of complementary distribution of the reflexes 6 and i is anticipated
(6 , C'~# > 6 > 6 ; but V]V, C'~C' > 6 > e> i).
The attested neuter noun forms with -6 < *-hja exhibit without exception a raised i reflex,
even though this is only expected for the w-sWSlk region.
Examples: <Pozdraveny> (G sg.), <sstiesty> (G sg.), <sviedomi> (N pl.),

<wyplnieni> (G sg.)
The textual examples with word-internal *-hja- again consist entirely of various forms
from the root *prhja-.
As discussed in the MSlk chapter, the various declensional and derivative forms from the
stem *prhjatel- are originally expected to exhibit the following distribution of reflexes in Cz:
1) i in the sg. as well as

NN pl. of *prhjateljh and in all derived forms such as

*prhjateljhstvol-hstvije and *prhjateljhSk'bjh, 2) 6 in the remaining pl. forms of *prhjateljh.

The expected distribution in w-sWSlk is essentially the same as in Cz, but the rest of the WSlk
territory should show only an 6 (ja) reflex in all forms.
What is attested in the texts does not clearly reflect either of these possible distributions.
Two thirds (38) of the 58 attested forms show an a reflex regardless of environment (as
would be expected for most of WSlk).
Examples: <przatele> (V pl.), <przatelom> (D pl.), <przatelska>

However, another one quarter (15) of the examples exhibit an i reflex, again regardless of
environment.
Examples: <przytele> (V pl.), <przitelom> (D pl.), <prytely> (G pl.)

The remainder (5) of the examples show still other reflexes.
Examples: <przieteli> (V sg.), <przejitele> (V pl.), <pryjitele> (G sg.)

In one text a and i reflexes exist side by side: <przatele> - <przytele> (both V pl.)
(Trnava 1541), however, most of the individual texts show consistency in the use of a single
reflex for all forms of *prhjatel-. Individual towns also appear to show consistency in the use
of a single reflex through time, but those towns exhibiting the less attested i reflex do not form
any type of geographical/regional pattern within the entire territory. There does not appear to be
any chronological pattern to the distribution, although the smaller number of texts after 1550
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makes this difficult to ascertain accurately.
The textual examples of the adj. *prbjazniv'bjb and the noun *prbjaznb show only
various stages of fronting and raising with no examples of an a reflex.
Examples: <przieznivy>, <przyzniveho>, <przyznivy>; <Przizen>, <Pryzen>

It is interesting that the two instances of the ie reflex in the adj. are found in llava where
the one instance of <przieteli> (discussed above) is also found. This reflex appears to
illustrate the intennediate stage of the development

a> e> f , which is not surprising since the

spelling <ie> in this position was in use until the mid 16th century in Cz orthography.
Finally, the attested instances of the pl.l-part. *prbjali

«- *prbjati) exhibit chiefly fonns

with an a reflex, with only one exception in 12 examples.
Examples: <pryali>, <przali>

except: <przily> (Hlohovec 1545b)

The attested reflexes deriving from long

a> e> f.
with e.
~

>

~

in stems exhibit the fronting and raising

The only three slight deviations again appear to illustrate the intennediate stage

Examples: <knyze>, <Neywjce>, <peniz> (A sg.), <penize> (A pl.),

<wziti>, <zryzeny>
except: <penileze> (A pl.), <penneze> (N pl.) (both: Senica 1530);
<viecze> (Smolenice 1537)
Likewise, the examples of i-stem PrAP fonns (and deverbal adj's. derived from them) with
long

~

all contain the fronted and raised reflex.

Examples: <chodycz>, <chticz>, <lezyczy>, <navraticz>, <prawycze>, <prosyce>

There is an additional related SOllrce of long

~

in the texts in the 3rd pl. n-p. of i-stem

verbs. The one textual example of this also exhibits a fronted and raised i reflex: <p[ro]sy>
(Vrbove 1550a).

b) short a
With the exception of some instances of

~

> a > e in w-sWSlk, the expected reflex for

short a everywhere in WSlk is short a. Although there are many examples of an a reflex in
the texts, the majority of the attested fonns show an e reflex.
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Examples: (> e)

<dewet>, <dnie> (G sg. m.), <kniez>, <obyczey>,
<otcze> (G sg. m.), <peczet>, <se> (refl. pron.),
<slysseti>, <trycet>

While the a reflexes found in the texts can be interpreted as the normal WSlk development,
they can, for the most part, also be explained according to Cz development where analogical
leveling realigned the expected reflexes - i.e., a reflexes were reintroduced into fonns in
C'_C' (that had undergone a > e) by analogy to similar fonns in C'_C ° (that did not

develop a > e).
Examples: <prisazni> (cf. pffsaha); <svatem> (cf. svary); <vyslissali>,
<vyslyssavsse> (cf. vyslysal, vyslysav); <wzaly>, <vzavsse>
(cf. vzal, vzav); <sstiastnie> (cf. st'astny)
(the fonn in parenthesis indicates an OCz fonn with a > a in the hard

C'_C ° environment that could have served as a possible basis for
analogical e -> a in the soft C'_C' fonn attested in the texts)

There are textual examples with the a reflex that cannot easily be explained in this manner,
but such examples are few (8) and are randomly distributed throughout the territory.
Examples: <dwaczat>, <obyczay>, <ocza> (G sg. m.), <sa> (refl. pron.)

As in the MSlk texts, in the WSlk texts there are also examples of an e reflex where it is
not supported by the phonological environment in Slk or Cz (i.e., in forms with C'_C
Cz paradigms that contained alternating hard C'_C

0



O
).

soft C'_C' environments, and thus

alternating a - e as a result of the a > e process, often underwent analogical leveling in favor
of the a, as was suggested above. The fonns with the unwarranted e reflex are most likely
also due to such Cz analogical leveling, this time based on related forms supporting the e
reflex (Le., forms with C'_C' ).
Examples: <bezel> (cf. bezeli), <pr(i)drzen> (cf. drzeti), <slissel> (cf. slyseli)

(the form in parenthesis indicates an OCz fonn with a > e in the soft
C'_C' environment that could have served as a possible basis for
o
analogical a -> e in the hard C'_C fonn attested in the texts)
In general, the patterns of development and analogy seen in the texts are reminiscent of the

Cz patterns. Only the 8 a fonns not explainable by analogy and 6 of the a forms that might
be explained by analogy fall outside the developments expected and attested in Cz.
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4) fronting of long and short Ii, u / C'_ (262 fonns (u and u together))
The WSlk data are expected to show a unifonn u reflex throughout the territory, with the
exception of

u> [ in the A and I sg. f. soft-stem adj. desinences in w-sWSlk.

The textual

examples, however, exhibit almost complete unifonnity of an i reflex. There are only 10
exceptions showing an u reflex scattered randomly throughout the entire area. The exceptions
do not appear to present any particular geographical, chronological, grammatical, or
phonological pattern.
Examples: (> i)

(> u)

<chczy> (1st sg. n-p.), <dussy> (I sg. f.), <ji> (A sg. f. pron.)
<jiz>, <kniezy> (D sg. m.), <lepssy> (A sg. f. adj.),
<lydi>, <maji> (3rd pl. n-p.), <nassi> (I sg. f. adj.),
<ffogtstwj> (D sg. n.), <rychtarzy> (V sg. m.), <slibil>,
<vuoly> (A sg. f.), <ziadajicze> (PrAP)
<dnu> (D' sg. m.), <gu> (A sg. f. pron.), <kozuch>,
<za-slubil>, <prikazu> (1st sg. n-p.)

5) diphthongization of long (} and

'e

(84o-fonns, 169 'e-fonns)

a) long (}
As discussed in the MSlk section on long 0, nominal desinences are not considered in the
analysis of this phonological development.
The expected distribution of the reflexes of long 0 in WSlk is regionally varied. In
w-sWSlk the diphthong !:!o was monophthongized and raised to U, while in the remainder of
sWSlk the monophthong 0 remains. In nWSlk the diphthong !:!o was either changed to a CV
sequence vo (sometimes !:!o) (s-nWSlk), or shortened to !:!o (n-nWSlk). What is seen in the
texts is a mixture of these possibilities, but not according to the expected regional distribution
outlined above.
Textually attested WSlk reflexes of long 6

o-fonns

uo-fonns

w-sWSlk
other sWSlk
nWSlk

0
6 (20.5%)
8 (18.5%)

9 (75%)
19 (65.5%)
24 (56%)

u-fonns
3 (25%)
4 (14%)
11 (25.5%)

all WSlk

14 (17%)

52 (62%)

18 (21 %)

total fonns
12
29
43
84

As can be seen in the table, there is a predominance of uo- fonns in the texts from each of
the three WSlk regions (but with considerable exceptions in each region). Interestingly, in
nWSlk where such uo-fonns might be anticipated, the percentage of such fonns is lower than
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in each of the other two regions. As a whole, the WSlk corpus shows a dominant uo reflex,
but the total number of forms exhibiting the

0

and u reflexes is too large to be ignored. There

is no clear geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological patterning of the reflexes
in any of the regions or in the territory as a whole.
Examples: (> 0)

<dom>, <ko[n]>, <moiess>, <roznycz>, <svoj>, <vobecz>,
<wole>

(> uo) <Buoh>, <buotky>, <duom>, <muoy>, <muoze>, <nepuojdu>,
<puol>, <pozuostal>, <ruoznicze>, <spuosobem>, <stuol>, <vuole>
(> u) <Buh>, <dum>, <mug>, <nemuzem>, <pozustal>,
<spusobem>, <swuY>
It is necessary to take into account here that the final stage of development in w-sWSlk may
still have been in progress during part of the 16th century. According to Pauliny: "the
narrowing 6 >

u could have occurred in this region possibly in the 15-16th century" (1963,

247). This may help to explain the predominance of !!o-forms to u-forms in the w-sWSlk
region, but it does little to clear up the mixed reflex picture in the other regions.
As stated in the section in Chapter II on orthography, Cz orthographic practices of the 16th
century present difficulties for the phonological interpretation of the graphemes used to
represent the reflexes of long 6. Although the development 6 > !!6 > U was completed in Cz
by the end of the 15th century, the spellings <0> and <uo> were in use alongside <u> in
Cz orthography until well into the 16th century. Thus, <0> could represent both 6 and
and <uo> could represent both !!6 and

u, in addition to

u,

<u> = u in texts from this period.

The problem is especially acute in the first half of the 16th century when this orthographic
instability was greatest. It was suggested in the section in Chapter II on orthography that
examining only post-1550 texts might reduce the effects of this orthographic inconsistency on
the phonological analysis. As can be seen in the following table, limiting the corpus to only
post-1550 texts does not significantly alter the relative distribution of the reflexes. Only w
sWSlk experiences a larger shift from <uo> dominance to a fairly even ratio of <uo> to
<u> , which would seem to support the possibility that the final development to u was still in
progress during the 16th century in this region.
Textually attested WSlk reflexes of long 6 - 1550·90 texts only

o-forms

uo-forms

u-forms

0
w-sWSlk
other sWSlk
0
6 (21 %)
nWSlk

2 (40%)
6 (86%)
13 (45%)

3 (60%)
1 (14%)
10 (340/0)

total forms
5
7
29

6 (15%)

21 (51 %)

14 (34%)

41

all WSlk
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After imposing this temporal restriction to reduce the effects of orthographic ambiguity on
the phonological analysis, essentially the same result is obtained as before. There is no clear
geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological patterning of the reflexes of long 6
in any of the regions or in the territory as a whole.

'e

b) long

As in the MSlk chapter and for the reasons presented there, in this section
contraction in adjectival desinences is not considered. This includes

'e

'e

from

from contraction in

both the hard-stem and soft-stem adjectival declension classes.
The most prevalent sources of

'e

in the WSlk texts are:

a) contraction in the N/A sg., D pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-hje, *-hstvije ,
e.g., *S'bdOrvhje (N/A sg.), *S'bdOrvhjem'b (D pl.)
b) long

i

in nominal and infinitival stems, e.g., *delo , *jhmeti, *mesto , *vera

c) long

i

in the n-p. stems of several verbs, e.g., *vemh

The expected reflex pattern of long

'e

«- *vedeti), *ume(m) «- *umeti)

can be divided into three regions. All of sWSlk,

except ne-sWSlk, shows the monophthongization and raising of the diphthong (je > ().
ne-sWSlk along with s-nWSlk reduces the diphthong to a CV sequence (ie > je ,
sometimes

ie).

Finally n-nWSlk preserves but shortens the diphthong (ie > ie).

The reflexes found in the contracted neuter noun fonns in the texts correspond completely
to the

'e > ie > ( development (even though this is only expected in the sWSlk region).

Examples: <ffogtowstwj> (A sg.), <psani> (N sg.), <swedomy> (N sg.)

The picture is a little less clear for the examples of long
n-p.) stems. Of the 88 forms containing

i, 14 show an

i

in nominal and verbal (inf. and

e reflex and 74 show an i reflex.

Significantly, 13 of the 14 e reflexes occur in the ne-sWSlk and nWSlk texts where

'e > ie > je ,ie,ie

is the anticipated development. However there are also 50 i «

i)

fonns in

the ne-sWSlk and nWSlk regions, so there is no indication of regional patterning of the e
reflex here. On the other hand, in the rest of the sWSlk region, where the development

'e > ie > ( is expected, the ratio is 1 e reflex to 24

i reflexes. Thus the expected regional

reflex, i ,appears to have been retained here. In general both reflexes occur in essentially all
attested environments.
Examples: (> e)

(> i )

<byerati>, <dewka>, <mieti>, <neumyeme>, <newie>,
<pribehel>, <vieru>, <viete>
<bileho>, <divka>, <djtky>, <dyl>, <jmyti>, <mistu>,
<nevim>, <viry>, <vybirali>, <Wskrisseny>
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Pauliny notes that "the narrowing

e> i ... could have occurred in this region possibly in

the 15-16th century" (1963, 247). Thus the final development to i might still have been in
progress during part of the 16th century. This possiblity does not effect the analysis of the data
here, however, since the attested examples from

W-, C-,

e-sWSlk, where

e> ie > i

is expected,

show with only one exception the final i reflex.
As discussed in the section in Chapter II on orthography, conservative Cz orthographic
practices continued the use of the grapheme <ie> during the first half of the 16th century
(alongside <i» despite the completion of the phonological change

'e > je > i

in Cz before the

end of the 15th century. Thus it would be possible to interpret <ie> as either an archaic
representation of i or as an accurate representation of

ie

in the early texts of the WSlk corpus

under investigation here. This possible ambiguity of the grapheme <ie> does not playa
crucial role in this portion of the study. Only 14 of the 169 attested

'e

forms show the <ie>

grapheme, of which only 6 occur before 1550 (when interpretation of <ie> might be
problematic). The remainder of the textual forms exhibit the unambiguous symbols
<i> , <y> , <j> .
6) diphthongization of long Ii /

co_

(405 forms)

The WSlk data are expected to show a consistent non-diphthongized u reflex throughout
the entire territory, and the majority of the textual forms are in agreement with this.
Examples: <budu>, <czestu> (I sg. f.), <dobru> (I sg. f. adj.), <jducze> (PrAP),

<kupyl>, <mnu> (I sg. pron.), <mudrzy>, <odpoczynuti>,
<plnu> (A sg. f. adj.), <prystupyl>, <sluzyl>, <su>, <sused>
There is, however, a significant number of forms that show a diphthongized reflex au/ou .
Although the 44 exceptions show no apparent grammatical or phonological distribution pattern,
all but two of them occur in three specific lexical fonns 1 .
Examples: (adj. stem *mQdr- )

<Maudrym>, <maudrzy>
(noun stem *sQsed-) <spolusausedy>, <sausedske>, <sausedom>
(3rd pl. pres. *SQth) <jsau>, <sau>

It must be pointed out, however, that non-diphthongized versions of these same forms at
times occur alongside these diphthongized exceptions in the same text. Moreover, the examples
1 The

spelling of these three lexical items may represent what Porak refers to as "graphical Czechisms": "I
believe that a detailed analysis of some texts could achieve some further, finer perceptions. Thus, in the letters
of Stefan z Dechtic to the city council of Trnava from 1538 (B. Varsfk, p. 198 and following) /au/ed,
/au/ed/ke is consistently written, although elsewhere -u- permeates, e.g., dwu zlatych, pod pry/abu, otherwise
-au- appears superfluously by scribal reverse analogy - poraucziJ. It is possible that -au- is more consistently
retained in some words and acts as a type of graphical Czechism" (1982, 180).
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of *mQdr-, *sQsed- ,and *SQtb with the u reflex far outnumber the examples with the
aulou reflex when considering the entire corpus from the WSlk territory. There is perhaps a

tendency toward a geographical distribution pattern here since 14 of the aulou fonns appear in
w-sWSlk texts and 22 of them are in the ne-sWSlk region. However, these fonns do not
constitute a majority in either of the regions, and only in Dobra Voda are they in the majority in
texts from a single town.
Again it is necessary to consider 16th century Cz orthographic practices when analyzing the

u in the WSlk corpus.

textual reflexes of long
orthography, the change

u> al) > 01)

As mentioned in the section in Chapter IT on

was completed in Cz by the end of the 15th century, but

the grapheme <au> did not prevail over <u> in the representation of al)lol) until the middle
of the 16th century. Thus the grapheme <u> could denote both

u and

al)lol) in texts from

the first half of the century. This issue is not crucial in the analysis of the WSlk texts, however,
since they exhibit almost exclusively the <u> grapheme, whether considering texts before
1550 (90% u-fonns), texts from 1550 onward (88% u-fonns), or the entire corpus (89%
u-fonns). The fonns in <u> that occur from 1550 onward can generally be interpreted as
representing

u; and since the use of

<u> was on the decline in Czech texts already toward the

middle of the 16th century, it is unlikely that such a high consistency in the use of <u> in the
WSlk texts of the 1530s and 1540s would be due simply to retention of a fading archaic
orthographic practice.
7) assibilation of d

/-i

(76 fonns)

The reflex 3 is expected everywhere in the WSlk territory, with the exception of regional
instances of dj> 3> z in w-sWSlk. What is found in the texts is exactly the opposite picture
showing consistent use of a z reflex everywhere, with only one exception exhibiting dj > 3 .
Examples: <czyze[m]u>, <mezy>, <neznazy>, <przysuzujeme>, <uchaza>,

<urozeny>, <utvrzeni>
except: <meczy> (=[me3i]) (ffiohovec 1550)

8) assibilation of d, t
a) d

/_e, j, e, b , ~ (i.e., all front vowels)

(358 d-fonns,721 t-forms)

/_e, j, e, b , ~

The development of the sequence d+front vowel is expected to produce the assibilated 3
reflex essentially everywhere in nWSlk, the non-assibilated d reflex in e-sWSlk, and differing
patterns of complementary distribution of 3 and d in w-sWSlk, c-sWSlk and ne-sWSlk (refer
to the d' ,t' reflex table for exact distribution). The textual data exhibit, with only one
exception, a non-assibilated d in all regions of the WSlk territory.
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Examples: <dewka> (-de-), <potvrdili> (-di-), <bude> (-de-), <den> (-d~-),
<lidmi> (-dk-), <diekuje[m]e> (-dr:.-)

except: <potwrzyl> (Rajec 1553)

b) t/_e,j,e,1I,~
The sequence t+front vowel is expected to produce reflex patterns identical to the patterns
for d+front vowel: assibilated c essentially everywhere in nWSlk, non-assibilated t in
e-sWSlk, and differing complementary distributions of c and t in w-sWSlk, c-sWSlk and
ne-sWSlk (refer to the d' ,t' reflex table for exact distribution). The data from the texts show
almost exclusively a non-assibilated t in all regions of the WSlk territory.
Examples: <chteli> (-te-), <platiti> ( -ti-), <przitele> (-te-), <otecz> (-t~-),
<detmi> ( -tk-), <nieobtiezovali> (-tr:.-)

There are 15 exceptions that do exhibit the c reflex. Several of the exceptions appear to be
random: <chczely> (Pov. Bystrica 1547), <chczel> (2x) (Rajec 1553). However, the
remainder of the exceptional fonns occur in specific groupings. Chtelnica 1531 exhibits
consistent t > c /_e, i as expected for the region.
Examples: <chczeli>, <dosczi> (2x), <kratkosczi>, <milosczi>

The group Trnava 1565, 1577, 1580 contains the remainder of the exceptions, although
assibilation is not completely consistent in these texts.
Examples: <dieczy> (Tmava 1565b)

<zaplacil>, <scel>, <uracila>, <uiplacit> (Trnava 1577b, d)
<chczel> (2x) (Trnava 1580a, b)
As stated in the MSlk chapter, the issue of the softness of d and t in this environment will
not be addressed here, the only concern of this section being the presence or absence of
assibilation. The softness of consonants was not consistently marked in the texts of this period.
It would therefore be difficult to detennine accurately the extent to which the presence or
absence of softness in any given text was due to phonological changes or simply to
inadequacies of orthography.
9) palatalization of r

/_e, j, e, 11 , ~,j (i.e., all front vowels and J)

(581 forms)

The expected development for all ofWSlk is r > r' > r ,however, the picture presented by
the textual data is mixed, showing both hard r and soft f reflexes.
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Examples: (> r)

(> f)

<dobre> (-re- ; adv.), <prisahu> (-ri-), <matere> (-re- ; G sg. f),
<vnuter> (-r~-), <poriadkami> (-rlt-), <hospodar> (-rj-)
<nahorze> (-re-), <vierzyti> (-ri-), <rzekli> (-re-),
<rzka> (-r~-), <urzadu> (-rlt-), <masarz> (-rj-)

Out of 52 texts, 17 contain exclusively or almost exclusively an r reflex (r-only texts), 26
contain exclusively or almost exclusively a f reflex (f-only texts), and 9 contain a mixture of
both reflexes (mixed texts). There is a slight tendency toward a geographical distribution of the
reflexes. All of the texts (8) from the w-sWSlk area are f-only texts. This is the area that is the
closest geographically to the MSlk and Cz territories where the f reflex is expected.
Otherwise, the r-only texts, the f-only texts, and the mixed texts appear to be randomly located
throughout the rest of the WSlk territory. There is a tendency toward a chronological
distribution in the regions outside of w-sWSlk. There is only one r-only text in the period
1530 - 1550, and there are no f-only texts after 1550. In those towns that have texts of two or
three types (r-only, f-only, mixed), the chronological progression is with only one exception
(Cachtice): f-only texts -> mixed texts -> r-only texts. Within the individual mixed texts, the
two reflexes generally appear to be randomly distributed.
It was already noted in the MSlk chapter that when examining Slk texts from this period, it
is not uncommon to find a f reflex in environments where it was phonologically unjustified or
had already been removed by analogy (in Cz and/or Pol). There are 46 such forms in the WSlk
corpus.
Examples: <brzatrom>, <dobrze> (A sg. n. adj.), <dobrzeho> (G sg. n. adj.),

<Mudrzy[m]> (D pl. m. adj.), <Rzichtarz>, <rzaczili>, <uterzy>
It is interesting to note that such fonns occur in only two of the three text types, f-only texts
(25 forms) and mixed texts (21 fonns).

Summary analysis of the attested WSlk reflex patterns
1) vocalization of strong

'b

and

h

The reflex e is expected everywhere in WSlk and that is what is found in the texts. Since a
unifonn reflex is expected for the entire territory and that is what is attested, this feature seems
to reflect the natural development of a WSlk phonological nonn. The expected Cz reflex is also
e , therefore it is also possible that the textual distribution reflects the presence of the Cz nonn.
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2) development of syllabic rand! (and related CrnC and CinC)
a) syllabic r (and related CrnC)
The textually attested reflexes of r and Cr'!!C (strong r'!> is not attested) exhibit the
complementary distribution expected everywhere in WSlk. Since a consistent reflex pattern is
expected for the entire territory (for r and Cr'!!C) and that pattern is reflected in the texts, this
feature seems to show the natural development of a WSlk nonn. The forms found in the texts
also agree with the expected Cz pattern (since fonns that could potentially show differences
between the WSlk and Cz patterns are not attested). Thus the attested distribution could also
indicate the presence of the Cz nonn.
b) syllabic! (and related CinC)
The distribution pattern of reflexes of syllabic ! (CinC is not attested) is expected to be
regionally varied, however, the reflexes attested in the texts present a unifonn picture for all of
WSlk, similar to the complementary distribution expected for w-sWSlk and nWSlk. This could
indicate that the reflexes from those regions spread to the rest of the territory. However, the
attested fonns are also in complete agreement with the expected Cz reflex pattern. This could
indicate the presence of the Cz nonn in the WSlk texts.
3) fronting and raising of long and short

a
For long a, a long a/ja

a, a / C'_C' , C'_#

a) long

reflex is expected everywhere in WSlk, with the exception of

w-sWSlk where complementary distribution of { and

a reflexes is expected.

Excluding the

forms of *prbjatei- , a fixed distribution of i and a reflexes is attested in the texts, but not the
same one as anticipated for w-sWSlk. The attested distribution follows the distribution attained
in the Cz nonn after analogical leveling reordered the original reflexes. The fonns of

*prbjatei- (considered both alone and with the other fonns) present no apparent geographical,
chronological, grammatical or phonological pattern of distribution. However, since a single
stem is involved here, this inconsistency is regarded as a peculiarity of the individual lexical
items derived from this particular stem and is therefore not considered significant for the results
of this investigation.
b) short a
For short a, the expected reflex is short a , with the exception of isolated instances of
~

> a > e in w-sWSlk. What is attested, however, is a distribution of a and e reflexes

throughout the territory. Analogical leveling, common in Cz paradigms that contained a - e
alternations as a result of this process, can account to a great degree for the distribution attested
in the texts (although there are some attested forms that cannot be explained in this way). The
general patterns of development and analogical leveling in the texts would seem to indicate the
presence of the Cz nonn.
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4) fronting of long and short

u, u / C'_

This development is expected to produce a consistent u reflex throughout the WSlk
territory, with the exception of

u> i in the A and I sg. f. soft-stem adj. desinences in

w-sWSlk. The textual data do present a nearly consistent reflex throughout, but it is an i
reflex. This would seem to indicate the presence of the Cz nonn (where a consistent i reflex
is expected), since it is unlikely that the geographically and grammatically restricted i reflex
expected in w-sWSlk would spread to all other fonns and regions in the WSlk territory.
5) diphthongization of long 0 and

'e

a) long 0
Long 0 is expected to produce regionally varied reflexes 0, vo (!!o) '!!O in WSlk. The
various regional reflexes are attested, but not according to the anticipated regional distribution.
There is little evidence for patterning of any type in the distribution of the reflexes.
b) long
Long

'e

'e
is expected to exhibit regionally varied reflexes i, je

,ie, ie , however, the textual

data show a nearly consistent i reflex everywhere in WSlk regardless of region. This could
indicate that the i reflex spread from the regions where it developed naturally to become the
standard for the entire territory. However, the expected Cz reflex is also i. Therefore it is also
possible that the textual distribution reflects the presence of the Cz norm.
6) diphthongization of long
The reflex

u/ C

0_

u is expected everywhere in WSlk and that is essentially what is found in the

texts. The exceptions to the u reflex appear to present a certain geographical distribution, but
they do not appear to represent a differing standard in the areas where they are grouped. The
general pattern would seem to indicate the natural development of a WSlk norm.
7) assibilation of d /_j
This development is expected to produce a consistent 3 reflex throughout the WSlk
territory, with the exception of regional instances of dj > 3> z in w-sWSlk. What the textual
data present is a nearly consistent z reflex throughout. It is unlikely that this would represent
an expansion of the instances of z from w-sWSlk to the rest of the territory. It would seem
instead to indicate the presence of the Cz norm, where consistent dj > Z is expected.
8) assibilation of d , t
a) d

/_e , i , e , h, ~

(i.e., all front vowels)

/_e , i , e , h , ~

The development of the sequence d+jront vowel is expected to exhibit regional variation in
both the type of the reflex (d ,3) and the scope of the process. The textual data, however, show
a nearly consistent non-assibilated d reflex throughout the WSlk territory. This could indicate
that the d reflex spread from the WSlk regions and fonns where it occurred naturally to those
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regions and fonns that originally had the 3 reflex. However, the expected Cz reflex is
non-assibilated d in all positions. Therefore it is also possible that the textual distribution
reflects the presence of the Cz nonn.
b)t/_e,i,e,b,~

The development of the sequence t+front vowel is expected to show the same regional
variation in type of reflex (t , c) and scope of process as the development of d+front vowel.
However, the texts again exhibit a nearly consistent non-assibilated t reflex. While this could
indicate the spread of the t reflex that occurred naturally in some WSlk regions and forms, it is
also possible that the texts reflect the presence of the Cz nonn, since the expected Cz reflex is
non-assibilated t everywhere.
9) palatalization of r /_e , i , e , b

, ~

,j (i.e., all front vowels and J)

A uniform r reflex is expected for all of WSlk, btlt the attested textual fonns show a
distribution of r and f reflexes throughout the WSlk territory. There is a geographical
concentration of the f reflex in w-sWSlk, but the general distribution for all of WSlk presents
no apparent geographical, grammatical or phonological patterning. There is a possible
chronological pattern to the distribution, with the earlier texts exhibiting a clear majority of f
forms and later texts appearing to show a progressive shift toward more r forms.
The nine short analysis sections above have again been summarized in tabular form below.

r
!
a

'e

X

X

8a) d'

8b) t'

* WSlk development naturally created a uniform pattern;

9) r'

X

X

X

X

(without *prhjatel-)

X

t possible leveling within WSlk to create a uniform pattern; ( ) possible alternative to X

X

X

no clearly
discernible
pattern(s)

(chrono. shift?)

follows other
regional dialectal
patterns

(X - WSlk)*

follows regional
WSlk dialectal
patterns

(chronological shift to this?)

(X - WSlk)t

(X - WSlk)t

X - WSlk*

(X - WSlk)t

(X - WSlk)t

X

X - WSlk*

follows other (non
Cz, non-Pol) uniform
interdialectal pattern

X- WSlk*

follows uniform
interdialectal
Pol pattern

X

x

follows uniform
interdialectal
Czpattern

7) dj

6) COn

5b)

5a) 6

4) C'n/u

3b) a

3a)

2b)

2a)

1) nib

phonological
feature:

attested reflex
pattern:

Synopsis of reflex patterns in the West Slovak corpus

~

tv

o
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As can be seen in the table, there is evidence for a developing interdialectal phonological
nonn in the texts from the WSlk territory, however there is also evidence against it.
For those features that exhibit a consistent pattern of reflexes throughout the territory, the
question is to what that consistency should be ascribed. The consistency in the reflexes of

'blh,

r could simply be attributed to the natural WSlk development.

However, the patterns

exhibited by both features could also have come from Cz. The reflexes of

I , 'e , d' ,t'

show

uniform distributions that could have arisen by internal leveling within WSlk. Again, however,
these distributions could be the result of the external influence of Cz. The reflexes of a ,
C'ulu ,dj appear to show complete dominance of the Cz norm over the regional WSlk patterns.
The reflexes of

a also seem to display the Cz norm when forms from the stem *prhjatel-

are

excluded (the excluded forms show no discernible patterning). The reflex pattern of COu is the
only one that could be considered as the clear result of the natural development of WSlk.
As in MSlk, in WSlk there are two features that do not show consistent reflex patterns, and
therefore provide evidence against a developing interdialectal phonological nonn. The reflexes
of 6 do not show any clear patterns of any type. The reflexes of r' do not show any clearly
discernible patterns, but may exhibit a trend toward consistency along the expected natural
WSlk development in the later texts.
Thus, of the 11 features that show consistent interdialectal reflex patterns (including the
reflexes from

a here), 10 can be explained by reference to the Cz model, and anywhere from

3 to 7 can be explained by reference to the WSlk model (depending on the degree of certainty).
This leaves 2 phonological features that do not exhibit clear, uniform reflex patterns for the
entire WSlk territory.

CHAPTER VI: INVESTIGATION OF THE CENTRAL SLOVAK CORPUS
Analysis of the textual data
1) vocalization of strong

7»

and

II

(292 fonns ('b and

b

together))

Based on the reasoning presented in the MSlk chapter, the CSlk analysis of this process
considers only jers in roots, prefixes and suffixes, and not jers in nominal desinences.
Jer vocalization is expected to produce a wide range of reflexes in CSlk, including

a, yo ,je

(refer to the 'b,

b

0,

e,a ,

reflex table for exact distribution). The forms attested in the texts

show only four instances of an a reflex: <lukan> (4x) (G pl. n.) (Kremnica 1569 (3x) and
Kal'amenova 1571), and only 20 random instances of an
Examples:

«

'b)

«

b )

0

reflex.

<messtok>, <nadowsseczko>, <statok>, <sstwertok>, <vhol>,
<wo>, <zaczynok>, <zamok>
<sudobney>, <sprawodlywu>

The remainder of the forms exhibit an e reflex.
Examples:

«
«

<czwrtek>, <mesteczku>, <patek>, <podepsanych>,
<predesslich>, <statek>, <we>, <wen>
b) <den>, <luczek> (G pl. f.), <otecz>, <Sluzebnyk>,
<sprawedliwost>, <sluzeb> (G pl. f.)
'b)

There are also examples of k'b > ku as seen in MSlk and WSlk. It is interesting to note,
however, that the instances of k'b > ke are far more numerous in CSlk than in WSlk
(comprising roughly one fourth of the attested examples of k'b), even though the expected
development here would be k'b > ko .

2) development of syllabic rand
(204 r-fonns, 79 i-forms)

J (and related

CT'b C and Cl'h C)

a) syllabic r (and related CT'bC)

r and Cr'bC is expected to produce a
r reflex everywhere except in the sequence cr- > cer- . The majority of the attested

In CSlk the phonological development of both

single

forms reflect this complementary distribution.
Examples:

«
«

r)

<cziemey> « *cr'n-), <czerwenych> « *cr'v-), <ctwrte>,
<drzal>, <hrdlo>, <knnil>, <prwe>, <potwrdili>, <smrty>,
<srdcze>, <teprw>, <trhu>, <trpel>, <wrchu>
r'b) <drwa>, <opatmeho>, <opatmostem>, <pokrwnych>,
<wopatmy>
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There are 26 exceptions, 22 of which are concentrated in five texts from only three towns:
Partiz. L'upca 1551 & 1559, Dol. Stubna 1566, Jelsava 1567b & 1572. Of these five texts,
only Partiz. L'upca 1551 contains exclusively exceptional forms, the other four texts exhibit
forms containing the expected reflex alongside the exceptional forms. For each of the 26
exceptions, there are attested counter-examples where the same root exhibits the expected
development. Thus, there does not seem to be any geographical, chronological, grammatical or
phonological pattern in the distribution of these exceptions. It should be noted that of the
alternate reflexes represented here, the sequences -ir-, -ro- are also found in the exceptions in
the MSlk texts and the sequences -ro-, -er- are found in the WSlk texts. The CSlk texts have
added the -ri- reflex to this group.
Examples: <czwiert>, <derzety>, <podtwerdzenie>, <priw>, <sstwertok>,

<teprov>, <werchu>, <wyrchu>, <zwerchu>, <zwrichu>

b) syllabic

I

(and related CI'hC)

The development of both

J and Cl'bC is expected to produce a single J reflex in nCSlk.

In sCSlk J from both the sequence Cl'bC and original J is expected to produce a number of
reflexes varying according to dialect region and phonological environment - w-sCSlk: J;
c-sCSlk:

J, 6 , 0;

e-sCSlk:

J, 111 , lu , 01 , 01).

The are unfortunately no clear textual examples

of Cl'bC in this CSlk section, and the reflexes of J attested in the texts show a pattern more
like that expected for Cz. As in Cz, the reflexes here show:

l' > 1/ labials

o

:

-

Examples: <mlczet>, <uplne>, <vplneho>, <zuplnu>

J > lu elsewhere:
Examples: <dluh>, <dluhy>, <dluzen>, <dluznikow>, <domluwa>,

<mluwil>, <prodluhowany>, <zmluva>
The one slight deviation from this reflex pattern, differing not in the nature of the reflex, but
in the quality of the vowel, is found sporadically in the root
this root with an

0

*mJv- . There are nine instances of

vowel rather than the expected u.

Examples: <mlovy>, <mlowil>, <primlowu>, <rozmlowime>

These exceptions do not occur in any specific geographical or chronological pattern.
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3) fronting and raising of long and short Ii, a / C'_C', C'_#
(109 long a-forms, 312 short a-forms)

a) long Ii
For the same reasons discussed in the MSlk chapter,

a from contraction in soft-stem

adjectival desinences is not considered here. Thus, as in the MSlk and WSlk chapters, the most
common sources of long

a in the CSlk texts are:

a) contraction in the G sg., N pl. and A pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-hje,
e.g., *S'bdOrvhja (same form for all three cases)
b) contraction of *-hja- in certain noun and verb stems, e.g., *prhjateljh, *prhjati
c) long

~

in certain stems, e.g.,

*pen~dzh,

*vetje

d) long ~ in PrAP forms of i-stem verbs (and deverbal adj's. based on PrAP forms),
e.g., *pros~ci (N sg. f. PrAP), *pros~ce (N pl. m. PrAP)
In nCSlk the expected development of long

a is a > iii > ia , everywhere except Orava

where various reflexes ( a",

e,a, ia , a ) are expected. In sCSlk the expected reflexes are
regionally varied with a > iii > ia in w-sCSlk, a > e> ei in c-sCSlk, and a > a" in e-sCSlk.
As was noted in the introductory reflex table for long a, the change a > iii > ia was still in
progress throughout the 16th century in nCSlk and w-sCSlk. Thus the appearance of both iii
reflexes and ia reflexes is to be expected in texts from these areas, especially in the earlier
decades of the century.
The textual examples of neuter noun forms ending in *-hja exhibit, with only two
exceptions, a fronted and raised { reflex.
Examples: <pozdraweny> (G sg.), <psany> (G sg.), <swedomy> (N pl.),

<sstiesti> (G sg.), <udolj> (G sg.), <zdravi> (G sg.)
except: <meskane> (G sg.) (Jelsava 1567a);
<roskazane> (G sg.) (Jelsava 1572)
The exceptional e reflex may indicate the development

a > a" expected for the Jelsava

(e-sCSlk) region, since <e> was one possible graphemic representation of the Slk phonemes
/ it / , /

a"/ in 16th century orthographic practice.

It may also show the intermediate stage

iii

of

the nCSlk/w-sCSlk development. A third possible explanation for these forms is that they
illustrate the intermediate stage of the c-sCSlk development

a> e> ei , expected just to the

west of the Jelsava region. Finally they might also reflect the intermediate stage of the expected
Cz development

a> e> {.

This would not be surprising since the spelling <ie> in this

position was in use until the mid 16th century in Cz orthography.
The textual examples with word-internal *-hja- again consist almost entirely of various
forms derived from the root *prhja-.
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As discussed in the MSlk chapter, the various declensional and derivative fonns from the
stem *prbjatel- are originally expected to exhibit the following distribution of reflexes in Cz:
1) f in the sg. as well as NN pl. of *prbjateljb and in all derived fonns such as

*prbjateljbstvol-bstvije and *prbjateljbSk'bjb, 2)

a in the remaining pl. fonns of *prbjateljb.

In CSlk this division of fonns is not relevant and all fonns of *prbjatel- are expected to show

prja- (prjii-) ,prej- ,pra"- , depending upon the dialect region.
What is attested in the texts is a seemingly random mixture of fonns in a and fonns in i.
Of the 24 attested fonns of *prbjatel- , 9 exhibit an a reflex, while 15 show an i reflex.
There is no apparent geographical pattern since both reflexes occur throughout the area and at
times side by side in the same text. There is also no apparent chronological distribution of the
competing fonns. Both reflexes occur in essentially all attested positions, so there is no
grammatical or phonological pattern either.
Examples: (> a)

(> i)

<pratelow> (0 pl.), <przatelom> (D pl.), <przately> (A pl.),
<przatele> (V pl.), <wpratelstwy>, <pratelsky>
<pritelow> (0 pl.), <przitelom> (D pl.), <prytely> (A pl.),
<przitele> (N pl.), <prytel> (N sg.), <prittelsky>

The four attestations of the adj. *prbjazniv'bjb and the noun *prbjaznb show only various
stages of fronting and raising, with no examples of an a reflex.
Examples: <przieznive>, <prziznywe>, <prziznywim>; <Pryzen>

The only textual example of the pI. I-part. *prbjali

«- *prbjati)

shows an e reflex:

<preli> (Klastorp. Zniev. 1531).
Finally, there are two fonns from the verb *lbjati attested in the texts, one showing an e
reflex, the other an a reflex: <nalieli> (pI. I-part.) (Partiz. L'upca 1568); <naliawssy> (N pl.
m. PAP) (Partiz. L'upca 1571).
Again, the three e reflexes

« -bja- ) cited above may indicate the intermediate

nCSlk/w-sCSlk jii reflex, since the development

a> iii > ja

was still in progress at this time.

However, they again may also reflect the intennediate stage of Cz development with

e

(recalling that the spelling <ie> in this position was in use until the mid 16th century in Cz
orthography).
The attested reflexes deriving from long

~

in stems also exhibit a fronted and raised f

reflex. The only fonn that deviates slightly again appears to illustrate either the nCSlk/w-sCSlk
intennediate iii stage, or the Cz intennediate stage with

e.
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Examples: <mesicze>, <penize> (A pl.), <stiznosty>, <wycze>

except: <steznost> (Mosovce 1567)

Likewise, the attested i-stem PrAP fonns (and deverbal adj's. derived from them) with
long

~

all exhibit the fronted and raised reflex.

Examples: <chticze>, <1eziczyh>, <mluwicz>, <nehledice>, <prawycze>

There is an additional related source of long ~ in the texts in the 3rd pI. n-p. of i-stem
verbs. The only textual example of this also exhibits a fronted and raised i reflex: <sedzy>
(Orav. Zamok 1574).

b) short a
A complementary distribution of the reflexes a and ii is expected for short a everywhere
in the CSlk territory (with exclusive ii found only marginally in the Oravsky dialect in nCSlk
and in e-sCSlk). Since there was no grapheme in 16th century orthography to render /

a/, this

phoneme was sometimes spelled <a>, sometimes <e>. There are only four lexical items
attested with the environment expected to produce the reflex ii (i.e., labial_ ), and they show
near unifonnity of reflex for each item: *dev~tb - one form with a; *pamt:,tb - all 13 forms
have e;

*p~tb- 12

forms have e, 2 fonns have a;

*sv~t'bjb- all

9 forms have a. Thus this

problem of orthography should not affect the analysis here. It should be noted that the attested
reflexes for these lexical items are essentially identical to those found in modem Cz.
The textual data show a mixture of a and e reflexes. Although there are many examples
of the a reflex in the texts, the majority of the attested forms show the e reflex.
Examples: (> e)

<dekugy>, <desedt>, <dne> (G sg. m.), <mlczet>, <obyczejem>,
<przisezny>, <richtarze> (G sg. m.), <se> (refl. pron.),
<teletie>, <tie> (G sg. pron.), <Tiessko>, <zet>

While the a reflexes found in the texts can be interpreted as the nonnal CSlk development,
they can, for the most part, also be explained according to Cz development where analogical
leveling realigned the expected reflexes - i.e., a reflexes were reintroduced into fonns in
o

C'_C' (that had undergone a> e) by analogy to similar fonns in C'_C (that did not

develop a > e).
Examples: <czasse> (cf. cas); <krestane> (ct: krestian); <przysazny> (cf. prisaha);

<swatem>, <Swatey> (cf. svary); <wzali>, <wzawssy> (cf. vzal, vzav);
<Vrzadnyka> (cf. urad)
(the fonn in parenthesis indicates an OCz form with a > a in the hard
C'_C ° environment that could have served as a possible basis for
analogical e -> a in the soft C'_C' fonn attested in the texts)
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There are textual examples with the a reflex that cannot easily be explained in this manner,
but such examples are few (14) and are randomly distributed throughout the territory.
Examples: <dewat>, <muza> (G sg. m.), <obyczagem>, <pyatom> (D num.!),

<sa> (refl. pron.)
As in the MSlk and WSlk texts, in the CSlk corpus there are also examples of an e reflex
where it is not supported by the phonological environment in Slk or Cz (i.e., in fonns with
C'_C 0). Cz paradigms that contained alternating hard C'_C 0 - soft C'_C'
environments, and thus alternating a - e as a result of the a > e process, often underwent
analogical leveling in favor of the a, as was suggested above. The fonns with the
unwarranted e reflex are most likely also due to such Cz analogical leveling, this time based
on related fonns supporting the e reflex (i.e., fonns with C'_C' ).
Examples: <pusstel> (cf. pusteli), <drzell> (cf. drzeli), <slissel> (cf. slyseli)

(the form in parenthesis indicates an OCz form with a > e in the soft
C'_C' environment that could have served as a possible basis for
o
analogical a -> e in the hard C'_C form attested in the texts)
In general, the patterns of development and analogy seen in the texts are reminiscent of the
Cz patterns. Only the 14 a forms not explainable by analogy and 9 of the a forms that might
be explained by analogy fall outside the developments expected and attested in Cz.
4) fronting of long and short Ii, u / C'_ (217 forms (u and u together))
Regional variation is expected in CSlk for the reflexes of long and short u. The data from
nCSlk and most of sCSlk are expected to show a consistent u reflex throughout the region,
while an i reflex is expected everywhere in c-sCSlk. The textual examples, however, exhibit a
relatively uniform i reflex for the entire CSlk territory with only 31 exceptions scattered
randomly throughout. The exceptions exhibit both an u reflex and an ou reflex (including
one instance of au). An

o~

reflex is the expected reflex in the CSlk I sg. desinence of hard

stem f. adj's. and nouns. According to Pauliny (1990, 68, 132, 172) this hard-stem desinence
was borrowed into the soft-stem declensions in CSlk already by the 13th century. The 11
attested ou reflexes are, in fact, restricted to I sg. f. adj's., nouns and pron's. However, there
are also textual examples of I sg. f. adj' s. and nouns with the i reflex, as well as I sg. f. nouns
with the u reflex, so there is no grammatical patterning here. The 20 attested u reflexes do
not appear to present any particular geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological
pattern.
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Examples: (> i)

<dekugy> (1st sg. n-p.), <gy> (A sg. f. pron.), <gyz>,
<lidem>, <nedely> (A sg. f.), <nemagy> (3rd pl. n-p.),
<obecnj> (I sg. f. adj.), <oczy> (D sg. m.), <peczety> (I sg. f.),
<prislibil>, <vziwany> (D sg. n.), <vassy> (A sg. f. adj.),
<znagicze> (PrAP)

<konczu> (D sg. m.), <ludy>, <nassu> (A sg. f. adj.),
<nedelu> (A sg. f.), <paniu> (I sg. f.),
<wyhledawagu> (3rd. pl. n-p.), <yuss>
(> ou) <menssow>, <nasszau> (I sg. f. adj's.); <nou> (I sg. f. pron.);
<peczetow>, <piwniczow>, <vecov> (I sg. f. nouns)
(> u)

5) diphthongization of long 6 and

'e

(1526-forms, 130 'e-forms)

a) long 6
As discussed in the MSlk section on long 6, nominal desinences are not considered in the
analysis of this phonological development.
The development of long 6 is expected to produce a consistent diphthong reflex !:!o in the
entire nCSlk region and portions of sCSlk. Various diphthong and monophthong reflexes
( !:!a , va , a , 6 ) are expected for certain areas of c-sCSlk and e-sCSlk. What is attested in the

texts, however, is a mixture of the same three reflexes found in the MSlk and WSlk texts:

0,

uo , u. As in the WSlk texts, the uo reflex, attested in 85 (56%) of the textual examples, is the

dominant reflex here. This would seem to indicate partial agreement with the expected pattern
for the region, although the percentage of these uo reflexes is fairly low. The remaining 44%
of the textual forms is divided almost evenly between the
examples contain the

0

0

and u reflexes - 35 (23%) of the

reflex, and 32 (21 %) of the forms show the u reflex. There is no

discernible geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological distribution pattern for
any of the three reflexes.
Examples: (> 0)

<dom>, <pol>, <swoy>, <wobecz>, <zostathy>
(> uo) <buoh>, <duom>, <duowot>, <muozeme>, <puol>,
<spuosob>, <swuog>, <wuobecz>, <wuole>, <zuostat>
(> u) <buh>, <dum>, <duchotku>, <muz>, <pul>, <spusobem>,
<wulj>, <zustati>

As stated in the section in Chapter II on orthography, a certain amount of orthographic
inconsistency is to be expected in the representation of the reflexes from long 6 in texts from
the 16th century. The development 6 > !:!6 >

u was completed in Cz by the end of the 15th

century, but the spellings <0> and <uo> were in use alongside <u> in Cz orthography until
well into the 16th century. Thus, <0> could represent both 6 and U ,and <uo> could
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represent both ~6 and Ii ,in addition to <u> =Ii in texts from this period. The problem is
especially acute in texts from the first half of the 16th century when this orthographic instability
was greatest. It was suggested in the section in Chapter lIon orthography that examining only
post-1550 texts might reduce the effects of this orthographic inconsistency on the phonological
analysis. As can be seen below, limiting the corpus to only post-1550 texts changes the overall
percentages of reflex distribution very little.
Textually attested CSlk reflexes of long 6 - 1550·90 texts only

o-forms

uo-forms

u-forms

29 (25%)

56 (48%)

31 (27%)

total forms
116

This temporal limitation imposed to reduce the effects of orthographic ambiguity on the
phonological analysis produces essentially the same result as originally obtained. The textual
forms containing original long 6 show fairly strong percentages of all three reflexes. There is
no discernible geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological distribution pattern for
any of the three reflexes.
b) long

'e

For the reasons presented in the MSlk chapter, in this section once again
contraction in adjectival desinences is not considered. This includes

'e

'e

from

from contraction in

both the hard-stem and soft-stem adjectival declension classes.
The most prevalent sources of

'e

in the CSlk texts are:

a) contraction in the N/A sg., D pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-bje, *-bstvije ,
e.g., *sDdorvbje (N/A sg.), *sDdorvbjemD (D pl.)
b) long
c) long

i
i

in nominal and infinitival stems, e.g., *delo , *jbmeti, *mesto , *vera
in the n-p. stems of several verbs, e.g., *vemb

Similar to long 6, long

'e

«- *vedeti), *ume(m) «- *umeti)

is expected to produce a consistent diphthong reflex 1e in the

entire nCSlk region and portions of sCSlk, while various diphthong and monophthong reflexes

(1a ,ja , e) are expected for certain areas of c-sCSlk and e-sCSlk. It is necessary to remember
here that the N/A sg. n. forms in *-bje did not develop as expected in CSlk. As mentioned in

'e, the phonological continuation of the *-bje ending was replaced
fairly early by an entirely new ending -'a in CSlk. This ending underwent the development

the reflex table for long

-'a> -1a in most of CSlk, with some of the same regional differences as seen in the
development of other instances of

'a .

With the foregoing in mind, it is interesting to note that the neuter noun forms in *-bje,

*-bstvije exhibit a nearly consistent raised i reflex, with only three exceptions.
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Examples: <kupeny> (A sg.), <przedani> (N sg.), <svedomi> (A sg.)

except: <podtwerdzenie> (A sg.) (Jelsava 1567b); <wyznanie> (N sg.),

<podtwerdzenie> (A sg.) (Jelsava 1572)
Interestingly, the three exceptions all occur in the Jelsava texts in e-sCSlk and all exhibit a

ie reflex. The exceptional ie reflex may indicate the further development -'ti> -6" expected
for the e-sCSlk region, since <e> was one possible graphemic representation of the Slk
phonemes / Ii / , / a"/ in 16th century orthographic practice. The three ie forms may also reflect
the intermediate nCSlk/w-sCSlk

iii reflex, since the development 'ti > iii > ia was still in

progress at this time. However, they may also reflect the intermediate stage of Cz development

'e > ie > f

(recalling that the spelling <ie> in this position was in use until the mid 16th

century in Cz orthography).
Nominal and verbal (inf. and n-p.) stems with long
and i in the texts. Of the 84 forms containing long

i

show a mixture of the reflexes e

i, 57 show an

e reflex and 25 show an

i reflex (2 forms contain an a reflex). It is interesting to note that this is essentially the

opposite of the distribution of these two reflexes in this environment in the WSlk texts, where
the i reflex was dominant over the e reflex. There does not seem to be any geographical,
chronological, grammatical or phonological patterning in the distribution of either of these
reflexes in CSlk. Three of the texts contain exclusively the i reflex: Dol. Stubna 1567,
Kal'amenova 1571, Orav. Zamok 1574, while 16 texts exhibit only the e reflex. However,
there are several texts that contain both reflexes.
Examples: <wie[m]> - <newy[m]> (Zarnovica 1548)

<sienow> - <syny> (Partiz. L'upca 1588b)
In general both reflexes occur in essentially all attested environments.
Examples: (> i )

(> e)

<dyl>, <dytky>, <dywky>, <miste>, <myti>, <nerozdilnu>,
<vite>, <zminku>
<dietky>, <dievka>, <meru>, <mesto>, <mieti>, <nesmie>,
<newiette>, <strielal>, <vieru>, <zmienku>, <zriedlo>

As discussed in the section in Chapter lIon orthography, conservative Czech orthographic
practices continued the use of the grapheme <ie> during the first half of the 16th century
(alongside <i» despite the completion of the phonological change

'e > ie > f

in Cz before the

end of the 15th century. This allows for two possible interpretations of the grapheme <ie> in
the earliest (pre-1550) texts of the CSlk corpus under investigation here: as an archaic
representation of i , or as an accurate representation of

ie.

This possible ambiguity of the
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grapheme <ie> does not playa crucial role in this portion of the study, however, since the
CSlk forms attested before 1550 show only 9 instances of <ie>. The majority of the forms in
<ie> occur from 1550 onward when they can generally be interpreted as representing je .
6) diphthongization of long Ii /

co_

In contrast to the analyses of long U/

(355 forms (422 with I sg. f. forms))

c

o
_

in the preceding two chapters (and in the

following ESlk chapter), the analysis here will not take into account I sg. f. noun, prone and adj.
forms. According to Pauliny (1963, 97-100; 1990, 64) and Vazny (1964, 114) the
development of these I sg. f. forms in CSlk was as follows: *zenojQ> *zenoju > zenou
(i.e., first denasalization, then loss of jot (but no contraction)); while in the rest of Slk the
development followed a different course: *zenojQ> *zenQ > zenu (i.e., loss of jot (with
contraction), then denasalization). Thus, in CSlk there never was a long U in this position.
Instead there existed from early on an original ou desinence (not!

Olj

< alj < u), hence the

exclusion of the I sg. f. noun, prone and adj. forms from consideration in this section.
Unfortunately, the attested examples of the I sg. f. nouns, pron's. and adj's. only partially
support this. Of the 67 textual examples of these I sg. f. forms, 37 (55%) exhibit an au/ou
desinence, but 30 (45%) show an u desinence.
Examples: (> ou) <kurwow>, <manzelkow>, <prisahow>, <sebow>

(> u)

<manzelku>, <ruku>, <svatu>, <vieru>

Nevertheless, these I sg. f. forms do account for 37 (61 %) of the 61 total forms in au/ou in
the CSlk texts, so their exclusion from the analysis has a definite impact on the overall picture
of the distribution of the reflexes of long

u/ C

0_

in the CSlk territory.

Long U in a hard environment is expected to produce a long U reflex throughout the entire
CSlk territory, however both u and au/ou reflexes are attested in the texts. The exclusion of
the I sg. f. fonns leaves a definite majority of forms with the u reflex in the texts.
Examples: <beru> (3rd pI. n-p.), <gduczim> (PrAP), <jsu>, <kupeny>,

<kteru> (A sg. f. adj.), <mudry>, <poruczam>, <postupyl>,
<sudcy>, <sused>, <urednjka>, <wladnuti>, <zobu> (G)
Only 24 of the attested non-I sg. f. forms exhibit the diphthong reflex. The distribution of
these 24 exceptions does not seem to form any geographical, chronological, grammatical or
phonological pattern. They occur throughout the territory and in essentially all attested
positions.
Examples: <gsaucz> (PrAP), <kaupyl>, <kterauss> (A sg. f. adj.), <obou> (G),

<sau>, <sausedom>, <auterzy>
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Cz orthographic practices of the early 16th century again playa role when analyzing the

u in this CSlk corpus. As mentioned in the section in Chapter lIon
orthography, the change u > af! > of! was completed in Cz by the end of the 15th century, but

reflexes of long

the grapheme <au> did not prevail over <u> in the representation of af!/of! until the middle
of the 16th century. Thus the grapheme <u> could denote both

u and

af!/Of! in texts from

the first half of the century. This is not a critical issue in the analysis of the CSlk texts,
however, since they exhibit almost exclusively the <u> grapheme, whether considering texts
before 1550 (97% u-forms), texts from 1550 onward (92% u-forms), or the entire corpus
(93% u-forms). The forms in <u> that occur from 1550 onward can generally be interpreted

as representing

u; and since the use of

<u> was on the decline in Czech texts already toward

the middle of the 16th century, it is unlikely that such a high consistency in the use of <u> in
the CSlk texts of the 1530s and 1540s would be due simply to rentention of a fading archaic
orthographic practice.
7) assibilation of d /-i (54 forms)
The sequence d+j is expected to develop into 3 everywhere in the CSlk territory. The
textual data show both a 3 and a z reflex, with the z reflex exhibited in a majority (exactly
two-thirds) of the attested forms. There does not appear to be any geographical, chronological
or grammatical distribution pattern for either of the reflexes. They both occur throughout the
territory. Some texts show consistent use of only one reflex, while other texts have a mixture
of both. Both reflexes appear in essentially all attested positions.
Examples: (> z)

(> 3)

<mezy>, <Narozeni>, <nesnaze>, <potwrzeny>, <vrozeny>,
<vsazen>
<medzy>, <Naroczeny>, <posadzeny>, <podtwerdzenie>,
<przichaczegycz>, <vrodzeny>

8) assibilation of d, t
a) d

/_e, j, e, b , f

(i.e., all front vowels) (340 d-fonns, 630 t-forms)

/_e, j, e, b , f

The sequence d+jront vowel is expected to produce a non-assibilated d' (or d) reflex
everywhere in CSlk, except in some areas of e-sCSlk where one environment produces

3·

The textual examples show a non-assibilated d reflex with only three exceptions, all of which
occur in the same nCSlk text.
Examples: <dety> (-de-), <swobodyl> (-di-), <naydethe> (-de-), <den> (-dIJ-),
<lidmi> (-dlj-), <dekugy> (-d~-)

except: <dzyll>, <dzylw>, <sedzy> (3rd pl. n-p. < *sed~(th) ) (Orav. Zamok 1574)
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b) tl_e,i,e,b'f

The sequence t+front vowel is also expected to produce a non-assibilated t' (or t) reflex
everywhere in CSlk, again with the exception of some areas of e-sCSlk where some
environments produce

c.

The textual examples again exhibit almost exclusively a non

assibilated t reflex.
Examples: <tele> (-te-), <swetili> (-ti-), <ste> (-te-), <otecz> (-t~-),

<petczethmy> (-t~-), <ztiezowany>

(-t~-)

There are six exceptions illustrating assibilation, however they are restricted to only two
regions.
Examples: <oblicznoscziv>, <ssecz>, <poczcziwem> (Ruzomberok 1555a, b)

<nedopuszczietty> «

-st-), <chcel>, <nechceli> (Jelsava 1567a, b)

It is interesting to note that the form <oblicznoscziv> is not a Slk or Cz form, but rather an
OPol form where the change t > C is expected. Also, it is precisely e-sCSlk, where Jelsava is
located, that is expected to show the change

-st- > -sc-

,seen here in the form

<nedopuszczietty> .
As stated in the MSlk and WSlk chapters, the issue of the softness of d and t in this
environment will not be addressed here, as the only concern of this section is the presence or
absence of assibilation. The softness of consonants was not consistently marked in the texts of
this period. It would therefore be difficult to detennine accurately the extent to which the
presence or absence of softness in any given text was due to phonological changes or simply to
inadequacies of orthography.
9) palatalization of r

I_e, i, e, b , f, j

(i.e., all front vowels and J) (529 fonns)

In CSlk, a hard r reflex is expected to develop everywhere from the sequence
r+front vowel,j. The textual data present a mixed picture showing both hard r and

palatal f reflexes.
Examples: (> r)

(> f)

<stredu> (-re-), <pristwpil> (-ri-), <reczenem> (-re-),
<urednjka> (-rr:.-), <hospodar> (-rj-)
<potrzebie> (-re-), <trziczet> (-ri-), <berze> (-re-),
<Vrzadnyka> (-rr:.-)

Of the 46 total texts, 26 contain exclusively or almost exclusively the r reflex (r-only
texts), 8 contain exclusively or almost exclusively the f reflex (f-only texts), and 12 contain a
mixture of both reflexes (mixed texts). These numbers contrast sharply with those found in
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WSlk where the f-only texts were almost as numerous as the other two types combined. There
does not seem to be any geographical or chronological distribution of the few f-only texts in
CSlk. Nor does there seem to be any general grammatical or phonological distribution of the
two reflexes when they occur together in mixed texts. In fact, different reflexes often occur in
different examples of the same lexical item in a single text.
Examples: <Richtar> - <Richtarz> (Sklabiiia 1564)

<prjsazny> - <prfsazny> (Velicna 1584)
As was noted in the previous chapters, in the texts from this period it is not uncommon to
find a f reflex in environments where it was phonologically unjustified or had already been
removed by analogy (in Cz and/or Pol). There are 20 such forms in the CSlk corpus.
Examples: <auterzy>, <bratrza> (0 sg. m.), <dobrzeho> (0 sg. n. adj.),

<kterza> (N sg. f. adj.), <Mudrzim> (D pI. m. adj.), <Rzchtarzy>
As in WSlk, in CSlk such forms occur in only two of the three text types, f-only texts
(16 forms) and mixed texts (4 forms).

Summary analysis of the attested CSlk reflex patterns
1) vocalization of strong

1J

and

h

A variety of reflexes is expected from the vocalization of the jers in CSlk, however, the
texts show a highly consistent e reflex with relatively limited exceptions. It is unlikely that
this represents the generalizing of the e reflex expected indigenously in certain environments.
It is more probable that the distribution reflects the presence of the Cz norm, where the e reflex
is expected in all forms.
2) development of syllabic rand

1 (and related

Cr1JC and CI1JC)

a) syllabic r (and related Cr1JC)
For r and Cr1JC, the textual data reflect the expected complementary distribution of r and

cer- reflexes, with a relatively small number of exceptions. Since a complementary distribution
is expected for the entire territory and that is what is attested, this feature would seem to indicate
the natural development of a CSlk nonn. It is also possible that the textual distribution shows
the presence of the Cz norm, since fonns that could potentially show differences between the
expected CSlk and Cz patterns are only minimally attested. However, the three such
differentiating fonns that are attested all show the expected CSlk reflex and not the expected Cz
reflex.
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b) syllabic J (and related CinC)
For

J and

CinC, the distriblltion pattern of the reflexes is expected to be regionally varied.

However, the reflexes attested in the texts present a nearly unifonn picture for all of CSlk
similar to the complementary distribution expected in Cz. This would seem to indicate the
presence of the Cz nonn in the CSlk texts.
3) fronting and raising of long and short
a) long

a, a / C'_C' , C'_#

a

The reflexes from the development of long

a are expected to be regionally varied.

However, if the fonns of *prhjatei- are excluded, a fairly consistent i reflex is attested in the
texts. This attested distribution seems to indicate the presence of the Cz nonn. Even the fonns
of *prhjatei- , which present no discernible geographical, chronological, grammatical or
phonological pattern of reflex distribution, exhibit a two-thirds majority of the i reflex. As
noted in the WSlk chapter, the inconsistency in the fonns of *prhjatei- is regarded as a
peculiarity of the individual lexical items derived from this one particular stem. This
inconsistency is therefore not considered significant for the results of this investigation.
b) short a
The development of short a is expected to produce a complementary distribution of a and
ii reflexes (with exclusive ii found only marginally in the Oravsky dialect in nCSlk and in

e-sCSlk). The texts show a mixture of a and e reflexes, and not according to the expected
complementary distribution. Analogical leveling, common in Cz paradigms that exhibited a - e
alternations as a result of this process, can account to a great degree for the distribution attested
in the texts (although there are some attested forms that cannot be explained in this way). In
general, the patterns of development and analogy seen in the texts would seem to indicate the
presence of the Cz nonn.
4) fronting of long and short

u, u / C'_

Consistent reflexes are expected for CSlk according to the following dialect divisions:
c-sCSlk = i ; nCSlk, w-sCSlk, e-sCSlk = u . The textual examples, however, exhibit a
relatively uniform i reflex for the entire CSlk territory. It is unlikely that this indicates the
spread of the geographically restricted c-sCSlk reflex to include the entire remainder of the
CSlk region. However, the expected Cz reflex is also i. Thus it is more probable that the
textual distribution reflects the presence of the Cz norm.
5) diphthongization of long 6 and

'e

a) long 6
Long 6 is expected to produce a consistent

~o

reflex for much of the CSlk territory, with

variation in portions of the sCSlk region. The texts show the reflexes

0,

uo , U , with little

evidence of consistent patterning in the distribution of any of the three attested reflexes.
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'e
'e, following a pattern nearly identical to long

b) long
Long

6, is expected to produce a

consistent je reflex for much of the CSlk territory, with variation in portions of the sCSlk
region. The textual data show a fairly even ratio of e and i reflexes with no apparent
geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological patterning.
6) diphthongization of long

u/ C

0_

For this process the expected CSlk reflex is long

u.

Excluding the I sg. f. noun, adj. and

prone forms which present a special problem in CSlk, the data show an u reflex with only
minor exceptions. Since a uniform reflex is expected for the entire territory and that is what is
attested, this feature appears to reflect the natural development of a CSlk norm.
7) assibilation of d /-J
The reflex 3 is expected everywhere in CSlk, but the attested examples show the reflexes
3 and z. While z appears in a two-thirds majority of the attested forms, neither 3 nor z
exhibits a pattern of any type in its textual distribution.
8) assibilation of d , t /_e , i , e , b,
a) d

~

(i.e., all front vowels)

/_e , i , e , b , ~

For the sequence d+front vowel, a non-assibilated d reflex is expected everywhere in
CSlk, with the exception of a small region of restricted

3 in sCSlk.

The attested examples

show almost exclusively a non-assibilated reflex. This could indicate that the CSlk majority
d reflex spread to the regionally and phonologically restricted instances of the

3 reflex.

However, the expected Cz reflex is also non-assibilated d. Therefore it is also possible that
the textual distribution reflects the presence of the Cz norm. This is supported by the fact that
the forms in sCSlk which could potentially have the

3 reflex show not only a

d reflex but

also an otherwise Cz phonological shape.
b)t/_e,i,e,b,~

For the sequence t+front vowel , a non-assibilated t reflex is expected everywhere, again
with the exception of a small region in sCSlk with restricted

c.

The texts show a non

assibilated reflex with very few exceptions. While this could indicate the spread of the majority
t

reflex, it is also possible that the texts again reflect the presence of the Cz norm, since the

expected Cz reflex is also non-assibilated t.
9) palatalization of r /_e, i , e , b

, ~

,j (i.e., all front vowels and J)

The expected reflex from this process is a consistent hard r throughout the CSlk territory.
A clear majority of the forms exhibit this hard r reflex, but there is also a significant number
of forms showing a f reflex. There does not seem to be any geographical, chronological,
grammatical or phonological patterning to the distribution of either the r or the f reflex.
The nine short analysis sections above have again been summarized in tabular fonn below.

X

X

X

r

!

a

2a)

2b)

3a)

follows other
regional dialectal
patterns
no clearly
discernible
pattern(s)

X

8b) t'

* CSlk development naturally created a unifonn pattern;

9) r'

X

8a) d'

7) dj

6) COli

X
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X

X
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X
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X
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interdialectal
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attested reflex
pattern:
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As in the MSlk and WSlk chapters, the table here shows evidence for a developing
interdialectal phonological norm in the texts from the CSlk territory. However, here there is
also fairly strong evidence against it, in that there are four CSlk features that do not seem to
show consistent interdialectal patterns of any type. The different reflexes of 6 , 'e , dj , r'
appear to be randomly distributed throughout the CSlk territory.
For those features that do exhibit a consistent pattern of reflexes throughout the territory, the
question is again to what that consistency should be ascribed. The reflexes of

r

appear to

show a naturally developed CSlk pattern, however, the attested pattern could also have come
from Cz. The reflexes of d', t' show distributions that could have arisen by internal leveling
within CSlk. Again, however, these patterns could be the result of the external influence of Cz.
The distributions displayed by the reflexes of 'blh,!, a ,C'ulu appear to show complete
dominance of the Cz nonn over the expected CSlk reflexes. The reflexes of

a also seem to

display the Cz norm when forms from the stem *prhjatel- are excluded (the excluded fonus
show no discernible patterning). Only the pattern exhibited by the reflexes of C °u might be
considered as the clear result of the natural development of CSlk.
Thus, of the 9 features that show consistent interdialectal reflex patterns (including the
reflexes from

a here), 8 can be explained by reference to the Cz model, and anywhere from

2 to 4 can be explained by reference to the CSlk model (depending on the degree of certainty).
This still leaves 4 phonological features that do not exhibit clear, uniform reflex patterns for the
entire CSlk territory.

CHAPTER VII: INVESTIGATION OF THE EAST SLOVAK CORPUS
Analysis of the textual data
1) vocalization of strong

7J

and

(142 forms ('D and

b

b

together))

Based on the reasons discussed in the MSlk chapter, only jers in roots, prefixes and
suffixes are examined in this section. Jers in nominal desinences are excluded from the
analysis here.
Jer vocalization in ESlk is expected to produce two phonologically conditioned and
regionally distributed reflexes, e and

0

(refer to the 'D,

b

reflex table for exact distribution).

The textual data reflect a nearly exclusive e reflex in all positions everywhere in the ESlk
territory. The only exceptions are nine examples of *k'D> ku (there are also four examples of
expected *k'D> ke ), and the form: <stwartok> (Lomne 1572).
Examples:

«

«

<cztwrtek>, <posel>, <statek>, <vpadek>, <wedle>, <wen>
b) <czest>, <dluzen>, <Otecz>, <sluzebnikowy>
'b)

2) development of syllabic r and
(34 r-fonns, 33 i-forms)
a) syllabic

r

I

(and related Crb C and CJ7J C)

(and related CrbC)

The ESlk development of r is expected to produce a rather complex pattern of reflexes in
complementary distribution, based on hardness and softness of the syllabic liquid as well as the
phonological environment in which it developed (refer to the r, J reflex table for exact
distribution). The sequence Cr'bC is initially expected to show normal ESlk development of
the jers, with the resulting rV and r@ (> r) reflexes undergoing further changes according to
the pattern of original r and paradigmatic analogy. The expected final result of these processes
is the complete absence of syllabic r from the phonological inventory of ESlk. The textual
examples do not show this, however, since 10 of the 34 attested forms exhibit a syllabic r.
Examples:

« r)

«

<cztwrtek>, <drzel>, <prwsse>, <smrti> (2x), <tztwrte>
r'b) <Oppatrnim>, <Opatrny>, <opatrny(m», <zethrffacz>

These forms with syllabic r do not appear to show any type of phonological patterning and
derive from both original r and Cr'DC. They do not show any type of geographical or
chronological distribution either, since they occur in 6 of the 16 texts that show rand Cr'bC,
and they span the entire territory and four decades.
The remaining 24 attested forms all exhibit the specific Vr / rV reflexes expected for ESlk.
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Examples:

b) syllabic

«
«

<czarny>, <czerwne>, <czwarthy>, <derzeny>, <kannnych>,
<naiperwei>, <pirwy>, <pocyerpyel>, <szmiercziam>,
<stwartok>, <zarno>
r'b) <opaternemu>, <Oppaternim>

I

(and related Cl'bC)

Like syllabic

r)

r, syllabic

J is expected to show a rather complex set of reflexes in

complementary distribution, based on the hardness and softness of the J and on the
phonological environment in which it developed (refer to the

r, J reflex table for exact

distribution). The sequence Cl'bC is expected to show initialjer development, with the
resulting IV, I(/) (> Dreflexes developing further according to the pattern of original

J and

paradigmatic analogy. The final result of these expected developments is again the absence of
the syllabic liquid from the ESlk phonological inventory. The textual data demonstrate this
expected lack of syllabic J with only one exception. There are unfortunately no examples of .

Cl'bC in the ESlk corpus. All 33 textual examples are instances of original J, and they occur
in only four roots.
Examples:

(*dJg- = 'debt') <dlustwo>, <dlvgow>, <dluzen>, <dluhy>, <dluhu>
(*dl'g- = 'long') <dluhe>, <dlugie>, <przedlvzone>, <prodluzowany>,

(*mJv- )
(*pJ'n- )
except: (*pJ'n-)

<dluchye>
<rosmluuity>, <prymlowu>
<vpelnim>, <zupelna>
<vplnu> (Lomne 1572)

All except the forms of *mlv- (and the exception <vplnu» follow the expected ESlk
development concerning the quality of the vocalic element accompanying the liquid. As already
noted in the WSlk chapter, the root *mlv- is not productive in Slk, however if it were, the
expected ESlk result would resemble the OPol molw- . The forms of *mJv- attested here, as
well as all the other textual examples (with the exception of the forms <vpelnim>, <zupelna»,
resemble the results expected for Cz.

3) fronting and raising of long and short

a, a / C'_C', C'_#

(86 long a-forms, 165 short a-forms)

a) long

a

For the same reasons discussed in the MSlk chapter,

a from contraction in soft-stem

adjectival desinences is not considered here. Thus, as in the previous chapters, the most
common sources of long

a in the ESlk texts are:
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a) contraction in the G sg., N pl. and A pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-hje,
e.g., *S'hdOrvhja (same fonn for all three cases)
b) contraction of *-hja- in certain noun and verb stems, e.g., *prhjateljh, *prhjati

e in certain stems, e.g., *penedZh, *vetje
In ESlk long a is expected to produce a consistent a
c) long

reflex throughout the territory.

The textual examples of neuter nouns ending in *-hja show both an a reflex and a fronted
and raised i reflex. The i reflex occurs in 20 of the fonns, while the a reflex occurs in 13.
Although the use of either reflex is consistent within a single text, neither reflex shows any
larger geographical or chronological pattern of distribution. All attested instances are G sg.
fonns with the exception of one N pI. fonn.
Examples: (> i)

<odkladany>, <swedomy> (N pl.), <sstesty>, <zdrawi>

(> a)

<myenya>, <stestia>, <wiedzenia>, <zboza>, <zdrawia>

As in the previous chapters, in the ESlk texts the instances of word-internal *-hja- consist
entirely of various forms derived from the root *prhja-.
As discussed in the MSlk chapter, the various declensional and derivative forms from the
stem *prhjatel- are originally expected to exhibit the following distribution of reflexes in Cz:
1)

i in the sg. as well as NN pl. of *prhjateljh and in all derived fonns such as

*prhjateljhstvol-hstvije and *prhjateljhSk'hjh, 2)

a in the remaining pl. fonns of *prhjateljh.

In ESlk this division of the forms of *prhjatel- is not relevant and all forms are expected to
show the reflex pra-. It should also be noted that in Pol the development of this root did not
follow the usual Pol tendency toward contraction, hence the modem Pol fonns with the reflex

pzyja- .
What is attested in the texts are examples of each of the reflexes described above: i, a , ija .
Of the 27 fonns of *prhjatel- found in the texts, 11 exhibit the i reflex, 11 the ija reflex,
and 5 the a reflex. The 5 examples of the a reflex occur in only two texts (Lomne 1572 and
Pol'anovce 1584), and therefore represent no particular geographical pattern of reflex
distribution. The use of either the ija or the i reflex is consistent in individual texts (only
Plavec 1583 contains examples of both reflexes). However, there are various instances of
inconsistency among several texts from a single town, so there does not appear to be any
geographical patterning of these reflexes either. There is no sign of a chronological
distribution; and all three reflexes occur in essentially all attested positions, so there is also no
apparent grammatical or phonological distribution.
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Examples: (> i)

<prytelowy> (D sg.), <prytele> (N pl.), <prytelom> (D pl.),
<prytelsku>, <przitelstwa>
(> ija) <prziyacziel> (N sg.), <przyiaczielia> (G sg.),
<przyaczyelovy> (D sg.), <prziiaczielie> (N pl.),
<prziyaczielstwie>
(> a) <pratele> (G sg.), <praczele> (N pl.) (2x),
<praczelow> (D! pl.), <praczelskey>

The fonns of the adj. *prhjazniv'hjh and the noun *prhjaznh present a more stable
picture. The one attested instance of the adj. contains the fronted and raised i reflex:
<pryznywym> (Slov. Yes 1591), while all 6 examples of the noun exhibit the ija reflex.
Examples: <nepryiaszny>, <prziiazny>, <przyazny> (2x), <przyiaszny>,

<pryiasny>
There are no examples in the ESlk texts of noun or adj. fonns of *prhja- with the a reflex.
There is only one instance of the pl. I-part. and it shows the a reflex: <praly> (Slov. Yes
1591).
The attested instances of long

~

in stems also show both i and a reflexes. In addition,

there are several examples of vowel reflexes marked for nasality (signaling the expected Pol
reflex). The 5 forms exhibiting i are all from the noun, *pent;,dzh , however this noun also
occurs in the texts with the a reflex. Interestingly, of the 5 attested examples of the i reflex,
4 occur in texts from the westernmost regions of ESlk, while of the 5 total instances of the a
reflex, 3 occur in the easternmost and southernmost ESlk texts under investigation. The fonns
showing nasality all occur in a single text (Bartosovce 1554) and therefore do not represent a
generally occuring reflex. Moreover, several fonns with the a reflex occur alongside the q
forms in this same text.
Examples: (> i )

(> a)

<penyze> (A pl.), <penize> (A pl.)
<mesyacu>, <peniaze> (A pl.), <viaczey>, <wzat>

(> q)

<vy~czey>, <vzi~cz>

There are no examples in the ESlk texts of what was previously labeled source d) long

~

in

PrAP forms of i-stem verbs (and deverbal adj's. based on PrAP forms), e.g., *prost;,ci (N sg. f.
PrAP), *prost;,ce (N pl. m. PrAP). It should be noted, however, that the related instance of
in the 3rd pI. n-p. of i-stem verbs is attested four times in the ESlk texts, three showing an a
reflex, one showing a nasal.
Examples: (> a)

(> q)

<powedza>, <vydadza> (Kras. Luka 1557); <dadza> (Hertnik 1565)
<vydz~> (Bartosovce 1554)

~
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b) short a
Short a is expected to produce e and a reflexes in complementary distribution (C'aC' ,
most e > a > e ; but C'a#, some e> a > a) everywhere in ESlk. Both e and a reflexes are
present in the texts, and they follow with relatively few exceptions the expected distribution.
There are also instances of vowel reflexes marked for nasality (from original *e, with 3
exceptions). Five of the 11 examples of the nasal reflex occur in the same text as the nasal
examples found in the long

a discussion above (Bartosovce 1554), and can therefore be

discounted as a peculiarity of that text. The other 6 examples are restricted to three random
texts, and therefore do not present any particular geographical or chronological pattern of
distribution.
Examples: <wi~znia> (2x), <wi~zniem> (Brezovica n. Tor. 1564)
<czi~skoscz>, <Scz~sczya>

(Hertnfk 1565)
<peczent> (Bardejov 1586) « *pecath - non-original nasalization in
this example undoubtedly reflects Pol influence, Pol = pieczec)

The majority of the textual examples contain an e reflex. The forms exhibiting this e
reflex follow almost completely the expected ESlk distribution, deriving from instances of e
and C'aC' .
Examples: <czeskey>, <diekwgy>, <derzeny>, <dessecz>, <dewecz>,

<Jalowtze> (N sg. n.), <mie> (G sg. pron.), <obyczegem>, <piecz>,
<pyeczecz>, <prisieznyk>, <sie> (refl. pron.), <slyssely>, <sstesty>,
<wrednykow>, <zribe> (N sg. n.)
There are only 7 exceptional cases of e < C'a# .
Examples: <dne> (G sg. m.), <Nasse>, <nasse> (2x) (N sg. f. adj.),

<pratele> (G sg. m.), <krale> (2x) (G sg. m.)
The 34 attested fonns with an a reflex also generally follow the expected ESlk distribution
since they represent almost exclusively instances of C'a# .
Examples: <dnia> (G sg. m.), <ffararza> (A sg. m.), <koncza> (G sg. m.),

<konia> (A sg. m.), <wassa> (N sg. f. adj.)
There are only 8 exceptional cases of a < e ,C'aC' ·
Examples: <cziaskosczy>, <obyczay>, <slissati>, <Swatem>, <wzali>, <wzaly>

<zyatowy>, <zyemyanye>
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4) fronting of long and short Ii, u / C'_ (116 fonns (u and u together»
A unifonn u reflex is expected from this development everywhere in the ESlk territory.
The textual data present both u and i reflexes, as well as limited examples of a nasal vowel
reflex. As in the discussions of long

a and short

a above, in this section a large percentage

of the nasal reflexes (5 of 13) come from the text Bartosovce 1554, and can thus be eliminated
as peculiarities of that specific text. The other 8 come from four areas and do not fonn any type
ofpattem.
Examples: <zaday~c> (PrAP) (Kras. Luka 1558)
<chcz~

(2x),

<przyrzykay~, <sprawui~

sie> (a1l3rd pI. n-p.)
(Brezovica n. Tor. 1564)

<maya> (3rd pI. n-p.) (Hertnfk 1565)
<myeskayaczemv>, <vyznavayacz> (PrAP's) (Dubovica 16th c. a, b)
The u and i reflexes both occur throughout the entire ESlk territory and are often found
side by side in a single text. Hence there is no apparent geographical or chronological
distribution of either of the reflexes. Both u and i occur in essentially all attested positions,
so there does not appear to be any grammatical or phonological pattern of distribution either.
The u reflex appears in a 51 % majority of the fonns.
Examples: (> u)

(> i)

<tzudzemu>, <chczv> (Ist sg. n-p.), <hunyu> (A sg. f.),
<gu> (A sg. f. pron.), <Jutro>, <iuz>, <ludze>,
<nassu> (A sg. f. adj.), <nezadayu> (3rd pI. n-p.),
<niu> (I sg. f. pron.), <Priaczelu> (D sg. m.), <slyvb>,
<zalugucz se> (PrAP)
<chczy> (Ist sg. n-p.), <giz>, <lydze>, <nassy> (A sg. f. adj.),
<nyediely> (A sg. f.), <pregicz> (PrAP), <przitely> (D sg. m.),
<slibugem>, <zadagj> (3rd pI. n-p.)

5) diphthongization of long 6 and

'e

(87 6-fonns,50 'e-fonns)

a) long 6

As discussed in the MSlk section on long 6, nominal desinences are not considered in the
analysis of this phonological development.
The ESlk development of long 6 is expected to produce a variety of reflexes ( 0 , vo (!!o) ,
u ), varying according to region and at times according to phonological environment (refer to
the 6,

'e

reflex table for exact distribution). Each of the expected reflexes is attested in the

corpus, however not according to the expected distribution. Unlike the previous two chapters
(WSlk and CSlk) that showed a majority of uo reflexes, the ESlk corpus exhibits a majority of
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textual fOIms with an

0

reflex (47 fOIms

=54%).

The other two reflexes are nearly evenly

represented. There are 18 fOIms (21 %) with an uo reflex and 22 fOIms (25%) with an u
reflex. All three reflexes occur throughout the ESlk territory with no apparent geographical or
chronological patterning. Each of the reflexes occurs in essentially all attested fOIms, so there is
also no evidence of grammatical or phonological patterning.
Examples: (> 0)

<bog>, <dom>, <kon>, <moy>, <mozies>, <poydv>, <pol>,
<sposob>, <wobecz>, <wole>, <zostal>
(> uo) <Buoh>, <duom>, <muoy>, <nemuoze>, <nepuoyde>,
<spuosobem>, <wuole>, <wuos>
<buch>, <kuin>, <mvy>, <pul>, <spusobe[m]>, <wuly>,
<pozustal>

(> u)

It is necessary to take into account here that the final stage of the development 0 > lJo > u
in n-wESlk and eESlk may still have been in progress during the 16th century. Pauliny states
that "FoIms with the further developmental stage lJo > u are attested from the 16th century
onward. . .. The evidence shows that the change lJo > u took place in the 16th century"
(1963,263). However, while this would help to explain the nearly equal numbers of lJO and

u reflexes present in the texts from the n-wESlk and eESlk regions, it does not account for the
large numbers of

0

reflexes also present in these texts.

As dicussed in the section in Chapter IT on orthography, multiple graphemes were available
in early 16th century Cz orthography for the representation of the reflexes of long

o.

Although the development 0> lJO > U was completed in Cz by the end of the 15th century, the
spellings <0> and <uo> were in use alongside <u> in Cz orthography until well into the
16th century. Thus, <0> could represent both 0 and U, and <uo> could represent both lJO
and

u, in addition to

<u> =

u in texts from this period.

The problem is especially acute in the

first half of the 16th century when this orthographic instability was greatest.. It was suggested
in the section in Chapter IT on orthography that examining only post-1550 texts might reduce
the effects of this orthographic inconsistency on the phonological analysis. However, limiting
the corpus to only post-1550 texts has almost no affect on the overall percentages of reflex
distribution.
Textually attested ESlk reflexes of long 6 - 1550-90 texts only

o-foIms

uo-forms

u-forms

44 (54.5%)

18 (22%)

19 (23.5%)

total fOnTIS
81

This temporal restriction imposed to reduce the effects of orthographic ambiguity on the
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phonological analysis of the reflexes of long 6 causes essentially no change in the result
already obtained. All three reflexes occur throughout the ESlk territory with no apparent
geographical or chronological patterning. Each of the reflexes occurs in essentially all attested
fonns, so there is also no evidence of grammatical or phonological patterning!.

'e

b) long

For the reasons presented in the MSlk chapter, in this section once again
contraction in adjectival desinences is not considered. This includes

'e

'e

from

from contraction in

both the hard-stem and soft-stem adjectival declension classes.
The most prevalent sources of

'e

in the ESlk texts are:

a) contraction in the N/A sg., D pl. endings of neuter nouns in *-hje, *-hstvije ,
e.g., *S'hdOrvhje (N/A sg.), *S'hdorvhjem'h (D pl.)
b) long

i

in nominal and infinitival stems, e.g., *delo , *jhmeti, *mesto , *vera

c) long

i

in the n-p. stems of several verbs, e.g., *vemh

The reflexes from long

'e

«- *vedeti), *ume(m) «- *umeti)

are expected to pattern essentially the same as the reflexes from

long 6, with the same phonological types of reflexes ( e ,je (je) , i ) occuring in the same
geographical and phonological distributions (refer to the 6,

'e

reflex table for exact

distribution). Again each of the expected reflexes is attested, however not according to the
expected distribution.
The neuter noun forms in *-hje, *-hstvije show a nearly even ratio between forms with an
i reflex (7) and fonns with an e reflex (10). Such a distribution is unexpected since the

general ESlk development of

'e

from the suffix *-hje, unlike the development of

is expected to yield only je / e reflexes (see note d in the 6,

'e

'e

from

i,

reflex table). Both i and e

reflexes appear throughout the ESlk territory, however individual texts are generally consistent
in the use of a single reflex. There does not appear to be any geographical, chronological or
grammatical pattern of distribution for either reflex.

1 Sixteenth

century Polish orthographic practices should also be considered in the analysis of especially
ESlk documents, and may shed some light on the apparent random distribution of 0 , y,o ,u reflexes in this
section. Although the phonological development of long 6 produced 6 > Q > U in Polish, the orthographic
representation has remained to this day a form of the grapheme < 0 > (modern Polish orthography uses < 6 >,
e.g., *mojb> muj = <m6j». Sixteenth century Polish treatises on orthography used < 0 > , < 6 > , < 6 >
(with other slight variations) to represent the close / Q / phoneme (phonetically somewhere between 0 and
u , and in some cases already approaching u in the 16th century, depending on the dialect). Therefore the large
number of 0 reflexes attested in the ESlk texts may simply reflect 16th century Polish orthography and thus
be ambiguous regarding the actual phonetic value of the vowel they represent. One argument against such an
interpretation involving Polish orthography is the fact that there is not a single attestation of the Polish diacritic
graphemes < 6 > or < 6 > in any of the texts under investigation. Moreover, despite the recommendations
in the orthographic treatises, it is not uncommon to find also the grapheme < u > used to represent this same
/ Q / in 16th century Polish texts (see Stieber 1973, 95). See Urbanczyk and Olesch 1983 for a discussion of
16th century Polish orthographic practices and reprint editions of original 16th century Polish orthographic
treatises.
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Examples: (> i )

<opitowany> (A sg.), <pozdraweny> (A sg.),
<swedomy> (A sg.), znany (A sg.)
<skonczenie> (N sg.), <naczynye> (A sg.), <sscescye> (A sg.),
<zdrawye> (A sg.), <znanie> (A sg.)

(> e)

Nominal and verbal (inf. and n-p.) stems with long

i

also show a mixture of the reflexes

i and e. The e reflexes are in the majority in these fonns, but there is also a significant

number of examples with the i reflex. Both reflexes occur throughout the territory and in
essentially all attested positions, however there is generally consistent use of a single reflex in
individual texts. Again there is no discernible distribution pattern of any type.
Examples: (> i)

(> e)

<mysto>, <mity>, <niewyczie>, <porozumy(m»,
<przyrzykayp, <wiru>, <zabyrati>, <zribe>
<mety>, <myeste>, <rozvmie>, <wieme>, <zamiessena>

It is interesting to note that there are also four random instances of an a reflex in these
fonns that contained an original long

i:

<dzyathkamy> (Bartosovce 1554), <wiare>

(Brezovica n. Tor. 1564), <biale> (Brezovica n. Tor. 1567), <math> (Makovica 1579b). The
verb <math> can be ascribed to Slk developments, while the other three fonns undoubtedly
illustrate Pol influence.
Pauliny states that the final development of

'e > ie > i

was still in progress in the n-wESlk

and eESlk regions in the 16th century: "The first attestations of the change ie > i are from the
16th century" (1963, 265), and "The change ...

ie > i

took place in the 16th century" (1963,

267). This would explain the occurrence of both e and i reflexes in the n-wESlk and eESlk
texts. However, it might be expected that the progress of this change in the course of the 16th
century would be reflected by a greater number of i reflexes in the later texts. Such is not the
case, in fact the ratio of e to i reflexes (from original

i

only, since *-bje is not expected to

yield an i reflex) remains relatively stable in the n-wESlk and eESlk texts throughout the period
under investigation.
Ratio of e to i reflexes « ~) in n-wESlk and eESlk texts

period
1530-59
1560-79
1580-92

n-wESlk, eESlk texts
8
9
9

e-forms

6
5
7

i-forms
4
3
2

As discussed in the section in Chapter lIon orthography, early 16th century Cz
orthographic practices were conservative in the representation of the reflexes from this
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phonological development. The grapheme <ie> was still in use at the beginning of the 16th
century (alongside <i» despite the completion of the phonological change

'e > ie > f

in Cz

before the end of the 15th century. Thus, instances of the grapheme <ie> in texts before 1550
could be interpreted either as an archaic representation of i or as an accurate representation of

ie.

The possible ambiguity of the grapheme <ie> does not playa crucial role in this portion of

the study, however, since there are only two pre-1550 texts in the ESlk corpus, neither of
which contains an instance of <ie> .
6) diphthongization of long Ii / C

O
_

(150 forms)

This development is expected to produce a single u reflex throughout all of ESlk, and that
is essentially what is attested in the texts. There are only 11 exceptions exhibiting an au/ou
diphthong reflex, that are scattered randomly throughout the territory.
Examples: (> u)

<budu> (3rd pI. fut.), <celu> (A sg. f. adj.), <cztuczi> (PrAP),
<drogv> (I sg. f.), <kupyl>, <mnv> (I sg. pron.),
<mudros~>, <poruczam>, <predstupil>, <pritisnut>,
<sluziti>, <sobu> (I refl. pron.), <sW>, <svssiedom>,
<welyku> (I sg. f. adj.)
(> au/ou) <prisahau> (I sg. f.), <przystaupili>, <sebow> (I refl. pron.),
<sau>, <swau> (A sg. f. adj.), <tobow> (I sg. pron.)

As has been seen elsewhere in ESlk, for this feature there are also examples of a nasal
reflex in the texts. Again, a large percentage of these examples (5 of 12) come from the text
Bartosovce 1554 and can be treated as a peculiarity of that text. The other 7 examples occur in
a single lexeme and one PrAP form in only three areas and therefore cannot be regarded as a
general phenomenon.
Examples: <sz,!siedzi> (Brezovica n. Tor. 1564); <s,!siadt> (Brezovica n. Tor. 1567)

<sansziadowy>, <szansiadouy> (Plavec 1587)
<sasyady>, <sasyadam> (Dubovica 16th c. a);
<bedaczemy> (Dubovica 16th c. b)
Once more it is necessary to consider 16th century Cz orthographic practices when

u in the ESlk corpus. As mentioned in the section in
Chapter IT on orthography, the change u> al) > 01) was completed in Cz by the end of the
analyzing the textual reflexes of long

15th century, but the grapheme <au> did not prevail over <u> in the representation of al)/ol)
until the middle of the 16th century. Thus the grapheme <u> could denote both

u and

a1)/01)

in texts from the first half of the century. This issue is not crucial in the analysis of the ESlk
texts, however, since they exhibit almost exclusively the <u> grapheme whether considering
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texts before 1550 (86% u-fonns), texts from 1550 onward (93% u-fonns), or the entire
corpus (93% u-forms). The forms in <u> that occur from 1550 onward can generally be
interpreted as representing u; and there are only two ESlk texts from before 1550 that account
for only seven examples of

coa

(with one ou reflex).

7) assibilation of d /_j (17 forms)
The ESlk data for this feature are somewhat limited, however they do present a reasonable
geographical and chronological distribution. The expected reflex for all of ESlk is 3. Twelve
of the 17 attested fonns exhibit a 3 reflex, but the other five textual examples show a z reflex.
There is no discernible geographical, chronological or grammatical pattern in the distribution of
the reflexes.
Examples: (> 3)

(> z)

<medzi>, <tzudzemu>, <Urodzonym>
<mezy>, <Urozenym>

8) assibilation of d, t /_e,
a) d

j,

e, 1» ,

~

(i.e., all front vowels) (140 d-fonns, 420 t-forms)

/_e, j, e, 11 , ~

An assibilated reflex ( 3) is expected from the sequence d+front vowel everywhere in
ESlk. An almost even ratio of assibilated and non-assibilated reflexes is found in the texts.
Both reflexes are found throughout the territory and in essentially all attested positions, hence
there does not seem to be any type of distributional patterning of either 3 or z .
Examples: (> d) <wedel> (-de-), <chodil> (-di-), <dewecz> (-de-),

<dein>
(> 3)

b) t

(-d~-), <diekwgy> (-d~-)

<wiedziec> (-de-), <niechodzil> (-di-), <dzewec> (-de-),
<dzen> (-d~-), <Lyvdzmy> (-d~-), <vydadza> (-d~-; 3rdpln-p.)

/_e, j, e, 1» , ~

An assibilated reflex ( c ) is expected from the sequence t+front vowel everywhere in
ESlk. Again an almost even ratio of assibilated and non-assibilated reflexes is found in the
texts. As with d+front vowel, both reflexes from t+front vowel are found throughout the
territory and in essentially all attested positions. There does not appear to be any geographical,
chronological, grammatical or phonological pattern for the distribution of either reflex.
Examples: (> t )

(> c)

<myeste> (-te- ; L sg. n.), <wiplatyl> (-ti-), <prytele> (-te- ),
<Otecz> (-t~-), <ssest> (-t~-), <obteznosty> (-t~-)
<liscie> (-te- ; L sg. m.), <zaplaczyl> (-ti-), <praczele> (-te-),
<ssesc> (-t~-), <czeskey> (-t~-)
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As stated in each discussion of d , t+front vowel , the issue of consonantal softness in this
environment will not be addressed here, the only concern of this section being the presence or
absence of assibilation. The softness of consonants was not consistently marked in the texts of
this period. It would therefore be difficult to determine accurately the extent to which the
presence or absence of softness in any given text was due to phonological changes or simply to
inadequacies of orthography.
9) palatalization of r

/_e, j, e, b , ~,j (i.e., all front vowels and J)

(320 forms)

This process is expected to produce a hard r reflex everywhere in the ESlk territory,
however the textual data show a mixture of hard r and soft f reflexes.
Examples: (> r)

(> f)

<potrebu> (-re-), <priczini> (-ri-), <pohrebu> (-re-),
<poradtkom> (-rt:,-), <pisar> (-rj-)
<dobrze> (-re- ; adv.), <przyssel> (-ri-),
<sffagrze> (-re- ; V sg. m.), <pissarz> (-rj-)

The individual texts generally contain only one of the two reflexes. Seventeen of the texts
contain exclusively, or almost exclusively the r reflex (r-only texts), while 11 of them contain
exclusively, or almost exclusively the f reflex (f-only texts). Only three texts contain both r
and f reflexes (mixed texts). All but one of the f-only texts are located in four towns in
n-wESlk: Brezovica n. Tor., Dubovica, Plavec, Kras. Luka. The towns Brezovica n. Tor.,
Dubovica and Plavec exhibit consistent f in all texts, while Kras. LUka has one f-only text and
two r-only texts. This could indicate a possible geographical distribution pattern for the f
reflex. Otherwise, there is no indication of a chronological, grammatical or phonological
distribution pattern for either of the reflexes.
As in the previous chapters, in the ESlk texts there are instances of a f reflex in
environments where it was phonologically unjustified or had already been removed by analo'gy
(in Cz and/or Pol). There are 13 such forms here that occur in only three texts (Plavec 1532a,
Plavec 1532b, Rozkovany 1575). The two texts from Plavec are f-only texts while the text
from Rozkovany is an r-only text.
Examples: <brzater>, <dobrze> (A sg. n. adj.), <kterzeho> (G sg. m. adj.),

<starze> (A pl. m. adj.), <werzne>, <wirzoszwmiel>
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Summary analysis of the attested ESlk reflex patterns
1) vocalization of strong 'b and

b

The vocalization of the jers in ESlk is expected to produce a regionally and phonologically
conditioned distribution of e and

0

reflexes, however the texts exhibit a nearly consistent e

reflex throughout the territory. This could indicate that the e reflex spread from the ESlk
regions and forms where it occured naturally to those regions and forms that originally
contained the

0

reflex. However, in both Cz and Pol a single e reflex is expected from the

vocalization of both jers. Therefore the attested distribution could also reflect either the Cz or
the Pol norm.
2) development of syllabic rand J (and related Cr'bC and Cl'bC)
a) syllabic r (and related Cr'bC)
In ESlk, r and Cr'bC are expected to produce several different reflexes in complementary
distribution, with all the expected reflexes exhibiting the common feature of a vocalic element
accompanying the liquid. The texts exhibit a seemingly random mixture of syllabic r and Vr
reflexes that does not appear to follow any pattern of distribution.
b) syllabic J (and related Cl'bC)
In ESlk, J and Cl'bC are also expected to produce several different reflexes in
complementary distribution, again always with the common feature of a vocalic element
accompanying the liquid. Nearly all the attested fonns, except those from the borrowed root
*mlv- ,reflect the expected ESlk developments. This could indicate the natural development of

an ESlk phonological norm. It could also indicate the presence of the Pol nonn which
coincides with ESlk for the attested forms (minus the borrowed root *mlv-). However the
textual data, including the root *mlv- not covered by the ESlk or Pol developments, also
follow the expected Cz pattern. Therefore it is also possible that the textual distribution reflects
the presence of the Cz norm.
3) fronting and raising of long and short
a) long
Long

a, a / C'_C' , C'_#

a

a is expected to develop consistently into an

a reflex in ESlk. The texts show a

mixture of a , i ,ija reflexes with a slight majority of the attested forms containing the i
reflex. The ija reflex occurs only in the root *prbja-, but there is otherwise no discernible
geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological distribution pattern for any of the
three reflexes.
b) short a
Short a is expected to develop a pattern of complementary distribution of a and e
reflexes for the entire ESlk territory, and that is essentially what is attested in the texts. Since a
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consistent pattern of complementary distribution is expected for the entire territory and that is
what is attested, this feature appears to reflect the natural development of an ESlk norm.
4) fronting of long and short

u, u / C'_

A uniform u reflex is expected everywhere in the ESlk territory from this development.
The texts show both an u and an i reflex distributed throughout the territory without any
apparent geographical, chronological, grammatical or phonological pattern.
5) diphthongization of long 6 and

'e

a) long 6
Long 6 is expected to produce regionally varied reflexes in ESlk. The various regional
reflexes are attested, but not according to the anticipated distribution. The attested distribution
shows no apparent pattern of any type.
b) long
Long

'e

'e
is also expected to produce regionally varied reflexes in ESlk. Again these various

regional reflexes are attested, but not according to the anticipated distribution. The distribution
seen in the texts exhibits no discernible geographical, chronological, grammatical or
phonological patterning of the reflexes.
6) diphthongization of long

u/ C

0_

An u reflex is expected throughout ESlk, and that is essentially what is attested in the texts.
Since the unifonn reflex that was expected for the entire territory is attested in the texts, this
would appear to indicate the natural development of an ESlk nonn. However, the expected Pol
reflex is also u, therefore the textual distribution may also reflect the presence of the Pol nonn.
7) assibilation of d /_j
The 3 reflex expected everywhere in the ESlk territory is exhibited by the majority of the
textual examples, however there is also a fair number of fonns that exhibit a z reflex. There
does not seem to be any geographical, chronological or grammatical distribution pattern for
either the 3 or the z reflex.
8) assibilation of d , t
a) d

/_e , i , e , h, ~

(i.e., all front vowels)

/_e , i , e , h , ~

A consistent assibilated reflex is expected from the development of d+front vowel
everywhere in ESlk. However, both assibilated and non-assibilated reflexes occur with nearly
equal frequency in the texts. Neither reflex appears to follow any specific distribution pattern.
b) t

/_e,

i , e,

h, ~

A consistent assibilated reflex is also expected from the development of t+front vowel
everywhere in ESlk. Again, both assibilated and non-assibilated fonns occur in almost equal
numbers in the texts and there is no discernible pattern of distribution of any type for either
reflex.
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9) palatalization of r

/_e , i , e , b, ~ ,j (i.e., all front vowels and))

A hard r is the expected ESlk reflex from r in a softening environment, however the texts
exhibit both hard r and soft f reflexes. Aside from a possible geographical grouping of a
large portion of the f reflexes, there does not seem to be any patterning of any type in the
distribution of either the r or the f reflex.
The nine short analysis sections above have again been summarized in tabular form below.

X

r
!

a

X

follows uniform
interdialectal
Cz pattern

Din

(X)

X

8b) t'

* ESlk development naturally created a uniform pattern;

t possible leveling within ESlk to create a uniform pattern; ( ) possible alternative to X

X

X

8a) d'

9) r'

X

X - ESlk*

7) dj

6) COu

X

5b) '6

X

X

no clearly
discernible
pattern(s)

X

X

follows other
regional dialectal
patterns

5a) 6

follows regional
ESlk dialectal
patterns

X

X - ESlk*

X - ESlk*
(without *mlv-)

X

(X - ESlk)t

follows other (nonCz, non-Pol) uniform
interdialectal pattern

(without *mlv-)

X

follows uniform
interdialectal
Pol pattern

4) C'u/u

3b) a

3a)

2b)

2a)

1)

phonological
feature:

attested reflex
pattern:

Synopsis of reflex patterns in the East Slovak corpus

~

0\

Ul
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Unlike the tables in the MSlk, WSlk and CSlk chapters which showed some evidence for a
developing interdialectal phonological nonn in the texts from those dialect regions, the table
here shows fairly strong evidence against such development in the ESlk texts. The reflexes of
nine features,

r, a, C'ulu ,6, 'e , dj , d', t', r', do not exhibit any clear patterns in their

distribution in the texts (aside from a possible geographical grouping of the reflexes from r' ).
For those few features that do exhibit consistent patterns of reflexes throughout the
territory, the question is once more to what that consistency should be ascribed. The reflexes of
C °u seem to show a naturally developed ESlk pattern, however, the attested pattern could also
have come from Pol. The same is true of the reflexes of J , however the situation is
complicated here by the fact that the attested distribution reflects not only the expected ESlk and
Pol patterns, but also the expected pattern for Cz. The reflexes of

'blh

show a distribution that

could have arisen by internal leveling within ESlk. Again, however, this distribution could be
the result of the external influence of either Pol or Cz. Only the pattern exhibited by the
reflexes of a might be considered as the clear result of the natural development of ESlk.
Thus, of the 4 features that show consistent interdialectal reflex patterns, all 4 can be
explained by reference to the ESlk model, but 3 can also be explained by reference to the Pol
model. In addition, 2 of the 4 consistent patterns can be explained according to the Cz model.
However, there remain 9 phonological features that do not exhibit clear, unifonn reflex patterns
for the entire ESlk territory.

CHAPTER VIII: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The goals of this study, as stated in the introductory chapter, were: (1) to detennine
whether the language of 16th century Slovak administrative-legal texts exhibits consistent
interdialectal phonological patterns or nonns, and (2) to ascertain the geographical scope and
the linguistic basis of the interdialectal consistency, if such interdialectal patterning is attested in
the texts. Because the claim has been made that interdialectal Cultural Slovak is manifested in
16th century texts in regional variants, the textual data of this study were analyzed within the
framework of the four major dialect divisions of Slovak: Moravian Slovak, West Slovak,
Central Slovak and East Slovak. This regional approach, considering the data in incrementally
larger geographicaVdialectal areas, pennitted a relatively straightforward assessment of the areal
scope and linguistic source of any noted consistency in the phonological reflexes. Moreover, it
enabled a comparative assessment of the relative degree of reflex consistency and a comparison
of the possible sources of this consistency from region to region. The results of the individual
regional analyses will first be reviewed here. This review will be followed by a comparative
assessment of the phonological picture in the texts of the four major dialect regions, dealing
with the questions of the areal scope and linguistic source of any interdialectal phonological
consistency attested in the texts.

Review of the individual regional analyses
Moravian Slovak
In the texts from the MSlk region, 11 of the 13 investigated features exhibit an interdialectal
consistency in distribution. There are two features ( 6 , C 011 ) that show no discernible patterns
or consistency, however, specifically these two features were detennined to be of limited
diagnostic value primarily because of certain orthographic considerations. Thus, the
investigation of the MSlk corpus involves only 11 reliable features, of which all 11 (100%)
exhibit consistent interdialectal patterns in the texts. All 11 (100%) of these consistent features
could be ascribed to the Cz phonological nonn, while maximally 8 (73%) could be considered
the possible result of the development of an indigenous MSlk interdialectal nonn.

West Slovak
In the WSlk corpus, 11 of the 13 investigated features (85 %) show an interdialectal
consistency in distribution. Of these consistent features in the WSlk texts, 10 (91 %) could be
ascribed to the Cz phonological nonn, while maximally 7 (64%) could be considered the
possible result of the development of an indigenous WSlk interdialectal nonn. There are
2 features in the WSlk corpus that do not show any discernible patterns in their distributions
(one of which, however, does show signs of development toward a consistent distribution).
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Central Slovak
The analysis of the CSlk corpus reveals that 9 of the 13 investigated features (69%) show
consistent interdialectal patterns of distribution. Of these consistent features in the CSlk texts,
8 (89%) could be ascribed to the Cz phonological nonn, while maximally 4 (44%) could be
considered the possible result of the development of an indigenous CSlk interdialectal norm.
There are also 4 features that do not show consistent patterns in the CSlk corpus.

East Slovak
In the ESlk texts only 4 of the 13 investigated features (31 %) show consistent interdialectal
patterns of distribution. Of these consistent features in the ESlk corpus, 2 (50%) could be
ascribed to the Cz phonological norm, while 3 (75%) could be ascribed to the Pol nonn. All
4 (100%) could be considered the possible result of the development of an indigenous ESlk
interdialectal nonn. However, the majority of the features (9 of 13) do not show consistent
patterns in the ESlk corpus.
The individual regional analyses have been summarized in the following table:
Summary of individual regional analyses
Slk
dialect
region

MSlk
WSlk
CSlk
ESlk

total
investigated .
features

11
13
13
13

consistent
interdialectal
patterns

consistency
follows
Cz nonn

consistency
follows
Slk norm

11
11
9
4

11
10

8
7

8
2

4
4

consistency
follows
Pol nonn

3

Comparison of the individual regional analyses
Several observations arise from a comparison of the distribution pictures presented in the
corpora of the four major dialect regions as described above. The first observation is that the
percentage of investigated features exhibiting consistent interdialectal reflex patterns in the texts
gradually declines the farther removed the Slk dialect region is from the Cz language territory
(i.e., west -> east). Thus MSlk 11as the highest percentage of features showing consistent
patterns and ESlk the lowest. A second observation is that, although the percentage of those
consistent interdialectal patterns that can be ascribed to the Cz norm also gradually declines
from west to east, this gives a somewhat false impression, since in all instances the Cz norm
can account for all but one or two of the consistent patterns (it is simply a matter that the total
number of consistent patterns steadily declines, thus altering the percentage). Moreover, if Pol
is taken into consideration in the ESlk picture, then non-Slk norms can account for all but one
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of the consistent interdialectal patterns in each of the regional corpora, except in MSlk, where
the Cz nonn can account for all of the consistent patterns. In fact, 3 consistent patterns in
MSlk, 4 consistent patterns in WSlk, and 5 consistent patterns in CSlk (but none in ESlk) can
be accounted for only by the Cz nonn and cannot be attributed to any sort of indigenous Slk
nonn development. Inversely, although some of the patterns accounted for by Cz (or Pol) can
also be accounted for by a Slk nonn, none of the consistent interdialectal reflex patterns in
MSlk, and only one consistent reflex pattern in WSlk, CSlk and ESlk can be unequivocally
ascribed exclusively to the development of an indigenous Slk interdialectal nonn.
These observations allow for an initial hypothesis that a large percentage of the consistent
interdialectal patterning found in the texts is due in some part to the influence of the literary Cz
norm (along with Pol in ESlk). According to such an interpretation, the inconsistent
distribution of reflexes attested for some features could be the result of incomplete knowledge
of the Cz (or Pol) nonn on the part of the scribes/authors, allowing for greater linguistic
interference from the indigenous Slk linguistic system of the scribes/authors!.
This interpretation of the data is reinforced by certain historical facts. As was observed
above, the percentage of phonological features exhibiting consistent interdialectal distribution
patterns in the texts decreases the farther removed the Slk dialect region is from the Cz language
territory (west -> east). In this connection it is important to note historically that: (a) the
Moravian Slovak territory had long been under the political administration of the Czech state
(Bohemia-Moravia); (b) until the mid 15th century, Cz texts are attested only as far east as West
Slovakia; (c) only from the mid 15th century onward does the use of Cz increase in the
remainder of the Slovak language territory and then only unevenly 2. Thus the contact of the
Slovaks with literary Cz during this period was weaker the farther removed the Slk dialect
region was from the Cz language territory. This progressively weaker contact with the literary
Cz nonn from west to east parallels the noted decrease from west to east in the percentage of
features that exhibit a consistent distribution pattern. This parallel nature of the historical facts
concerning the use of literary Cz would seem to support the initial interpretation, based solely
on the data of this investigation, that the influence of the Cz literary language nonn is largely
responsible for the phonological unifonnity attested in the texts.
1 This is the most common reasoning given for the penetration of "Slovakisms" into Czech texts and is
alluded to in much of the literature on this issue. See, for example, Varsik 1956c, 85-86 for elaboration on this
reasoning.
2 As summarized by Pauliny: "As B. Varsik showed (1956, p. 27 and following), literary Czech first
reaches Central and East Slovakia systematically during the period of Jan Jiskra z Brandysa (1440-1462). He
also showed with detailed evidence (op. cit. p. 55) that after Jiskra's departure the use of Czech further
developed chiefly in West Slovakia and northern Central Slovakia (Liptov), but before the Reformation the use
of literary Czech is more weakly attested in the mining regions of Central Slovakia and in East Slovakia. This
shows that literary Czech ... penetrated into Slovakia in the 15th and early 16th centuries with an uneven
effect of the factors that supported its spread" (1982, 162). See also Varsik 1956c as referred to by Pauliny.
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It was stated above that none of the consistent interdialectal reflex patterns attested in the
MSlk corpus, and only one consistent reflex pattern in the WSlk, CSlk and ESlk corpora, could
be unequivocally ascribed to the natural fonnation of an indigenous Slk interdialectal nonn.
This means that for WSlk, CSlk and ESlk there is only one phonological feature in each
regional corpus whose consistent interdialectal pattern can be accounted for exclusively by
phonological development in the Slk region in question, and cannot be accounted for by Cz
(or Pol) phonological development. However, a review of the data shows that there is an
additional number of features in each set of texts (including MSlk) whose consistent
interdialectal distribution could also be ascribed to an indigenous Slk nonn, but not exclusively,
since the attested consistency could also reflect the literary Cz (or Pol) nonn. The reason for
this (as noted in each of the individual regional chapters) is that, depending on the phonological
process and the region in question, the expected 16th century reflex patterns for literary Cz
(or Pol) and a given Slk dialect region are at times partially or even completely identical. For
example, Cz

'b

> e , h > e vs. WSlk

'b

> e , b > e represents a case of complete identity of the

expected reflex patterns for Cz and WSlk. Thus, the attestation of consistent e reflexes in the
WSlk corpus could be ascribed to either linguistic system with equal validity. Cz
vs. ESlk

'b

'b

> e , b> e

> e , (0) , b > e , (0) is a case of partial identity of the expected reflex patterns for

Cz and ESlk. The attestation of consistent e reflexes in the ESlk corpus could thus be
considered as an indication of the Cz nonn, or as a generalizing to all environments of the e
reflex found in the majority of environments in the ESlk dialectal patterns. Partial identity of
expected reflex patterns also occurs in instances where there is complete identity between Cz
and certain individual Slk dialects of a region, but not between Cz and the entire Slk dialect
region, for example: Cz 'e > je > { vs.

W-, C-,

e-sWSlk 'e > je > { but ne-sWSlk, nWSlk

'e > je > je ,je ,je. In this type of partial identity of expected reflex patterns between Cz and
WSlk, the attestation of a consistent { reflex in the WSlk texts could reflect the influence of the
literary Cz nonn, or it could indicate the spread of the expected W-, C-, e-sWSlk { reflex to the
ne-sWSlk and nWSlk areas where je ,je ,je reflexes are expected.
Thus in instances where identical reflex patterns are expected in literary Cz (or Pol) and part
or all of a Slk dialect region, it is not entirely possible to detennine whether a consistent
interdialectal reflex pattern attested in the texts from the region is due to the Cz (or Pol) or Slk
phonological system. Some scholars maintain that certain features show consistent patterns of
distribution (i.e., show an interdialectal nonn) in the Slk texts precisely because identical
reflexes were present to one degree or another in both the literary Cz nonn and the indigenous
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Slk phonological system3 . According to such a view, consistent distribution patterns showing
an interdialectal norm could be expected to occur in the texts for those phonological
developments that show at least partial if not total identity of reflex patterns between literary Cz
and the Slk dialect(s) in question, whereas inconsistent distribution patterns showing no
interdialectal nonn in the texts would be most likely to occur in cases where the Cz reflexes
were not mutually supported by identical reflexes in Slk. These observations again lead to the
interpretation that the consistent patterning present to various degrees in the corpora from the
four Slk dialect regions is due in some part to the influence of the literary Cz norm (along with
Pol in ESlk).
Thus it has been shown that there are certain phonological features in each Slk dialect region
that exhibit consistent distribution patterns, and that the consistency of these patterns seems to
have some basis or support in the Cz phonological system. However, it has also been shown
that the number of features exhibiting consistent patterns varies from region to region 
specifically that the percentage of consistent patterns decreases the farther removed the region is
from the Cz language territory. This brings the discussion to the question of whether there is
strong enough phonological evidence to posit cultural language fonnation in any of the
individual Slk dialect regions or in the Slk language territory as a whole. The arguments for
and against Cultural Slovak in each of the regional variants will be presented first, followed by
a discussion on the validity of the concept of a general Cultural Slovak for the entire Slk
language territory.

3 "The influence of Czech on the cultural language of the Slovak nationality was exerted in phonology
through the fact that preference was given precisely to those elements known not only in the Slovak dialects
(often only in the dialects of West Slovakia or in other dialects otherwise locally limited) but known also in
Czech. But precisely because of this backdrop of the Slovak dialects these elements were considered as Slovak
elements, or as bookish elements, typical for the written language. Here, for example, it is a question of forms
with the phonological change ie > i (zdravi, vira) or with the reflex of Common Slavic D > e (statek,
dobytek)" (Habovstiakova 1972, 129). See also Habovstiakova 1968a & 1970.
"In the 16th century a certain system begins to appear in connection with the use of these traits [i.e., Slovak
traits in texts]. However, this system is generalized very slowly and unclearly. The scribal and in general the
linguistic usage which stabilized in Tmava was decisive for southern West Slovakia. Characteristic of this
usage was that, of the Czech linguistic traits that were retained, the most firmly retained were those that were
commensurate with the [dialectal phonological] state in southern West Slovakia (for example the narrowing
ie > (: mira, bily ), rather often - especially in fixed formulas - forms with prehlaska, ii > e , U > i , were
retained. One can also consider as influence of the Czech language the fact that obvious dialectal traits, for
example the change l' , d' > C , dz , did not penetrate as a system into the written records" (Pauliny 1983,
123).
"Often Czech played the role of a distinctive filter in the formation of the norm of the 'West Slovak cultural
interdialect' and 'helped select' the linguistic forms from among the rather large number of West Slovak and
even Central Slovak elements ..." (Lifanov 1989, 44).
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Regional cultural language formation
Moravian Slovak
Slk
dialect
region

total
investigated
features

consistent
interdialectal
patterns

consistency
follows
Cznorm

consistency
follows
Slk norm

MSlk

11

11

11

8

consistency
follows
Pol norm

It is clear that the corpus of texts from the MSlk region exhibits an interdialectal
phonological nonn for the features investigated in this study. All 11 of the features that can be
considered reliable show consistent interdialectal patterns of distribution in the texts under
investigation. Because many of the phonological developments under investigation produced
either partially or completely identical reflexes for both Cz and MSlk, it is difficult to detennine
to which linguistic system the attested textual interdialectal consistency should be ascribed. It is
necessary to remember, however, that all 11 consistent patterns can be ascribed to the literary
Cz nonn, while only 8 can be accounted for by MSlk. Moreover, 3 of the 11 consistent
patterns (27%) can only be accounted for by the literary Cz nonn, while there are no consistent
patterns that can be exclusively ascribed to MSlk developments. Thus, it seems likely that the
attested interdialectal phonological nonn of the texts is, in fact, Czech. This conclusion is
supported by the historical fact that the MSlk territory had long been under Cz political control
(Bohemia-Moravia).

West Slovak
Slk
dialect
region

total
investigated
features

consistent
interdialectal
patterns

consistency
follows
Cznorm

consistency
follows
Slk norm

WSlk

13

11

10

7

consistency
follows
Polnonn

It is clear that the corpus of texts from the WSlk region exhibits an interdialectal
phonological nonn for the features investigated in this study. The percentage of features
exhibiting consistent patterns in the WSlk corpus (11/13

=85%) is lower than in the MSlk

corpus. However, of the two features that do not show consistent interdialectal distribution in
the WSlk texts, one (r

/_e , i , e , b , e,j ) shows signs of development toward a consistent

distribution, which would raise the percentage of consistent features to a statistically convincing
12/13 =92%. As in MSlk, in WSlk many of the phonological developments under
investigation produced reflexes either partially or completely identical to the reflexes produced
in Cz. Thus it is again difficult to detennine to which linguistic system the attested textual
interdialectal consistency should be ascribed. In the case of WSlk it is important to note that,
although there are 4 consistent patterns that can only be ascribed to the Cz nonn, there is also
one consistent pattern that can only be the result of indigenous Slk dialectal development
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(two, if the feature r /_e , i , e , b,

~

,j can, in fact, be shown to be developing a consistent

distribution). Thus, the interdialectal phonological nonn attested in the WSlk corpus exhibits a
mixed base of Cz phonology and WSlk phonology. This mixed interdialectal phonological
nonn could be called a type of Cultural West Slovak.

Central Slovak
Slk
dialect
region

total
investigated
features

consistent
interdialectal
patterns

consistency
follows
Cz nonn

consistency
follows
Slk nonn

CSlk

13

9

8

4

consistency
follows
Polnonn

It is not entirely clear whether the corpus of texts from the CSlk region exhibits an
interdialectal phonological nonn for the features investigated in this study. Viewed statistically,
the evidence is not completely convincing, since only 9 of the 13 investigated features (69%)
exhibit consistent interdialectal distribution patterns in the CSlk corpus. In considering the 9
consistent patterns, it is important to note that, although there are 5 consistent patterns that can
only be ascribed to the Cz nonn, there is also one consistent pattern that can only be the result
of indigenous Slk dialectal development (two, if the feature

r ,Cr'bC

is viewed as distinctly

CSlk on the basis of only three fonns distinguishing the CSlk dialect pattern from the Cz
nonn). Thus, although the attested evidence for a CSlk interdialectal phonological nonn is
weak, there is a base of interdialectal phonological consistency in the CSlk texts that seems to
exhibit a mixture of Cz phonology and CSlk phonology. Based on this CSlk evidence and a
comparison with the seemingly similar but more advanced state in WSlk, it can be concluded
that there is a nascent Cultural Central Slovak exhibited in the CSlk corpus of this investigation,
developing on a mixed base of Cz phonology and CSlk phonology.

East Slovak
Slk
dialect
region

total
investigated
features

consistent
interdialectal
patterns

consistency
follows
Cz nonn

consistency
follows
Slk nonn

consistency
follows
Polnonn

ESlk

13

4

2

4

3

It is clear that the corpus of texts from the ESlk region does not exhibit an interdialectal
phonological nonn for the features investigated in this study. The number of consistent
interdialectal distribution patterns exhibited in the ESlk texts is so low (4/13

=31 %) that it does

not seem as though there is even a base of phonological consistency that might be considered
indicative of a nascent or developing Cultural East Slovak. In contrast to the other three
regions, where there was a fair number of consistent patterns that could only be attributed to the
Cz nonn, in ESlk none of the 4 consistent patterns can be ascribed exclusively to either Cz or
Pol (it will be remembered that Pol played the same role in ESlk as Cz did in the entire Slk
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territory). On the other hand, there is one consistent interdialectal pattern that can only be the
result of indigenous Slk dialectal development. However, because there are 9 features that do
not show consistent interdialectal distribution patterns in the ESlk corpus, the evidence does not
even support the existence of a nascent Cultural East Slovak in the present corpus.
Thus, based on the 16th century textual data, it appears that the MSlk corpus shows the Cz
nonn, the WSlk corpus shows a fairly clear interdialectal phonological nonn (on a mixed base
of Cz and Slk features), the CSlk corpus shows a developing interdialectal phonological nonn
(on a mixed base of Cz and Slk features), and the ESlk corpus shows no interdialectal
phonological nonn development.
These interpretations, derived solely from the present phonological investigation, are
consistent with the historical facts. Moravian Slovakia had long been under the political
administration of the Czech state (Bohemia-Moravia), where literary Cz had already served as a
language of official writing for several centuries. With the invasion of the Turks and the
political realignment after the annexation of Slovakia into the Habsburg Empire at the beginning
of the 16th century, West Slovakia was relatively more stable than were Central or East
Slovakia throughout the 16th century. This relatively high degree of stability in the West
Slovak region was advantageous for social, political and economic integration, and thus for
creating the sociolinguistic conditions that would further the fonnation and development of an
interdialectallanguage fonn. The lesser degrees of stability in Central and especially East
Slovakia caused generally slower progress toward integration there. This slowed the creation
of sociolinguistic conditions that would have been more favorable for interdialectallinguistic
development in those regions4 .

4 "In the 16th and 17th centuries, West Slovakia was relatively the most peaceful region of Slovakia. In
connection with this, the conditions were also created here for the rise and development of the fonnation that we
call Cultural West Slovak. Central Slovakia (that is the districts that were not under Turkish control, thus not
Gerner, Novohrad, and part of Hont) had intensive solidarity during the period of the anti-Turkish battles. It
seems that it was during this period that the basically unifonn type of the Central Slovak dialects was fixed in
the districts of Turiec (with northern Nitra), Liptov, Zvolen, Tekov, and the western part of Hont. This region
as a unit very actively participated in the battles against the Turks in defense of the mining cities. ... This
unity is striking especially in the Zvolen, Tekov, and Hont districts. This Central Slovak dialectal type
[created in these unified districts] was the basis for the fonnation that we call Cultural Central Slovak....
The integration of West and Central Slovakia as a whole is clear and relatively strong at this time. The
integration of East Slovakia into the Slovak whole in the 16th and 17th centuries was weaker. Numerous
factors were at work here. It was significant that between Central and East Slovakia there was the Spis German
barrier in the north and the territory occupied by the Turks in the south. Besides that the East Slovak districts
leaned toward Transylvania in questions of power and toward Poland in trade contacts at that time" (Pauliny
1983, 103-4).
"After the invasion of the Turks in Lower Hungary in the 16th century and in view of the numerous class
insurrections in the 17th century, the relatively most peaceful part of Slovakia was in West Slovakia. For this
reason, in the 16th-18th centuries Cultural West Slovak spread the most" (Pauliny 1980, 20).
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Interregional cultural language formation
This leaves the question of whether there is evidence in the texts of this investigation for the
existence of a general interdialectal phonological nonn valid for most or all of the Slk language
territory in the 16th century. The MSlk region will henceforth be left out of the discussion, as it
has been determined with a fair degree of certainty that the norm attested in the texts from
Moravian Slovakia is the Cz norm. As has been seen, the number of phonological features
exhibiting consistent patterns, and thus also the specific individual features exhibiting such
patterns, differ from region to region in the remaining three Slovak dialect regions (WSlk,
CSlk, ESlk). This fact does not nullify the possibility of an interdialectal phonological norm
that had validity for a larger, interregional portion of the 16th century Slk language territory.
As has been discussed, Cultural Slovak is considered to have existed in regional variants,
which implies variation in both the relative degree of the nonn and the specific phonological
make-up of the nonn from region to region. The question then is whether there is a smaller set
of core phonological features that exhibit consistent distribution of the same reflexes in the texts
throughout the Slk language territory, and that as such can be considered representative of an

interregional Cultural Slovak nonn in the 16th century.
The following sections will examine each of the phonological features of this investigation
individually across the entire Slk language territory (excluding MSlk as noted above) to
determine whether there is a smaller set of these features that show invariant interregional
consistency of reflexes and can be considered the core of a general Cultural Slovak. The
patterning of the individual features across the three dialect regions will be examined first,
followed by an assessment of which features might be considered core features of a general
Cultural Slovak, based on their interregional patterns.
1) vocalization of strong

'b

and

h

The textually attested forms containing reflexes from vocalized jers show the same
consistent reflex pattern ('b > e ; h> e) in each of the three Slk dialect regions under
consideration.
2a) development of syllabic

r

(and related Cr'bC)

The textually attested forms containing reflexes from syllabic
same consistent pattern of reflexes

r

(and Cr'bC ) show the

(r > r ;cr- > cer- ; Cr'kC > CrC ) in WSlk and CSlk, but

show no discernible consistency of reflexes in ESlk.
2b) development of syllabic J (and related CI'bC)
The textually attested forms containing reflexes from syllabic J (and CI'bC ) show the same
consistent pattern of reflexes (j' > J/ labials_ ; J> lu in all other textually attested
environments) in each of the three Slk dialect regions under consideration.
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3a) fronting and raising of long

a/ C'_C' , C'_#

The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from long

a in a soft environment show

essentially the same consistent pattern of reflexes (li > i) in WSlk and CSlk5 , but show no
discernible consistency of reflexes in ESlk.
3b) fronting and raising of short a / C'_C' , C'_#
The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from short a in a soft environment show
essentially the same consistent pattern of reflexes (a > e/a) in WSlk and CSlk. The fonns
with original short a in the ESlk corpus also show a fairly consistent patterning of reflexes
(a

>

e/a), but the distribution attested in ESlk differs from the distribution attested in the other

two regions.
4) fronting of long and short

u, u / C'_

The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from long and short u in a soft
environment show the same consistent pattern of reflexes (u > i) in WSlk and CSlk, but
show no discernible consistency of reflexes in ESlk.
5a) diphthongization of long 6
The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from long 6 do not show any consistent
patterning of reflexes in any of the three Slk regions under consideration.
5b) diphthongization of long ,e
The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from long ,e show a consistent pattern of
reflexes ('e > f) only in WSlk. There is no discernible consistency of reflexes in the CSlk6 and
ESlk corpora.
6) diphthongization of long

u/ C

0_

The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from long u in a hard environment show
the same consistent reflex pattern (u > u) in each of the three Slk dialect regions under
consideration.
7) assibilation of d /_j
The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from the sequence d+j show a consistent
pattern of reflexes (dj> z) only in WSlk. There is no discernible consistency of reflexes in the
CSlk and ESlk corpora.
5 It should be remembered that the attested forms from the stem *prbjatel- do not show the consistency of
reflexes exhibited by the other forms with original long a in the texts. Since a single stem is involved here,
the inconsistency in the forms of *prbjate1- is regarded as a peculiarity of the individual lexical items derived
from this one particular stem. This inconsistency is therefore not considered significant for the results of this
investigation.
6 It is interesting to note that there is consistency in the CSlk corpus in the development 'e > f in the
specific instances of 'e from contraction in the N/A sg., D pI. endings of neuter nouns in *-bje, *-bstvije ,
e.g. *S'bdorvbje (N/A sg.) > zdravf. However, the other instances of 'e in the CSlk corpus do not show this
same consistency, hence the feature as a whole is not considered to show norm development here.
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8a) assibilation of d /_e , i , e , b,

~

(i.e., all front vowels)

The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from the sequence d+front vowel show the
same consistent pattern of reflexes (d > d) in WSlk and CSlk, but show no discernible
consistency of reflexes in ESlk.
8b) assibilation of t /_e , i , e , b,

~

(i.e., all front vowels)

The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from the sequence t+front vowel show the
same consistent pattern of reflexes (t > t) in WSlk and CSlk, but show no discernible
consistency of reflexes in ESlk.
9) palatalization of r /_e, i , e , b,

~

,j (i.e., all front vowels and))

The textually attested fonns containing reflexes from the sequence r+front vowel,j do not
show any consistent patterning of reflexes in any of the three Slk regions under consideration.
The WSlk corpus does show a tendency toward a consistent pattern of reflexes (r > r) if only
fonns from the second half of the century are considered.
The results of the examination of the individual features across the WSlk, CSlk and ESlk
regions have been summarized in the table below. An "X" in the column of a dialect region
indicates that the feature in question shows a consistent interdialectal pattern in that dialect
region. It is to be understood that, where multiple dialect regions are marked for consistency of
a single feature, the consistent reflex pattern of that feature is identical in each of the regions
marked (with the single exception of short a in ESlk).
Geographical scope of consistent interdialectal reflex patterns in the corpus

WSlk
1) nIh

2a) r
2b) I
3a) a
3b) a

4) C'u/u
5a)
5b)
6)
7)
8a)
8b)

X
X

CSlk
X
X

ESlk
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X*

6

'6
COu

dj
d'
t'
9) r'

X
X
X
X
X
(X)

X
X

* the consistent distribution of reflexes in ESlk does not follow the same pattern as the consistent
distribution attested in WSlk and CSlk
( ) possible but inconclusive evidence for a consistent distribution of reflexes for this particular feature
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The question posed at the beginning of this section was whether there was a smaller set of
these features that showed invariant interregional consistency of reflexes and could be
considered the core of a general Cultural Slovak phonological norm. As can be seen in the
table, there are three features ( 'blh, J, COu ) that show identical consistency in their reflex
patterns throughout the entire Slk language territory under consideration here (recalling that
MSlk was not considered here since it was determined that the MSlk corpus exhibits the Cz
norm). Thus there seems to be a small set of 3 invariant core features with validity in the entire
Slk language territory that could be considered the base of an interregional Cultural Slovak
phonological norm. A fourth feature ( a ) also shows consistency of reflexes in all three dialect
regions, however the patterns of distribution are not identical in each of the regions. This
feature might illustrate the regional variation claimed to be characteristic of Cultural Slovak. At
this point, however, the evidence from the ESlk corpus ceases to support a proposed general
Cultural Slovak phonological norm, since the four features just discussed are the only four
features that exhibit interdialectal consistency of reflex distribution in the ESlk texts. It should
be remembered here that the individual regional assessment of cultural language formation in
the ESlk dialect region determined that the ESlk textual evidence did not support the existence
of a regional cultural language form in East Slovakia.
Considering only the WSlk and CSlk material, there are further features that show
consistent interdialectal patterning of identical reflexes in both regions. In fact, all 9 features
that show consistent reflex patterns in CSlk ('blh , r , J, a, a , C' ulu , C °u , d' , t' ) also show
those same patterns in WSlk. Thus for the larger combined area of WSlk and CSlk there
appears to be a fairly substantial set of invariant core features representing an interregional
Cultural Slovak phonological norm. Of this set of 9 features, 8 (89%) could be ascribed to the
Cz phonological norm, while maximally 6 (67%) could be considered the possible result of the
development of an indigenous W/CSlk interdialectal norm (of which only 1 could
unequivocally be ascribed to the development of an indigenous W/CSlk norm). This leads back
to the question concerning the interaction of the Cz norm and the Slk dialects in the selection of
the phonological features that constituted this interregional (W/CSlk) Cultural Slovak norm.

Interaction of the literary Cz norm and the Sik dialects in the formation of
Cultural Slovak
According to the view of some scholars discussed previously, the selection of the
phonological features of Cultural Slovak was based partly on mutual support between reflexes
that were identical in both the Cz norm and at least part of a Slk dialect region. Regional
variation in Cultural Slovak could then be explained, in part, by the fact that each Slk dialect
region had different phonological reflexes (and hence a different number of reflexes) that
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coincided with and supported identical reflexes in the Cz nonn7. According to the same view,
an invariant core feature of Cultural Slovak exhibiting consistent distribution of the same
reflex(es) on an interregional basis could then be expected to arise when phonological
development produced a similar reflex pattern in each of the Slk dialect regions that coincided
with and supported the Cz nonn in each region.
It is true that 10 of the 11 consistent interdialectal reflex patterns attested in the WSlk texts
could arguably have arisen because the Cz patterns that they exhibit were mutually supported
by identical reflexes in the WSlk dialects. There is either complete identity or strong partial
identity of the expected reflex patterns in Cz and the WSlk dialects from the following 6
developments: 1) the vocalization of the strong jers; 2a) & 2b) development of syllabic

r

and J (at least for the attested environments); 5b) diphthongization of long 'e;
8a & 8b) assibilation of d , t before front vowels. However, this interpretation of mutual
support is highly unlikely in the other 4 instances because of the marginal status
(geographically and/or phonologically) of the specific WSlk reflexes that would have been the
supporting partners for the corresponding Cz reflexes in those instances. For the 4 processes:
3a & 3b) fronting and raising of long and short

a, a

in a soft environment; 4) fronting of

long and short U, u in a soft environment; 7) assibilation of d before j , identity of reflexes
is expected only between Cz and the w-sWSlk dialect area, and even then the distribution of the
identical reflexes is limited within w-sWSlk. It is difficult to support the view that a reflex (or
reflexes) that existed in limited environments in only one WSlk dialect area had a sufficiently
strong position in the linguistic structure of the entire WSlk dialect region to act as a base of

7 This view could be used to explain the apparently more advanced state of cultural language formation in
the WSlk texts (vis-A-vis the CSlk texts) that was noted here in the section on "Regional cultural language
formation". The WSlk dialects stand linguistically closer to Cz than the CSlk dialects and would thus have
had more 16th century phonological reflexes that coincided with and supported identical Cz reflexes than did
the CSlk dialects. Hence, according to this view, the WSlk texts would be expected to exhibit more consistent
features that were due to mutual support between literary Cz and WSlk dialect reflexes. In speaking about the
formation of the language used in written documents in Slovakia after the 15th century Habovstiakova states:
"In this process of a broader use of Slovak in Slovak documents an important role was played by West
Slovakia, in which there were important economic and cultural centers and which stood, also from a linguistic
aspect, the closest to Czech. And precisely for this reason, in connection with the development of indigenous
Slovak, more accurately West Slovak, written means, thus in connection with the creation of so-called Cultural
West Slovak, the model of Czech came to be used. It is true that the use of those traits, in which Slovak (or a
part of the Slovak dialects) 'coincided' with Czech, was different in the individual regional variants of the
cultural language. It was not a question here of a fixed set of traits and the consistent application of those
traits" (Habovstiakova 1977, 119).
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support for the adoption of a specific feature into a region-wide interdialectal nonn8 .
Moreover, there is a counter-example to this view to be found in process 5a) diphthongization
of long 6, where there is again identity of expected reflexes only between Cz and the w-sWSlk
dialect area, but no clear WSlk interdialectal pattern based on the identical Cz/w-sWSlk reflex is
attested in the texts. The remaining consistent reflex pattern in the texts is from the process:
6) diphthongization of long

u (in a hard environment).

The expected reflexes from this

phonological development are not at all identical between Cz and WSlk, however, a consistent
reflex pattern is attested in the WSlk corpus, based on the WSlk dialectal reflex. The same is
true for the process: 9) palatalization of r before front vowels and j , if it is considered that
the later texts of the corpus exhibit a tendency toward consistent patterning of reflexes. In this
case again there is no identity of expected reflexes between Cz and WSlk, however, there is a
tendency toward a consistent reflex pattern attested in the WSlk texts, based on the WSlk
dialectal reflex.
In the CSlk corpus, 7 of the 9 consistent reflex patterns attested in the texts could arguably
have arisen because the Cz patterns that they exhibit were mutually supported by identical
reflexes in the CSlk dialects. There is either complete identity or strong partial identity of the
expected reflex patterns in Cz and the CSlk dialects from the following 3 developments:
2a) development of syllabic

r

(at least for the attested environments); 8a & 8b) assibilation of

d , t before front vowels. Again, this interpretation of mutual support is highly unlikely in the

other 4 instances because of the marginal status (geographically and/or phonologically) of the
specific CSlk reflexes that would have been the supporting partners for the corresponding Cz
reflexes in those instances. For the 4 processes: 1) the vocalization of the strong jers;
2b) development of syllabic

J (at least for the attested environments); 3b) fronting and raising

of short a in a soft environment; 4) fronting of long and short U, u in a soft environment,
the expected CSlk support for the Cz pattern is restricted either to limited phonological
environments in all of CSlk or to limited CSlk dialect areas. The remaining two consistent
patterns in the texts: 3a) fronting and raising of long
6) diphthongization of long

a in a soft environment;

u (in a hard environment), illustrate instances where consistent

patterns are attested in the CSlk corpus despite the fact that the expected reflexes from these
phonological developments are not at all identical between Cz and CSlk. In the case of the
process: 3a) fronting and raising of long

a in a soft environment, the consistent pattern

8 Although Habovstiakova makes claims for exactly this when she states: "The rich layer of bookish traits in
the cultural language of the Slovak nationality is made up of those endings and forms ... that found broader
use in the cultural language of the Slovak nationality ... especially because in these cases there were common
points of contact between the West Slovak (often only marginal West Slovak [emphasis added]) dialectal forms
and Czech" (1970, 208). As an example at the level of derivational morphology she states: "We can explain the
prevalence of the shape prodat' over predat' in administrative-legal monuments as the result of Slovak
linguistic support, Le. the occurrence of the shape prodat' in the Zahorsky dialects [w-sWSlk]" (1968a, 238).
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attested in the texts follows the Cz nonn, while in the case of the process: 6) diphthongization
of long

u (in a hard environment), the attested consistency is based on the CSlk dialectal

reflex. Finally, it is interesting to note that the 4 processes that do not show consistent reflex
patterns in the CSlk corpus: 5a & 5b) diphthongization of long 6, 'e; 7) assibilation of

d before j; 9) palatalization of r before front vowels and j , are all cases where the reflexes
from these phonological developments are not at all identical between Cz and CSlk.
The above discussion of the mutual support between the literary Cz norm and the WSlk and
CSlk dialects has been summarized in the table below. The first column indicates whether the
WSlk reflex pattern supported the Cz nonn for the given feature (S = strong support,
W

= weak support), while the second column shows whether the given feature exhibits

consistent interdialectal distribution of reflexes in the WSlk texts. The third column indicates
whether the CSlk reflex pattern supported the Cz nonn for the given feature (S
support, W

=strong

= weak support), while the fourth column shows whether the given feature exhibits

consistent interdialectal distribution of reflexes in the CSlk texts. The fifth column indicates
whether the given feature shows interregional WSlk-CSlk consistency of reflex distribution in
the texts of the present investigation (= the 9 W/CSlk cultural language core features).
Mutual support of reflexes in the literary Cz norm and the Sik dialects

1)

n/b

2a) r
2b) !
3a) a
3b) a
4) C'u/u
5a) 6
5b) 'e
6) COu
7) dj

8a) d'
8b) t'
9) r'

WSlk reflexes
support Cz

attested WSlk
consistency

CSlk reflexes
support Cz

attested CSlk
consistency

WSlk-CSlk
consistency

S
S
S
W
W

X
X
X
X
X
X

W
S
W

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X (Slk)

X
X

X
X

W
W
S
W
S
S

X
X
X
X
X
(X)

W
W

S
S

This allows for several observations:
A) The features of the literary Cz nonn that were strongly supported in at least one of the
Slk dialect regions, while also being supported (strongly or weakly) in the other, seem to have
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been retained in the fonnation of consistent W/CSlk interregional phonological patterns in 16th
century administrative-legal texts - cf. 1) 'bIb, 2a) r , 2b) I , 8a) d' , 8b) t'.
B) Even features of the literary Cz nonn that were only weakly supported in both Slk
dialect regions seem to have been retained in the fonnation of consistent W/CSlk interregional
phonological patterns in 16th century administrative-legal texts - cf. 3b) a , 4) C'ulu
C) The fact that a feature of the literary Cz nonn was supported (strongly or weakly) in
only one Slk dialect region was apparently not a guarantee for the fonnation of consistent
W/CSlk interregional phonological patterns in 16th century administrative-legal texts
cf. 3a) a with consistent W/CSlk interregional patterning vs. 5a) 6 , 5b)
W/CSlk interregional consistency of reflex patterns (although

'e, dj

'e ,7) dj

with no

do show interdialectal

consistency in the WSlk texts - perhaps an illustration of regional variation in the W/CSlk
cultural language nonn).
D) Certain indigenous Slk consistent interdialectal patterns that arose naturally from
phonological development seem to have been retained (regardless of the corresponding Cz
development) in the fonnation of consistent W/CSlk interregional phonological patterns in 16th
century administrative-legal texts - cf. 6) C °u. The development

u > uI C

0_

occurred in all

three Slk dialect regions (u > u in ESlk where vocalic length was lost). This expected u reflex
is consistently attested in the texts from all three regions (even ESlk). The expected Cz reflex
does not seem to have been influential here9 .

olj

E) However, the fact that an indigenous Slk consistent interdialectal pattern arose naturally
from phonological development was apparently not a guarantee for the fonnation of a
consistent W/CSlk interregional phonological pattern in 16th century administrative-legal
texts - cf. 9) r' . The development r > r I_e , i , e , b

,

e,j occurred in all three Slk dialect

regions. However, this expected r reflex is not consistently attested in the texts (with a
possible late tendency toward consistency in the WSlk corpus), despite the consistent
development in the dialects of all three regions. The expected Cz reflex f seems to have had
broader influence here.
9

Although Lifanov claims that the Cz oy reflex does not even enter into consideration here and that the

u reflex present in the texts actually represents the older (pre- u > oy) Cz norm: "It is necessary, however, to
bear in mind that the Czech literary language that was distributed in Slovakia and entered into contact with the
Slovak dialects differed from the Czech literary language that was in use in the Czech lands and Moravia. As is
known, the Czech literary language penetrated into Slovakia and became used as one of the written languages
already in the 14th century. Here it appeared in a sort of preserved state. Strictly Czech innovations of a later
period penetrated with great difficulty or did not penetrate at all into the Czech literary language in the Slovak
territory . . .. Thus, here the Czech diphthong -OU, which appears sporadically in strictly Czech monuments
already in the first third of the 15th century, is almost not present. In Czech monuments of the Slovak
redaction forms with the non-diphthongized -u are represented" (Lifanov 1989, 45).
This view seems unlikely, since there was constant (and increasing) contact on many levels between the
Czech and Slovak lands throughout the period in question (see Macurek 1956, Varsik 1956c). It is improbable,
considering the substantial level of Czech-Slovak contact, that older 14th century features would have been
"preserved" in the Czech language that was in use during the 16th century in the Slovak territory.
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Thus, it does appear that the mutual support of identical Slk dialect and literary Cz reflexes
from a phonological development may have been a contributing factor toward the consistent
distribution of a given feature in the W/CSlk cultural language attested in the texts, however, it
was not a decisive factor nor was it an obligatory factor.
The varying degrees of identity between the Slk and Cz reflex patterns from each of the
phonological developments allow for certain interpretations regarding the linguistic source of
the various consistent features attested in the texts. For the consistent features where the
correspondence was strong between the reflexes of the Cz norm and the Slk dialects, the two
linguistic systems appear to have mutually supported each other, making it difficult to attribute
the consistency in the texts exclusively to only one of the two systems. However, for the
consistent features where the correspondence between reflexes of the Cz norm and the Slk
dialects was weak or nonexistent, it is reasonably clear that the Cz norm was maintained (except
in one instance) in the texts of this investigation regardless of the Slk dialect reflexes. For one
of the consistent features where the correspondence between reflexes of the Cz norm and the
Slk dialects was nonexistent, it is clear that a consistent interdialectal Slk pattern was maintained
in the texts regardless of the reflexes of the literary Cz norm.
It is difficult to make any generalizations regarding the 4 features that do not show
consistent W/CSlk interregional reflex patterns in the texts. Three of these features do have
mutual support of reflexes between Cz and WSlk, but only two of those three exhibit
interdialectal consistency of distribution in the WSlk texts. As stated earlier, these two features
that show interdialectal consistency in the WSlk texts but not in the CSlk texts might be
regarded as cases of regional variation between the WSlk and CSlk variants of the W/CSlk
cultural language. The fourth feature that does not show consistent W/CSlk interregional reflex
patterns in the texts does not have mutual support of reflexes between Cz and Slk, but it does
have the natural development of an interdialectally consistent reflex throughout the Slk territory.
Nevertheless, there is only a tendency toward consistent interdialectal distribution for this
feature in the later texts of the WSlk corpus. Thus, there is no obvious factor that would seem
to contribute to the inconsistent distribution of reflexes for these 4 features in the texts. In fact,
it should be noted that for each of these 4 features that does not exhibit a consistent
interdialectal reflex pattern in both the WSlk and CSlk texts, there is a feature with a similar
reflex situation (Slk<->Cz and within Slk) that does exhibit consistent interdialectal,
interregional patterning: 6,

'e ,dj

vs.

a ; r'

vs.

cou.
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Conclusions of this study and recommendations for further research
In answer to the questions posed in the introductory chapter and repeated at the beginning
of this concluding chapter regarding the existence, scope and basis of an interdialectal
phonological nonn in 16th century Slovak administrative-legal texts, the following can be
stated:
(1) The language of the investigated 16th century administrative-legal corpus appears to
exhibit an interdialectal phonological nonn for the West Slovak and Central Slovak dialect
regions - i.e., there appears to be a written interdialectal Cultural Slovak phonological nonn
with interregional validity attested in the West Slovak and Central Slovak texts. This nonn
appears to be more developed and stable in the West Slovak region than in the Central Slovak
region - perhaps illustrating West Slovak/Central Slovak regional variation in the Cultural
Slovak nonn. The texts from the Moravian Slovak region appear to make use of the written
literary Czech phonological nonn, while the texts from the East Slovak region do not show
consistent interdialectal distribution of reflexes for the majority of the investigated phonological
developments.
(2) The interdialectal, interregional phonological nonn attested for the West Slovak and
Central Slovak regions seems to exhibit a mixed base of Czech phonology and Slovak
phonology. The exact degree to which each language system is responsible for the
phonological structure of the attested nonn is uncertain, although it is reasonably clear that the
literary Czech nonn played a substantial role in the fonnation of a majority of the consistent
distribution patterns attested in the texts.
(3) Additional research remains to be done on the question of cultural language and
interdialectal nonn in 16th century Slovakia. There is a need for further work on the phonology
of 16th century Slovak texts, especially as regards the connection between individual lexical
items and their phonological shape. This link is often mentioned in studies on the issue of
Cultural Slovak but, to my knowledge, it has not been pursued on a larger scale. An in-depth
phonological study examining the distribution of reflexes as they occur in groups of related
lexical items from individual stems (as was partially done here for the examples of *prhjatel- )
should yield an even more refined picture of the interrelation of the literary Czech nonn and the
Slovak dialects in written Cultural Slovak phonology than was presented in this work. As was
the case for phonology, the research that has been done on the morphology of 16th century
Slovak texts has essentially been restricted to studies involving individual texts or groups of
texts from specific regions. A study similar to this one, but concentrating on morphological
features of the texts, would provide an additional, morphological perspective to the general
picture of the linguistic structure of 16th century Slovak texts. While it is clear that there is
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additional work to be done, it is hoped that the present study has contributed to the clarification
of the issue of 16th century Cultural Slovak, and that it will be a beneficial tool for future
research in this area.

APPENDIX A: TABLE OF ORTHOGRAPHIC EQUIVALENCES
This appendix presents a listing of those graphemes most commonly used in the texts of
this study to represent the phonemes of Slovak and Czech. It is not intended to be a complete
register of the all the graphemes found in the corpus under investigation. The consonant
sounds are grouped according to place and manner of articulation, with the sibilants together in
a separate group at the end. The most common orthographic variant(s) of each phoneme is
presented first followed by the other variants in random order.

phoneme
vocalic:

grapheme

a

a

a

a,e

e

e

i

i, y, j

0

0

u

u,v,w

ia

ia, ya

ie

ie, ye

iu

no clear examples in corpus

~o

uo

o~

au, ou, ov, ow

r

r

I

I

Notes on vowel orthography
1) Vocalic length is generally not indicated with consistency in texts from this period. In the
present corpus it is occasionally marked by diacritics over the vowel symbols, e.g. <e>,
<u>. There are also isolated instances of double vowel symbols denoting long vowels in
the texts of this study, e.g. <ee> =/ e / .
2) There are some instances of nasal vowel marking in the texts of this study from the ESlk
region. The most common nasal vowel representation in these texts is the grapheme still
used in modem Polish orthography: <cp. In some cases in these texts, nasal vowels are
also indicated by the digraph <an>.
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phoneme

consonantal:

grapheme

b

b

P

P

m

m

v

v, w, u

f

f, ph

d

d

t

t, th

n

n

1

1

r

r

j

g, y, j, i

g

g

k

lc, c

h

h,ch

x

ch,h

c

CZ, c, tz

C

CZ,CZ,C

S

s, ss, sz

S

ss, s, sz

z

z

Z

z,

3

dz,cz

3

dZ

f

rZ,f

v

v

z, z, zi

Notes on consonant orthography
1) In texts from this period, softness is not marked with consistency on / b' ,p' ,m' , v' , f' ,
d' , t' , n' / ; and is almost never marked on / l' /. In the present corpus, softness is
occasionally marked by digraphs, e.g. <di> , <dy> ; <ti> , <ty> ; etc. It is also marked
diacritically in some instances in the texts of this study, e.g. <d'> , <de> .
2) In 16th century texts, consonant graphemes are often written double for no apparent
phonological reason, e.g. <radde> = rade ('to the council' D sg. f.). This is encountered
frequently in the corpus under investigation.

APPENDIX B: TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CORPUS
The presentation of the texts in the tables below is according to the dialect regions: MSlk 
WSlk - CSlk - ESlk. The WSlk, CSlk and ESlk regions are subdivided according to the major
internal divisions: sWSlk-nWSlk, nCSlk-sCSlk, wESlk--eESlk. Within each subdivision, the
texts are listed in alphabetical order according to place of composition (Slk/Cz alphabetical
order is used, hence ii follows a and 0 follows 0; ch is listed after h; and C comes after
c,

s after s, z after z

and f after r).

The first column of each table gives the date of composition for each text. It should be
noted here that although the scope of this investigation generally includes only texts from the
period 1530-1590, two ESlk texts written shortly after 1590, as well as four ESlk texts of
uncertain chronology in the 1500s (marked simply "16th c." throughout this work), were
included in the investigation because of a general lack of available texts from the period for that
region.
Following the date of composition is a general description of the document. Included in this
description are the type of text (letter, town book entry, etc.), the author(s) and recipient(s) of
the text, and in the case of town book entries or city/court records the general content of the
document, as far as any of this information is known.
The third column of each table shows the sources of the textual editions used in this
investigation. All of the editions of the texts used in this investigation come from secondary
sources Gournal articles, monographs and text collections). While some were published as true
diplomatic editions of the original manuscripts, many were published using various systems of
transliteration and/or transcription. Only those transliterated/transcribed editions accompanied
by a full description of the transliteration/transcription system employed were considered in the
selection of the corpus. The final corpus consists then of texts in diplomatic editions and texts
in those transliterated/transcribed editions where the system of transliteration/transcription does
not obscure the original orthographic representation of the specific phonological features under
investigation here. The abbreviations used in the column of secondary sources designate the
following:
Dejiny TIl

= Stanislav 1957. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the specific text in the
Stanislav 1957 section "Stare slovenske jazykove pamiatky: b) Suvisle texty,
listy a zapisy"; p.XXX refers to the page number of the specific text in Stanislav
1957)

Dorul'a 61

= Dorul'a 1961b. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the specific text in
Dorul'a 1961b)
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Dorul'a 66

= Dorul'a 1966. (p.XXX refers to the page number of the specific text in Dorul'a
1966)

Dorul'a 69

= Dorul'a 1969b. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the specific text in
Dorul'a 1969b)

Dubay

= Dubay, Dezider A. 1939/1940. (p.XXX refers to the page number of the specific
text in Dubay, Dezider A. 1939/1940)

= Jazykovedne studie VI. 1961. (p.XXX refers to the page number of the specific

JS

text in Jazykovedne studie VI. 1961)
Jelsava

= Lehotska and Orlovsky 1976. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the
specific text in Lehotska and Orlovsky 1976)

Kotulic

= Kotulic 1959b.

Mihal

= Mihal 1936.

Novak

= Novak 1937.

Stanislav

= Stanislav 1948. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the specific text in
Stanislav 1948)

Simovic

= Simovic 1941. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the specific text in
Simovic 1941)

Stole

= Stole 1951. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the specific text in Stole
1951)

Varsik

= Varsik 1956c. (#XXX refers to the number assigned to the specific text in
Varsik 1956c)

The fourth column of each table gives the length of each text as it is found in the edition
used for this study. The formatting and size of typeface employed in the secondary sources is
fairly unifonn, hence a listing of the number of lines in each text gives a reasonably accurate
picture of the relative size of each text. The texts vary in length from 4 lines to 100 lines, with
an average length of approximately 22 lines. The WSlk text PovaZska Bystrica 1576 extends to
373 lines, but only the first 100 lines were considered in the investigation since they were
deemed highly representative of the remainder of the text. Limiting this text to the first 100
lines also kept it within the range represented by the other texts, thus avoiding distortion of the
data that might have occurred through an imbalance of certain fonns caused by the
consideration of a text of disproportionate size. Broken down by dialect region, the size of the
corpus is as follows:
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Overview of corpus size by region

MSlk:
WSlk:
CSlk:
ESlk:

total lines
454
1211
1150
569

total texts
23
52
46
31

lines/text
20
23
25
18

Total:

3384

152

22

The numbers in the final column of each table indicate the location of the place of
composition of each text on the maps used throughout this work. The numbers are arranged on
the map from west to east, i.e., following the order: MSlk->sWSlk->nWSlk->nCSlk->
sCSlk->wESlk->eESlk.
After each of the four regional tables there is a chronological listing of the texts covered in
the table. These listings provide a chronological ovetview for each dialect region of the number
of texts and their locations according to decade.
Following the entire set of tables is a set of maps illustrating the geographical distribution of
the texts. The first map shows the distribution of the entire set of texts used in this
investigation. The following maps give the geographical distribution of the texts according to
decade. Each of these maps covers one decade and shows only those towns that are
represented by a text (or texts) written in that decade. The maps are arranged in increasing
chronological order with the last map illustrating the four ESlk texts of uncertain date in the
16th century.

Varsik#108

Varsik #105
Varsik #136

KromeriZ
1539
1542

Uherske Hradiste
1538a
letter from the Uherske Hradiste city council to the Trnava city council
1538b
letter from the Uherske Hradiste city council to the Trnava city council

Varsik#98
Varsik #101

Varsik#61

Jan zo Zerotina a na Straznici to the Trnava city council

Straznice
1532

letter from

Varsik #76

Roznov pod Radhostem
1535
letter from Bernard BravansIcy, estate manager in Roznov and Vsetin, to the Trnava city council

letter from the Kromenz city council to the Trnava city council
record of the Kromenz city council containing testimony of witnesses

Varsik #120

Klaster Smilheim (at Vizovice)
1540
letter from Smil Kuna s1. z Kunstatu a na Klastere Smilheime to the Trnava city council

letter from Bartolomej zo Zerotina a na Breclavi to the Trnava city council

Breclav
1539

secondary
source of text

Varsik #109

description
of document

Bromov-Bylnice
1539
letter from the Brumov city council to the Trnava city council

date of
composition

MORAVIAN SLOVAK CORPUS

11
9

16

19

21
16

16

12

20

number of
lines in text

7
7

11

2

3
3

4

12

5

location
on map

~

00

.-...

Varsik#64
Varsik #116

Varsik#132

Varsik #221

Varsik #117
Varsik #226
Varsik#228

Uhersky Ostroh (formerly Ostrov)
1533
letter from Jan z Kunovic a na Uherskom Brode to the Tmava city council
1540
letter from Jan z Kunovic a na Uherskom Brode to the Tmava city council

ValaSske Mezifici
1541
record of the ValaSske Mezmci city council concerning a nuptial agreement

Velka nad Velickou
1548
letter from Jan zo Zerotina ana Straznici to the Tmava city council

Veseli nad Moravou
1540
letter from Hynek Bilik z Komic a na Veseli to the Tmava city council
letter from Hynek Bilik z Komic ana Veseli to the Tmava city council
1549a
letter from Hynek Bilik z Komic a na Veseli to the Tmava city council
1549b

secondary
source of text

Varsik #51
Varsik #56
Varsik#82
Varsik#93
Varsik #115
Varsik #118
Varsik #218

description
of document

Uhersky Brod
1530
letter from the UherskY Brod city council to the Tmava city council
1531
letter from the UherskY Brod city council to the Tmava city council
1536
record of the UherskY Brod city council testifying to a business transaction
1538
letter from the UherskY Brod city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the UherskY Brod city council to the Tmava city council
1540a
1540b
letter from the Uhersky Brod city council to the Tmava city council
1547
letter from the UherskY Brod city council to the Tmava city council

date of
comDosition

12
25
31

17

34

33
13

18
35
21
13
13
13
36

number of
lines in text

9
9
9

10

1

8
8

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

location
on map

........
00
Ul

12

11

1530-39

1540-49

TOTAL =23

# of texts

decade

Klaster Smilheim; Kromenz; Vh. Brod (3x); Vb. Ostroh; Valas. Meziiicf; Velka n. Vel.; Veself n. Mor. (3x)

Brumov-Bylnice; Bfeclav; Kromenz; Roznov p. Radh.; Straznice; Vh. Hradiste (2x); Vb. Brod (4x); Vh. Ostroh

location of texts

Chronological listing of MSlk texts

0\

00

........

description
of document

letter from the Chtelnica city council to the Tmava city council

Chtelnica
1531

Varsik #57

Varsik #59
Varsik #197
Varsik#198
Varsik#252

letter from
letter from
letter from
letter from

mohovec
1532
1545a
1545b
1550

the Hlohovec city council to the Tmava city council
the Hlohovec city council to the Tmava city council
the Hlohovec city council to the Tmava city council
the Hlohovec city council to the Tmava city council

Varsik #213

Dolny Lopasov
1546
letter from the Dolny LopaSov city council to the Tmava city council

Varsik #178
Varsik #239

Varsik #97
Varsik #100

letter from the Cachtice city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Cachtice city council to the Tmava city council

Cachtice
1544
1550

Varsik #69

secondary
source of text

Dobra Voda
letter from Stefan z Dechtic and Michal zo Senji, officials in Dobra Voda, to the Tmava city council
1538a
letter from Stefan z Dechtic and Michal zo Senji, officials in Dobra Voda, to the Tmava city council
1538b

record of the Beckov city council concerning the examination of a witness

Beckov
1535

Southern West Slovak

date of
composition

WEST SLOVAK CORPUS

21

15
19
15
15

15

23
39

12
14

32

number of
lines in text

18

17
17
17
17

19

20
20

22
22

24

location
on map

--...J

.........
00

letter from the Nove Mesto nad V3.hom city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Nove Mesto nad V3.hom city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Nove Mesto nad V3.hom city council to the Tmava city council

letter from the Senica city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Senica city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Senica city council to the Tmava city council

letter from the Skalica city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Skalica city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Skalica city council to the Tmava city council
letter from the Skalica city council to the Tmava city council
Skalica town book entry concerning property ownership

letter from the Smolenice city council to the Tmava city council

record of the Tmava city council concerning distribution of a deceased man's property
letter from the Tmava city council to the Kovarce city council
letter from the Trnava city council to 3 Tmava citizens in Vienna
Trnava town book entry conceming vineyard ownership
Tmava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership

Senica
1530
1537
1539

Skalica
1536
1543a
1543b
1550
1590

Smolenice
1537

Trnava
1536
1541
1550
1565a
1565b

nad Vahom

description
of document

Nove Mesto
1534
1546
1550

date of
comDosition

Varsik #77
Varsik #121
Varsik #243
IS p.47 (#1)
IS p.47 (#2)

Varsik#87

Varsik#79
Varsik #156
Varsik#157
Varsik#245
Simovic #1

Varsik#48
Varsik#90
Varsik #107a

Varsik #268
Varsik #207
Varsik #254

secondary
source of text

39
16
30
7
10

21

37
12
32
19
16

17
17
11

20
23
18

number of
lines in text

16
16
16
16
16

15

13
13
13
13
13

14
14
14

23
23
23

location
on map

........
00
00

Varsik #247
Varsik #256

letter from the Vrbove city council to the Trnava city council
letter from the Vrbove city council to the Trnava city council

Vrbove
1550a
1550b

secondary
source of text

IS p.48 (#1)
IS p.48 (#2)
IS p.48 (#3)
IS p.55
IS p.56 (#1)
IS p.56 (#2)
IS p.56 (#3)
IS p.56 (#4)
IS p.59 (#1)
IS p.59 (#2)

description
of document

Trnava (cont.)
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1565c
1565d
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1565e
1577a
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1577b
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1577c
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1577d
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1577e
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1580a
Trnava town book entry concerning vineyard ownership
1580b

date of
comnosition

15
19

6
6
5
7
8
4
5
8
8
10

number of
lines in text

21
21

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

location
on map

........
00

\0

description
of document

letter from the Trencin city council to Zigmund Korhltskj z Branca a na Korhite
letter from the Trencin city council to the Tmava city council
record of the Trencin district court testifying to a legal matter
record of the Trencin district court containing testimony of criminals

Trencin
1532
1549
1577
1584

Varsik #266
Varsik#230
JS p.247
IS p.252

IS p.216
JS p.215

record of the Rajec city council testifying to a business transaction
record of the Rajec city council testifying to a business transaction

Rajec
1553
1586

Varsik#216

Varsik#269
Varsik#139

JS p.199
JS p.200

letter from Anton Kovac and Frantisek Kis, captains at Ilava castle, to Pavol Petrovci a na Kosatci
letter from the Ilava city council to Father Ondrej, Slovak minister in Tmava

Ilava
1534
1542

IS p.211

secondary
source of text

PovaZska Bystrica
1547
letter from Rafael z Podmanina a na Bystrici to the Tmava city council
1562
record of the Balass family, landowners around Pov. Bystrica, containing testimony of witnesses
1576
record of the Balass family, landowners around Pov. Bystrica, containing testimony of witnesses

record of the Thurzo family, owners of the Bytca domain, containing testimony of witnesses

Bytca
1580

Northern West Slovak

date of
composition

24
100
7
90

65
47

23
28
100

17
18

26

number of
lines in text

25
25
25
25

28
28

27
27
27

26
26

29

location
on maD

...-.
'0
0

14

11

8

6

7

6

1530-39

1540-49

1550-59

1560-69

1570-79

1580-89
(+1590)

TOTAL =52

# of texts

decade

sWSlk: Skalica; Tmava (2x)
nWSlk: Bytca; Rajec; Trencln

sWSlk: Tmava (5x)
nWSlk: Pov. Bystrica; Trencln

sWSlk: Tmava (5x)
nWSlk: Pov. Bystrica

sWSlk: Cachtice; IDohovec; N. Mesto n. Vah.; Skalica; Tmava; Vrbove (2x)
nWSlk: Rajec

sWSlk: Cachtice; Dol. Lopasov; Hlohovec (2x); N. Mesto n. Vah.; Skalica (2x); Trnava
nWSlk: llava; Pov. Bystrica; Trencln

sWSlk: Beckov; Dobra Voda (2x); IDohovec; Chtelnica; N. Mesto n. Vah.; Senica (3x); Skalica; Smolenice; Trnava
nWSlk: llava; Trencln

location of texts

Chronological listing of WSlk texts

......
\0
......

description
of document

Dejinyill#40

Dubay p.319

Kremnica
1569

Martin (formerly Turciansky Svaty Martin)
1540
record of the Martin city council testifying to a business transaction
1561
Martin town book entry containing a last will and testament

Varsik #112
Dejiny ill p.194

Varsik #264

Klastor pod Znievom
1531
letter from the Klastor pod Znievom city council to the Trencin city council

letter from the Kremnica city council to several citizens of Mosovce

JS p.242
JS p.245

Kal'amenova
1571
accounting record of Martin and Mikulas Rakovsky, local landowners
1575
letter from Martin RakovskY to Albert Rakovsky (local landowners)

record of a Liptov district official registering a complaint of Peter Pongrac z Sv. Mikulasa

Dora
1578

23
19

25

19

31
10

31

17
10

number of
lines in text

Dubayp.321 (#1)
Dubay p.322

secondary
source of text

Dolna (fonnerly Stara) 8tubna
1566
letter from Matej Holes, independent fanner in Stara Stubna, to the Kremnica magistrate
1567
letter from Matej Holes, independent fanner in Stara Stubna, to the Kremnica magistrate

Northern Central Slovak

date of
composition

CENTRAL SLOVAK CORPUS

36
36

44

39

41
41

33

42
42

location
on map

~

tv

\0

IS p.136
IS p.138
IS p.140
IS p.143
IS p.l44
IS p.147
IS p.148
IS p.150
IS p.151
IS p.168
IS p.155 (#1)
IS p.155 (#2)

Dubayp.331

Partizanska (fonnerly Nemecka) L'upca
1538
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning property ownership
1540
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning property ownership
Nemecka L'upea town book entry concerning property ownership
1551
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning property ownership
1559
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning property ownership
1562
1568
Nemecka L'upea town book entry concerning property ownership
1571
Nemecka L'upea town book entry concerning an inheritance agreement
1578a
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning an inheritance agreement
1578b
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning an inheritance agreement
1582
Nemecka L'upca town book entry containing testimony of witnesses
1588a
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning property ownership
1588b
Nemecka L'upca town book entry concerning property ownership

letter from Frantisek Just z Necpal to the Kremnica city council

Necpaly
1565

Dubayp.337
Dubayp.337
Dubayp.338
Dejiny ill p.196

Novak

letter from the Mosovce city council to the Kremnica city council
letter from the Mosovce city council to the Kremnica city council
letter from the Mosovce city council to the Kremnica city council
Mosovce town book entry testifying to a business transaction

Mosovce
1567
1568
1569
1578

secondary
source of text

Oravsky Zamok
1574
record of Orava district officials concerning complaints of Peter Luther z Valaskej Dubovej

description
of document

date of
composition

15
34
24
25
32
29
36
56
29
92
16
27

78

18

31
19
26
29

number of
lines in text

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

30

38

40
40
40
40

location
on map

.........
\0
W

letter from the Vel'ke Pole city council to the Banska Stiavnica city council

Vel'ke Pole
1547

IS p.265

Zarnovica
1548

letter from the Zamovica city council to the Banska Stiavnica city council

Dejinyill#34

Vysny Kubin
1568
record ofVysny Kubin concerning thefts

IS p.265

JS p.214

record of the Velicna city council confirming a business transaction

Dubay p.345
JS p.247

Velicna
1584

letter from Jan Revay, owner of the Sklabina domain, to the Kremnica city council
letter from Frantisek Revay, owner of the Sklabina domain, to Martin RakovskY, local landowner

Sklabina
1564
1579

number of
lines in text

22

20

18

21

80

28
24

Dejiny ill p.190 (#1) 5
Dejiny ill p.190 (#2) 5
10
Dejiny ill p.190
Dejiny ill p.191
9
8
Dejiny ill p.191
5
Dejiny ill p.192
12
Dejiny ill p.193
Dejiny ill p.193
8

Mihal

Ruzomberok town book entry concerning property ownership
Ruzomberok town book entry concerning a business transaction
Ruzomberok town book entry concerning an inheritance agreement
Ruzomberok town book entry concerning property ownership
Ruzomberok town book entry concerning property ownership
Ruzomberok town book entry concerning property ownership
Ruzomberok town book entry concerning property ownership
Ruzomberok town book entry concerning property ownership

Ruzomberok
1531a
1531b
1555a
1555b
1585a
1585b
1585c
1586

secondary
source of text

Siovenska L'upca
1589
Slovenska L'upca town book entry containing court proceedings on a theft

description
of document

date of
composition

46

32

45

31

43

37
37

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

location
on map

~

~

\0

description
of document

1567a
1567b
1572
1576-7

Jelsava

Jelsava town book entry containing the promise of a released prisoner
Jelsava town book entry concerning property ownership
Jelsava town book entry testifying to a business transaction
Jelsava town book entry concerning property ownership

Southern Central Slovak

date of
composition

Jelsava #6
Jelsava #8
Jelsava#17
Jelsava#24

secondary
source of text

19
25
16
14

number of
lines in text

47
47
47
47

location
on maD

~

\0

Ul

nCSlk: Dol. Stubiia (2x); Kremnica; Martin; Mosovce (3x); Necpaly; Partiz. L'upca (2x); Sklabiiia; Vys. Kubin
sCSlk: Jelsava (2x)

4

4

14

11

9

1540-49

1550-59

1560-69

1570-79

1580-89
(+1590)

TOTAL =46

nCSlk: Partiz. L'upca (2x); Ruzomberok (2x)
sCSlk:

4

1530-39

nCSlk: Partiz. L'upca (3x); Ruzomberok (4x); Slov. L'upca; Velicna
sCSlk:

nCSlk: Rora; Kal'amenova (2x); Mosovce; Orav. Zarnok; Partiz. L'upca (3x); Sklabiiia
sCSlk: Jelsava (2x)

nCSlk: Martin; Partiz. L'upCa; Vel'. Pole; Zarnovica
sCSlk:

nCSlk: Klastor p. Zniev.; Partiz. L'upca; Ruzomerok (2x)
sCSlk:

# of texts

decade

location of texts

Chronological listing of CSlk texts

~

\0
0\

description
of document

letter from Demetrius, estate manager in Hertnfk, to a certain "pan Stanislav"

letter from Juraj Semsej to the Bardejov magistrate

Hertnik
1565

ChmeJ'ov
1577

IS p.179

Dorul'a 66 p.65

Dorul'a69#6
Dorul'a69#7

letter from Kristof Dubay, local landowner, to the Levoca city council
record of the Dubovica city council concerning a business transaction

Dorul'a 66 p.55

Dubovica
16th c. a
16th c. b

letter from Kristof Zad, citizen of Bardejov, to the Bardejov magistrate

Bartosovce
1554

Dorul'a 61 #8
Dorul'a 66 p.57

Dorul'a 69 #5
Dorul'a 66 p.66

record of Bardejov concerning a business transaction
record of Bardejov concerning a business transaction

Bardejov
1585
1586

Kotulic

secondary
source of text

Brezovica nad Torysou
1564
letter from Jurik and Istvan Berzeviczy, local landowners, to the Levoca city council
1567
letter from Martin Berzeviczy, local landowner, to the Bardejov city council

last will and testament of Jurko z Arnutoviec

Arnutovce
16th c.

Western East Slovak

date of
composition

EAST SLOVAK CORPUS

15

9

11
7

37
22

58

10
9

30

number of
lines in text

62

60

56
56

51
51

61

59
59

53

location
on mao

.......
\0

....J

Stanislav #12
Dubayp.332
StoIc #2

Dorul'a 66 p.66
Dorul'a 61 #7

Dorul'a 61 #1
Dorul'a 61 #2
Dorul'a 61 #3
Dorul'a69#3
Dorul'a 66 p.66

magistrates' oath of loyalty to the city of Levoca
record of the Levoea city council concerning property ownership
guards' oath of loyalty to the city of Levoca

(Urad) Makovica (at Zborov)
letter from Kundrat, official at Makovica, to the Bardejov magistrate
1579a
letter from Frantisek Hoszut6thy, official at Makovica, to the Bardejov magistrate
1579b

letter from Barnabas Horvath to Jan Horvath in Bardejov (local landowners)
letter from Barnabas Horvath, local landowner, to the Bardejov city council
letter from Ladislav Horvath, local landowner, to the Bardejov city council
letter from Juraj Horvath, local landowner, to Grigier Tribli in Levoca
letter from Juraj Horvath, local landowner, to JunK Dubovicky, neighboring landowner

letter from Kristof Sednicky, local landowner, to all surrounding neighbors

Levoea
1552
1569
16th c.

PlaveC
1532a
1532b
1556
1583
1587

Pol'anovce
1584

IS p.181

Dorul'a 61 #4
Dorul'a 69#1
Dorul'a69#2

Krasna L6ka (fonnerly 8enviz)
letter from Ladislav Horvath, local landowner, to the Bardejov magistrate
1556
letter from Ladislav Horvath, local landowner, to the Levoca city council
1557
letter from Ladislav Horvath, local landowner, to Sebastian (Krupek?) in Levoea
1558

secondary
source of text

IS p.180

description
of document

Kracunovce
letter from the Kracunovce elder to the Bardejov magistrate
1580

date of
composition

20

21
24
11
23
14

13
11

11
11
4

11
14
13

20

number of
lines in text

55

49
49
49
49
49

58
58

52
52
52

50
50
50

63

location
on map

\0
00

.-....

IS p.181

8emsa
1580

record of the Hlinne city council containing an account of a trial

letter from the Lomne city council to the Bardejov city council

minne
1585

Lomne
1572

Eastern East Slovak

Dorul'a 61 #5

IS p.183

Dejinyill#42

Spisska Kapitula
1592
letter from Jan Batyz, manager of the episcopal estate in Spis. Kapitula, to the Levoca magistrate

letter from Ladislav Semsegy to the Bardejov magistrate

Dorul'a 61 #9

Siovenska Ves
1591
letter from V. SvabovskY, J. MatiaSovsky and S. Kolackovsky to the Bardejov city council

secondary
source of text

Dorul'a 61 #6

description
of document

Rozkovany (formerly Roskoviany)
1575
letter from Kalman Roskovensky to the Bardejov magistrate

date of
composition

36

14

22

25

24

19

number of
lines in text

64

65

66

54

48

57

location
on map

.........

\0
\0

wESlk: Chmel'ov; Makovica (2x); RoZkovany
eESlk: Lomne

6

4

5

8

2

4

1550-59

1560-69

1570-79

1580-89
(+1590)

early 1590s

1500s

TOTAL =31

(uncertain date)

wESlk: Brezovica n. Tor. (2x); Hertnik; Levoea
eESlk:

0

1540-49

wESlk: Arnutovce; Dubovica (2x); Levoca
eESlk:

wESlk: Slov. Yes; Spis. Kapitula
eESlk:

wESlk: Bardejov (2x); Kracunovce; Plavec (2x); Pol'anovce; Semsa
eESlk: IDinne

wESlk: Bartosovce; Kras. L6ka (3x); Levoca; Plavec
eESlk:

wESlk: Plavec (2x)
eESlk:

2

1530-39

location of texts

# of texts

decade

Chronological listing of ESlk texts

tv

o

o
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Geographical distribution

30
•••
..:.......
. ......
31- .32

.

. 35. 34
.38 :
... -..
-40.:••.••
.. .... .- ...
37 :

•

e

••

:. 41
••

_
42

.
e

~.

.:. -... •...

e••

-43

•••• 44. :- Banska Byslrica

..

..

•••

•••• 45

....

.. ...

....

....

203

of texts: Entire corpus

•

33

.. -....-....

I. Valdske Mezifi~{
2. Romov pod RadhoJt~m
3. K.rom~ffl
4. Kltiter Smilheim
5. Brumov-Bylnice
6. Uhersky Brod
7. Uherske HradiJt~
8. Uherskj Ostroh
9. Vesel{ nad Moravou
10. Velka nad Veli~kou
II. StniZnice
12. Bfeclav
13. Skalica
14. Senica
IS. Smolenice
16. Tmava
17. Hlohovec
18. Cbtelnica
19. Dolny Lopdov
20. Dobra Voda
21. Vrbove
22. Cachtice

23. Nove Mesto nad V'hom
24. Beckov
25. Trene!n
26. Dava.
27. Povaiska Bystrica
28. Rajec
29.B~a

30. Oravskj lamok
31. Veli~na
32. Vylny Kub!n
33. Hara
34. Partizanska L'upCa
35. Ruiomberok
36. Martin
37. Sklabma
38. Necpaly
39. KJ~tor pod Znievom
40. MoJovce
41. Kal"amenova
42. Dolrui 5tubi\a
43. Slovenska L'upta
44. Kremnica

45. Vel'ke Pole
46. Zamovica
47.1ellava
48. Siovenska Yes
49. Plav~
50. Knisna Llika
SI. Brezovica nad Torysou
S2.Levoea
S3. Amutovce
S4. SpiJska Kapitula
SSe Pofanovce
S6. Dubovica
S7. RoZkovany
S8. (Hrad) Makovica
S9. Bardejov
60. Hertnik
61. Barto~vce
62. Cbmel'ov
63.Kra~tinovce

64. Lomne
65. Hlinne
66. Semsa

Distribution of texts: 1530-1539

tv

~

Distribution of texts: 1540-1549

o

N

Ul

Distribution of texts: 1550-1559

N

o

0\
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..

.....~
.....
~

~

~

Q

........=
....c.....=
...Q
Q

r..

~
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* these two texts are froln the early

Distribution of texts: 1580-1589 (+1590)

1590s: 48

= 1591

; 54

= 1592
tv

o

\0

Distribution of texts: 1500s (uncertain date)

tv
~

o

GLOSSARY
This glossary presents the modem Slk and Cz fonns (i.e., the phonological/etymological
continuations) of the 16th century lexical items cited in Chapters IV-vn of this investigation.
The fonns listed here therefore provide both a modem phonological reference as well as a type
of standardized spelling for the numerous variants encountered in the 16th century texts. The
meanings assigned to the lexical items in this glossary are those that pertain in the 16th century
texts under investigation. Thus, due to semantic changes in the lexica of Slk and Cz over the
past four centuries, the English definitions listed here are not necessarily the most common
definitions for the given modem Slk or Cz words, indeed standard contemporary dictionaries of
Slk and Cz list some of the definitions cited here as archaic or dialectal by modem standard
usage. Also, because of divirgent tendencies in the individual development of the Slk and Cz
lexica, this is in no wayan accurate listing of modem Slk<->Cz lexical equivalences. The
individual Slk and Cz fonns listed here were chosen solely on the basis of their phonological/
etymological relation to the attested 16th century fonns.
This glossary is therefore to be understood as a dictionary of the assembled 16th century
corpus with the headwords rendered by their modem Slk and Cz phonological/etymological
equivalents. It is intended to be used in conjunction with the "Index of cited fonns" to provide
complete grammatical, lexical and etymological infonnation for the examples cited in Chapters
IV-VII of this investigation. The major sources used to compile the infonnation included in the
glossary entries are the following:
1) general lexicographical works: Gasparikova and Kamis 1983; Havranek 1989; Peciar
1959-68; Poldauf 1990; Stanislawski 1986; Szymczak 1978-81; Vilikovska and
Vilikovsky 1983
2) etymological and historical works: Bruckner 1989; Fasmer 1964-73; Klemensiewicz,
Lehr-Splawinski, Urbanczyk 1981 (esp. 197-254); Kluge 1975; Kopecny, et ale 1981;
Lamprecht, Slosar, Bauer 1986 (esp. 255-95); Machek 1971; Majtan 1991- ; Reczek
1968; Slawski 19??- ; Stanislav 1967b; Simek 1981
The glossary is organized according to Slk/Cz alphabetical order (like English alphabetical
order, except ii follows a and 0 follows 0; ch is listed after h ; and C comes after c, S
after s,

z after z

and f after r). Unless otherwise indicated (see symbols and

abbreviations below), the first item in each listing is the modem Slk fonn. The modem Cz
fonn is listed second, followed by the English definition in italics. Finally, the Proto-Slavic
fonn (or other source fonn) from which the entry derives is listed in square brackets. It should
be noted that separate entries for items with the prefix ne- (denoting negation) are not given
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here, but rather the corresponding positive, non-prefixed fonn is given (unless the ne- fonn
exists as an independent lexical item in standard dictionaries, in which case it is given in this
glossary).
The following symbols and abbreviations appear in conjunction with the headwords in the
glossary:
]

= fonn exists in modem Slk/Cz but does not have, or no longer has, the
16th century meaning given here

t
(1)

(Slk only)
(Cz only)
(Pol only)

= archaic fonn that is no longer present in the modem Slk/Cz lexicon
= existance of fonn not completely certain
= corresponding fonn does not exist in archaic or modem Cz
= corresponding fonn does not exist in archaic or modem Slk
= corresponding fonn exists in neither Slk nor Cz, but is found in Polish

B
tbierat / tbfrat (1) -

to take [< *berati]

to run [< *bezati]

bezat / bezet biely / bfiy -

white [< *bel'bjb]

Boh / Buh -

God [< *bog'b]
boot [bota « Fren botte) + -ka « *-'bka)]

bOtka / botka brat / bratr -

brother [< *bratrn]

brat / brat -

to take [< *bbrati]

by! / by! -

to be (also used as auxiliary in paraphrastic past and future) [< *byti]

C
whole, entire [< *cel'bjb]

cely / cely -

road [< *cesta]

cesta / cesta -

cirkev / cfrkev -

church [< original oblique stem *Cr'k'bVb (A sg.) (N sg.

cudzf / cizf-joreign, strange [< *tjudjbjb]

C
cas / cas -

time [< *cas'b]

tcerven / cerven -June [< *cr'vjen'b]
cerveny / cerveny cest' / cest -

honor [< *CbStb]

cierny / cerny cftat / cftat -

red [< *cr'vjen'bjb]

black [< *cr'n'bjb]

to read [< *citati]

= *cr'ky)]
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D
to thank [< WSlav

d'akovat' / dekovat dat' / dat -

to give [< *dati]

den / den -

day [< *dLIlb]

« MHG dane / denke) + Slav *-ovati]

ten [< *des~tb]

desat' / deset deti / deti -

*d~k-

children [< *deti]
nine [< *dev~tb]

devat' / devet -

diel / dil-portion, part [< *delll]

business, affair [< *delo]

dielo / duo -

children [< *detllky]

dietky / dftky -

girl,. daughter [< *devllka]

dievka / dfvka dlh / dluh -

debt [< *dlgll]

dlhy / dlouhy -long [< *dl'glljb]
dlznik / dluznik -

debtor [< *dlZhnikll]

dlmy / dluzny -

indebted [< *dlZDnlljb]
debt [< *dlZDstvo / *dlzLStvije]

tdlzstvo / tdluzstvf (?) -

dobromysel'ny / dobromyslny -

good [< *dobrhjb]

dobry / dobry dom / dum -

kind-hearted [< *dobromyslbnlljb]

house, building [< *domll]

t domluvat' / domlouvat dopomOct' / dopomoei -

to scold, reproach [< *domlvati]
to help out [< *dopomogti]

to allow, permit [< *dopustiti]

dopustit' / dopustit -

to allow, permit [< *dopustjati]

dopusiat' / dopoustet -

enough, sufficiently [< *do syti (G sg.) <- *Sytb]

dost' / dost(i) -

doehodok / duehodek -

revenue [< *doxodllkll]

dovernost' / duvernost -

confidence [< *doVeThllOstb]

dovod / duvod - proof [< *dovodll]
[draha] / draha drvo / drvo -

road, way [< *dorga]

wood [< original pl. stem *drhv- + *-0 (sg. stem = *derv-)]

[drZanie] / [drZenf] -

holding, possession, property [< *dr'zanbje]

drzat' / drZet -

to hold, keep [< *dr'zati]

dusa / duse -

soul [< *dusa]

dvadsat' / dvaeet -

twenty [< *dllva des~ti]

F
farar / farar -

clergyman [< MHG pfarrrere]
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fojt(ov)stvo / fojtstvf- office or land holdings of a magistrate (= fojt / fojt)
[< Ger Vogt / Voit + Slav *-(OV)bStvO / *-LStvije]

n
to regard; contemplate [< *gl((deti]

hl'adiet / hledet -

above [< *(na) gore (L sg.) <- *gora]

hore / nahofe -

hospodar / hospodar -landlord [< *gospodarjb]
hrdlo / hrdlo -

throat, neck [< *grd1o]

huna / houne -

thick wool fabric, thick wool blanket [< *gunja]

cn
to want [< *xoteti]

chciet' / chtit -

to go; come [< *xoditi]

chodit' / chodit -

I
imanie / jrnenf-possessions, property [< *jbrnenbje]
ist' / jit -

to go; come [< *idti / *iti]

J
ja / ja - I [< *jaz'b]

heifer [< *jalOV'bC((]

jalovca / jaluvce -

measure of area (usedfor land)

jutro / jitro -

tjuz (now uz) / jiz -

[< *jutro < *jurt(o) < MBG jiichert]

already [< *juze]

K
clergyman [< *k'bn¢Zb]

kiiaz / knez -

knieza / knIze - prince [< *k'bn((z((]

end [< *konDCb]

koniec / konec -

kozuch / kozich -fur coat [< *kozux'b]
kon / kun -

horse [< *konjb]

kral' / krw -

king [< *korljb]

kratkost' / kratkost -

inn, tavern [< *krchIlla]

krcrna / krcrna krest'an / kfest'an kfmit' / knnit -

shortness, brevity [< *kort'bkostb]
Christian [(< OHG kristU)ani) < Lat christianus]

to feed [< *kpniti]

kimny / knnny -fattening, to befattened [< *kfll1bl1'bjb]
ktory / ktery ku / ku -

which [< *k'btornjb / *k'bternjb]

to, toward [< *k'b]
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kupenie I koupeni -

buying, purchase [< *kupjenhje]

kupit'l koupit -

to buy [< *kupiti]

kurva I kurva -

whore, harlot [< *kurnva]

L
lepsi I lepsf -

better [< oblique stem *lepjhS- + *-hjh (N sg. m. stem = *lepjh-)]

lezat' / lezet -

to lie, be lying [< *lezati]

list / list -

letter [< *list'h]
diminutive oflUka /louka (= field, meadow) [< *IQchka]

lucka / loucka -

l'udia / lide - people [< *ljudhje]

measure of volume (often for grain) [< *IQk'hno]

lukno Ilukno -

M
manZelka/manZelka-wife [< *malzenka < *maldozen- (see Machek 1971,351)]
mat' 1 I mati -

mother [< *mati]

mat' 2 / mit -

to have [< *jhllleti]
butcher [<

masiar / masaf medzi I mezi -

*m~sarjh]

between [< *medji]

mensi I mensf- smaller [< oblique stem *mhnjhS- + *-hjh (N sg. m. stem =*mhlljh-)]

month [<

mesiac / mesic -

mestecko / mestecko meskanie / meskanf -

*mes~ch]

diminutive of mesto / mesto (= town, city) [< *mest'hchko]
delay, hesitation [< *mhZhkanhje or *meskanhje (see meskat')]

meskat' / meskat -

to live, dwell [< *mhzhkati or *mesati with -k- extension]

mest'an / mest'an -

citizen [< original pl. stem *mestjan- (sg. stem *mestjanin-)]

mestek (Slk only) -

diminutive of mesec / mesec (= sack) [< *mesht'hk'h]

measure, amount [< *mera]

miera / mira -

miesto 1 / mfsto - place [< *mesto]
miesto 2 / mfsto milost' I milost mIcat' / mIcet -

grace [< *milosth]
to be silent [< *m}'cati]

tmluvit' / mIuvit moct' / moci moj / muj -

instead of [< *mesto]

to speak, talk, say [< *m}viti]

to be able [< *mogti]
my [< *mojh]

mudrost' / moudrost mudry / moudrY muz / muz -

wisdom [< *mQdrosth]

wise [< *mQdrnjh]

man; husband [< *mQzh]
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N
nacinie / nacinf - utensils, instruments [< *nacinhje]
tnadluze / nadlouze -for a long time [< *na dl'ge (L sg.) <- *dl'gm]
nadovsetko / nadevsecko -

above all [< *nadm vLSacnsko]

nadpfsat' / nadepsat - to write above [< *nadmpisati / *nadmpnsati]
najprv(ej) / nejprv(e) -first [< *najpr'vje-j / *najpr'vje]
najst' / najft - to find [< *naidti / *naiti]
najviac(ej) / nejvfc(e) - most [< *najv~tje-j / *najv~tje]
nalezat' / naleret - to belong [< *nalezati]
naliat' / nalft - to pour [< *nalhjati]
naplnit' / naplnit - to fill [< *naPl'niti]
nariadit' / naffdit - to command, order [< *nar~diti]
narodenie / narozenf - birth [< *narodjenhje]
nas / nas - our [< *nash]
navratit' / navratit - to return [< *navortiti]
nedel'a / nedele - Sunday [< *nedelja]
nepriazen / nepilzen - disfavor, ill-will, unfriendliness [< *ne-prnjamh]
nerozdielny / nerozdflny - inseparable; undivided [< *ne-orzdelhnmjh]
nesnadza / nesnaze - difficulty [< *ne-snadja]

o
oba, obe / oba, oM - both [< *oba , *obe]
obecny / obecnf- municipal, town [< obec « *Obhtjh) + -ny/-nf « *-hnmjh /*-hnjhjh)]
oblicznosc (OPol only) -presence, attendence [< *oblichnosth]
obt'aZnost' / obtfznost - difficulty [< *obt~zhnOStL]
obt'aZovat' / obtezovat - to bother, inconvenience [< *obt~zovati]
obycaj / obycej - custom [< *obycajh]
odkladanie / odkladanf- delay [< *otkladanhje]
t odmluvat' (?) / odmlouvat - to talk back, contest [< *otmlvati]
odpierat' / odpfrat - to refuse, decline [< *otperati]
odpocinut' / odpocinout - to rest, relax [< *otpocinQti]
ona / ona - she [< *ona]
opatrnost' / opatrnost- circumspection [< *opatrnnosth]
opatmy / opatmy - circumspect [< *opatThnmjh]
opytovanie (Slk only) - questioning [< *opytovanhje]
otec /otec -father [< *OtLch]
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p
pamat' / pamet' - memory [< *pam~tb]
pani / panf- (good) lady; wife [< *panbji]
pat' / pet -five [<

*p~th]

pecat' / pecet' - seal [< *pecath]
peniaz / penfz - coin [<

*pen~dzb]

peniaze / penfze - money [< original A pl.
piatok / patek - Friday [<

*pen~dze

(N pl. =

*pen~dzi)]

*p~t'bk'b]

[pfsanie] / psanf - letter [< *pisanbje / *phSanbje]
pis&- / pfsar - scribe [< *pisarjb]
pivnica / pivnice - beerhouse [< *pivbnica]
platit' / platit - to pay [< *platiti]
pIny / pIny -full, complete [< *p}'n'bjb]
poctivy / poctivy - honest, upright [< *pochStiv'bjb]
pocatie / pocetf - conception [<

*poc~tbje]

podpfsat' / podepsat - to write below [< *pod'bpisati / *pOd'bphSati]

t podtvrdenie (1) / t podtvrzenf - confirmation, authentication [< *pod'btvr'djenhje]
pohreb / pohfeb - burial [< *pogreb'b]
pokrvny / pokrevnf - related [< *pOkrbVbn'bjb]
pol / pul- half [< *pol'b]
poriadok / poradek - order, organization, arrangement; routine [<

*por~d'bk'b]

porozumiet' / porozumet - to come to know, understand [< *po-orzumeti]
pOrUcat' / poroucet - to command [< *porQcati]
porucenie / porucenf-Iast will, testament [< *porQcenbje]
porucenstvo / porucenstvf - trusteeship [< *porQcbnhStvo / *porQchnhStvije]
posadit' / posadit - to seat, place [< *posaditi]
posol / posel- messenger [< *pos'bl'b]
postL1pit' / postoupit - to yield, surrender [< *postQpiti]
potreba / potfeba - need; demand [< *poterba]
potrpiet' / potrpet - to endure, bear [< *potr'¢ti]
potvrdenie / potvrzenf - confirmation, authentication [< *potvr'djenbje]
potvrdit' / potvrdit - to confirm [< *potvr'diti]
povedat' / povedet - to say, tell [< *povedati (Cz in[ and Slk, Cz n-p. influenced by *vedeti)]
pozdravenie / pozdravenf - greeting [< *pOs'bdorvjenbje]
pozustat (Cz only) - to remain, be left [< *po + *zostati (see zostat' below)]
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to go, leave [< *poidti / *pojbdQ]

pojst' / pdjdu (1st sg. n-p.) -

to work, perform a function [< praca « *portja) + *-ovati]

pracovat' / pracovat -

to say [< *praviti]

pravit (Cz only) -

selling, sale [< *perdanbje / *prodanbje]

predanie / prodanf -

to prolong, extend [< *perdl'ziti / *prodl'ziti]

predlzit' / prodlouzit -

predlzovanie / prodluzovanf - prolongation, extension [< *perdl'zovanbje / *prodl'zovanbje]

before [< *perdn]

predo / prede -

predosly / predesly -foregoing, previous [< *perdnsbC1lnjb]

above all [< *perdn vLSacbSkyjimb / *perdn vLSemb]

predovsetkym / predevsfm -

to come forward, appear [< *perdnstQpiti]

predstlipit' / predstoupit priat' / prat -

to wish (someone) the joy of [< *pThjati]

priatel' / pntel-friend [< *pThjateljb]
priatel'sky / pratelsky -friendly [< *pThjateljbSknjb]
priatefstvo / pratelstvf -friendship [< *pThjateljbStvo / *pThjateljbStvije]
priazen / pnzen -favor, good-will,friendship [< *pThjaznb]
priaznivy / pnznivy -favorable, friendly [< *pThjazniVnjb]

to come running [< *pribegati]

pribiehat' / pfibfhat -

cause, reason [< *pricina]

pricina / pffcina -

to hold [< *pridr'zati]

pridrZat' / pfidrZet -

prichadzat' / pfichazet -

to arrive, come [< *prixadjati]

prichodit' / tpfichodit -

to arrive, come [< *prixoditi]

to order, assign [< *prikazati]

prikazat' / pfikazat primluva / prfmluva -

intercession [< *primlva]

[pririekatl / pffiikat -

to promise, vow [< *prirekati]
natural [< *prirodjennjb]

prirodzeny / pfirozeny prisaha / prfsaha -

oath [<

councilor [< *pris~zbnikn]

prisaZnfk / [pffseznfk] -

councilor [<

prisazny / [prfsezny] prisl'ubit' / pnslfbit prist' / pnjft -

*pris~ga]

*pris~zbnnjb]

to vow, promise [<*prisnljubiti)]

to come, arrive [< *priidti / *priiti]

pristlipit' / pfistoupit -

to approach, appear before [< *pristQpiti]

prisudzovat' / pfisuzovat pritisnut' / pntisknout -

to adjudge, adjudicate [< *prisQdjovati]

to press, apply, print [< *pritisknQti]

tprodluhovanf (Cz only) -prolongation, extension [< *pro- + *dl'g- + *-ovanbje]
prosit' / prosit -

to ask, request [< *prositi]
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before, earlier [< *pr'vje-j / *pr'vje]

prv(ej) / prv(e) -

before, earlier [< oblique stem *pr'vjLS- + *-eje (N sg. m. stem =
*pr'vjIr)]
prvy / prvy -first [< *pr'Vnjb]
prvsie (Slk only) -

to release, let go [< *pustjati]

pust'at' / poustet -

R
racit' / racit -

to deign, be pleased to [< *raciti]'

rada / rada -

advice, counsel; council [< *rada]

rieet' / net -

to say, tell [< *rekti]
magistrate [< MHG rihtari]

riehtar / ryehtar -

difference; divergence [< *orzdeIn]

rozdiel / rozdfi -

rozkazanie / rozkazanf- order, command [< *orzkazanbje]
trozmluvenie (?) / rozmluvenf- conversation, discussion [< *orzmlvjenbje]
trozmluvit' (?) / rozmluvit -

to converse, discuss [< *orzmJviti]

to understand, know [< *orzumeti]

rozumiet' / rozumet -

dispute, quarrel [< *orzbniea]

rozniea / nizniee -

hand [< *rQka]

ruka / ruka -

S
sa / se -

oneself [<

to sit, be sitting [< *sedeti]

sediet' / sedet sien / sm -

*s~]

hall, room [< *senb]
end [< *Snkonneenbje]

skoncenie / skoncenf -

to free, release [< *svoboditi (Slk -1- by dissimilation: v_b > I_b)]

slobodit' / svobodit -

sl'ub / slib -promise [< *snIjubn]

to promise [< *snIjubiti]

sl'ubit' / sIfbit -

sl'ubovat' / slibovat -

to promise [< *snIjubovati]

slusny / slusny -

decent, proper [< *sIusbnnjb]

sIuzba / sIuzba -

service [< *sIuzbba]

sIuzit' / slouzit -

to serve [< *sIuziti]

sIuzobnik / sIuzebnik slysat' / slyset smiet' / smet smrt' / smrt -

servant [< *sIuzbbbnikn]

to hear [< *sIysati]
to dare [< *snmeti]

death [< *Snmr'tb]

tspolusused (?) / spolusoused -fellow citizen [< spolu

«

*Sn polu (G sg.) <- *poIn)
+ *sQsedn]
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way, manner [< *S'b- + *posob'b

sposob / zpusob -

spravedlnost' / spravedlnost -

«

*po sobe L sg. refl. pron.)]

right, privilege; justice [< *s'bpravLd-l-Lllostb]
right, privilege; justice [< *s'bpravLd-l-ivostb]

spravodlivost' / spravedlivost -

spravodlivy / spravedlivy -fair,just [< *s'bpravw-l-iv'bjb]
spravovat' sa / spravovat se -

to conform, comply [< *s'bpravovati s~]

heart [< *sr'dnce]

srdce / srdce -

old [< *starnjb]

statY / statY -

diminutive of statok / statek [< *stat'bcbk'b]

statcek / statecek -

statok / statek - property, goods [< *stat'bk'b]

complaint, grievance [< *S'b~Zbnostb]

st'aznost' / stfznost -

st'azovanie / stezovanf- complaining [< *S'bt~zovanbje]
stol / sml- table [< *stol'b]
streda / stfeda -

Wednesday [< *serda]

striel'at' / sth1et -

to shoot [< *streljati]

stvorenie / stvofenf -

creature [< *s'btvorjenbje]

sudca / soudce -judge, justice [< *sQdnca]
sl.1dobny / sudebnf-judicial [< *sQdbbbn'bjb/ *SQdbbbnjbjb)]

neighbor (male) [< *sQsed'b]

sused / soused suseda / souseda -

neighbor (female) [< *sQseda]

susedsky / sousedsky -

neighborly [< *sQsedbSk'bjb]

svatit' / svetit -

to celebrate [< *sv~titi]

svaty / svaty -

holy [<

[svedomie] / [svedomf] sviatost' / svatost svoj / svuj -

*sv~t'bjb]

witness; testimony [< *s'bVedombje]

sacrament [< *sv~tOStb]

one's own [< *svOjb]

svrchupsany (Cz only) -

above-mentioned [< svrxu

«

S
sest' / sest -

six [< *sestb]
happiness, good fortune [< *S'bC~stbje]

st'astie / stestf -

st'astny / st'astny stvrt' / ctvrt -

happy,fortunate [< *S'bC~stbn'bjb]

one fourth [< *Cbtvr'tb]

stvrtok / ctvrtek -

Thursday [< *cbtvr't'bk'b]

stvrty / ctvrty -fourth [< *Cbtvr't'bjb]
svagor / svagr -

brother-in-law [< Ger Schwager]

*S'b vr'xu (G sg.) <- *vr'X'b)
+ *pnsan'bjb]
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T
t'aZkost' / teZkost - difficulty, trouble [< *t~zLkostL]
t'aZky / tezkY - heavy; severe [< *t~ZLk'bjL]
tel'a / tele - calf [< *tel~]
tela / tela - body [< *telo]
teprv (Cz only) - only, not until [< te- (of unsure origin) + *Pf'V'b]
trh / trh - market [< *tfg'b]
tridsat' / meet - thirty [< *tri des~ti]
trpiet' / trpet - to endure [< *tf'peti]
ty / ty -you (sg.) [< *ty]

U
udolie / udolf - valley [< *QdolLje]
uhol / uhel- corner [< *Qg'bl'b]
uehadzat' /uehazet- to run awaY,flee [< *uxadjati]
umiet' / umet - to know how [< *umeti]
upadok / upadek - decline [< *upad'bk'b]
uplnost' / uplnost - entirety, totality [< *upl'n- « *V'b pl'ne (L sg.) <- *pl'n'b) + *-ostL]
uplny / uplny - entire, complete [< *uPl'n- « *V'b pl'ne (L sg.) <- *pl'n'b) + *':''bjL]
urad / urad - office, bureau [<
uradnfk / urednfk - official [<

« *V'b r~de (L sg.) <- *r~d'b) (1)]
« *V'b r~de (L sg.) <- *r~d'b) (1) + *-hIlik'b]

*ur~d'b
*ur~d-

urodzeny / urozeny - noble [< *urodjen'bjL]
utorok / uterY - Tuesday [< *QtolDk'b / *QtelDjL or *v'btolDk'b / *V'btelDjL]
utvrdenie / utvrzenf - confirmation, authentication [< *utvf'djenLje]
uzfvanie / uzfvanf - use [< *uzivanLje]

V
vas / vas - your (pl.) [< *vasL]
vazen / vezen -prisoner [<

*v~zLnjL]

vcfacny / vdecny - grateful; gratifying; worthy ofgratitude
[< WSlav *vd~c- « *V'b d~k- < MHG dane / denke) + Slav *-Ln'bjL]
vee/vee-thing, item; affair, issue [< *vektL or vektL]

vedenie / vedenf - knowledge [< *vedenLje]
vediet' / vedet - to know [< vedeti]
vedl'a / vedle - according to, conforming with [< *V'b dDlji (L sg.) <- *dLlja]
vel'ky / vel(i)ky - great [< *velik'bjL]
verit' / vent - to believe [< *veriti]
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true, faithful [< *veThl1lljL]

vemy / vemy -

more [<

viac(ej) / vfc(e) -

*v~tje-j

/

*v~tje]

to see [< *videti]

vidiei / videt -

belief,faith [< *vera]

viera / vfra -

to rule, govern [< *voldnQti]

vladnui / vladnout -

vIcf/vlcf-wolfs [< *V}'CLjL]
inside [< *vlln Qtrn]

vnutor / vnitf -

vo/ve-in;on [<*Vll]
von / yen -

out, outside [< *vllnll]

voz / vuz -

wagon, cart [< *VOZll]
in general [< *Vll ObLtjL (A sg.) <- ObLtjL]

vobec / vubec vol'a / yule -

will, desire [< *volja]
to return [< *vortiti]

vratii / vratit -

top [< *vr'Xll]

vrch / vrch -

to put (into), place (into) [< *vllsaditi]

vsadii / vsadit -

to collect [< *vyberati]

vyberai / vybfrat vydai / vydat -

to give out, yield, produce [< *vydati]

vyhfadavai / vyhledavat -

to look outfor, look after [< *vygl~davati]

stipulation, condition [< *vymenllka]

vYmienka / vyminka -

to pay up [< *vyplatiti]

vyplatii / vyplatit -

completion [< *vyp}'njenLje]

vyplnenie / vyplnenf -

to complete [< *vyp}'niti]

vyplnii / vyplnit -

vyrozumiei / vyrozumet -

to conclude, gather [< *vy-orzumeti]

vyslysai / vyslyset -

to hear (out) [< *vyslysati]

vyznanie / vyznanf -

declaration, statement [< *vyznanLje]

vyznavai / vyznavat -

to declare, confess [< *vyznavati]

vziai / vzft -

to take [< *VllZ~ti]

vzkriesenie / vzkffsenf -

resurrection [< *vllzkresjenLje]

Z
zaberai / zabfrat -

to seize [< *zaberati]

zacinok (Slk only) zamiesii / zamfsit z3mok / z3mek -

a section of a barn [< *zacinllkll]
to mix [< *zamesiti]

castle [< *zamllkll]

zaplatii / zaplatit -

to pay [< *zaplatiti]

zasl'ubii / zaslfbit -

to promise [< *zasllljubiti]
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zat' / zet' - son-in-law [< *Z~th]
zbozie / [zbozf] - grain [< *S'LbOzhje]
zdravie / zdravi- health [< *S'Ldorvhje]
zeman / zeman - squire [< original pl. stem *zemjan- (sg. stem =*zemjanin-)]
zmienka / zmfuka - reference, allusion [< *v1>zmen1>ka]
zmluva / smlouva - contract [< *s1>mlva]
znanie / znani- knowledge [< *znanhje]
znat' / znat - to know [< *znati]
zniet' / zmt - to say,. sound [< *zvh11eti]
zostat' / zustat- to stay, remain [< z- « *S1>- or *jhZ-) + ostati « *obstati)]
zotrvat' / setrvat -persevere, persist [< *s1>t:r'hvati]
[zriadenie] / zffzeni- ruling, decree, ordinance [<

*zr~djenhje

(*z- < *S'h- or *jhZ-)]

zrno / zrno - grain [< *zr'no]
zuplna / zuplna - entirely [< ztzuplny (Slk and Cz?) -

« *S1>- or *jhZ-) + uplna (G sg.?) «- upln- (see uplny))]

entire, complete [< z-

« *S'L- or *jhZ-) + uplny (see uplny)]

zvrchu / svrchu - above [< *S'L vr'xu (G sg.) <- *vr'X1>]

Z
zalovat' sa / zalovat (si) - to complain [< *zalovati s~]
ziadat' / zadat - to request, demand [< *z~dati]
zrieba / hhDe -foal [<

*zer~]

zriedlo / zffdlo - spring, source, well [< *zerdlo]

INDEX OF CITED FORMS
This index provides grammatical and referential infonnation for the 16th century fonns cited
in Chapters IV-VII of the present work. The fonns are listed here in Slk/Cz alphabetical order
with the following conditions. Because of inconsistencies in the use of graphemes in 16th
century Slk/Cz orthographic practice, no attempt is made here to interpret the 16th century
digraphs for the sake of alphabetical ordering. Thus, although the spelling cz in <czest>
clearly indicates
rather than

c.

c (modern Slk:

cest') , the form <czest> is listed here according to cz

This holds true as well for the digraph ch, which is listed according to the strict

linear order of the graphemes c-h, rather than in the position following h as is customary in
Slk/Cz dictionary practice. For example, in the listing of the fonns of trh , the fonn <trch>
precedes the form <trhu>; and the fonns of chciet' / chtit spelled with ch (e.g., <chcel» are
listed under c and not after h. Each variant spelling of an lexical item is given its own entry,
but identically spelled fonns are listed together under one entry with the differing grammatical
or referential information for each fonn listed separately under the single headword.
The grammatical and referential infonnation for each cited fonn is provided in the following
fashion. A complete grammatical description is given first. It should be noted that the case,
number, and gender information provided for the PrAP and PAP fonns is based on
grammatical function and not morphological shape. Fluctuation in the use of desinences, along
with the adjectival use of these participles, allowed for the possibility of several different
endings for many of the participle fonns during this period. The italicized word in parentheses
following the grammatical infonnation refers to the headword in the "Glossary" under which
modem Slk and Cz equivalents as well as an English translation and the etymology of the form
can be found. The second set of infonnation is a reference to the location of the cited form in
the 16th century corpus. The place and date of composition of the text are given first, followed
by the line and word number of the cited fonn within the indicated text. The line and word
numbers refer to the exact location of the cited fonns in the textual editions used for this study.
The infonnation on textual editions can be obtained from Appendix B: "Technical description
of the corpus". Finally, a reference is given to the location where the fonn is cited in the body
of this study. All such references are to Chapters IV-VII of this work and give the dialect
division and phonological feature section where the fonn is cited. As an example, the first
entry in this index is to be read as follows:
autery -

A sg. n. (utorok); Kromenz 1542 (16/2); MSlk COu

Grammar info.: accusative singular neuter (noun); glossary listing: utorok
Corpus info.:

Kromerfz 1542 (= Varsik #136); line 16, word 2

Citation info.:

Moravian Slovak chapter; section: diphthongization of long U/ co_
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A
autery -

A sg. n. (utorok); Kromerlz 1542 (16/2); MSlk COu

auterzy -

A sg. n. (utorok); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (5/4); CSlk COu; CSlk r'

B
bedaczemy - I pl. m. PrAP (byt'); Dubovica 16th c. b (1/9); ESlk COu
bern -

3rd pl. n-p. (brat'); Mosovce 1567 (27/3); CSlk COu

berze -

3rd sg. n-p. (brat'); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (16/2); CSlk r'

bezel- sg. m.l-part. (betat'); Bytca 1580 (18/6); WSlk a
pl. I-part. (betat' ); WSlk a

bezeli -

A pl. f. adj. (biely); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (11/8); ESlk

biale bileho bog -

G sg. n. adj. (biely); Skalica 1543b (14/12); WSlk

'e

'e

N sg. m. (Boh); Bartosovce 1554 (34/3); ESlk 6

bratrza -

G sg. m. (brat); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (8/3); CSlk r'

brzater -

N sg. m. (brat); Plavec 1532b (8/5); ESlk r'

brzatrom -

I sg. m. (brat); Rajec 1553 (24/2); WSlk r'

buch -

N sg. m. (Boh); Plavec 1532b (17/5); ESlk 6

bude -

3rd sg. fut. (byt'); Beckov 1535 (2/4); WSlk d'

budethe -

2nd pl. fut. (byt'); Vh. Brod 1547 (29/8); MSlk d'

budu- 3rdpl. fut. (byt'); Pov. Bystrica 1547 (17/3); WSlk COu
Levoca 16th c. (3/12); ESlk COu
budu-li -

3rd pl. fut. (byt'); Velka n. Vel. 1548 (10/3); MSlk COd

Buh -

N sg. m. (Boh); Valas. Mezmcf 1541 (19/5); MSlk 6
Cachtice 1544 (8/3); WSlk 6

buh -

N sg. m. (Boh); Velicna 1584 (11/3); CSlk 6

Buoh -

N sg. m. (Boh); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (14/10); MSlk 6
N. Mesto n. Yah. 1546 (9/8); WSlk 6
Levoca 16th c. (4/8); ESlk 6

buoh -

N sg. m. (Boh); Vel'. Pole 1547 (13/6); CSlk 6

buotky -

A pl. f. (botka); Trencln 1584 (57/1); WSlk 6

byerati -

inf. (bierat'); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (67/2); WSlk

'e

C
celu -

A sg. f. adj. (cely); Spis. Kapitula 1592 (6/1); ESlk COu

chcel- sg. m.l-part. (chciet'); Jelsava 1567b (15/5); CSlk t'
chcz~ -

3rd pl. n-p. (chcief); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (24/4, 28/7); ESlk C'u/u
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chczel- sg. m.l-part. (chciet'); Rajec 1553 (58/3, 59111); WSlk t'
Tmava 1580a (7/9); WSlk t'
Tmava 1580b (8/6); WSlk t'
chczeli - pl. I-part. (chciet'); Chtelnica 1531 (7/10); WSlk t'
pI. I-part. (chciet'); Pov. Bystrica 1547 (13/10); WSlk t'

chczely chczv -

1st sg. n-p. (chciet'); Bartosovce 1554 (55/15); ESlk C'u/u

chczy -

1st sg. n-p. (chciet'); Dobra Voda 1538b (13/9); WSlk C'u/u
Kras. Luka 1556 (4/11); ESlk C'u/u

chodil- sg. m.l-part. (chodit'); Rozkovany 1575 (9/8); ESlk d'
N sg. m. PrAP (chodit'); Pov. Bystrica 1547 (6/12); WSlk a

chodycz -

chteli - pl. I-part. (chciet'); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (66/12); WSlk t'
N sg. m. PrAP (chciet'); Skalica 1543b (19/12); WSlk a

chticz -

N sg. m. PrAP (chciet'); Partiz. L'upea 1540 (22/5); CSlk a

chticze -

N pl. m. PrAP (chciet'); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (21/1); MSlk a
czarny -

N sg. m. adj. (cierny); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (11/3); ESlk r

czasse -

L sg. m. (cas); Partiz. L'upea 1582 (36/12); CSlk a

czerwenych -

G pI. m. adj. (cerveny); Partiz. L'upea 1562 (11/12); CSlk r

czerwne -

G sg. m. (cerven); Levoea 1569 (10/3); ESlk r

czeskey -

L sg. f. adj. (t'azkj); Kras. LUka 1556 (4/7); ESlk a; ESlk t'

czest -

A sg. f. (cest'); Lomne 1572 (14/10); ESlk 'bIb

czestu -

I sg. f. (cesta); Bytea 1580 (13/10); WSlk COu

cziaskosczy -

A pI. f. (t'azkost'); Bartosovce 1554 (26/9); ESlk a

czi~skoscz

-

cztaucz -

N sg. m. PrAP (cftat'); Kromerfz 1542 (2/5); MSlk COu

cztuczi -

N pl. m. PrAP (cftat'); Lomne 1572 (3/1); ESlk COu

N sg. f. (t'azkost'); Hertnlk 1565 (3/5); ESlk a

cztvrtek -

A sg. m. (stvrtok); Velka n. Vel. 1548 (4/6); MSlk r

cztwrtek -

A sg. m. (stvrtok); Bytea 1580 (1/5); WSlk 'bIb
SpiS. Kapitula 1592 (21/9); ESlk 'bIb; ESlk r

cztwrty -

N sg. m. adj. (stvrry); Treneln 1584 (22/10); WSlk r
N sg. m. adj. (stvrry); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (16/1); ESlk r

czwarthy -

czwiert-A sg. f. (stvrt'); Partiz. L'upea 1551 (7/12); CSlkr
czwrtek -

A sg. m. (stvrtok); Vel'. Pole 1547 (14/3); CSlk 'bIb

czyrkvy -

G sg. f. (cirkev); Veself n. Mor. 1549a (12/4); MSlk r

czyze[m]u -

D sg. m. adj. (cudzf); Rajec 1553 (58/12); WSlk dj

cziemey -

G sg. f. adj. (cierny); Partiz. L'upea 1588b (18/9); CSlk r

czerveny -

A sg. m. adj. (cerveny); Treneln 1549 (43n); WSlk r
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C
cas -

N sg. m. (cas); CSlk a

ctwrte - L sg. f. adj. (stvrry); Velicna 1584 (1/13); CSlk r

D
dadza -

3rd pl. n-p. (dat'); Hertnfk 1565 (5/15); ESlk a

dein -

A sg. m. (den); Plavec 1532a (4/4); ESlk d'

dekugy den -

1st sg. n-p. (d'akovat'); Jelsava 1567a (7/5); CSlk a; CSlk C'u/u; CSlk d'

A sg. m. (den); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (15/5); MSlk n/h
Klaster Smilheim 1540 (5/3); MSlk d'
N. Mesto n. Vah. 1550 (13/7); WSlk n/h
Trencln 1549 (28/5); WSlk d'
Ruzomberok 1555a (4/5); CSlk nIh; CSlk d'

derzeny - L sg. n. (drzanie); Kras. Luka 1557 (4/8); ESlk r; ESlk a
inf. (drzat'); Partiz. L'upca 1551 (8/2); CSlk r

derzety desedt -

Anum. (desat'); Kal'amenova 1571 (7/2); CSlk a

dessecz -

Anum. (desat'); Bardejov 1586 (3/12); ESlk a

detmi - I pl. n. (deti); Rajec 1553 (55/14); WSlk t'
dety -

G pl. n. (deti); Partiz. L'upca 1551 (13/10); CSlk d'

dewat -

Anum. (deviit'); Kremnica 1569 (5/3); CSlk a

dewecz -

Anum. (deviit'); Bardejov 1586 (3/10); ESlk a; ESlk d'

dewet -

Anum. (deviit'); Trencln 1584 (37/3); WSlk a

dewka -

N sg. f. (dievka); Bytca 1580 (8/6); WSlk '6; WSlk d'

dieczy -

G pl. n. (deti); Tmava 1565b (2/3); WSlk t'

diekuje[m]e diekwgy -

1st pl. n-p. (dakovat'); N. Mesto n. Vah. 1546 (16/2); WSlk d'

1st sg. n-p. (dakovat'); Plavec 1532b (4/1); ESlk a; ESlk d'

dietky -

N pl. f. (dietky); Ruzomberok 1586 (5/9); CSlk '6

dievka -

N sg. f. (dievka); Ruzomberok 1531a (2/3); CSlk '6

divka -

N sg. f. (dievka); Trencfn 1549 (76/3); WSlk '6

djtky -

N pl. f. (dietky); Rajec 1586 (35/12); WSlk '6

dluchye - A pl. m. adj. (dlhy); Chmel'ov 1577 (2/2); ESlk 1
dlugie - A pl. m. adj. (dlhy); Plavec 1583 (2/6); ESlk 1
dluh -

N sg. m. (dlh); N. Mesto n. Vah. 1534 (11/1); WSlk 1
A sg. m. (dlh); Vh. Brod 1536 (5/2); MSlk 1
Martin 1540 (6/5); CSlk 1

dluhe -

A pl. m. adj. (dlhy); Makovica 1579b (2/9); ESlk 1

dluheho -

G sg. n. adj. (dlhy); Senica 1537 (3/5); WSlk 1
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dluhu -

G sg. m. (dlh); Semsa 1580 (4/5); ESlk 1

dluhy -

N pl. m. (dlh); Arnutovce 16th c. (19/3); ESlk 1
A pl. m. (dlh); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (11/6); CSlk 1
N sg. n. (dlzstvo); Rozkovany 1575 (6/2); ESlk 1

dlustwo -

N sg. m. adj. (dlzny); Vh. Brod 1538 (4/1); MSlk 1
Chmel'ov 1577 (4/8); ESlk n/b
Arnutovce 16th c. (12/2); ESlk 1

dluzen -

dluzien - N sg. m. adj. (dlzny); Hlohovec 1532 (5/10); WSlk 1
G pl. m. (dlznik); Partiz. L'upca 1568 (10/9); CSlk 1

dluznikow -

N sg. m. adj. (dlzny); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (10/6); CSlk 1

dluzen -

dlvgow - G pl. m. (dlh); Bartosovce 1554 (17/4); ESlk 1
dne -

G sg. m. (den); Velicna 1584 (1/4); CSlk a
Levoca 1569 (10/2); ESlk a

dnia -

G sg. m. (den); Pol'anovce 1584 (9n); ESlk a

dnie -

G sg. m. (den); N. Mesto n. Yah. 1534 (11/10); WSlk a

dnu -

D sg. m. (den); Chtelnica 1531 (9/5); WSlk C'li/u

dobre -

adv. (dobry); Dobra Voda 1538b (16/1); WSlk r'

dobromysl[n]e dobru -

adv. (dobromysel'ny); Veself n. Mor. 1549b (20/12); MSlk 1

I sg. f. adj. (dobry); Beckov 1535 (11/4); WSlk COli

dobrze -

A sg. n. adj. (dobry); Vrbove 1550b (1/10); WSlk r'
Plavec 1532b (4/6); ESlk r'
adv. (dobry); Vh. Brod 1531 (10/10); MSlk r'
Plavec 1532b (3/3); ESlk r'

dobrzeho dom -

G sg. n. adj. (dobry); Smolenice 1537 (In); WSlk r'
Mosovce 1567 (3/12); CSlk r'

A sg. m. (dom); Rajec 1586 (26/3); WSlk 6
Hora 1578 (19/3); CSlk 6
Bartosovce 1554 (19/3); ESlk 6
3rd sg. n-p. (domluvat'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (43/12); CSlk 1

domluwa -

dopomuziete dopustiti -

2nd pI. n-p. (dopomoct'); Bfeclav 1539 (6/3); MSlk 6

inf. (dopustit'); Kromeflz 1539 (8/1); MSlk t'

dosczi-adv. (dost'); Chtelnica 1531 (7/12, 17/5); WSlkt'
doviemosti -

G sg. f. (dovernost'); Vh. Brod 1530 (12/6); MSlk 6

drogv - I sg. f. (draha); Bartosovce 1554 (18/10); ESlk COli
drwa -

A pl. n. (drvo); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (44/6); CSlk r

drzel- sg. m. I-part. (drzat'); Levoca 1569 (8/1); ESlk r
drzell- sg. m.l-part. (drzat'); Grav. Z3mok 1574 (39/3); CSlk a
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drzeti - inf. (drzat'); Dh. Brod 1547 (13/5); MSlk r; MSlk a
drzal- sg. ffi. I-part. (drzat' ); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (11/6); CSlk r
drZeli - pl. I-part. (drzat' ); CSlk a
drZeti -

inf. (drzat' ); WSlk a

duchotku dum -

G pl. m. (dochodok); Kal'amenova 1571 (4/3); CSlk 6

A sg. m. (dom); Rajec 1586 (35/4); WSlk 6
N sg. m. (dom); Jelsava 1576-7 (2/6); CSlk 6

duom -

A sg. m. (dom); Tmava 1536 (22/1); WSlk 6
Levoca 1569 (7/2); ESlk 6
A sg. m. (dovod); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (33/11); CSlk 6

duowot dum -

A sg. m. (dom); Ruzomberok 1585b (2/2); CSlk 6
I sg. f. (dusa); Pov. Bystrica 1562 (4n); WSlk C'u/u

dussy dwaczat -

A nUffi. (dvadsat'); Tmava 1577e (4/8); WSlk a

dyI- N sg. m. (diel); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (14/9); CSlk '6
A sg. m. (diel); Rajec 1553 (27/9); WSlk '6
dyla -

G sg. n. (dielo); Bruffiov-Bylnice 1539 (9/8); MSlk '6

dytky -

N pl. f. (dietky); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (24/12); CSlk '6

dywky -

G sg. f. (dievka); Partiz. L'upca 1568 (9/1); CSlk '6
A sg. m. (den); Bardejov 1586 (5/9); ESlk d'

dzen -

dzewec -

A nUffi. (deviit'); Semsa 1580 (11/3); ESlk d'

dzyathkamy -

I pl. f. (dietky); Bartosovce 1554 (34/11); ESlk '6

dzyII- A sg. m. (diel); Orav. Zarnok 1574 (21/2); CSlk d'
dzylw -

G sg. m. (diel); Orav. Zarnok 1574 (38n); CSlk d'

F
ffararza -

A sg. ffi. (jarar); Bartosovce 1554 (31/10); ESlk a

ffogtowstwj ffogtstwj -

A sg. n. (jojt(ov)stvo); Rajec 1586 (10/8); WSlk '6

D sg. n. (jojt(ov)stvo); Rajec 1586 (23/13); WSlk C'u/u

G
gduczim giz -

D pl. m. PrAP «(st'); Mosovce 1568 (10/6); CSlk COu

adv. (jut); Makovica 1579a (3/13); ESlk C'u/u

gsaucz -

N pl. ffi. PrAP (byt'); Orav. Zarnok 1574 (32/4); CSlk COu

gu -

A sg. f. prone (ona); Tmava 1577a (7/2); WSlk C'u/u
Pol'anovce 1584 (4/16); ESlk C'u/u

gy -

A sg. f. prone (ona); Ruzomberok 1585a (5/9); CSlk C'u/u

gyz -

adv. (jut); Partiz. L'upca 1538 (13/2); CSlk C'u/u
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H
hospodar -

N sg. m. (hospodar); Pov. Bystrica 1562 (3/3); WSlk r'
Partiz. L'upca 1582 (72/9); CSlk r'

A sg. n. (hrdlo); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (68/14); CSlk r

hrdlo -

A sg. f. (huna); Kracunovce 1580 (6/11); ESlk C'u/u

hunyu -

I
iuz -

adv. (juZ); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (7/6); ESlk C'u/u

J
Jalowtze jducze ji -

N sg. n. (jalovca); Amutovce 16th c. (3/13); ESlk a
N sg. f. PrAP ((st'); Trencln 1549 (53/9); WSlk COu

A sg. f. prone (ona); Valas. Mezifici 1541 (14/3); MSlk C'u/u
Beckov 1535 (IOn); WSlk C'u/u

jiz -

adv. (juZ); Klaster Smilheim 1540 (7/6); MSlk C'u/u
llava 1542 (6/9); WSlk C'u/u

jmyti - inf. (mat2); N. Mesto n. Vah. 1546 (13/10); WSlk
jsau jsu -

'e

3rd pl. pres. (byt'); Trnava 1550 (3/5); WSlk COu
3rd pl. pres. (byt'); Martin 1540 (2/6); CSlk COu

Jutro -

A sg. n. (jutro); Amutovce 16th c. (20/4); ESlk C'u/u

K

kannnych - G pl. f. adj. (kfmny); Amutovce 16th c. (29/3); ESlk r
kaupyl -

sg. m. I-part. (kupit'); Partiz. L'upca 1538 (7n); CSlk COu

ke - prep. (ku); Pov. Bystrica 1562 (11/12); WSlk ~/b
Kal'amenova 1571 (20/4); CSlk ~/b
Plavec 1532a (2/2); ESlk ~/b
kniez -

N sg. m. (knaz); Skalica 1550 (6/4); WSlk a

Kniez -

N sg. m. (knaz); Veseli n. Mor. 1549b (3/5); MSlk a

kniezy -

D sg. m. (knaz); llava 1542 (17/3); WSlk C'u/u

knyze -

N sg. m. (knieza); Trencln 1584 (24/5); WSlk a

ko[n] -

N sg. m. (k6n); Dol. Lopasov 1546 (4/3); WSlk 6

kon -

N sg. m. (k6n); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (11/1); ESlk 6

koncza -

G sg. m. (koniec); Pol'anovce 1584 (9/13); ESlk a

konczu -

D sg. m. (koniec); Partiz. L'upca 1578b (18/1); CSlk C'u/u

konecz -

A sg. m. (koniec); Vh. Brod 1530 (3/9); MSlk n/b

konia kozuch -

A sg. m. (k6n); Semsa 1580 (6/2); ESlk a
A sg. m. (kozuch); Trencln 1584 (67/8); WSlk C'u/u
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krale -

G sg. m. (kral'); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (16/1); MSlk a
Plavec 1532b (14/8, 19/2); ESlk a

kratkosczi -

G sg. f. (kratkost'); Chtelnica 1531 (11/13); WSlk t'

A pl. f. (krcma); Trencfn 1584 (33/11); WSlk r

krczmy krestane -

N pl. m. (krest'an); Mosovce 1569 (16/3); CSlk a

krestian -

N sg. m. (krest'an); CSlk a

knnil- sg. m. I-part. (kfmit'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (17/5); CSlk r
A sg. f. adj. (ktory); Ruzomberok 1555b (8/7); CSlk COu

kterauss -

A sg. f. adj. (ktory); Velicna 1584 (2/4); CSlk COu

kteru -

N sg. f. adj. (ktory); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (25/9); CSlk r'

kterza -

kterzeho ku -

G sg. m. adj. (ktory); Plavec 1532a (10/1); ESlk r'

prep. (ku); Vh. Hradiste 1538a (6/9); MSlk n/b
Trencin 1549 (20/10); WSlk n/b
Partiz. L'upca 1559 (11/12); CSlk n/b
Bardejov 1586 (5/1); ESlk nln

kuin -

N sg. m. (kon); Plavec 1532a (10/4); ESlk 6

kupeny -

A sg. n. (kupenie); Ruzomberok 1585a (7/6); CSlk 'e; CSlk COu

kupyl- sg. m.l-part. (kupit'); Tmava 1565b (1/8); WSlk COu
Semsa 1580 (5/12); ESlk COu
kurwow -

I sg. f. (kurva); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (8/10); CSlk COu

L
A sg. f. adj. (lepst); Valas. Mezifici 1541 (32/5); MSlk C'u/u
Cachtice 1550 (9/5); WSlk C'u/u

lepssy lezyczy -

N sg. m. PrAP (letat'); Skalica 1590 (7/9); WSlk a

leziczyh -

A pl. f! PrAP (letat'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (89/10); CSlk a

lidem - D pl. m. (l'udia); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (10/9); CSlk C'u/u
lidmi - I pl. m. (l'udia); Vh. Ostroh 1540 (4/6); MSlk d'
Skalica 1536 (14/5); WSlk .d'
Partiz. L'upca 1540 (29/3); CSlk d'
lidy - G pI m. (l'udia); Veseli n. Mor. 1549b (13/6); MSlk C'u/u
liscie - L sg. m. (list); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (14/5); ESlk t'
luczek ludy ludze -

G pl. f. (lucka); Vys. Kubin 1568 (8/11); CSlk n/b
A pl. m. (l'udia); Partiz. L'upca 1578b (15/4); CSlk C'u/u
N pl. m. (l'udia); Chmel'ov 1577 (8/5); ESlk C'u/u

lukan - G pl. n. (lukno); Kremnica 1569 (4/5, 6/11); CSlk n/b
Kal'amenova 1571 (29/10); CSlk n/b
Lukan -

G pl. n. (lukno); Kremnica 1569 (8/13); CSlk n/b
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lydi -

G pl. m. (l'udia); Smolenice 1537 (12/5); WSlk C'u/u

lydze -

N pl. m. (l'udia); Kras. Luka 1557 (2/10); ESlk C'u/u

Lyvdzmy -

I pl. m. (l'udia); Bartosovce 1554 (6/15); ESlk d'

M
maje -

N sg. m. PrAP (mat2); Vh. Brod 1531 (11/3); MSlk a

maji -

3rd pl. n-p. (mat'2); Tmava 1536 (33n); WSlk C'u/u

majicz -

N sg. m. PrAP (mat2); Vh. Brod 1531 (27/4); MSlk C'u/u

manzelkow -

I sg. f. (manzelka); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (18/16); CSlk COu

manzelku -

I sg. f. (manzelka); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (6/14); CSlk COu

/ma[n]zielku -

I sg. f. (manzelka); Bfeclav 1539 (3/9); MSlk COu

masarz -

N sg. m. (miisiar); Skalica 1536 (28/2); WSlk r'

matere -

G sg. f. (mat']); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (45/5); WSlk r'

math -

inf. (mat2); Makovica 1579b (6/10); ESlk '6

Maudrym maudrzy -

maya -

D pl. m. adj. (mudry); Skalica 1550 (18/1); WSlk COu
V pl. m. anim. adj. (mudry); Vh. Hradiste 1538a (1/4); MSlk COu
Vh. Brod 1540a (1/4); MSlk r'
Skalica 1543b (1/6); WSlk COu

3rd pl. n-p. (mat2); Hertnik 1565 (3/14); ESlk C'u/u

meczy - prep. (medzi); Hlohovec 1550 (5/11); WSlk dj
medzi -

prep. (medzi); Kracunovce 1580 (4/1); ESlk dj

medzy - prep. (medzi); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (11/3); CSlk dj
menssow mem -

I sg. f. adj. (mens[); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (16/10); CSlk C'u/u

A sg. f. (miera); Kremnica 1569 (9/10); CSlk '6

mesicze - G sg. m. (mesiac); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (4/10); CSlk a
meskane -

G sg. n. (meskanie); Jelsava 1567a (14/8); CSlk a

messtok -

A sg. m. (mestek); Slov. L'upca 1589 (42/7); CSlk n/b
L sg. n. (mestecko); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (14/9); CSlk n/b

mesteczku mesto -

prep. (miesto2); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (30/11); CSlk '6

mesyacu -

G sg. m. (mesiac); Chmefov 1577 (12/5); ESlk a

mety -

inf. (mat2); Slov. Yes 1591 (15/3); ESlk '6

mezy -

prep. (medzi); Valas. MezIDci 1541 (7/9); MSlk dj
Trencin 1532 (4/9); WSlk dj
Orav. Zarnok 1574 (20/8); CSlk dj
Chmefov 1577 (6/8); ESlk dj

mie - G sg. pron. (ja); Plavec 1583 (4/3); ESlk a
miessczane -

N pl. m. (mest'an); Valas. Mezifici 1541 (28/9); MSlk a
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Miessczane -

V pI. m. (mest'an); Velka n. Vel. 1548 (1/10); MSlk a

miestie - L sg. n. (miestoj); Velka n. Vel. 1548 (8/7); MSlk t'
mieti - inf. (matl); N. Mesto n. Vah. 1550 (13/2); WSlk '6
Martin 1540 (22/6); CSlk '6
milosczi - G sg. f. (milost'); Chtelnica 1531 (3/2); WSlk t'
miste -

L sg. n. (miestoj); Vys. Kubin 1568 (4/10); CSlk '6

mistie -

L sg. n. (miesto j ); Kromefiz 1542 (8/4); MSlk

mistu -

D sg. n. (miesto j); Skalica 1536 (13/12); WSlk '6

miti-inf. (matl ); Dh. Ostroh 1540 (7/11); MSlk
mity -

'e

'e

inf. (matl); Plavec 1532b (19/8); ESlk '6

mlczet - inf. (mlcat'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (44/13); CSlk 1; CSlk a
3rd sg. n-p. (mluvit'); Slov. L'upca 1589 (19/2); CSlk!

mlovy -

mlowil- sg. m. I-part. (mluvit'); Partiz. L'upca 1559 (12/8); CSlk 1
inf. (mluvit'); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (11/9); MSlk 1
Trencin 1549 (38/13); WSlk 1

mluviti mluwicz -

N sg. f. PrAP (mluvit'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (46/3); CSlk a

mluwil- sg. m. I-part. (mluvit'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (22/11); CSlk 1
mnu -

I sg. prone (ja); Trencin 1577 (6/4); WSlk COu

mnv -

I sg. prone (ja); Bartosovce 1554 (53/6); ESlk COu

moy -

N sg. m. adj. (moj); Plavec 1532b (8/6); ESlk 6

mozies -

2nd sg. n-p. (moet'); Plavec 1532a (6/8); ESlk 6

mozess -

2nd sg. n-p. (moet'); Trencln 1549 (81/10); WSlk 6
N sg. f. (mudrost'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (5/4); ESlk COu

mudrosc mudry -

N pl. m. anim adj. (mudry); Zamovica 1548 (1/6); CSlk COu

Mudrzim mudrzy -

D pl. m. adj. (mudry); Mosovce 1567 (1/1); CSlk r'
V pl. m. anim. adj. (mudry); Dh. Brod 1530 (1/4); MSlk COu
Trencfn 1549 (1/4); WSlk COu

Mudrzy[m] -

D pl. m. adj. (mudry); Dol. Lopasov 1546 (13/1); WSlk r'

mug -

N sg. m. adj. (moj); Rajec 1586 (24/13); WSlk 6

muj -

N sg. m. adj. (moj); Bfeclav 1539 (3/6); MSlk 6
N sg. m. adj. (moj); Straznice 1532 (3/4); MSlk 6
Pov. Bystrica 1547 (2n) ; WSlk 6
Rozkovany 1575 (4/12); ESlk 6

muoy -

3rd sg. n-p. (moet'); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (47/9); WSlk 6

muoze -

muozeme -1st pl. n-p. (moet'); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (13/3); CSlk 6
muozte muz -

2nd pl. n-p. (moet'); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (27/6); MSlk 6

3rd sg. n-p. (moet'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (31/11); CSlk 6
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muza -

G sg. m. (muZ); Partiz. L'upca 1559 (15/4); CSlk a

mvy -

N sg. m. adj. (moj); Kras. Luka 1556 (6/1); ESlk 6
G sg. n. (imanie); Bartosovce 1554 (4/14); ESlk a

myenya -

myeskayaczemv myeste -

L sg. n. (miesto j); Pol'anovce 1584 (11/9); ESlk 'e; ESlk t'

mysto myti -

D sg. m. PrAP (meskat'); Dubovica 16th c. a (11/3); ESlk C'u/u

A sg. n. (miestoj); Slov. Ves 1591 (15/6); ESlk 'e
inf. (matl); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (29n); CSlk 'e

N
naczynye -

A sg. n. (nacinie); Plavec 1556 (4/5); ESlk 'e

nadepsany -

N sg. m. PPP (nadpfsat'); Val. Mezifici 1541 (9/3); MSlk n/b

adv. (nadluze); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (14/11); MSlk 1

nadluze -

nadowsseczko -

adv. (nadovsetko); Mosovce 1568 (9/4); CSlk n/b

adv. (hore); Valas. Mezirici 1541 (34/7); MSlk r'

nahore nahorze -

adv. (hore); Beckov 1535 (6/6); WSlk r'

naiperwei -

adv. (najprv(ej) ); Semsa 1580 (6/11); ESlk r

naleiiczy -

A pl. f. PrAP (nalezat'); Dh. Brod 1547 (5/11); MSlk a

naIezeli - pl. I-part. (nalezat' ); MSlk a
naliawssy -

N pl. m. PAP (naliat'); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (35/6); CSlk a

nalieli - pI. I-part. (naliat'); Partiz. L'upca 1568 (28/6); CSlk a
2nd pl. n-p. (naplnit'); Velka n. Vel. 1548 (12/8); MSlk 1

naplnite -

Naroczeny - G sg. n. (narodenie); Mosovce 1578 (1/4); CSlk dj
Narozeni -

G sg. n. (narodenie); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (1/4); CSlk dj

narzyzenymi -

I pl. f. PPP (nariadit'); Veseli n. Mor. 1549b (5/1); MSlk a; MSlk dj

Nasse -

N sg. f. adj. (naS); Lomne 1572 (23/6); ESlk a

nasse -

N sg. f. adj. (naS); Lomne 1572 (11/6); ESlk a
Slov. Ves 1591 (15/5); ESlk a

nassi - I sg. f. adj. (naS); Rajec 1586 (4/8); WSlk C'u/u
nassu -

A sg. f. adj. (naS); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (8/2); CSlk C'u/u
Lomne 1572 (6/8); ESlk C'u/u

nassy -

A sg. f. adj. (naS); Lomne 1572 (7n); ESlk C'u/u

nasszau - I sg. f. adj. (naS); Ruzomberok 1555a (9/9); CSlk C'u/u
navraticz -

N pl. m. PrAP (navratit'); Skalica 1536 (8/14); WSlk a

naydethe -

2nd pl. n-p. (najst'); Sklabina 1579 (10/11); CSlk d'

nayprv -

adv. (najprv(ej) ); Klaster Smilheim 1540 (5/6); MSlk r

neberzeme -

1st pl. n-p. (brat'); Dh. Brod 1538 (8/10); MSlk r'
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necheeli - pI. I-part. (eheiet'); Jelsava 1567b (19/8); CSlk t'
nedelu -

A sg. f. (nedel'a); Ruzomberok 1555b (4/6); CSlk C'u/u

nedely -

A sg. f. (nedel'a); Partiz. L'upca 1578a (50/3); CSlk C'u/u

nedopuszczietty - inf. (dopust'at'); Jelsava 1567a (12/12); CSlk t'
nehledice -

N pl. m. PrAP (hl'adiet'); Slov. L'upca 1589 (27/1); CSlk a
3rd pl. n-p. (mat2); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (25/7); CSlk C'u/u

nemagy nemaji -

3rd pl. n-p. (mat2); Straznice 1532 (6/2); MSlk C'u/u

nemohau -

3rd pl. n-p. (moet'); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (7/11); MSlk COu

nemuoze -

3rd sg. n-p. (moet'); Slov. Ves 1591 (5/5); ESlk 6

nemuiem -

1st pl. n-p. (moet'); Skalica 1550 (11/8); WSlk 6

nenaleielo -

sg. n.l-part. (nalezat'); Vh. Ostroh 1540 (3/6); MSlk a

neodpirali-pl.l-part. (odpierat'); Vh. Brod 1531 (7/4); MSlk '6
nepryiaszny -

G sg. f. (nepriazen); Levoca 1552 (6/9); ESlk a

nepuojdu -

1st sg. n-p. (pojst'); Trencin 1549 (27/1); WSlk 6

nepuoyde -

3rd sg. n-p. (pojst'); Makovica 1579b (5/13); ESlk 6
I sg. f. (nerozdielny); Partiz. L'upca 1568 (26/3); CSlk '6

nerozdilnu nesmie -

3rd sg. n-p. (smiet'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (30n); CSlk '6

nesnaze -

A pl. f. (nesnadza); Orav. Zarnok 1574 (71/7); CSlk dj

nesnazy -

G pl. f. (nesnadza); Straznice 1532 (11/9); MSlk dj

neumyeme nevim -

1st pl. n-p. (umiet'); llava 1534 (4/5); WSlk '6

1st sg. n-p. (vediet'); Trencln 1549 (40/9); WSlk '6

nevime -1st pl. n-p. (vediet'); Kromefiz 1539 (12/4); MSlk '6
newie -

3rd sg. n-p. (vediet'); Trencln 1584 (45/10); WSlk '6

newiette -

2nd pl. n-p. (vediet'); Dol. Stubna 1566 (10/1); CSlk '6

newy[m] -1st sg. n-p. (vediet'); Zamovica 1548 (7/6); CSlk '6
3rd pl. pres. (byt'); Veseli n. Mor. 1549a (4/10); MSlk COu

neysu -

Neywjce -

adv. (najviae(ej) ); Rajec 1586 (16/6); WSlk a

nezadayu -

3rd pl. n-p. (ziadat'); Spis. Kapitula 1592 (16/5); ESlk C'u/u

neznazy -

A pl. f. (nesnadza); N. Mesto n. Vah. 1534 (14/4); WSlk dj

niechodzil- sg. m. I-part. (ehodit'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (10/15); ESlk d'
nieobtiezovali - pl. I-part. (obt'azovat'); llava 1542 (5/10); WSlk t'
niewyczie - 2nd pl. n-p. (vediet'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (5/5); ESlk '6
niu -

I sg. f. prone (ona); Pol'anovce 1584 (5/11); ESlk C'u/u

nou -

I sg. f. prone (ona); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (59/14); CSlk C'u/u

nyediely -

A sg. f. (nedel'a); Kras. Luka 1557 (11/4); ESlk C'u/u
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obecnj - I sg. f. adj. (obecny); Velicna 1584 (6/3); CSlk C'u/u
oblicznoscziv - I sg. f. (oblicznosc); Ruzomberok 1555a (9/8); CSlk t'
obou -

G num. (oba, obe); Jelsava 1567b (19/4); CSlk COu

obteznosty - G sg. f. (obt'aznost'); Slov. Yes 1591 (12/6); ESlk t'
obyczagem - I sg. m. (obycaj); Jelsava 1576-7 (5/12); CSlk a
N sg. m. (obycaj); llava 1534 (9/12); WSlk a
Kras. Luka 1557 (8/6); ESlk a

obyczay -

obyczegem -

I sg. m. (obycaj); Levoca 1569 (6/3); ESlk a

obyczejem -

I sg. m. (obycaj); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (6/5); CSlk a
N sg. m. (obycaj); Pov. Bystrica 1547 (5/3); WSlk a

obyczey ocza -

G sg. m. (otec); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (45/8); WSlk a

oczy -

D sg. m. (otec); Partiz. L'upca 1559 (11/13); CSlk C'u/u

odkladany -

G sg. n. (odkladanie); Rozkovany 1575 (13/2); ESlk a

od-mluuati - inf. (odmluvat'); Tmava 1577b (7/1); WSlk 1
odpoczynuti -

inf. (odpocinut'); Trencin 1549 (40/4); WSlk COu

opatememu -

D sg. m. adj. (opatrny); Semsa 1580 (21/3); ESlk r
G sg. m. adj. (opatrny); Hora 1578 (7/5); CSlk r

opatrneho -

opatrnoste[m] opatmostem -

D pl. f. (opatrnost'); Vh. Brod 1531 (29/6); MSlk r
D pl. f. (opatrnost'); Vef. Pole 1547 (2/3); CSlk r

Opatmy -

V pl. m. anim. adj. (opatrny); Slov. Yes 1591 (1/3); ESlk r

opatmym -

D pl. m. adj. (opatrny); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (32/3); MSlk r

opatmy(m) -

D pl. m. adj. (opatrny); Slov. Yes 1591 (23/3); ESlk r

opitowany -

A sg. n. (opytovanie); Slov. Yes 1591 (8/13); ESlk 'e

oppaternim -

D pl. m. adj. (opatrny); Cachtice 1544 (11/3); WSlk r

Oppatemim -

D pl. m. adj. (opatrny); Lomne 1572 (35/3); ESlk r

oppatrnemu -

D sg. m. adj. (opatrny); Vrbove 1550b (18/3); WSlk r
D pI. m. adj. (opatrny); Lomne 1572 (2/6); ESlk r

Oppatmim oppatrnostmi oppatmy -

I pl. f. (opatrnost'); Skalica 1543a (5/10); WSlk r

V pl. m. anim. adj. (opatrny); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (1/6); MSlk r

otcze - G sg. m. (otec); Skalica 1543b (7/8); WSlk a
Otecz -

N sg. m. (otec); Lomne 1572 (19/11); ESlk nih; ESlk t'

otecz -

N sg. m. (otec); Skalica 1543b (8/10); WSlk n/h
Skalica 1590 (6/1); WSlk t'
Partiz. L'upca 1559 (13/1); CSlk nih; CSlk t'
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p
A sg. f. (pamat'); Valas. Mezmci 1541 (32/6); MSlk a

pamiet paniu -

I sg. f. (pani); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (28/11); CSlk C'u/u

patek -

A sg. m. (piatok); Val. Mezifici 1541 (In); MSlk D/b
Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (15/4); CSlk D/b
A sg. f. (pecat'); Bardejov 1586 (5/6); ESlk a

peczent -

A sg. f. (pecat'); Cachtice 1550 (9/7); WSlk a

peczet -

A sg. f. (pecat'); Kromerlf 1542 (14/9); MSlk a

peczeth -

I sg. f. (pecat'); Jelsava 1567b (18/11); CSlk C'u/u

peczetow -

peczety - I sg. f. (pecat'); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (4/5); CSlk C'u/u
peniaze -

A pl. m. (peniaze); Semsa 1580 (16/1); ESlk a
A sg. m. (peniaz); Rajec 1586 (28/1); WSlk a

peniz penize -

A pl. m. (peniaze); Vh. Brod 1540b (6/4); MSlk a
Tmava 1536 (33/6); WSlk a
Velicna 1584 (12/11); CSlk a
Levoca 1569 (6/10); ESlk a

penneze -

N pl. m. (peniaze); Senica 1530 (13/5); WSlk a

peniieze -

A pI. m. (peniaze); Senica 1530 (6/4); WSlk a

penyze -

A pl. m. (peniaze); Bardejov 1585 (7/1); ESlk a

petczethmy - I pl. f. (pecat'); Orav. Zarnok 1574 (74/8); CSlk t'
piecz -

A num. (pat'); Hlinne 1585 (6/3); ESlk a

pirwy -

A sg. m. adj. (PrvY); Plavec 1583 (16/10); ESlk r

pisar -

N sg. m. (pisar); Plavec 1532a (5/9); ESlk r'

pissarz -

N sg. m. (pisar); Bartosovce 1554 (19/9); ESlk r'

piwniczow -

I sg. f. (pivnica); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (16/9); CSlk C'u/u

platiti - inf. (platit'); Skalica 1590 (13/6); WSlk t'
plnu -

A sg. f. adj. (pIny); Vh. Brod 1536 (16/4); MSlk!
Skalica 1543b (5/3); WSlk COu

pocyerpyel- sg. m.l-part. (potrpiet'); Chmefov 1577 (10/3); ESlk r
poczcziwem - I sg. m. adj. (poctiry); Rufomberok 1555b (9/4); CSlk t'
Poczeti -

G sg. n. (pocatie); Rofnov p. Radh. 1535 (15/6); MSlk a

podepsanych -

G pl. m. PPP (podpisat'); Martin 1561 (3/11); CSlk D/b

podtwerdzenie pohrebu -

A sg. n. (podtvrdenie); Jelsava 1567b (17/6); CS.lk r; CSlk 'e
Jelsava 1572 (13n); CSlk 'e; CSlk dj

G sg. m. (pohreb); Arnutovce 16th c. (10/3); ESlk r'

pokrwnych -

A pl. m. adj. (pokrvny); Partiz. L'upca 1578b (17/1); CSlk r

pol- A (pol); Hora 1578 (15/9); CSlk 6
Spis. Kapitula 1592 (5/10); ESlk 6
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poradtkom - I sg. m. (poriadok); Levoca 1569 (7/9); ESlk r'
poriadkami - I pl. m. (poriadok); Rajec 1586 (29/2); WSlk r'
porozumy(m) -

1st sg. n-p. (porozumiet'); Plavec 1532b (17/11); ESlk '6

1st sg. n-p. (porucat'); Dol. Stubiia 1566 (15/4); CSlk COu
Plavec 1583 (19/4); ESlk COu

poruczam -

poruczenstvi-N sg. n. (porucenstvo); Vh. Brod 1530 (7/3); MSlk '6
poruczeni -

G sg. n. (porucenie); Vh. Brod 1530 (11/9); MSlk a

porzadek -

N sg. m. (poriadok); Vh. Brod 1538 (6/9); MSlk r'

posadzeny -

N pl. m. PPP (posadit'); Drav. zarnok 1574 (13/6); CSlk dj

posel- N sg. m. (posol); Kras. Luka 1556 (6/2); ESlk n/b
postupyl- sg. m. I-part. (postupit'); Drav. Zamok 1574 (21/7); CSlk COu
A sg. f. (potreba); Spis. Kapitula 1592 (20/6); ESlk r'

potrebu -

D sg. f. (potreba); Kremnica 1569 (3/2); CSlk r'

potrzebie -

potvrdili - pl. I-part. (potvrdit'); Beckov 1535 (6/8); WSlk d'
potvrdyla -

sg. f. I-part. (potvrdit'); Tmava 1536 (11/7); WSlk r

potwrdili -

pl. I-part. (potvrdit'); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (26/5); CSlk r

potwrzeny -

A sg. n. (potvrdenie); Partiz. L'upca 1578b (28/6); CSlk dj

potwrzyl- sg. m. I-part. (potvrdit'); Rajec 1553 (18/12); WSlk d'
powedza poydv -

3rd pl. n-p. (povedat'); Kras. Luka 1557 (9n); ESlk a
1st sg. n-p. (pojst'); Bartosovce 1554 (47/16); ESlk 6

Pozdraveny -

G sg. n. (pozdravenie); Dol. Lopasov 1546 (1/10); WSlk a

pozdraweny -

G sg. n. (pozdravenie); Mosovce 1568 (3/5); CSlk a
A sg. n. (pozdravenie); Kracunovce 1580 (1/3); ESlk '6

pozuostal- sg. m.l-part. (pozustat); Skalica 1536 (18/2); WSlk 6
pozustal- sg. m.l-part. (pozustat); Straznice 1532 (4n); MSlk 6
Skalica 1550 (4/8); WSlk 6
Amutovce 16th c. (1/4); ESlk 6
praczele -

N pl. m. (priatel'); Lomn6 1572 (34/4); ESlk a; ESlk t'
Pol'anovce 1584 (8n); ESlk a
D! pl. m. (priatel'); Pol'anovce 1584 (8/4); ESlk a

praczelow praczelskey praczujycz -

A! sg. f. adj. (priatel'skY); Pol'anovce 1584 (5/14); ESlk a
N sg. m. PrAP (pracovat'); Veseli n. Mor. 1549a (11/3); MSlk C'u/u (3x)

praly - pl. I-part. (priat'); Slov. Ves 1591 (3/8); ESlk a
pratele -

G sg. m. (priatel'); Lomn6 1572 (15/6); ESlk a; ESlk a

pratelow -

G pl. m. (priatel'); Ruzomberok 1585a (7/4); CSlk a

pratelsky -

adv. (priatel'skY); Mosovce 1569 (8n); CSlk a
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N pl. m. PrAP (pravit); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (8/15); WSlk a
Partiz. L'upea 1562 (30/4); CSlk a

prawycze -

L pl. m. adj. (predosly); Mosovce 1567 (7/3); CSlk n/L

predesslich predewssymi -

adv. (predovsetJeYm); Rajec 1553 (8/9); WSlk n/L

predstupil- sg. m.l-part. (predstupit'); Lomne 1572 (6/6); ESlk COu
pregicz -

N sg. m. PrAP (priat'); Makovica 1579a (1/13); ESlk C'u/u

preli - pl. I-part. (priat'); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (1/7); CSlk a
D sg. m. (priatel'); Makovica 1579b (10/8); ESlk C'u/u

Priaczelu -

pribehel- sg. m. I-part. (pribiehat'); Bytea 1580 (20/3); WSlk 'e
G sg. f. (pricina); Makovica 1579a (7/9); ESlk r'

priczini -

pr(i)drzen -

N sg. m. PPP (pridrzat'); Hlohovec 1545a (8/5); WSlk a
1st sg. n-p. (priktizat'); Dobra Voda 1538b (37/1); WSlk C'u/u

prikazu primlowu -

A sg. f. (primluva); Mosovce 1568 (5/11); CSlk 1

prisahau -

I sg. f. (prisaha); Kraeunovce 1580 (11/12); ESlk COu
I sg. f. (prisaha); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (15/5); CSlk COu

prisahow prisahu -

I sg. f. (prisaha); Bytea 1580 (9/11); WSlk r'

prisazni -

N sg. m. (prisazny); Trenefn 1577 (2/5); WSlk a

prisieznyk -

N sg. m. (prisaznik); Kraeunovce 1580 (15/1); ESlk a

prislibil- sg. m.l-part. (prisl'ubit'); Jelsava 1567b (12/1); CSlk C'u/u
pristwpil- sg. m.l-part. (pristupit'); Ruzomberok 1531a (1/2); CSlk r'
pritelow -

G pI. m. (priatel'); Partiz. L'upea 1568 (9/6); CSlk a

pritisnut -

inf. (pritisnut' ); Lomne 1572 (31/4); ESlk COu

prittelsky -

adv. (priatel'sJeY); Dol. Stubiia 1566 (12/1); CSlk a

adv. (prv(ej) ); Dol. Stubna 1566 (9/11); CSlk r

priw -

prjsaZny -

N sg. m. (prisazny); Veliena 1584 (3/10); CSlk r'

prodluhowany -

G sg. n. (prodluhovtini); Jelsava 1567a (15/1); CSlk 1

prodluzowany -

G sg. n. (predlzovanie); Rozkovany 1575 (13/4); ESlk 1

p[ro]sy -

3rd pl. n-p. (prosit'); Vrbove 1550a (4/5); WSlk a

prosyce -

N sg. m. PrAP (prosit'); Rajec 1586 (3/14); WSlk a

prve -

adv. (prv(ej) ); Dobra Voda 1538b (20/5); WSlk r

prwe -

adv. (prv(ej) ); Martin 1561 (12/6); CSlk r

prwsse -

adv. (prvsie); Levoca 1569 (6/9); ESlk r

pryali - pl. I-part. (priat'); Tmava 1565a (1/8); WSlk a
pryiasny -

G sg. f. (priazen); Levoea 1552 (6/6); ESlk a

pryjitele -

G sg. m. (priatel'); Dobra Voda 1538a (14/9); WSlk a

prymlowu -

A sg. f. (primluva); Rozkovany 1575 (5/4); ESlk 1
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prystupyl- sg. ffi. I-part. (pristupit'); Rajec 1553 (3n); WSlk COn
prytel- N sg. ffi. (priatel'); Martin 1561 (12/15); CSlk a
prytele -

N pl. ffi. (priatel'); Slov. Yes 1591 (5/9); ESlk a; ESlk t'

pryteloffi -

D pl. ffi. (priatel'); Slov. Yes 1591 (24/4); ESlk a

prytelowy -

D. sg. ffi. (priatel'); Kras. Lnka 1556 (11/3); ESlk a
A sg. f. adj. (priatel'skj); Slov. Yes 1591 (11/11); ESlk a

prytelsku prytely -

G pl. ffi. (priatel'); Tmava 1580a (4/4); WSlk a
A pl. ffi. (priatel'); Partiz. L'upca 1578a (27/12); CSlk a
A sg. f. (priazen); Dobra Voda 1538b (1/1); WSlk a
Zamovica 1548 (1/1); CSlk a

Pryzen -

pryznywYffi przali . przalj -

D pl. ffi. adj. (priaznivy); Slov. Yes 1591 (24/6); ESlk a

pl. I-part. (priat'); Trencln 1532 (3n); WSlk a
pl. I-part. (priat'); Vh. Brod 1538 (2/7); MSlk a

przaly -

pI. I-part. (priat'); Bruffiov-Bylnice 1539 (3/1); MSlk a

przatel- G pl. ffi. (priatel'); Valas. Mezrrici 1541 (18/2); MSlk a
przatele -

N pl. ffi. (priatel'); Valas. Mezilici 1541 (16/9); MSlk a

v pI. ffi. (priatel'); Vh. Hradiste 1538a (1/8); MSlk a
Kroffierlz 1539 (2/5); MSlk t'
Skalica 1536 (In); WSlk a
Tmava 1541 (1/2); WSlk a
Necpaly 1565 (3/5); CSlk a
przateloffi -

D pl. ffi. (priatel'); Kroffierlz 1539 (21n); MSlk a
Senica 1537 (17/5); WSlk a
Mosovce 1567 (2/2); CSlk a

przatelska -

N sg. f. adj. (priatel'skj); Skalica 1536 (15/1); WSlk a

przatelsky -

adv. (priatel'skj); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (8/10); MSlk a

przatelstvi -

A sg. n. (priatel'stvo); Uh. Hradiste 1538b (3n); MSlk a

przately -

A pl. ffi. (priatel'); Partiz. L'upca 1538 (13/9); CSlk a

I pI. ffi. (priatel'); Valas. Mezmci 1541 (7/4); MSlk a
przedani przede -

N sg. n. (predanie); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (5/3); CSlk

'e

prep. (predo); Vh. Brod 1536 (2/3); MSlk 'b/b

przedlvzone przejitele -

A pl. ffi. PPP (pred{tit'); Dubovica 16th c. a (In); ESlk 1

V pl. ffi. (priatel'); Dobra Voda 1538a (1/9); WSlk a

przichaczegycz przieteli -

N pI. ffi. PrAP (prichadzat'); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (10/11); CSlk dj

V sg. ffi. (priatel'); llava 1542 (1/5); WSlk a (2x)

przieznive -

adv. (priaznivy); Necpaly 1565 (11/7); CSlk a

przieznivy -

V sg. ffi. adj. (priaznivY); llava 1534 (1/9); WSlk a
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sg. f. I-part. (prichodit'); Breclav 1539 (7n); MSlk d'

przihodila prziiaczielie -

L sg. f. (priazen); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (30/1); ESlk a

prziiazny przily -

N pI. ffi. (priatel'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (32/4); ESlk a

pl. I-part. (priat'); IDohovec 1545b (1/8); WSlk a
N sg. f. adj. (prirodzeny); Veself n. Mor. 1549b (15/1); MSlk dj

przirozena przisezny -

N pl. ffi. (prisazny); Partiz. L'upca 1538 (1/8); CSlk a
N sg. ffi. PrAP (pristupit'); Vh. Brod 1547 (3/4); MSlk a

przistaupicz przitele -

N pl. ffi. (priatel'); Jelsava 1572 (7/2); CSlk a

v pl. ffi. (priatel'); Pov. Bystrica 1547 (1/5); WSlk t'
prziteloffi -

D pl. ffi. (priatel'); Pov. Bystrica 1547 (23/3); WSlk a
Mosovce 1569 (2/2); CSlk a

przitelstwa -

G sg. n. (priatel'stvo); Plavec 1532a (12/14); ESlk a

D sg. ffi. (priatel'); Plavec 1583 (22/8); ESlk C'u/u

przitely -

prziyacziel- N sg. ffi. (priatel'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (19/4); ESlk a
prziyaczielstwie -

L sg. n. (priatel'stvo); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (30/4); ESlk a

A sg. f. (priazen); Chtelnica 1531 (1/1); WSlk a

Przizen -

prziznywe -

adv. (priaznivy); Mosovce 1569 (8/9); CSlk a

prziznywiffi -

D pl. ffi. adj. (priaznivy); Mosovce 1569 (2/6); CSlk a

przyaczyelovy -

D sg. ffi. (priatel'); Bartosovce 1554 (48/8); ESlk a

D/L sg. f. (priazen); Kr. Luka 1558 (9/12); ESlk a
Dubovica 16th c. a (7/3); ESlk a

przyazny -

G sg. ffi. (priatel'); Plavec 1587 (6/12); ESlk a

przyiaczielia -

D/L sg. f. (priazen); Plavec 1583 (18/14); ESlk a

przyiaszny przyrzykay~ -

przysazny -

3rd pl. n-p. (pririekat'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (27/7); ESlk C'u/u; ESlk
N sg. ffi. (prisazny); Orav. ZRmok 1574 (3/6); CSlk a

przyssel- sg. ffi. I-part. (prist'); Pol'anovce 1584 (1/11); ESlk r'
przystaupili -

pl. I-part. (pristupit'); Levoca 1569 (2/5); ESlk COu

przysuzujeffie przytele -

V pl. ffi. (priatel'); Tmava 1541 (7/3); WSlk a (2x)

przyzniveho przyznivy -

G sg. ffi. adj. (priaznivy); Trencfn 1532 (16/5); WSlk a
V sg. ffi. adj. (priazniry); Trencln 1532 (1/7); WSlk a

N sg. f. (prisaha); WSlk a; CSlk a

prfsaha pnsazny psani -

1st pl. n-p. (prisudzovat'); Tmava 1536 (38/5); WSlk dj

N sg. ffi. (prisazny); Velicna 1584 (4/3); CSlk r'

N sg. n. (pisanie); Trencfn 1549 (2/12); WSlk

'e

A sg. n. (pisanie); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (3/4); MSlk
Psani -

D sg. n. (pisanie); Vh. Brod 1531 (2/3); MSlk C'u/u

'e

'e
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G sg. n. (p(sanie); Klaster Smilheim 1540 (2n); MSlk a
Sklabina 1579 (3/5); CSlk a

psany -

pul- N (pol); Arnutovce 16th c. (7/6); ESlk 6
A (pol); Kal'amenova 1571 (9/2); CSlk 6
puol- G (pol); Partiz. L'upca 1571 (17/1); CSlk 6
A (pol); Trencln 1584 (27/10); WSlk 6
pusstel- sg. m.l-part. (pust'at'); Partiz. L'upca 1578a (24/6); CSlk a
plisteli - pl. I-part. (pust'at'); CSlk a
pyatom -

D num.! (pat'); Partiz. L'upca 1578b (22/2); CSlk a
A sg. f. (peeat'); Dubovica 16th c. b (7/5); ESlk a

pyeczecz -

R
radau - I sg. f. (rada); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (28/2); MSlk COli
reczenem -

L sg. n. PPP (rieet'); Hora 1578 (8/9); CSlk r'

Richtar -

N sg. m. (riehtar); Sklabina 1564 (23/11); CSlk r'

Richtarz -

N sg. m. (riehtar); Sklabina 1564 (17/2); CSlk r'

richtarze - G sg. m. (riehtar); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (1/10); CSlk a
roskazane -

G sg. n. (rozkazanie); Jelsava 1572 (13/9); CSlk a

rosmluuity -

inf. (rozmluvit'); Plavec 1532a (4/15); ESlk 1

rozdylu -

G sg. m. (rozdiel); Veself n. Mor. 1549b (9/2); MSlk

'e

rozmlowime -1st pl. n-p. (rozmluvit'); Sklabina 1579 (17/12); CSlk 1
rozmluveny -

A sg. n. (rozmluvenie); Trencfn 1549 (22/1); WSlk 1

roznycz -

G pl. f. (rozniea); Rajec 1553 (63/3); WSlk 6

rozvmie -

3rd sg. n-p. (rozumiet'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (10/1); ESlk

ruku -

'e

I sg. f. (ruka); Kal'amenova 1571 (13/4); CSlk COli

ruoznicze - G sg. f. (rozniea); Trencfn 1532 (4/6); WSlk 6

.

rychtarze -

G sg. m. (riehtar); Kromenz 1539 (8/10); MSlk a

rychtarzy -

D sg. m. (riehtar); Vh. Brod 1530 (17/6); MSlk C'li/u
V sg. m. (riehtar); N. Mesto n. Vah. 1550 (1/6); WSlk C'li/u

rzaczili - pl. I-part. (raeit'); N. Mesto n. Vah. 1546 (8/5); WSlk r'
Rzchtarzy -

D sg. m. (riehtar); Mosovce 1568 (1/6); CSlk r'

rzekli - pl. I-part. (rieet'); Chtelnica 1531 (15/10); WSlk r'
Rzichtarz rzka -

N sg. m. (riehtar); Hlohovec 1545a (16/1); WSlk r'

N sg. m. PrAP (rieet'); Trencln 1549 (80/12); WSlk r'
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S
sa -

A refl. prone (sa); Rajec 1586 (42/10); WSlk a
Sklabiiia 1564 (10/12); CSlk a

sansziadowy sasyadam -

D pl. m. (sused); Dubovica 16th c. a (2/10); ESlk COli

sasyady sau -

D sg. m. (sused); Plavee 1587 (1/9); ESlk COli

I pl. m. (sused); Dubovica 16th c. a (2/3); ESlk COli

3rd pl. pres. (byt'); Vh. Brod 1538 (5/5); MSlk COli
Dobra Voda 1538b (14/5); WSlk COli
Slov. L'upea 1589 (59/8); CSlk COli
Lomne 1572 (22/9); ESlk COli

sauseda -

N sg. f. (suseda); Vh. Brod 1530 (2/5); MSlk COli

sausedom -

I sg. m. (sused); Jelsava 1567b (21/9); CSlk COli
D pl. m. (sused); Skalica 1550 (19/5); WSlk COli

sausedske s~siadt

-

adv. (suseds"Y); Dobra Voda 1538b (21/2); WSlk COli

N sg. m. (sused); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (19/6); ESlk COli

scel- sg. m.l-part. (chciet'); Tmava 1577b (6/11); WSlk t'
Scz~sczya -

G sg. m. (st'astie); Hertnfk 1565 (1/1); ESlk a

A refl. prone (sa); Vh. Ostroh 1540 (2/4); MSlk a
Bytea 1580 (10/2); WSlk a
Partiz. L'upca 1568 (24/6); CSlk a

se -

sebow -

I refl. prone (sa); Partiz. L'upea 1588a (16/4); CSlk COli
Lomne 1572 (25/2); ESlk COli

sedzy -

3rd pl. n-p. (sediet'); Orav. Zamok 1574 (68/9); CSlk a; CSlk d'

sffagrze -

V sg. m. (svagor); Bartosovce 1554 (1/6); ESlk r'

A refl. prone (sa); Plavee 1556 (7n); ESlk a

sie -

I sg. f. (sien); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (17/8); CSlk 'e

sienow -

skonczenie -

N sg. n. (skoncenie); Plavec 1583 (6/6); ESlk 'e

"

slibil- sg. m.l-part. (sl'l1bit'); Vh. Hradiste 1538a (4/5); MSlk C'li/u
Tmava 1541 (4/11); WSlk C'li/u
slibugem slissati -

1st sg. n-p. (sl'ubovat'); Plavee 1532a (15/8); ESlk C'li/u

inf. (slysat'); Lomne 1572 (3/2); ESlk a

slissel- sg. m.l-part. (slysat'); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (9/14); WSlk a
Slov. L'upea 1589 (44/13); CSlk a
slussnau slussnu sluzeb -

A sg. f. adj. (slusny); Vh. Brod 1547 (12/8); MSlk COli
A sg. f. adj. (slusny); Veself n. Mor. 1549a (20/1); MSlk COli
G pl. f. (sluzba); Orav. Zarnok 1574 (26/6); CSlk nln

sluzebnikom sluzebnikowy -

I sg. m. (sluzobnik); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (23/6); WSlk n/h
D sg. m. (sluzobnik); Plavec 1532a (21/3); ESlk n/h
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N sg. m. (slutobnfk); Sklabina 1564 (26/12); CSlk n/b

Sluzebnyk sluziti -

inf. (slutit'); Levoca 16th c. (3/8); ESlk COli

sluzyl- sg. m.l-part. (slutit'); Trencin 1584 (42/3); WSlk COli
slyssela -

sg. f. I-part. (slysat'); Vh. Brod 1530 (5/3); MSlk a

slyssely -

pl. I-part. (slysat'); Hlinne 1585 (10/13); ESlk a

slysseti -

inf. (slysat'); Vh. Brod 1536 (2/10); MSlk a
Rajec 1586 (6/10); WSlk a

slyseli - pl. I-part. (slysat'); MSlk a; WSlk a; CSlk a
A sg. m. (stub); Bartosovce 1554 (24/12); ESlk C'li/u

slyvb -

N sg. f. (zmluva); Valas. Mezifici 1541 (6/2); MSlk 1
Skalica 1536 (14/12); WSlk 1

smluva smrti -

G sg. f. (smrt'); Veseli n. Mor. 1549b (14/11); MSlk r
L sg. f. (smrt'); Lomne 1572 (20n, 24/8); ESlk r
L sg. f. (smrt' ); Partiz. L'upca 1559 (17/13); CSlk r

smrty sobu -

I refl. prone (sa); Chmel'ov 1577 (6/9); ESlk COli
I pl. m. (spolusused); Rajec 1553 (8/10); WSlk COli

spolusausedy sposob -

A sg. m. (sposob); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (4/5); ESlk 6

spravedlivie -

adv. (spravodlivy); Vh. Brod 1538 (9/8); MSlk n/b
I sg. f. (spravedlnost'); Valas. Mezifici 1541 (14/1); MSlk C'li/u

spravedlnosti sprawedliwost sprawodlywu sprawui~

sie -

spuosob -

A sg. f. (spravodlivost'); Mosovce 1569 (9/6); CSlk n/b
A sg. f. adj. (spravodlivy); Partiz. L'upca 1578b (12/9); CSlk n/b
3rd pl. n-p. (spravovat' sa); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (27/3); ESlk C'u/u

A sg. m. (sposob); Orav. Zarnok 1574 (40/10); CSlk 6

spuosobem - I sg. m. (sposob); Trencin 1584 (40/14); WSlk 6
Makovica 1579a (6/8); ESlk 6
spusobe[m] -

I sg. m. (sposob); Arnutovce 16th c. (3/1); ESlk 6

spusobem - I sg. m. (sposob); Tmava 1580a (7/3); WSlk 6
Partiz. L'upca 1559 (16/4); CSlk 6
G sg. n. (srdce); Sklabina 1579 (7/1); CSlk r

srdcze sscescye -

A sg. n. (st'astie); Chmel'ov 1577 (1/2); ESlk 'e

ssecz -

Anum. (sest'); Ruzomberok 1555b (7/12); CSlk t'

ssesc -

Anum. (sest'); Kracunovce 1580 (16/11); ESlk t'

ssest -

Anum. (sest'); Semsa 1580 (6n); ESlk t'

sstesty sstiastnie sstiesti -

G sg. n. (st'astie); Lomne 1572 (3/6); ESlk a; ESlk a
adv. (st'astny); Tmava 1550 (21/10); WSlk a
G sg. n. (st'astie); Kal'amenova 1575 (1/2); CSlk a
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sstiesty -

G sg. n. (st'astie); Tmava 1550 (1/2); WSlk a
A sg. m. (stvrtok); Seniea 1539 (8/6); WSlk r

sstuertek sstwertok starze -

A sg. m. (stvrtok); Dol. Stubna 1566 (2/5); CSlk 'hID; CSlk r

A pl. m. adj. (stary); Plavec 1532a (11/8); ESlk r'

statezeku -

G sg. m. (statcek); Hlohovee 1550 (5/4); WSlk 'hID

statezoky -

A pl. m. (statcek); Chtelniea 1531 (5/1); WSlk 'hID
Chtelniea 1531 (6/9); WSlk 'hID

statek -

N sg. m. (statok); Plavec 1587 (3/14); ESlk 'hID
A sg. m. (statok); Skaliea 1536 (5/6); WSlk 'hID
Dobra Voda 1538a (5/3, 13/8, 15/1); WSlk 'hID
Tmava 1577b (5/3); WSlk 'hID
Tmava 1577e (7/9); WSlk 'hID
Partiz. L'upca 1538 (11/10); CSlk 'hID

statok -

N sg. m. (statok); Dobra Voda 1538a (11/10); WSlk 'hID
Partiz. L'upca 1571 (29/4); CSlk 'hID
A sg. m. (statok); Tmava 1577a (6/12); WSlk 'hID

ste -

2nd pl. pres. (byt'); Sklabina 1579 (4/2); CSlk t'

stestia -

G sg. n. (st'astie); Makoviea 1579a (1/14); ESlk a

steznost -

A sg. f. (st'aznost'); Mosovee 1567 (6/4); CSlk a

stiznosty -

I sg. f. (st'aznost' ); Mosovee 1567 (7/5); CSlk a

stredu -

A sg. f. (streda); Velicna 1584 (1/11); CSlk r'

strielal- sg. m.l-part. (striel'at'); Hora 1578 (18/4); CSlk 'e
stuol- A sg. m. (stol); Beekov 1535 (25/8); WSlk 6
stvorzeny -

A sg. m. (stvrtok); Lomne 1572 (32/6); ESlk 'hID; ESlk r

stwartok su -

D sg. n. (stvorenie); Veseli n. Mor. 1549b (14/10); MSlk r'

3rd pl. pres. (byt'); Bytea 1580 (9/9); WSlk C°ti

sudey -

N pl. m. (sudca); Ruzomberok 1586 (2/6); CSlk C°ti

sudobney -

G sg. f. adj. (sudobny); Rora 1578 (2/6); CSlk 'hID

sused -

N sg. m. (sused); Hlohovee 1545a (6/8); WSlk COu
Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (2/11); CSlk COu

svatem -

L sg. m. adj. (sviiry); Breelav 1539 (9/1); MSlk a
Dol. Lopasov 1546 (9/10); WSlk a

svatey -

L sg. f. adj. (sviiry); Brumov-Bylniee 1539 (11/12); MSlk a

svatostmi -

I pl. f. (sviatost'); Veseli n. Mor. 1549b (4/9); MSlk t'

svattem - L sg. m. adj. (sviiry); Veseli n. Mor. 1549a (22/6); MSlk a
svatu -

I sg. f. adj. (sviiry); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (15/6); CSlk COu

svaty -

N sg. m. adj. (sviiry); WSlk a; CSlk a
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svedomi -

A sg. n. (svedomie); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (10/8); CSlk '6

sviedomi -

N pl. n. (svedomie); Trnava 1536 (14/2); WSlk a

A sg. m. adj. (SVOj); Dobra Voda 1538a (13/7); WSlk 6

svoj -

svrchu -

adv. (zvrchu); Vh. Brod 1536 (14/6); MSlk r
D pl. m. (sused); Kras. Lllka 1557 (2/2); ESlk COll

svssiedom svu -

I sg. f. adj. (svoj); Breclav 1539 (3/10); MSlk COll

sw -

3rd pl. pres. (byt'); Plavec 1532b (8/3); ESlk COll

Swatem -

L sg. m. adj. (svary); Lomn6 1572 (32/8); ESlk a

swatem -

L sg. m. adj. (svary); Rora 1578 (5/10); CSlk a

Swatey -

L sg. f. adj. (svary); Rora 1578 (20/8); CSlk a
A sg. f. adj. (SVOj); Plavec 1583 (1/2); ESlk COll

swau -

swedomy -

N sg. n. (svedomie); Pov. Bystrica 1562 (1/10); WSlk '6
A sg. n. (svedomie); Lomn6 1572 (5n); ESlk '6
N pl. n. (svedomie); Zarnovica 1548 (17n); CSlk a
Semsa 1580 (13/9); ESlk a

swetili -

pl. I-part. (svatit'); Velicna 1584 (2/6); CSlk t'

swobodyI- sg. m. I-part. (slobodit'); Partiz. L'upca 1538 (11/13); CSlk d'
swoy -

A sg. m. adj. (SVOj); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (18/11); CSlk 6

swuog -

A sg. m. adj. (SVOj); Partiz. L'upca 1551 (7/5); CSlk 6

swuy -

A sg. m. adj. (SVOj); Rajec 1553 (25/8); WSlk 6

syny -

N sg. f. (?) (sien); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (16/3); CSlk '6

szansiadouy sz~siedzi

-

D sg. m. (sused); Plavec 1587 (13/8); ESlk COll

N pl. m. (sused); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (32/6); ESlk COll

szmiercziam -

I sg. f. (smrt'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (16/3); ESlk r

S
st'astny -

N sg. m. adj. (st'astny); WSlk a

T
tele -

L sg. n. (telo); Martin 1561 (5/11); CSlk t'
~578

teletie -

G sg. n. (tela); Rora

(15/10); CSlk a

teprov -

adv. (teprv); Martin 1540 (11/10); CSlk r

teprova-adv. (teprv); Vh. Brod 1531 (4/2); MSlkr
Pov. Bystrica 1547 (13/5); WSlk r
teprw tie -

adv. (teprv); Martin 1561 (15/5); CSlk r

G sg. prone (0'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (44/9); CSlk a

Tiessko -

adv. (taileY); Kal'amenova 1575 (4/12); CSlk a
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tiezky[m] - I sg. n. adj. (t'alkY); Vh. Brod 1547 (26/12); MSlk t'
tobow -

I sg. prone (ty); Plavee 1532a (4/12); ESlk COu

trch -

A sg. m. (trh); Bytea 1580 (10/12); WSlk r

trhu -

L sg. m. (trh); Mosovce 1567 (18/2); CSlk r

trpel- sg. m.l-part. (trpiet'); Slov. L'upea 1589 (20/6); CSlk r
trycet -

Anum. (tridsat'); Tmava 1580b (4/10); WSlk a

trziczet -

Anum. (tridsat'); Kal'amenova 1571 (8/12); CSlk r'

tztwrte -

N sg. n. adj. (stvrry); Arnutovce 16th c. (3/6); ESlk r

tzudzemu - D sg. m. adj. (cudzi); Levoea 1552 (5/5); ESlk C'u/u; ESlk dj

U
uchaza udolj -

3rd sg. n-p. (uchadzat'); Bytea 1580 (16/1); WSlk dj
G sg. n. (Udolie); Veliena 1584 (12/4); CSlk a

uiplacit - inf. (vyplatit'); Tmava 1577d (3/6); WSlk t'
uplne -

adv. (uplny); Slov. L'upea 1589 (61/4); CSlk!

uracila -

sg. f.l-part. (vratit'); Tmava 1577d (2/14); WSlk t'

urednjka -

G sg. m. (uradnik); Veliena 1584 (7/2); CSlk COu; CSlk r'

Vrodzonym urozeny -

D pl. m. adj. (urodzeny); Plavee 1556 (10/1); ESlk dj

N sg. m. adj. (urodzeny); Valas. Mezirfef 1541 (24/3); MSlk dj
llava 1534 (1/6); WSlk dj

Vrozenym urzadu -

D pl. m. adj. (urodzeny); Pol'anovce 1584 (19/1); ESlk dj

G sg. m. (urad); Cachtice 1550 (4/3); WSlk r'

urzednika - G sg. m. (uradnik); Brumov-Bylnice 1539 (13/6); MSlk a
urad -

N sg. m. (urad); CSlk a

utery -

A sg. n. (utorok); Vh. Brod 1538 (10/3); MSlk COu

uterzy -

A sg. n. (utorok); Hlohovec 1545b (12/2); WSlk r'

utvrzeni -

A sg. n. (utvrdenie); Beckov 1535 (29/12); WSlk dj

V
vassy -

A sg. f. adj. (vaS); Matlin 1540 (21/8); CSlk C'u/u

vdieczne -

A sg. n. adj. (vd'acny); Vh. Brod 1531 (22/15); MSlk d'

ve -prep. (vo); N. Mesto n. Yah. 1546 (17/10); WSlk 'b/h
vecov - I sg. f. (vee); Slov. L'upca 1589 (60/11); CSlk C'u/u
vezmucz -

N sg. m. PrAP (vziat'); Veself n. Mor. 1549b (15/7); MSlk COu

vhol- N sg. m. (uhol); Partiz. L'upea 1588b (18/8); CSlk 'b/h
viaczey -

adv. (viac(ej) ); Bartosovce 1554 (2/10); ESlk a
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adv. (viac(ej) ); Valas. Mezmcf 1541 (17/2); MSlk a

vicz -

adv. (viac(ej) ); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (11/8); MSlk a

vicze viecze -

adv. (viac(ej) ); Smolenice 1537 (14/8); WSlk a

viedieti - inf. (vediet'); Brumov-Bylnice 1539 (7/3); MSlk d'
vieru  I sg. f. (viera); Beckov 1535 (11/5); WSlk 'e
Martin 1540 (8n); CSlk '6; CSlk COll
viery 

G sg. f. (viera); Bfeclav 1539 (8/1); MSlk 'e

vierzyti - inf. (verit'); Skalica 1543a (6/5); WSlk r'
viete -

2nd pl. n-p. (vediet'); llava 1542 (7/5); WSlk 'e

viry -

G sg. f. (viera); N. Mesto n. Yah. 1534 (4/10); WSlk '6
A sg. f. (viera); Roznov p. Radh. 1535 (12/15); MSlk '6; MSlk r'

virzu vite -

2nd pl. n-p. (vediet'); Dol. Stubiia 1567 (7/3); CSlk '6

vnuter -

adv. (vnutor); Dobra Voda 1538b (36/2); WSlk r'

vobecz -

adv. (vobec); Beckov 1535 (1/2); WSlk 6

vpadek -

A sg. m. (upadok); Bartosovce 1554 (4/12); ESlk D/b

vpelnim - I sg. n. adj. (uplny); Lomne 1572 (14/1); ESlk 1(2x)
vplneho -

G sg. n. adj. (uplny); Grav. Zamok 1574 (45n); CSlk 1

vplnost -

A sg. f. (uplnost'); Rajec 1553 (13/12); WSlk 1
A sg. f. adj. (uplny); Lomne 1572 (6/9); ESlk 1

vplnu -

vrodzeny -

N sg. m. adj. (urodzeny); Ruzomberok 1585c (11/1); CSlk dj
N sg. m. adj. (urodzeny); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (6/4); CSlk dj

vrozeny -

Vrzadnyka -

G sg. m. (uradnik); Grav. Zarnok 1574 (33n); CSlk a
A sg. m. (uradnik); Grav. Zarnok 1574 (11/1); CSlk r'

vsazen vule -

N sg. m. PPP (vsadit'); Martin 1540 (6/3); CSlk dj

G sg. f. (vol'a); Veself n. Mor. 1549b (10/1); MSlk 6

vuole -

N sg. f. (vola); Senica 1530 (12/9); WSlk 6
G sg. f. (vola); Vh. Brod 1547 (20/7); MSlk 6

vuoly -

A sg. f. (vola); Senica 1530 (5/4); WSlk C'u/u

vy~czey -

adv. (viac(ej) ); Bartosovce 1554 (9/1); ESlk a

vybirali - pl. I-part. (vyberat'); Skalica 1550 (10/14); WSlk '6
vydadza vydz(J vye -

3rd pl. n-p. (rydat'); Kras. LUka 1557 (9/1); ESlk a, ESlk d'
3rd pl. n-p. (vidiet'); Bartosovce 1554 (7/2); ESlk a

3rd sg. n-p. (vediet'); Vh. Brod 1547 (9/11, 20/2); MSlk 'e

vyminek -

G pl. f. (vjmienka); Valas. Meziffcf 1541 (21/10); MSlk '6

vyslissali - pl. I-part. (vyslysat' ); Beckov 1535 (5/9); WSlk a
vyslyssavsse -

N pl. m. PAP (vyslysat'); Beckov 1535 (5/11); WSlk a
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vyslysal- sg. m. I-part. (vyslysat'); WSlk a
vyslysav -

N sg. m. PAP (vyslysat'); WSlk a

2nd pl. n-p. (vediet'); Veseli n. Mor. 1549b (5/6); MSlk 'e

vyte -

vyznavayacz -

N pl. m. PrAP (vyznavat'); Dubovica 16th c. b (4/2); ESlk C'u/u

vzal- sg. m. I-part. (vziat'); WSlk a; CSlk a
vzav -

N sg. m. PAP (vziat'); WSlk a; CSlk a
N sg. f. PAP (vziat'); Beckov 1535 (22/3); WSlk a

vzavsse -

inf. (vziat'); Bartosovce 1554 (18/3); ESlk a

vzi~cz -

inf. (vziat'); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (15/3); MSlk a

vzyti -

vziwany -

D sg. n. (uzivanie); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (13/3); CSlk C'u/u

W
wassa we -

N sg. f. adj. (vaS); SpiS. Kapitula 1592 (8n); ESlk a

prep. (vo); Vel'. Pole 1547 (14/2); CSlk 1>/b

wedeI- sg. m. I-part. (vediet'); Makovica 1579b (8n); ESlk d'
prep. (vedl'a); Rozkovany 1575 (11/5); ESlk 1>/»

wedle -

I sg. f. adj. (vel'kj); Slov. Yes 1591 (5/16); ESlk COu

welyku -

adv. (von); Zamovica 1548 (7/3); CSlk 1>/»
Slov. Yes 1591 (13/3); ESlk 1>/»

wen -

werchu -

G sg. m. (vrch); Ruzomberok 1555b (9/6); CSlk r

werzne -

adv. (verny); Rozkovany 1575 (3/7); ESlk r'

wiare -

A sg. f. (viera); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (26/2); ESlk 'e

wiedzenia wiedziec -

G sg. n. (vedenie); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (8/3); ESlk a
inf. (vediet'); Brezovica n. Tor. 1567 (5n); ESlk d'

wie[m] -

1st sg. n-p. (vediet'); Zarnovica 1548 (6/11); CSlk 'e

wieme -

1st pl. n-p. (vediet'); Makovica 1579a (8n); ESlk 'e

wictznia -

A sg. m (viizen); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (11/1, 24/8); ESlk a

wictzniem -

I sg. m. (viizen); Brezovica n. Tor. 1564 (28/2); ESlk a

wiplatyI- sg. m. I-part. (vyplatit'); Kracunovce 1580 (5/10); ESlk t'
wiru -

A sg. f. (viera); Lomne 1572 (14n); ESlk 'e

wirzoszwmieI- sg. m.l-part. (vyrozumiet'); Plavec 1532b (3/5); ESlk r'
wladnuti wlczy wo -

inf. (vladnut'); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (27/13); CSlk COu

A sg. m. adj. (v[ci); Trencin 1584 (67n); WSlk I

prep. (vo); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (21n); CSlk 1>/»

wobecz -

adv. (vobec); Ruzomberok 1555b (5/4); CSlk 6
Lomne 1572 (2/2); ESlk 6
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wole -

G sg. f. (vol'a); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (25/10); WSlk 6
Makovica 1579a (4/18); ESlk 6
N sg. m. adj. (opatrny); Rajec 1553 (4/2); WSlk r

wopatmy -

V pl. m. anim. adj. (opatrny); Zarnovica 1548 (1/8); CSlk r
wpratelstwy -

L sg. n. (priatel'stvo); Mosovce 1567 (25/1); CSlk a

G sg. m. (vrch); Ruzomberok 1555a (9/5); CSlk r

wrchu -

wrednykow -

G pl. m. (uradnik); Pol'anovce 1584 (12/13); ESlk a

Wskrisseny -

L sg. n. (vzkriesenie); Trencfn 1577 (1/6); WSlk 'e

wulj -

A sg. f. (vola); Grav. zarnok 1574 (54/7); CSlk 6

wuly -

A sg. f. (vol'a); Levoca 1569 (3/2); ESlk 6

wuobecz -

adv. (vobec); Kremnica 1569 (2/3); CSlk 6

wuole -

G sg. f. (vola); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (16/4); CSlk 6
Lomne 1572 (10/7); ESlk 6

wuos -

N sg. m. (voz); Spis. Kapitula 1592 (10/7); ESlk 6

wycze -

adv. (viac(ej) ); Grav. zarnok 1574 (63/3); CSlk a

wyhledawagu wyplnieni -

3rd pl. n-p. (vyhladavat'); Partiz. L'upca 1578b (13/5); CSlk C'u/u

G sg. n. (vyplnenie); Skalica 1590 (14/10); WSlk a

wyplnil- sg. m.l-part. (vyplnit'); Skalica 1590 (10/1); WSlk 1
L sg. m. (vrch); Partiz. L'upca 1551 (21/10); CSlk r

wyrchu wyznanie -

N sg. n. (vyznanie); Jelsava 1572 (12/11); CSlk 'e

wzali - pl. I-part. (vziat'); Partiz. L'upca 1562 (29/9); CSlk a
Lomne 1572 (25/13); ESlk a
wzaly - pl. I-part. (vziat'); Trencln 1584 (19/6); WSlk a
Lomne 1572 (8/5); ESlk a
wzat -

inf. (vziat'); Lomne 1572 (25/3); ESlk a

wzawssy wziti -

N sg. m. PAP (vziat'); Partiz. L'upca 1582 (88/11); CSlk a

inf. (vziat'); Trencln 1577 (4/10); WSlk a

y
yuss -

adv. (jut); Ruzomberok 1555a (6/9); CSlk C'u/u

Z
zabyrati -

inf. (zaberat'); Bardejov 1585 (9/4); ESlk 'e

zaczynok zadagj zadayClc -

N sg. m. (zacinok); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (23/2); CSlk n/h

3rd pl. n-p. (ziadat'); Makovica 1579b (4/1); ESlk C'u/u
N sg. m. PrAP (ziadat'); Kras. Luka 1558 (3/10); ESlk C'u/u

zalugucz se -

N sg. m. PrAP (zalovat' sa); Pol'anovce 1584 (2/10); ESlk C'u/u
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zamiessena -

N sg. f. PPP (zamiesit'); Lomn6 1572 (29/8); ESlk '6

A sg. m. (zamok); Sklabina 1579 (11/8); CSlk 'bIb

zamok -

zaplacil- sg. m. I-part. (zaplatit'); Trnava 1577b (4/6); WSlk t'
zaplaczyl- sg. m.l-part. (zaplatit'); Hlinn6 1585 (4/8); ESlk t'
A sg. n. (zrno); Hlinn6 1585 (9/4); ESlk r

zarno -

za-slubil- sg. m.l-part. (zasl'ubit'); Trnava 1565c (3/15); WSlk C'u/u
zboza -

G sg. n. (zbozie); Hlinn6 1585 (8/3); ESlk a

zdravi -

G sg. n. (zdravie); Klastor p. Zniev. 1531 (1/10); CSlk a

Zdravy -

G sg. n. (zdravie); Kromerfz 1539 (2/8); MSlk a

zdravy -

A sg. n. (zdravie); Kromenz 1539 (13/5); MSlk '6

Zdravye -

G sg. n. (zdravie); Vh. Brod 1547 (2/1); MSlk a
G sg. n. (zdravie); Kras. Luka 1556 (1/3); ESlk a

zdrawi zdrawia -

G sg. n. (zdravie); Makovica 1579a (1/15); ESlk a

zdrawye -

A sg. n. (zdravie); Chmel'ov 1577 (1/4); ESlk '6

zet -

N sg. m. (zat'); Partiz. L'upca 1538 (5/9); CSlk a

r

zethrffacz -

inf. (zotrvat'); Hertnlk 1565 (5/6); ESlk

ziadajicze -

N sg. m. PrAP (ziadat'); Hlohovec 1532 (3/7); WSlk C'u/u

zmienku -

A sg. f. (zmienka); Partiz. L'upca 1540 (30/7); CSlk '6

zminku -

A sg. f. (zmienka); Mosovce 1568 (5/8); CSlk '6

zmluva -

N sg. f. (zmluva); Mosovce 1578 (4/11); CSlk 1

znagicze znaje -

N pI. m. PrAP (znat'); Partiz. L'upca 1538 (9/4); CSlk C'u/u

N sg. m. PrAP (znat'); Veself n. Mor. 1549a (19/9); MSlk a

znanie -

A sg. n. (znanie); Makovica 1579b (7/5); ESlk '6

znany -

A sg. n. (znanie); Makovica 1579b (5/6); ESlk '6

zny -

3rd sg. n-p. (zniet'); Veself n. Mor. 1549b (7/4); MSlk '6

zobu -

G num. (oba, obe); Mosovce 1578 (22/1); CSlk COu

zostal- sg. m.l-part. (zostat'); Bartosovce 1554 (16/3); ESlk 6
zostathy zribe -

inf. (zostat'); Sklabina 1579 (6/1); CSlk 6

N sg. n. (zriebii); Arnutovce 16th c. (3n); ESlk a; ESlk '6

zryzeny -

A sg. n. (zriadenie); Rajec 1553 (12/12); WSlk a

ztiezowany -

G sg. n. (st'azovanie); Partiz. L'upca 1568 (26/9); CSlk t'

zuostali -

pl. I-part. (zostat'); Vh. Ostroh 1533 (18/14); MSlk 6

zuostat -

inf. (zostat'); Partiz. L'upca 1578a (45/7); CSlk 6

zupelna zuplna -

N. sg. f? adj. (zuplny); Plavec 1556 (6/5); ESlk 1(2x)
adv. (zuplna); Rajec 1553 (19/12); WSlk 1
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zuplnu -

A sg. f. adj. (zuplny); Partiz. L'upca 1588a (7/2); CSlk!

zustati -

inf. (zostat'); Mosovce 1578 (21/1); CSlk 6

zwerchu -

adv. (zvrchu); Jelsava 1572 (15/5); CSlk r

zwrchupsany -

N pl. m. PPP (svrchupsany); Pov. Bystrica 1576 (30/15); WSlk r

zwrichu -

adv. (zvrchu); Partiz. L'upca 1559 (23/11); CSlk r

zyatowy -

D sg. m. (zat'); Arnutovce 16th c. (26/1); ESlk a

zyemyanye -

N pl. m. (zeman); Bartosovce 1554 (22/10); ESlk a

Z
zriedlo -

N sg. n. (zriedlo); Partiz. L'upca 1588b (16/5); CSlk

'e
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